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ABSTRACT 

On the broadest level this dissertation makes a methodological 

statement about the design of regional research in archaeology, 

especially for Cultural Resource Management. It advocates ~y example 

a revised concept and set of requirements for regional research design. 

This revision views regional research design as something different 

from project-specific design. Regional research design requires the 

archaeologist focus on the total research potential of a region, 

rather than those problems that fascinate an individual. The regional 

research design resembles an overview in taking this perspective, but 

differs by providing an archaeological research program. This program 

specifies how the potential of an area relates to the coordination of 

research effort between projects, the assessment of archaeological 

significance and the integration of small projects. At no time is the 

regional research design a cookbook. It can never realize the unique 

potential of a specific project, nor specify exact techniques for field 

work. 

A regional research design for southwestern Arizona provides 

the empirical illustration of the revised concept and requirements. 

As is typical of most CRM research, this area does not equate to 

either a physiographic or cultural unit but rather results from the 

Bureau of Land Management and the National Forest Service's division 

of Arizona into Class I overview units. The core of this research 

design is a synthesis of the environment, ethnography, and archaeology 

xi i 
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of the region. This synthesis and an historical consideration of 

archaeological research in the area provfdes the basis for identifying 

the major scientific issues which archaeologists have (or can) 

addressed in the region. This leads to the development of a research 

program for southwestern Arizona. The research program specifies 

a minimal representative data set that all projects in the region 

should collect. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

An appraisal of modern archaeology to which we come reluc
tantly is that precious little is known about how to design 
the kinds of projects that address timely research questions 
in a realistic manner (Schiffer and Gumerman 1977:129). 

The basic problem of how to design effective, efficient and 

exciting research will always be with us. As the applications of 

our discipline and our scientific goals change, so too will the 

problems of planning good research. In terms of archaeology current 

applications and goals, Schiffer and Gumerman's pessimistic assessment 

is not unwarranted. This is especially true of regional research 

design in the context of cultural resource management (CRM). 

This study attempts to make a methodological statement about 

the design of regional research in archaeology. It advocates by 

example a revised concept of, and set of requirements for, CRM region-

al research design. A regional research design for southwestern 

Arizona provides the empirical illustration of this concept and the 

set of requirements. As is typical of most CRM research, the study 

area does not equate to either a physiographic or cultural unit but 

rather results from the division of Arizona into class 1 overview 

units by the Bureau of Land Management and the U.S. Forest Service. 

The present study was carried out in response to the 

management needs of a federal land-holding agency, the Bureau of 
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Land Management. For these reasons the design of research in this 

case must address many of the problems commonly encountered in CRM 

regional research design. My attempts to reslove these problems have 

wide ranging implications for the design of research both for CRM and 

archaeology in general. 

The Concept of a Regional Research Design 

Archaeologists must consider regional research design 

both in the context of archaeology's scientific goals and in terms 

of CRM's needs. Although any good CRM regional research design must 

relate and contribute to the scientific goals of archaeology, not all 

research designs that make such contributions fulfill the needs of 

CRM. The first thing a CRM regional research design must be is good 

research. The second thing it must be is a useful management document. 

Any regional research design that is not both of these does not fulfill 

CRM's needs. 

Starting with Binford (1964), numerous researchers have 

argued the necessity of research design for accomplishing archaeology's 

scientific goals. Redman (1973) has clearly outlined the importance 

of multi-stage research design in archaeology and Daniels (1972) has 

convincingly argued the value of research design for improving the 

quality of archaeological data. All of these writers concur that a 

research design enhances the success of scientific investigation 

because "it improves research efficiency by providing criteria for 

determining the relevancy of data and by establishing criteria for 



assessing the adequacy of inference drawn from the data" (Goodyear 

et a 1. 1978: 161) • 
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Although there exists a general agreement that all research 

should be carried out in a regional context, most discussions of 

regional research design have taken place in the context of every 

author who has written on the problem of designing CRM research dis

cusses regional research design both as a cure for many of :.':-'.M's ills 

and as an underdeveloped methodology (Goodyear et al. 1978:164-166; 

King 1977:93-94, Schiffer and Gumerman 1977:131; Vivian et al. 1977). 

One almost gains the impression that regional research design supplies 

the panacea for all of CRM's problems. Realistically regional 

research design can contribute to the research goals and practical 

requirements of CRM in three ways: (1) coordinate the research 

efforts of several projects to answer shared questions, (2) assist 

in the determination of archaeological significance, and (3) integrate 

both the research and results of "small" projects. 

The establishment of shared research goals and techniques 

is the strongest contribution a regional research design can make to 

the scientific enterprise of archaeology. The SARG (1974) research 

design represents a well known attempt to do this in the U.S. South

west. Coordinating the research of several projects allows greater 

resources, expertise and data to be brought to bear on a single issue 

or set of issues. In CRM research this can be very important when 

numerous projects, from several different agencies or institutions 



work in the same area. By using comparable methods to address a 

shared set of research questions the total results for all of the 

projects can exceed the sum of the results for each project. Regional 

research designs that accomplish this goal do not necessarily fulfill 

all the goals of a CRh design. Many designs establish shared re

search goals but do not address the issues of significance or inte

gration of small projects. 

Federal laws and regulations require that CRM archaeologists 

assess the significance of the archaeological resources they investi

gate. One of the most important and frustrating qualities of the 

significance concept is its relativity, that is, we can only judge 

archaeological materials to be significant or not in terms of some 

frame of reference (Schiffer and Gumerman 1977:239). Raab and 

Klinger (1977) have argued that explicit, problem-oriented research 

design provides the most promising approach to assessing archaeological 

significance. Without such a design we have no frame of reference 

other than ad hoc generalizations, vaguely worded federal regulations 

and intuition. Since the significance of archaeological materials is 

a key criterion determining how effort and resources are alloted in 

a mitigation project, investigators must avoid the error of under

estimating the full research potential of any archaeological site. 

Broadly conceived regional research designs provide one check against 

this error as well as a frame of reference for assessing archaeolog

ical significance. 
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All CRM researchers face the problem of what to do with 

"sma I III projects, the six block-long sewer I ine surveyor the test 

excavation in a federal parking lot. These projects rarely come with 

sufficient lead time or money to allow development of project

specific research designs. Even with such designs, small projects 

often recover so little data that they, in themselves, can answer no 

interesting research question. Although each project does not amount 

to much, archaeologists yearly execute hundreds of these projects in 

every state. The aggregate impact of small projects on a states 

archaeology can be significant and the aggregate data gathered from 

such projects is frequently useless. From a scientific point of 

view, small projects are often more trouble than they are worth. 

Goodyear et al. (1978) have argued that regional research designs 

could provide a basis for organizing numerous small projects into a 

systematic program, with the potential to address regional, method

ological, and theoretical problems. 

Most archaeologists tend to view regional research designs 

as a variation on, or sub set of, project-specific research cesigns. 

Considerable agreement exists on what a project-specific research 

design should include, and most attempts to write regional designs 

have utilized these criteria. Although many of the extant regional 

designs adequately fulfill the scientific purpose of CRM, none have 

successfully realized the second and third goals presented above. 

Even though project specific and regional research designs 

serve similar purposes, a regional study is not just a project-specific 
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study on a grander scale. The difference in scope between these two 

undertakings means that a regional design must be constructed differ

ently than a project-specific research design. 

The Airlie House report contains the most clear and 

succinct statement of what a project-specific research design should 

include (Vivian et al. 1977:72-73). Although other discussions vary 

in their wording of these criteria, they agree in general with the 

Airlie House guidelines (Grady 1976:20; Schiffer and Gumerman 1977: 

130-133; Goodyear et al. 1978). Also, even though they discuss these 

criteria in terms of project-specific designs, most writers explicitly 

or tacitly link them to regional designs. 

The Airlie House guidelines divide a research design into 

four sections, each of which derives in part from the one it follows 

(Vivian et al. 1977:72-73). The design starts with a statement of the 

basic anthropological and archaeological perspective governing the 

research. A summary of the project area's archaeology, environment, 

and ethnology succeeds this, providing a foundation for the next step. 

The author then generates research questions based on his/her theo

retical orientation and the archaeological, environmental, and eth

nologic resources of the region. The emphasis here must be on getting 

a good fit between the problems and the available data. Finally the 

researcher must specify a research strategy, scheduling and priorities, 

thus specifying the techniques to be used in the work and the logistics 

of carrying out the research. 
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The Airlie House guidelines have proven quite valuable and 

useful for designing project-specific research, but attempts to design 

regional research using them have not been overly successful. Several 

regional research designs tend to conform to this basic procedure, 

adopting a particular theoretical perspective leading to a limited 

number of research questions (Grady 1976; SARG 1974). Other archae

ologists have found the last two specifications difficult or impos

sible to achieve on a regional level and have included only the theo

retical perspective and summary of the region (Goodyear 1977c; 

Trubowitz 1977). In practice the first set of designs has proven too 

narrow to realize the 3 goals I have specified; and the second set 

has proven too broad. This failure does not indicate a lack of skill 

on the part of these researchers but instead the inappropriateness 

of the dominent conception of research design for CRM research. 

The research designs of SARG (1974) and Grady (1976) offer 

good examples of overly specific designs that do not fulfill all the 

requirements of a CRM regional design. SARG, of course, was not 

written as a CRM design, but numerous CRM projects have attempted to 

draw their research from it (see McDonald et al. 1974 and Berry 1978 

for southwestern Arizona examples). SARG (1974) focuses on a specific 

question, "why are population aggregates located where they are," and 

generates three specific hypotheses to answer it. Grady (1976) 

developes a particular theory to explain the prehistory of southern 

Arizona and the hypotheses to test it. These designs are useful tools 
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for archaeological research because they specify shared research 

questions and comparable techniques that researchers can use to 

answer these questions. Nevertheless, they do not provide an exten

sive enough base for assessing significance or integrating small pro

jects into a larger research program. Adopting a single research 

issue or a single theory for assessing significance leads to the 

error of underestimating the research potential of archaeological 

sites. Further, not all small projects can be counted on to produce 

data relevant to such limited issues. 

Goodyear's (1977c) research design for the South Carolina 

highway archaeology program and Trubowitz's (1977) for the Genesee 

Expressway furnish examples of research designs too broad in their 

conception. Both designs put forth a single theoretical perspective 

with a review of the archaeology, environment, and ethnology of the 

area. Neither specifies precise enough research questions to assess 

archaeological significance nor specifically shows how to integrate 

small projects within a broader research effort. 

A successful regional research design must differ from 

these examples in several ways. Most fundamentally, it should identify 

a wide range of archaeological problems and theories. It should not 

advocate a particular theoretical perspective or hypothesis but 

rather should identify the range of theoretical perspectives and 

hypotheses that have been (and can be) applied to the region. Due to 

the wide variety of site types and project requirements possible in 



an area, a regional design can never specify exactly what techniques 

should be utilized but it should establish basic criteria for data 

comparability and quality. In many ways a regional research design 

should be more like an overview than a project-specific research 

design, delineating what we know about an area and what we need to 

know. A regional research design should, however, take an overview 

one step further--by suggesting how to obtain this knowledge. 

Broadening the focus of the regional research design, 

9 

while maintaining a focus on particular issues, provides for improved 

considerations of significance. As Raab and Klinger (1977) con

vincingly argue, archaeological sites are scientifically significant 

only in relation to specific problems. An adequate frame of refer

ence for assessing significance cannot, however, limit itself to a 

single theoretical perspective or a small number of issues. To do 

this runs the risk of designating sites not "insignificant" when in 

fact they might hold great significance for other theoretical per

spectives or unconsidered research questions. Further, since some 

sites must be judged more significant than others, this procedure 

could result in a researcher short-changing the significance of a 

site. All extant regional research designs advocate a single theo

retical perspective and identify only a limited number of research 

problems. 

There exists a conceptual flaw in thought on the integration 

of "small" projects, which may account for the failure of most regional 
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designs to accomplish such integration. Most researchers in dis-

cussing this problem make the project the focus of concern, that is 

the issue becomes what research questions can small projects answer 

(Powell and Rice 1981). In reality small projects will never answer 

regional research questions and indeed most large projects cannot be 

expected to achieve definitive results either. The focal point of a 

regional research design should not be on what questions a project 

may answer but on the archaeological data the project may recover. 

Even if a small project never answers a research question, the data 

gathered by such projects should be relevant to a variety of issues. 

A regional research design should not attempt to stipulate specific 

techniques and methods for small projects but should identify the 

types of data to be collected, a minimal concept of data comparability, 

and minimal standards of data quality. 

A Revised Concept of Regional Research Design 

My efforts in developing a regional research design for 

southwestern Arizona have led me to formulate a revised set of criteria 

for regional research design. These criteria overlap with the Airlie 

House specifications but differ in several important ways. Like the 

Airlie House guidelines, the present criteria include four steps: 
( 

(1) identify, compare, and contrast the theoretical perspectives 

applied or applicable to the region, (2) review knowledge of the area's 

archaeology, environment, and ethnography, (3) identify key sub-

stantive, methodological, and theoretical issues that researchers 
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have addressed or could address, and (4) specify general standards 

for maintaining data comparability and quality relative to these 

issues. These criteria differ from the Airlie House guidelines 

primarily because they emphasize what has and can be done in a region 

as opposed to what a specific researcher or group of researchers 

wishes to do. They shift the focal point of the design from specific 

research goals to an evaluation of a region's potential to contribute 

to any and all currently accepted scientific ends in archaeology. 

A regional research design cannot realize its full potential 

contribution to archaeology by advocating a single research perspec

tive. Instead such designs should provide a vehicle for opposing 

differing theoretical perspectives and showing concretely how they 

differ in empirical cases. They can compare different theoretical 

perspectives and show how differences in perspective have affected 

the interpretation of the region. This comparison provides a basis 

for identifying and testing the key points of contention between 

perspectives and/or synthesizing them to create new ones. In this 

:~ay, a regional design can add not only to the study of a region but 

also to the conceptual basis of archaeology. 

The review of a region's environment, archaeology, and 

ethnology is a fundamental part of any regional research design. 

Too often such review is executed in the most mundane and pedestrian 

manner, being little more than a listing of facts or alleged facts. 

These reviews need to do more than just enumerate facts. They should 



be selective in the information they contain, consisting primarily 

of data relevant to archaeological concerns. Further, they must 

creatively explore the implications of this information for the 

doing of archaeology in the region. This exploration will suggest 

ancillary studies in other disciplines and perhaps also show how 

archaeology can add to other fields of research. 

The work of archaeology involves two different but 
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related chores, the reconstruction and the explanation of past 

behavior. Although I accept the explanation of past behavior as the 

ultimate goal of archaeology, we must recognize that success at ex

planation requires that the behavior explained first must be accurately 

reconstructed. Reconstruction does not proceed independently of 

explanation because an individual IS theoretical orientation determines 

those aspects of the past to be explained and which variables will be 

regarded as relevant to explanation. The archaeologist, therefore, 

devotes more time to those aspects of the past judged theoretically 

the most important. Many archaeological theories for a region do not 

explicitly separate these two chores. In many cases, the reconstruc

tions appear to originate from the explanatIon, rather than the ex

planation accounting for the reconstruction. Regional research de

signs can greatly clarify the study of an area by differentiating 

these two aspects of regional theories. Separating the theoretical 

differences between researchers from the substantive differences 



lays the groundwork for specifying the empirical knowledge necessary 

to chose between competing theories. 
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With reconstruction and explanation conceptually delineated, 

the regional research design czn systematically oppose competing 

theories and delineate the empirical differences that separate them. 

This initially requires identifying the major issues in the region 

and discussing their interelationships. Then every viable hypotheses 

proposed for these issues should be compared on a point by point 

basis to reveal their empirical differences. These empirical differ

ences provide concrete referents for assessing significance and 

integrating data from even small projects. 

A regional research design must also be a creative 

exercise; it cannot assume that every relevant issue has been raised 

in an area nor every hypothesis proposed. It must critically examine 

hypotheses to determine if they contain any common flaws exist in 

them. Given that researchers within a specific area often tend to 

interact with each other and may have common training, many shared 

assumptions will exist--assumptions that mayor may not be warranted. 

This critical examination of underlying research concepts can lead to 

the raising of new issues and hypotheses. Further, the regional 

design should attempt to introduce substantive, methodological, or 

theoretical issues not previously considered in the region. 

Delineating the empirical points of disagreement between 

hypotheses allows the design to formulate a minimal research program 
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for the region. Exact techniques and methods for the recovery of 

data cannot be specified. What should be specified is not the archae

ological manifestations necessary to resolve empirical conflicts but 

rather the behaviorally meaningful inferences that need to be derived 

from these manifestations (Grady 1976:21). Different techniques may 

be required in different studies and at different sites in order to 

make the same behavioral inferences (Sullivan and Schiffer 1978). 

Dry cave sites differ from open sites in their data potential and 

transect surveys differ from areal surveys. Comparability can be 

gained by specifying the inferences that need to be drawn and in a 

general sense some of the archaeological manifestations needed to 

draw those inferences. Given the inferences required and the state 

of archaeological methodology at a given point in time, it should be 

possible to make some broad statements about data quality. Finally, 

the regional research design should suggest vancillary studies. 

These may be derived both from the archaeology of the area and from 

its environment and ethnology. Such studies generally will involve 

disciplines other than archaeology. 

An effective regional research design could never be 

written or read as a regional cookbook fer doing archaeology. Even 

the best regional design will require creativity on the part of the 

archaeologist that attempts to use it. This creativity manifests 

itself in the need to translate the research potential of a region 

into a project-specific effort. This final act of the research design 
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process will always re~t in the hands of the project archaeologist. 

For this reason a regional research design should never be conceived 

of as replacing or negating the need for creativity. On the contrary, 

the most successful regional research designs will be those that 

inspire creativity. 

It should be apparent from this discussion that the 

creative effort in writing a regional research design does not lie 

in the introduction of a new theory or the formulation of another 

position paper. Creativity lies in the researcher's ability to 

synthesize what is known about a region in order to identify its 

major research questions and translate these questions into empirical, 

testable propositions. Creativity also lies in the archaeologist's 

ability to identify the theoretical and substantitive gaps in the 

archaeology of a region and to indicate how they may be filled. In 

sum, good CRM research design derives from insight and not speculation. 

The revised criteria presented here for CRM regional 

research design place stringent requirements on the author of such 

a design. Indeed, these requirements are in some ways ideal and 

ultimately unattainable. They are, however, the guidelines I have 

used in formulating a regional research design for southwestern 

Arizona and one yardstick by which this design may be measured. 

The ultimate evaluation of this design lies, however, in its ability 

to facilitate research, to provide a frame of reference for assessing 

archaeological significance and to integrate data from "small" 
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projects. This ultimate judgment of my southwestern Arizona research 

design will weigh not only the specific design but also the critera 

from which it derives. With this in mind I will now introduce the 

study area and my research design for it. 

Southwestern Arizona 

The present research design results from a Bureau of 

Land Managemel1t (BLM) "Class I" project carried out by myself and 

Michael B. Schiffer (McGuire and Schiffer 1982), a summary and 

evaluation of existing information on the archaeological resources 

of an area. The study area is southwestern Arizona (Figure 1), and 

arbitrary chunk of territory that comprises one of the nine divisions 

of Arizona scheduled for Class I treatment by BLM, Forest Service, and 

Bureau of Indian Affairs. BLM guidelines specify that .all available 

information on archaeological resources within Class I study areas be 

inventoried and evaluated, regardless of land ownership. 

Environmentally, southwestern Arizona is almost entirely 

desert and contains some of the most parched and desolate landscapes 

in the American Southwest. Not only is rainfall sparse and erratic 

but, especially between Yuma and Gila Bend, summer temperatures often 

approach 125 0 F. From the forests of stately saguaro west of Tucson 

to the sand dunes and creosote flats near Yuma, this environment 

presents numerous challenges to those who would wrest a living. The 

archaeology so far reveals a variety of ingenious adaptations, pure 

hunting and gathering as well as mixed strategies that include 
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agriculture. In the years ahead, archaeologists will strive to gain 

a more detailed understanding of these vanished lifeways, perhaps 

learning from the past how to effectively use the environment today. 

Some clues to the later prehistol'ic lifeways are to be 

found in the records of groups, such as the Papago, Sand Papago, and 

Mohave, which historically inhabited the study area. The Papago 

Indians, for example, still occupy a sizable portion of their histori

cally documented range. Although their adaptations have changed 

dramaticallyoverthe centuries as a result of interactions with 

Spanish, Mexican, and Anglo societies, prehistorians can still learn 

much of value from historical records, ethnography, and ethnoarchae

ological studies. 

As is typical for projects carried out within a CRM context, 

the study area does not comprise a natural unit with respect to most 

archaeological interests. It does not conveniently bound an environ

mental zone, nor does it entirely encompass any prehistoric cultural 

entity. EVen so, it does include diverGe archaeological manifestations 

of intrinsic interest to archaeologists and to the public. 

The earliest inhabitants of North America, known variously 

as the pre-Paleoindian or pre-projectile point horizon, may have left 

their crude, chipped-stone tools along the terraces and desert pave

ments of southwestern Arizona prior to 12,000 years ago (S.P.). Areas 

along the Colorado River apparently contain the most abundant reamins 

of this occupation. Not all archaeologists, however, accept the 

evidence for a pre~Paleoindian stage. 



Artifacts of the later and less controversial Paleoindian 

stage are known from the study area, but finds have been infrequent. 

Many investigators believe that the Paleoindian people, present 

during the period 12,000-10,000 B.P., may have subsisted on kills 

of large and now extinct game, such as mammoth and horse. 

The succeeding Archaic stage, which spans the eight 

millennia to the time of Christ-perhaps later-is well represented in 

the study area. Although the density of chipped and ground-stone 

artifacts deposited by these hunters and gatherers does not approach 

that of southeastern Arizona, the archaelogical record shows sub

stantial Archaic occupation. 

During the first millennium of the modern era, Patayan 
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and Hohokam societies appeared in southwestern Arizona. The Patayan, 

known principally by their unelaborate buffware ceramics, lived 

primarily in the western portion of the study area near the Colorado 

River. Abundant evidence of Hohokam occupantions, with their dis

tinctive red-on-buff, red-on-grey, red-on-brown, and redware ceramics, 

are found throughout the Papago Indian Reservation and to the north, 

covering much of the eastern portion of southwestern Arizona. Both 

Patayan and Hohokam adaptations, at least partially dependent on 

agriculture, greatly vary through space and time. The nature of 

these cultural entities, when they appeared, their modes of adapta

tion, and the causes of change and diversity, are among the most 

active areas of research today. 



Despite the rich sequence of prehistoric occupations in 

southwestern Arizona, none of these archaeological resources stands 

alone or can be understood apart from the prehistory of adjacent 

regions. For example, basic research on Hohokam chronologies has 

been carried out in the Tucson and Gila-Salt basins, not the study 
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area itself. Similarly, most Paleoindian and Archaic studies have 

taken place in southeastern Arizona. As a result, proper consideration 

of southwestern Arizona has required that I devote attention to the 

archaeological literature of nearby areas. Thus, although the 

arbitrary boundaries of the Class I study area create research 

difficulties and imperfect closure on any given topic, they have not 

appreciably hindered my ab1lity to design research for the archae

ological resources of southwestern Arizona. 

Organization of the Research Design 

have organized the present research design into six 

chapters (beyond this introduction): Environmental Background, 

Ethnographic Studies, A history of Archaeological Research, The 

Archaeological Resource Base, Reconstructing and Explaining the Pre

history of Southwestern Arizona, and Conclusions. Each chapter ad

dresses some aspect of my criteria for a regional research design. 

Discussion of some criteria, such as theoretical perspectives, is 

present in more than one chapter. 

Chapter 2, Environmental Background, discusses the natural 

environment, emphasizing those aspects most likely to articulate with 
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past human use and treating more thoroughly specific resources known 

to be important in prehistoric and historic adaptations. Chapter 2 

also delves into the various lines of evidence and conclusions per

taining to environmental change during post-Pleistocene times and 

concludes that developing more secure environmental reconstructions 

is a high research priority. 

Chapter 3, Ethnographic studies, briefly summarizes the 

adaptations of aboriginal societies in and near the study area. 

Traditionally, ethnographic accounts furnish the raw material for 

constructing archaeological models of past adaptations. Although 

envision that use for the information in Chapter 3, its major point 

is that adaptations, even of one society, are not monolithic phenomena. 

Archaeologists must come to view adaptations as consisting of a 

sometimes rather diverse set of strategies employed in varying mixes, 

depending on a number of cultural and environmental circumstances. 

Further, archaeologists should reach beyon6 the aboriginal societies 

of southern Arizona in their model-building exercises. 

Chapter 4, A History of Archaeological Research, presents 

a history of archaeological r~search in the study area, detailing its 

beginnings in travel~rs' accounts to the contract projects of the 

1970's. This chapter serves a number of purposes, not the least of 

which is introducing the reader to the prominent sites and archae

ologists in southwestern Arizona. A second purpose is to suggest 

ways to approach archaeological history from an explanatory 
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standpoint. The third purpose of Chapter 4 is to pinpoint themes 

woven into the history of archaeological research in the study area. 

This chpater also introduces and comments on the evolution of differ

ent theoretical perspectives in southwestern Arizona. 

Chapter 5, The Archaeological Resource Base, summarizes what 

is known about the distribution of archaeological resources in the 

study area. The basic occupational history of the region is docu

mented within the limitations of existing evidence and an attempt is 

made to point out biases in our knowledge of southwestern Arizona1s 

prehistory. In addition the chapter identifies, various controversies 

for the preceramic occupations of the area and, when possible, in

dicates avenues of research for their resolution. These discussions 

lay a foundation for·Chapter 6. 

Chapter 6, Reconstructing and Explaining the Prehistory of 

Southwestern Arizona, addresses the theoretical perspectives extant 

in the area and discusses the major issues and hypotheses for the 

ceramic periods. The major theoretical perspectives are identified 

as a culture historical perspective and an adaptive perspective. 

The explanatory scenarios for the region1s prehistory, developed form 

each perspective, are systematically opposed. submit that trade 

has not been given enough detailed consideration in the region and 

suggest a model for modes of shell trade. Finally, I discuss the 

explanation of prehistory, placing special emphasis on the problems 

of using population pressure as an independent variable. 
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Chapter 7, Conclusions, reviews the data we need to gather 

in order to address the issues raised in Chapter 6 and proposes a 

minimal research program. It does this by focusing more on the types 

of inference that need to be drawn than the archaeological manifes

tations themselves. Given current methods and techniques, do 

attempt to comment on the quality of data recovery. This is done 

in terms of specifying several classes of data that should always be 

collected and broad standards for their collection. Since all that 

we need to know about the region does not fall within the estab

lished boundaries of archaeological research, the chapter concludes 

by specifying needed ancillary studies in other disciplines. 

It is my hope that this study will raise more questions 

than it answers, both about the regional design of research for CRM 

and our understanding of southwestern Arizona. Even with this study, 

Schiffer and Gumerman's pessimistic assessment of research design 

still rings true. This research design does not solve the basic 

problem of designing effective, efficient and exciting research, but 

I hope that it points to fruitful directions. 



CHAPTER 2 

ENVIRONMENTAL BACKGROUND 

Before us, as far as the eye could reach, stretched vast 
deserts dotted with mesquite, sage and greasewood, and distant 
ranges of mountains rugged and barren, but singularly varied 
in outline (J. Ross Browne, 1864). 

Browne1s (1950:75) characterization aptly introduces the 

env ironment of southwestern Ari zona: an immense desert, waterless 

except for two major rivers, and overall one of the most arid regions 

in the .... 'orld. The barrenness, however, masks the variability in plant 

and animal species that made the region hospitable--even to the most 

technologically unsophisticated hunters and gatherers. Simple advan-

ces in technology and knowledge furthermore allowed ag"jculture over 

much of region. 

The introduction of industrial technology with its ability 

to rai se .... Jater from deep underground or transport it hundreds of mi les 

greatly expanded these capabilities, making the Gila and lower Colorado 

Valleys major centers for modern agriculture. The stark mountains, 

singularly varied in outline, contain great mineral wealth in gold, 

silver, and copper, enhancing industrial development in the region. 

No matter the technology or culture, whether Amargosan hunters and 

gatherers or Anglo date farmers, water remains the major determinant 

of economic success and survival in southwestern Arizona. 

24 
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Consideration of the environment has been divided into three 

concerns: (1) a description of the modern natural environment, (2) a 

discussion of the effective environment as revealed by ethnography, 

and (3) consideration of prehistoric and recent environmental change. 

Description of the Present Environment 

Physiography 

The study area lies in the Basin and Range physiographic 

province, consisting of a series of block-faulted mountain ranges di

vided by extensive drop-faulted basins. These mountains tend to be 

linear and run more or less northwest to southeast. They rise like 

islands from the surrounding flat to gently sloping plains. The 

basins vary in elevation from the Baboquivari Valley at 2400-2500 feet 

above sea level to the Yuma desert at 100-200 feet above sea level. 

The mountain ranges also vary in height from Baboquivari Peak at 7,730 

feet above sea level to the Laguna Mountains at 1,080 feet above sea 

level. Overall the land dips to the southwest towards the Colorado 

River delta at the low end, less than 100 feet above sea level at the 

international border. 

Along the flanks of the mountains ephemeral streams have 

built up alluvial fans of coarse, poorly sorted gravels. These fans 

overlap each other, forming skirt-like bajadas around the base of 

the mountains. The ephemeral streams sort the alluvium from coarse 

gravel near the mountains to fine clays in the centers of the basin 



(Bryan 1925:65). The finer sediments collect into extensive dunes 

in various areas, including the Yuma Desert, the Mohawk Valley, and 

around the Sierra Pinacate. 
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The Sierra Pinacate volcanic field, which lies south of the 

international border, represents a unique formation in the area. As 

described by Hayden (1967) and May (1973) this late Tertiary to early 

Holocene complex of volcanic cones and lava flows covers a region of 

approximately 194,250 hectares. 

The Salton Trough in California bounds the region on the 

west. This trough is a landward extensio~ of the depression filled 

by the Gulf of California. The delta of the Colorado River separates 

this trough from the Gulf of California. Waters (1980) infers lateral 

migrations of the Colorado River to the northwest several times during 

the past 10,000 years. forming freshwater lakes. These lakes covered 

560,000 hectares and averaged 10 years to fill and 60 years to evap

orate. Existing around A.D. 850, 950 and 1050, from 1200 to 1350, and 

from 1500 to 1600, such lakes formed focal points for prehistoric 

human occupation. 

Desert soils typically have low organic content. The widely 

spaced plants deposit little litter on the ground. and sheet floods 

remove most of what is deposited (Shreve and Wiggins 1964:16-17). 

The low organic content produces light colored soils with a hard sur

face layer. A hardpan called caliche may form from the cementing of 

soil by calcium carbonate and other salts that precipitate in th~ soil 
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as water evaporates. These factors limit soil fertility and, combined 

with the lack of rainfall, require special agricultural practices to 

enhance production. 

Desert Pavement and Desert Varnish 

Desert pavement represents a unique physiographic formation 

that occurs throughout southwestern Arizona. These pavements are ex

panses of tightly packed pebbles and cobbles resembling a cobbled 

street. One hypothesis of the mechanisms involved in desert pavement 

formation suggests that desert sediments containing pebbles and cobbles 

were eroded by wind and water. The erosional forces removed the soil, 

leaving behind the pebbles and cobbles tightly packed in a desert pave

ment (Cooke and Warren 1973; Hayden 1965). An alternative hypothesis 

of desert pavement formation stresses the movement of pebbles and 

cobbles upward through the soil (Springer 1958; Jessup 1960; Cooke and 

Warren 1973). The gradual swelling and contracting of the soil forces 

pebbles and rocks up to the surface, forming the tightly packed mass 

of a desert pavement. 

The differences between these two pypotheses are important 

for arcraeological interpretation of materials in and on desert pave

ments. If deflation produces the pavement, the process must proceed 

towards a more stable surface. The alternative hypothesis, however, 

suggests that soil dynamics produce pavements and that the process 

may not necessarily enhance stability of the surface. Soil shrinking 

and swelling could intrude materials into the pavement from below. 
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Moreover, if pavement formation is a continuous process, materials in 

a pavement would not necessarily have the great age implied by the de

flation hypothesis. Archaeologists accepting the first hypothesis as

sume that desert pavements are extremely stable, lasting thousands of 

years, and that everything deposited on the surface of these pavements, 

from Clovis points to beer cans, remains on the same level (Hayden 

1967). Archaeologists accepting the second hypothesis cannot assume 

such stability. A need exists for coordinate research by archaeolo

gists and Quaternary geologists. 

Desert varnish, a chemical coating of varying thickness, 

coats most desert pavements. Desert varnish is a red brown to black 

layer that forms on exposed rock surfaces in arid lands. The following 

discussion draws heavily from Elvidge (1979), who provides a detailed 

discussion of desert varnish and its formation. 

Desert varnish covers only those portions of rocks exposed 

to air. It varies in thickness from 10 to 200 mm., and rocks embedded 

in soil often exhibit dark soil-air contact bands. Desert varnish 

consists principally of clay (70 percent), but the color and frequent 

iridescence of the varnish result from iron and manganese oxides. The 

color spectrum of red brown to black results from increasing quantities 

of manganese oxide. The overall gross composition of desert varnish 

does not vary from region to region or among rock types. 

Controversy surrounds the mechanism creating desert varnish. 

Three major mechanisms have ~een suggested: rock weathering, accretion 
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of soil or airborne materia1, and organic deposition. The currently 

favored mechanism appears to be the accretion of windblown material to 

rock surfaces. Elvidge (1979:11) agrees with this position and has 

found that desert varnish forms when the alkalinity from soil and rocks 

exceeds the aCidity from rain. In Arizona this occurs in areas with 

haboob winds (monsoon dust storms), highly alkaline soils, and less 

than 10 inches of annual precipitation. Most of southwestern Arizona 

meets these conditions. Varnish forms slowly. Elvidge (1979:16) eS

timates that in southwestern Arizona at least 3,000 years are needed 

to form a discernible varnish coat and 10,000 years or more to form a 

heavy coat. Elvidge has also created artifical desert varnish using a 

laboratory solution with potential applications for the restoration of 

petroglyphs and intaglios in southwestern Arizona. 

Depositional Processes 

The depositional processes in an area are of prime importance 

to an archaeologist for interpreting the physical context in which 

archaeological materials occur. The processes and resulting sediments 

can be complex and require interpretation by a geomorphologist. A few 

general comments, however, can be made concerning depositional pro

cesses in southwestern Arizona. 

The major depositional forces in the study area are aeolian 

and alluvial (wind and water). Organic deposition of humus is in

significant except in a few rare riparian situations (Shreve and 

Wiggins 1964:25). The extent of deposition varies widely. Some 
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locales show no deposition, whereas others exhibit several meters. 

Desert pavements have been interpreted as extremely stable surfaces 

because constant wind deflation keeps them free of sediment accumu

lation for thousands of years (Hayden 1967). In light of the con

flicting hypotheses concerning their formation, this assumption re

quires reassessment. The bajadas receive some deposition, and Doelle 

(1980a) reports 6 to 10 cm of sediment over archaeological material 

on bajada slopes in the San Cristobal Valley. The broad alluvial

filled valleys receive more deposition than the bajadas, but the amount 

varies greatly. The Gu Achi project located a 1,OOO-year-old ramada 

75-80 cm deep in the Gu Achi Wash floodplain (Masse 1980:33). Further 

west in the more arid Childs Valley, Huckell (1979) found Archaic 

materials on the valley surface with no subsurface deposits. The 

maximum deposition over any remains was 10 cm. Overall, the non

riverine situations are typified by relatively little deposition, 

tending to squeeze archaeological deposits representing thousands of 

years into thin strata only centimeters thick. Deeply stratified open 

sites with clearly definable cultural layers are rare in these envi

ronments for this reason alone. 

Riverine environments such as the Gila and Colorado Rivers 

and to a lesser extent major drainages like Santa Rosa Wash present a 

somewhat different picture. These drainages can carry massive amounts 

of sediment, which they quickly deposit. Rogers (1945:181) reported 

that excavation for the All American Canal exposed a Patayan jacal 
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house at a depth of 8 feet along the banks of the Colorado River. 

Unfortunately these rivers and washes do not uniformly deposit layers 

of sediments and they also cut and rework previously deposited 

material. Clearly, cultural materials survive in this environment 

but in complex stratigraphic positions. Inter-digitated with the 

cultural materials are sterile deposits and disconformities where 

the river has removed sediments. Throughout southwestern Arizona the 

depositional environments are not favorable for the development of 

orderly, deeply stratified open sites, either because of a paucity 

of deposition or because of violent stream action. Nevertheless, 

buried sites are to be expected along some of the more active water

courses and perhaps in bajada settings. 

Climate 

Little and unevenly distributed rainfall, low humidity, and 

high air temperature with great daily and seasonal ranges characterize 

the climate of southwestern Arizona. Average annual precipitation 

varies from 24.6 inches at the Kitt Peak Observatory to 2.47 at Yuma 

Airport. Rainfall also fluctuates widely from year to year at any 

one place. For example, mean annual rainfall at the Yuma Citrus 

Station ranged from 0.02 inches in 1956 to 6.60 inches in 1941. Due 

to the positively skewed nature of rainfall distribution these means 

probably overestimate the actual precipitation. 

Percipitation falls biseasonally, in the winter and in the 

summer. Except at higher elevations, precipitation occurs as rain, 
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of which 45 to 60 percent comes during the summer rainy season. 

Winter storms in the form of light showers tend to last for several 

days. By contrast the summer rains fall in highly localized, violent 

thunderstorms, colloquially called IImonsoons. 1I These storms can drop 

an enormous amount of rain at one time. For example, on Labor Day 

1971, in 24 hours a storm dropped 4.08 inches of rain on Sells, and 

the Yuma Citrus Station recorded a total of 2.50 inches in a single 

summer day (Sellers and Hill 1974:584-584). 

High temperatures are the rule during the summer. Mohawk, 

at the extreme, averages 196 days a year with a maximum temperature 

exceeding 90° (Table 2.1). Throughout the area record high temper

atures range from 115° to 125° (Sellers and Hill 1974). The diurnal 

temperature range can average between 35° and 40°. 

Mild winters are also typical. Except in the mountains, 

nowhere in the region does the duration of freezing temperatures 

exceed 24 hours (Hastings and Turner 1965:19-21). As a consequence, 

growing seasons range from 248 days at Gila Bend to 256 days at 

Parker, to 314 days at Ajo and 332 days at Yuma (Sellers and Hill 

1974). Generally, the availability of water, not the number of 

frost-free days in a year, limits agriculture. 

Elevation largely determines rainfall variations across 

the region and to a lesser extent the temperature variation. At a 

given elevation, variability results from such factors as localized 

rainshadow effect and the presence of humidity from the Gulf of 
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California. Annual temperature varies less strongly with elevation 

than does rainfall. Cold air drainage and temperature inversions, 

leading to thermal belts along the bajadas, increase the variability 

in temperature by elevation (Hastings and Turner 1965:17-19). Because 

the region dips to the southwest, annual precipitation decreases 

toward the west, and mean annual temperature tends to increase. Table 

2.1 presents data on precipitation and temperature from weather sta

tions in and near southwestern Arizona. 

Hydrology 

Only two permanent streams pass through southwestern Arizona, 

the Colorado River and the Gila River. The Colorado River originates 

in the Rocky Mountains of Colorado, Utah, and Wyoming, 1,700 miles 

from the Gulf of California and drains a basin in excess of 244,000 

square miles (Castetter and Bell 1951:2). The Gila River rises in 

the mountains of New Mexico and flows over 500 miles to join the 

Colorado River just north of Yuma. It drains an area of 72,000 square 

miles (Ross 1923:62). Neither of these streams derive a great amount 

of their flow from the study area; to maintain their flow both depend 

on rain and snowfall hundreds of miles away. 

Two interesting features characterize the Colorado River: 

(1) the dramatic annual high volume floods and (2) high sediment loads. 

Before being dammed, the Colorado maintained a constant flow from 

September to March. During April or May the river began to rise, 

reaching its peak discharge sometime between May and July. The flood 
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period would experience several peaks and declines, and occasionally 

floods would occur in November or early December (Castetter and Bell 

1951:6-8). Even in aboriginal times the river occasionally would not 

flood, and the size of the floods would vary greatly from year to year. 

The river normally carried a large load of silt, which increased dra

matically during flood season, totaling under natural conditions 

160,000,000 tons of silt a year (Castetter and Bell 1951:12). These 

two factors caused the Colorado to behave like the Nile, annually 

overflowing its banks and depositing massive amounts of silt along 

its lower course. The silt created a large delta at the mouth of the 

river, which lies almost entirely in Sonora and Baja California and 

covers an area of approximately 3,325 square miles. Within the delta 

the river channel disintegrated into a maze of shallow, braided chan

nels bounded by dense stands of vegetation (Sykes 1937). 

The Gila presents a different hydraulic situation from the 

Colorado River. No tributaries of consequence enter the Gila in 

southwestern Arizona. Furthermore, in this region the evaporation 

rate exceeds precipitation. As a result the Gila decreases in volume 

along its lower 100 to 200 miles (Ross 1923:62). Like the Colorado 

River, the volume of the Gila varies seasonally. Before being dammed, 

the Gila normally flooded in the summer and winter rainy seasons and 

at these times sometimes covered a 1-mile-wide swath of territory. 

These floods were neither as regular nor as large as those in the 

Colorado. The river's lowest flow regularly occurred in late fall 
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before the winter rains. In November 1849 the flow was sufficient 

to carry a flatboat from Gila Crossing to the Colorado (Ross 1923:66). 

In November 1775, however, Padre Pedro Font found the river dry in 

numerous places (Font 1913). In dry years such as 1775 and when the 

winter rains did not come, the Gila flowed intermittently through 

southwestern Arizona with volcanic dikes and faults forcing the water 

to rise at certain points to shortly disappear into the sand. Although 

capable of dramatic and extensive flooding, the Gila was neither as 

dependable nor as powerful as the Colorado. These rivers presented 

different problems and potentials to aboriginal agriculturalists. 

Neither the Colorado nor the Gila of today reflect their 

natural conditions. Since the late nineteenth century numerous dams 

have been built on each river, and modern society draws almost the 

total flow of each. The Colorado no longer annually inundates the 

lower Colorado River valley, nor does it deposit sediment along its 

wide floodplain. Instead, the Colorado trickles-just barely-into the 

Gulf of California. The Gila seldom flows ~t all in southwestern 

Arizona, carrying water only after major storms. 

Other than these two rivers, surface water rarely occurs in 

southwestern Arizona. EVen the largest washes such as Santa Rosa and 

Bouse Washes carry water only for a few hours or at most days following 

a storm. Despite their generally dry state, during these short periods 

they become raging, dangerous torrents. Ross (1923) reports on the 

sources of surface water north of the Gila RiVer and Bryan (1922, 1925) 



reports on those in the Papagueria. Both authors identify four 

natural sources of potable surface water: charcos, rock tanks, sand 

tanks, and springs. 

A charco is a natural water hole or series of water holes 
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that occurs in adobe flats and washes. Two conditions are necessary 

for the formation of charcos: (1) depressions created by water action 

and (2) a layer of relatively nonporous sediments beneath the depres

sion. According to Bryan (1925:123), even the largest charcos rarely 

hold more than 3 or 4 feet of water. Such features provide water only 

for a few days to a few weeks following rains. 

A rock tank consists of a cavity or depression in rock that 

periodically catches rainwater; when filled with sand these tanks are 

sometimes referred to as sand tanks. Customarily, the occupants of 

southern Arizona refer to these features by the Spanish term tinaja. 

Bryan (1925:123-135) discusses in detail how water action creates 

these features almost exclusively in the mountain ranges where the 

surface formation is bedrock. Such features may hold water for only 

a few days, or year round as in the case of tanks like the Black Tanks 

in the Crater Mountains and Tinajas Altas in the Tinajas Mountains. 

In the Papagueria west of Ajo such tanks provide virtually the only 

potable surface water. 

As discussed by Bryan (1925:161-167), two types of springs 

occur in southwestern Arizona, fracture springs and fissure springs. 

Fracture springs depend on water derived from rainfall stored in the 
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fractures of certain rock types whereas fissure springs draw water 

through fissures that penetrate to the water table. Generally springs 

are rare in southwestern Arizona because of the small amount of ground 

water and high evaporation rate. Fracture springs occur almost exclu

sively in the mountains of the eastern portion of the study area, and 

the only fissure spring in southwestern Arizona occurs at Quitobaquito 

(Bryan 1925:164-167). Quitobaquito lies on the international border 

near the western boundary of Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument. 

Several springs at this locality produced 43 gallons a minute in 1917 

(Bryan 1925:165), sufficient water to irrigate an alfalfa field and 

maintain a pond of standing water. 

Vegetation 

Southwestern Arizona lies totally within the Sonoran Desert, 

which extends throughout the Mexican state of Sonora, into Baja 

California, and north into southern Arizona and California. The 

Sonoran Desert is the lowest and hottest of the American deserts but 

cQntains the most varied vegetation of any North American desert 

(Hastings and Turner 1965:10; Shreve and Wiggins 1964:33). The desert 

proper occurs between sea level and 3,000 feet, and except for the 

Baboquivari Mountains almost all of southwestern Arizona falls below 

3,000 feet. Many of the varied cacti in the region cannot tolerate 

periods of freezing weather exceeding 24 hours, a factor that deter

mines the northernmost limit of the desert (Hastings and Turner 

1965:19-21). 
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Sonoran Desert vegetation exhibits four characteristics: 

(1) low but unequal stature of plants, (2) openness of stands, (3) 

mixture of diverse life forms in stands, and (4) variability deter

mined by elevation (Shreve and Wiggins 1964:28; Lowe 1964a:15). The 

dearth of moisture in the environment prevents dense concentrations 

of plants and in most cases the attainment of great height by plants. 

The openness of stands allows the mixture of species and plants of 

different heights. The plants compete more with the environment than 

with each other, so that environmental stress determines plant dis

tribution instead of interspecific competition. Differences in 

elevation throughout Arizona create differences in precipitation, 

temperature, and soil conditions, and these differences lead to a 

layering of plants by elevation. Deficient moisture determines the 

lower elevational range of a species, and deficient heat determines 

the upper elevational range (Lowe 1964a:89). Merriam (1890), Lowe 

(1964a), and Whittaker and Niering (1968) provide detailed discussions 

of this phenomenon. 

Shreve and Wiggins (1964:49-72) divide the Sonoran Desert 

of southwestern Arizona into two provinces: the lower Colorado 

Valley and the Arizona Uplands. The lower Colorado Valley province 

extends from Ajo and Gila Bend west into southern California, whereas 

the Arizona Uplands extends from Ajo and Gila Bend to east of Tucson. 

This division results from a combination of factors, most importantly 



elevation and precipitation. The lower Colorado Valley province 

extends from sea level to 1,500 feet, and the Arizona Uplands from 

1,500 feet to 3,000 feet. 

The lower Colorado Valley exhibits the simplest species 

composition of any area in the Sonoran Desert (Shreve and Wiggins 

1964:37,49-50). Over much of the area two species, creosotebush 

(Larrea tridentata) and burroweed (Franseria dumosa) constitute 90 
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to 95 percent of the perennial vegetation. In some areas, especially 

along the low bajadas within 20 miles··of the Colorado River, these 

two species comprise all of the perennial vegetation. Small trees, 

including velvet mesquite (Prosopis velutina), blue paloverde 

(Cercidium floridum), foothi lIs paloverde (f.. microp~yllum), and 

ironwood (Olneya tesota) occur on rocky soils of upper bajadas and 

pediments. These trees also are the most common species along the 

major and minor drainages. Throughout the lower Colorado Valley 

winter storms account for between 45 and 60 percent of the precipi

tation, so that winter annuals predominate over summer annuals. 

The Colorado River floodplain, the Colorado Delta and to 

a lesser extent the Gila River floodplain provide an exception to 

the overall simplicity, sparseness, and stunted nature of lower 

Colorado vegetation. These areas receive water from far outside 

southwestern Arizona and support extensive riparian plant communities. 

Traditionally, screwbean and velvet mesquite dominated these habitats. 

Since the turn of the century the imported tamarisk or saltcedar 



(Tamarix pentandra) has taken over much of this riparian habitat 

especially along the Gila River (Shreve and Wiggins 1964:60-61). 

The Colorado River Delta is also less lush today than in the past 

due to the decline in floodwaters. 

The vegetation of the Arizona Uplands exceeds that of the 

lower Colorado Valley in stature, density and diversity. In the 
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lower Colorado Valley vegetation cover varies from 10 to 30 percent, 

whereas in the Arizona Uplands it varies from 20 to 60 percent 

(Shreve and Wiggins 1964:68). Cresotebush remains an important 

species in basin bottoms. Outside of basin bottoms, foothills palo

verde is abundant along with numerous and diverse cacti--especially 

Opuntia (both prickly pear and cholla). Throughout this area a 

summer-dominant storm pattern exists, so that summer annuals dominate. 

The highest species diversity occurs in the upper bajada where 

saguaro (Cereus giganteus) grows. 

Brown and lowe {1974; also lowe 1964a} have developed the 

following seven-level computer-compatible classification for natural 

and potential vegetation in Arizona: (1) natural vegetation, (2) 

plant formation, (3) cl imatic zone, (4) biome, (5) community, (6) 

association, and (7) composition. All of southwestern Arizona fits 

in the desert scrub formation, subtropical climate zone, and the 

Sonoran biome. Two major communities are present: mixed paloverde

cacti, found principally in the Arizona Uplands but also at higher 

elevations in the lower Colorado River Valley, and creosotebush

bursage, located principally in the lower Colorado Valley but also 
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at lower elevations in the Arizona Uplands. Brown and Lowe further 

divide each of these communities into four to six associations, in

cluding riparian associations along minor drainages. In addition to 

these Sonoran communities, riparian mesquite and tamarisk communities 

occur along the Colorado and Gila Rivers. This classification pro

vides a standardized, computer-compatible means of describing environ

ments in southwestern Arizona, which should be useful to archaeol

ogists. 

A handful of vegetation communities, principally in the 

higher mountain ranges, are not covered by the above discussion. With 

its grasslands, oak woodlands, and juniper woodland providing resources 

not found elsewhere in the Papagueria, the Baboquivari Mountains rep

resent an upper Sonoran island in a lower Sonoran sea. One of only 

two natural stands of California fan palms (Washingtonia filifera) in 

Arizona occurs in the Kofa Mountains (Brown et al. 1976). These and 

other unique occurrences of vegetation in southwestern Arizona pro

vided highly localized resources unavailable over most of the region. 

Detailed information on the environment of southwestern 

Arizona can be found in numerous sources. Shreve and Wiggins (1964) 

provide the basic detailed description of the Sonoran Desert, and 

Lowe (1964) furnishes a briefer overall summary of Arizona environ

ments. Kearney and Peebles (1960) provide detailed consideration of 

plant species throughout Arizona. Britton and Rose (1963) present 

a comprehensive description of cacti, whereas Benson (1969) limits 



his discussion to Arizona cacti. Benson and Darrow (1954) describe 

the trees and woody shrubs of the Sonoran Desert in Arizona. 

Wildlife 

Wildlife, like vegetation, is denser and more varied in 
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the Arizona Uplands province of southwestern Arizona than in the 

lower Colorado Valley province. this difference reflects the greater 

availability of water and the denser, more varied vegetation of the 

eastern portion of the study area. Indeed, throughout much of the 

western portion of the study area the availability of drinking water 

limits the range and diversity of wildlife. 

Carnivores have suffered radical depletion in numbers and 

diversity throughout southwestern Arizona due to recent hunting. 

Several species, including mountain lion (Felis concolor) , bobcat 

(Lynx rufus), and grey wolf (Canis lupus) formerly occupied south

western Arizona in greater numbers than today. Others such as the 

coyote (Canis latrans), kit fox (Vulpes macrotis), grey fox (Urocyon 

cinereoargenteus), badger (Taxidea taxus), and various skunks 

(Spilogale spp.) have largely maintained their range. The river otter 

(Lutra c~nadensis) used to live in the Gila and Colorado Rivers, and 

the raccoon (Procyon lotor) still occurs along both rivers (Cockrum 

1964:257-258). 

Large ungulates found in southwestern Arizona include 

mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) , white-tailed deer (Odocoileus 

virginianus), pronghorn antelope (Antilocapra americana), and bighorn 
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sheep (Ovis canadensis). Deer occur principally in the mountains, 

whereas the antelope occupy the valleys, even ranging into extremely 

dry valleys such as the Lechuguilla Plain and the La Posa Plain 

(Cockrum 1924:258-259; Bryan 1925:49). Bighorn sheep used to inhabit 

the entire region, being found principally in rugged mountains 

(Bryan 1925:49: Ross 1923:15-16). 

Three species of rabbit reside in southwestern Arizona. 

The antelope jackrabbit (Lepus alleni) occurs in the eastern portion 

of the study area, and the black-tailed jackrabbit (Lepus Californicus) 

and desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii) dwell throughout the 

region (Cockrum 1964:251). Bryan (1925:50) observed in the Papagueria 

that jackrabbits occupied the broad valleys, whereas cottontails fre

quented the drainages. Bryan also noted that rabbit populations 

generally declined west of the Growler Mountains. 

Rodents are the most common and diverse mammals in south

western Arizona. Cockrum (1964:252-257) lists 20 species inhabiting 

the region. Packrats (Neotoma spp.) are among the more common and 

visible rodents. Two species of rodents, the muskrat (Ondatra 

zibethicus) and the beaver (Castor canadensis), used to commonly 

reside along the lower Gila and Lower Colorado but today are extinct 

in these areas. 

Both the lower Colorado and the lower Gila supported 

large numbers of fish before recent modifications of the rivers, 

including at least seven species large enough to be taken with a 
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hook and line. Miller and Lowe (1964:133-152) list two species 

that occurred only in the Colorado River below the Imperial Dam

machete (Elops affinis) and spotted sleeper (Eleotris picta), two 

species that lived only in the Gila-Sonoran sucker (catostomus 

insignis) and flannelmouth sucker (C. latipinnis), and three species 

that lived in both rivers--Colorado chub (Gila robusta), Colorado 

squawfish (Ptychocheilus lucius), and humpback sucker (Xryauchen 

texanus). In addition to these fish, they list five species of 

minnow-size fish that lived in the lower Colorado and lower Gila 

Rivers. A unique fish in southwestern Arizona is the desert pupfish 

(Cyprinodon macularius). This guppy-size fish survives only at 

Monkey Spring near Patagonia and at Quitobaquito in Organ Pipe Cactus 

National Monument. 

Monson and Phillips (1964) report that over 243 species of 

birds have been sighted in southwestern Arizona; of these, 43 species 

or 22 percent are found only in the lower Colorado River Valley, and 

most are migratory or occasional visitors to the region. The lower 

Colorado River with its permanent water and lush riparian growth 

provides a haven for migrating birds and a wintering spot for many 

species. Gambel·s quail (Lophortyx gambelii) is the most prevalent 

game bird in the region (Bryan 1925:51; Ross 1923:16-17), but several 

species of dove are also reported. Bryan (1925:52) reported seeing 

migratory waterfowl including geese and various ducks at Quitobaquito, 

Kom Vo, and Aguirre Lake in the Papagueria. 



After birds, amphibians and reptiles comprise the most 

diverse fauna in southwestern Arizona. Lowe (1964b) identifies 51 

species of amphibians and reptiles, including salamander (1), frog 

(1), turtle (1), tortoise (1), lizards (21), and snakes (20). The 

Gila monster, coral snake and five species of rattlesnakes are 

poisonous. 
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The above discussion outlines many of the features of the 

natural environment in southwestern Arizona, but does not specify the 

aspects of this environment relevant to the adaptations of various 

human groups, which are considered in the effective environment of 

southwestern Arizona. 

The Effective Environment of Southwestern Arizona 

Julian Steward, who originated the concept of effective 

environment, believed "that primary attention [should] be paid only 

to relevant environmental features rather than to the web of life 

for its own sake" (Steward 1955:39). Netting (1965) coined the term 

"effective environment" and stressed that only by knowing the sub

sistence techniques and technology of a particular human society can 

one identify its effective environment. Since both environmental 

changes and human adaptive variability have occurred through time, 

specifying effective environment is no simple matter. 

The environments of southwestern Arizona severely limit 

human subsistence, mainly for a lack of water. Except for groups 

along the Gila or Colorado Rivers, availability of water represented 
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a key variable in any adaptation to the region. Away from these 

rivers survival depended on a detailed knowledge of when and where 

water could be found. All societies unable to raise water from 

dozens of feet undergound or to transport it hundreds of miles share 

definite limitations on the availability of water for household use 

and irrigation. Moreover, certain characteristics of the vegetation 

and fauna in the region are relevant to any society deriving a sig

nificant amount of their subsistence from these resources. These 

limitations make possible a few general comments about the effective 

environment of southwestern Arizona, which apply to most or all of 

the aboriginal adaptations in the region. 

Hydrological Factors 

The daily need for drinking water affected population 

density and imposed scheduling requirements on the aboriginal in

habitants. The permanent water in the Gila and Colorado RiVers 

meant that potable water was not a limiting factor for populations 

in these areas. Outside the riverine areas, however, few permanent 

sources of water exist in the region, and these sources occur neither 

evenly nor randomly across southwestern Arizona. For example, in 

the Papagueria no dependable year-round springs exist west of 

Quitobaquito, and only a handful of tinajas furnish reliable per

manent water. In the study area north of the Gila, reliable springs 

occur in the Kofa Mountains and a few other ranges but are rare. 

Lack of water allowed only small groups to exist year round in both 



more important food source than the cholla fruit (Castetter and 

Underhill 1935:15). The buds of the prickly pear are also edible. 
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In addition, the prickly pear produces an avoid, usually reddish fruit 

with edible pulp. Late spring (April to June), when the Opuntia buds 

appear, was a critical time in ethnographic Papago subsistence because 

it followed several months of limited availability of wild foods 

(Castetter and Bell 1942:45, 143). The fruit of the prickly pear 

ripens in August and September. The ethnobotany of Opuntia is treated 

by Castetter and Underhill (1935:14-16, 23), Ross (1944:40), and 

Thackery and Leding (1929:413-414). Doelle (1976:77-79) provides data 

on labor investment and nutritional returns for cholla buds. Similar 

research on prickly pear should also be undertaken. 

Three species of agave (century plant) occur in southwestern 

Arizona (Kearney and Peebles 1960:192-195). Contrary to popular 

opinion, these plants bloom considerably more often than every 100 

years. The agave of southwestern Arizona are noticeably smaller than 

the century plant or maguey of Mexico, the leaves of most species not 

exceeding 20 cm in length. The three species of southwestern Arizona 

(Agave schottii, A. Parryi, and A. Palmeri) are found at elevations 

between 3,000 and 8,000 feet. For this reason they occur only in the 

highest mountain ranges, providing a scattering of highly localized 

concentrations. The heart or caudex and the emerging flower stalk are 

edible if baked, and the highly fibrous leaves served as a source for 

cordage. Castetter and Bell (1938) provide an extensive and detailed 
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these areas. In the eastern Papagueria potable water still represents 

a limiting factor for human populations, but the presence of at least 

one dependable spring in nearly every mountain range makes the limita

tion less severe. 

Just as potable water does not occur evenly or randomly 

across the region, its availability also fluctuates seasonally. The 

biseasonal nature of the storm pattern means little or no precipitation 

falls during the fall and spring. During these seasons only the hand

ful of reliable water sources discussed above contain water, and no 

surface water can be found in the broad basins. Permanent occupation 

of these basins would require construction of reservoirs to collect 

water. This option became less viable the further west a group was, 

due to the rainfall gradinet. Permanent camps lacking reservoirs could 

exist only in the mountains or along the rivers during these seasons. 

On the other hand, during the rainy seasons surface water 

occurs over much of the region in charcos and most tinajas or could 

be obtained by digging shallow wells. The increased availability of 

water allowed groups to spread out over much of the region during 

the rainy seasons. This pattern of water availability encouraged 

settlement patterns involving widespread foraging or agriculture in 

the basins during rainy seasons and retraction and concentration of 

populations during the dry season. The aboriginal population had 

few ways to alter this pattern beyond the construction of reservoirs. 



Wild Plants 

All aboriginal groups of southwestern Arizona depended 

heavily on wild plants for their subsistence (see Chapter 3). Indians 

in the Sonoran Desert used more than 375 species of wild plants for 

food, 40 of which served as staples (Felger and Nabhan 1976:34). Not 

all these species grew in southwestern Arizona, but at least 200 did. 

Because of the aridity of their environment these plants concentrate 

large amounts of food energy into small seeds and roots (Felger and 

Nabhan 1976:35). Felger and Nabhan (1976:34-35) presented data on 

the food value of several of these plants. 

The distribution of wild plants reflects the east-to-west 

rainfall gradient. As a result the lower Colorado River Valley prov-

ince of the Sonoran Desert has less potential for plant gatherers 

than the Arizona Uplands. In the lower Colorado River Valley province 

species diversity is low, the plants in general are diminutive, and 

plant densities are low. In contrast, in the Arizona Uplands the 

species diversity is high and the plants are lagrer and more densely 

distributed. Inland gatherers in the lower Colorado Valley had fewer 

food plants to select, these plants produced smaller products, and 

people had to travel more to collect them. The obvious exceptions to 

this are the Gila and Colorado River floodplains, which contain dense 

stands of riparian vegetation, especially mesquite, which produce 

large quantities of food. 

Both potable water and wild foods have similar distributions 

in the two Sonoran Desert provinces. In the lower Colorado River 
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Valley both potable water and wild plant resources are concentrated 

mainly along the Colorado and Gila Rivers. In the Arizona Uplands 

large washes such as the Santa Rosa are intermediate in resource 

potential between the rivers and the deserts of the lower Colorado 

Valley province. Population distributions at the time of European 

contact reflect these resource distributio~3. Ir. the lower Colorado 

River Valley province high population density existed along the 

Colorado and the Gila, whereas the nonriverine desert areas were 

sparsely populated or only seasonally used. In the Arizona Uplands 

the population was spread more evenly over the entire region (see 

Chapter 3). 

This consideration of the major differences between the 

Arizona Uplands province and the lower Colorado Valley province pro

vides insight into gross regional differences in effective environ

ment. This consideration does not, however, provide sufficient detail 

to understand any given adaptation in the region. As Flannery (1968) 

pointed out over 10 years ago, human populations adapt to critical 

resources not to environmental zones. Any attempt to study human 

adaptation must therefore consider the distribution and character

istics of specific resources. Environmental zones provide useful 

descriptive devices and can reveal broad regional differences, but 

they are inadequate for the study of specific adaptations. 

Felger and Nabhan (1976:34) identify 40 Sonoran Desert 

plant species that served as aboriginal staples. Among them, some 
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were more key to subsistence than others (Felger and Nabhan 1976: 

35-36). These plants have various mechanisms, such as the deep tap

roots of the mesquite and the succulent water storage tissue of cacti, 

that allow them to fruit even in dcought years. For this reason such 

resources formed an important part of all ethnographic aboriginal 

subsistence patterns. 

Eight staple resources used by ethnographic Piman or Yuman 

groups will be discussed: the saguaro, organ pipe cactus, cholla, 

prickly pear, agave, mesquite, paloverde and sand root. All of these 

plants were major ethnographic food resources in southwestern Arizona, 

and each had a different distribution across the region. 

Confusion surrounds the proper scientific name for the 

saguaro, and two names are often used in the literature. George 

Engelmann (1848:158-159), a botanist with Emory1s military recon

naissance, originally named the saguaro Cereus giganteus. In the 

early 1900 l s Britton and Rose (1908:185-188) changed the name to 

Carnegiea giganteus in an apparent attempt to extract funding from 

Andrew Carnegie (Crosswhite 1980:6). Both designations continue to 

be used in the literature. 

Largest of the United States cacti, the saguaro characterizes 

the Arizona Uplands environment. The saguaro may attain a height of 

up to 15 m and an age of 150-200 years. It puts out an extensive 

horizontal root system that will not support the plant1s bulk except 

in rocky coarse soil such as occurs in bajadas (Crosswhite 1980:13). 
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The saguaro is extremely frost sensitive, being unable to tolerate 

more than 24 hours of continuous freezing weather (Hastings and Turner 

1965:19). For these reasons the normal habitat of the saguaro is on 

south-facing bajada slopes at elevations normally below 3,500 feet 

(Kearney and Peebles 1960:569). These conditions occur throughout 

southwestern Arizona as does the saguaro. Saguaros occur most fre

quently in the Arizona Uplands, and only in this province did suf

ficient saguaro grow to make it a significant plant in aboriginal 

subsistence. 

The saguaro flowers from May to June and bears ovoid 

reddish fruit from mid-June to mid-July. The fruit grows on the 

ends of the saguaro·s arms, usually several meters off the ground. 

All the fruit on a cactus does not ripen at once so that a single 

cactus will bear ripe fruit for 3 to 4 weeks. Each fruit contains a 

reddish pulp and hundreds of black seeds, resembling poppy seeds, 

that can be eaten raw or ground into a flour. The pulp is slightly 

sweet and can be eaten raw or processed to make syrup, jam, and wine. 

The wooden skeleton of the plant provides wood for construction and 

tool manufacture. Numerous references discuss ethnographic use of 

saguaros and provide information on the plant itself (Crosswhite 1980; 

Castetter and Bell 1937; Ross 1944; Thackery and Leding 1929). 

Fontana (1980) supplies an extensive, annotated bibliography on the 

ethnobotany of the saguaro. Doelle (1976:69-76) provides data on 

labor investment and nutritional return for modern Papago saguaro 

gathering. 
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Organ Pipe cactus (Lemaireocereus thurberi) is a smaller 

columnar cactus closely related to the saguaro. This species occurs 

in the south-central Papagueria, principally in Organ Pipe Cactus 

National Monument, although it grows further north in the Slate 

Mountains (Raab 1973b). It favors bajada slopes lower than 3,000 

f~et and produces a large spiny fruit highly esteemed by Papagos for 

its sweetness (Castetter and Bell 1937:29). The fruit resembles 

saguaro in its pulp and seeds but ripens later-in July and August 

(Goodyear 1975:181). The Papagos processed the fruit much like 

saguaro; Castetter and Bell (1937:32) provide the best description 

of the process. No information exists on labor investment and 

nutritional return for the use of Organ Pipe cactus fruit. 

The genus Opuntia contains many cactus species that con

tributed importantly to aboriginal subsistence. These species fall 

into two broad categories, cholla and prickly pear. Cholla have 

cylindrical, short-jointed stems with straight but slightly barbed 

spines. The prickly pear have flat, short-jointed stems also with 

straight slightly barbed spines. Unlike the saguaro, these cacti 

increase rapidly and flourish in a wide variety of habitats (Kearney 

and Peebles 1960:578-586). They occur throughout southwestern 

Arizona at all altitudes but do tend to be denser in the Arizona 

Uplands province, especially on bajada slopes. 

Both Opuntia species produce edible buds and fruits. 

Cholla buds have a relatively low calorie content, but are exceed

ingly high in calcium (2.67 percent) (Ross 1944:40) and supply a 



ethnobotanical discussion of agave. Little research has been con

ducted regarding labor investment and nutritional returns for agave. 

Such research would be helpful to archaeologists in southwestern 

Arizona. 

The legume mesquite grows allover southwestern Arizona 
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either as a small tree or a shrub. Two species, velvet mesquite 

(Prosopis velutina) and screwbean mesquite (Prosopis pubescens) thrive 

in the region (Kearney and Peebles 1960:402), producing long pods 

containing numerous hard, dark seeds. The pods of the screwbean are 

coiled, whereas those of the velvet mesquite are straight. The screw

bean occurs less frequently than the velvet mesquite, and the two 

species differ only slightly as a food source (Nabhan et al. 1979: 

176-180). The mesquite varies dramatically in stature and productivity 

across southwestern Arizona, depending on the availability of moisture. 

In grassland areas, mesquite occurs as a scattered small shrub, whereas 

in the Sonoran Desert it occurs only along drainages. Along the 

Colorado and Gila Rivers mesquite grows to a height of 9 m. In these 

moist situations the mesquite can form dense impregnable thickets or 

even forest-like canopied bosques (Lowe 1964a:29). In the desert, 

mesquite grows in galleries along the dry drainage channels. In some 

of the larger washes such as Santa Rosa Wash, mesquite attains dim

ensions similar to mesquite along the rivers. In the drier sections 

of the lower Colorado Valley province mesquite may not exceed a meter 

in height. 
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Mesquite provided a mainstay of existence for many Piman 

andYumangroups, especially those living along the Colorado and Gila 

Rivers (Chapter 3). Each tree can bear prodigious quantities of pods. 

When green, the unripe seeds may be eaten raw or the whole pod can be 

cooked like green beans (Cas tetter and Underhill 1935:44). The plant 

produces pods in early summer and at various times through the rest 

of the summer, even into early fall (Felger and Nabhan 1976:37). Once 

ripe, the pods fall to the ground but do not spl it apart, which allows 

for easy gathering. Rather than using the hard seeds, ethnographic 

groups most commonly used the mesocarp of the pod which was pounded 

in a mortar and pestle to produce a coarse flour (Doelle 1976:59-61; 

Nabhan et al. 1979:177). Felger and Nabhan (1976:37) maintain that 

the great variation in size, taste, and yield of pods led various 

ethnographic groups to seek superior trees and groves. Mesquite also 

yields excellent firewood, ingredients for a black dye, and construc

tion material. Numerous sources of ethnobotanical interest exist for 

mesquite (Forbes 1895; Walton 1923; Bell and Castetter 1937: Nabhan 

et al. 1979; Felger 1977). Doelle (1976:53-68) provides data on the 

energetics of mesquite pod harvesting and processing. 

Foothills paloverde (Cercidium microphyllum) is another tree 

legume that produces a relatively dependable supply of high quality 

food. The tree occurs principally on bajada slopes at elevations 

below 3,500 feet and is much more common in the Arizona Uplands prov

ince than in the lower Colorado Valley province. The pods of this 
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legume are thin and brittle, so that the seed provided the principal 

human food source from the tree (Nabhan et al. 1979:177). The Papagos 

generally processed these seeds by parching or pounding in a mortar 

and pestle. The seed is an excellent source of protein and provides 

a supplemental resource to mesquite in the Arizona Uplands province 

(Nabhan et al. 1979:178-179). The seeds can be used green in the 

early summer but more commonly were harvested ripe in July and August 

(Gasser 1980a:321; Castetter and Underhill 1935:24; Russell 1975:75). 

Aboriginal groups in southwestern Arizona, however, did not regularly 

use the closely related blue paloverde (C. floridum) (Nabhan et al. 

1979:178; Castetter and Underhill 1935:24), and no prehistoric evidence 

exists of its use (Gasser 1980a:320). Some information exists on the 

food value of foothills paloverde (Nabhan et al. 1979:178), but no 

information exists on the labor investment required to gather and 

process this resource. 

The desert sand root (Ammobroma sonorae) , presently on 

both the state and federal rare and endangered species lists, has 

a restricted distribution in southwestern Arizona. Where it oc

curred, however, it was a major dietary item. The desert sand root 

lacks chlorophyll and survives as a parasite by attaching itself to 

the root of one of six species of woody shrubs (Nabhan 1980:191). 

The sand root penetrates the sand from 0.2-1.5 m to attach itself to 

a host. The plant grows only in areas with sand dune formations below 

an elevation of 500 feet (Kearney and Peebles 1960:629). In south

western Arizona it occurs in the Yuma Desert and in the massive areas 
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of sand dunes south of the international border. The plant spends 

most of the year buried, only emerging to flower from early March to 

late May. 

Lumholtz (1912:318-319) noted that the Sand Papa go harvested 

sand root all year round although it was easier to locate when its 

flower stalk emerged. They prepared the root by roasting, or by 

drying and grinding it with mesquite pods. Yuman speakers, including 

the Cocopa, also used the sand root, eating it raw, boiled, or roasted 

(Nabhan 1980:194-195). Anglo and Mexican travelers in the region also 

made use of the root, the Spanish term for it being "Comotes de los 

medanos" or simply "comotes." Nabhan (1980) provides a succinct, well 

illustrated report on this fascinating plant. Lumholtz (1912), Gray 

(1963), and Gordon (1931) provide accounts of aboriginal use of the 

root, but research on the energetics of exploiting this plant is needed. 

In the extremely arid, low-lying, sand-covered regions of southwestern 

Arizona, the sand root provided a year-round source of food. 

This discussion covers only the major perennial wild plant 

resources of southwestern Arizona. Other perennial plants aborigin

ally utilized included oaks, various yuccas, and pinyon pine (Pinus 

edulis, P. cembioides). The pinyon and oaks especially had restricted 

distributions in southwestern Arizona. The aborigines also ate numer

ous annuals, including various grasses and Amaranthus assemblages and 

used various plants for basketry, such as beargrass and yucca. 

The wide range of wild plants used by aboriginal groups in 

southwestern Arizona does not necessarily define the full range of 



potential resources in the area. Noticeably absent from the aborig

inal diets were plants containing organoleptically displeasing sub

stances. such as tannic acid. To remove these substances, the plants 

require additional processing, such as leaching or parching. Two 

prominent examples of such plants are the root of the buffalo gourd 

(fucurbita foetidissima) (Felger and Nabhan 1976; Nabhan n.d.) and 
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the seeds of the shrub jojoba (Simmondsia californica). Both these 

resources can be made edible by leaching and parching techniques 

similar to those the California Indians used to process bitter acorns. 

Both these plants provided some products for aboriginal consumption, 

but with the proper processing they could have been dietary staples. 

It is difficult to say if these plants were used prehistor

ically. Cutler and Whitaker (1961) mention the recovering of buffalo 

gourd roots from archaeological sites in the western United States. 

Nabhan (n.d.:2), however, finds "presumptuous" their claim that the 

roots were eaten. Such resources may have been used by prehistoric 

populations despite the ethnographic groups' apparent lack of interest 

in them. Archaeologists need to study different means of processing 

for such plants and develop archaeological correlates for such proces

sing. Such study will allow the testing for the prehistoric use of 

these resources. 

Agriculture 

The environment of southwestern Arizona presents immense 

challenges for any human adaptation incorporating agriculture, since 



the region lacks sufficient rain for crops to grow without water 

management. In the deserts, agriculture requires careful placement 

of fields and features to capitalize on storm runoff. In contrast, 

both the Colorado and Gila Rivers provided large amount of water, 

but different hydrologies required different water management tech

niques. 
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Most of the aboriginal agricultural plants originated in 

Mesoamerica with a few notable exceptions. Aboriginally occurring 

Mesoamerican cultigens include corn (Zea mays), tepary beans 

(Phaseolus acutifolius), kidney beans (Phaseolus vulgaris), cotton 

(Gossypium spp.) and various squashes of the cucurbit family. Native 

cultigens included various grasses in the lower Colorado (Castetter 

and Bell 1951:167-178), devils claw (Proboscidea parviflora) raised 

by the Papago for basketry (Castetter and Bell 1942:201; Nabhan et al. 

1981), and various encouraged we.eds used for greens (Nabhan 1979:253). 

As Bryan (1929:444) noted, lithe usual clear distinction 

between irrigated and unirrigated farm land breaks down in the con

sideration of marginal lands irrigated by floodwater.11 Floodwater 

farming involves the placement of fields and diversion features to 

receive water from a large drainage basin. Several environmental 

factors are relevant to the placement of such fields, including 

"intensity and periodicity of rainfall; the amount of storm rainfall 

available as runoff (which is dependent upon soil permeability and 

vegetative cover); and the rate and volume of arroyo flow, as in

fluenced by watershed area and incline" (Nabhan 1979:249). Average 
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annual precipitation alone is thus an insufficient guide for eval

uating a regionls suitabil ity for floodwater agriculture. Nabhan 

(1979:249) projects that a field must receive a depth of 30 cm of 

water at least once or twice a season to sustain the aboriginal crops 

grown in southwestern Arizona. He also suggests that several flood

ings of 7.5-15 cm staggered out over the growing season may be more 

productive. Various features such as water spreading dikes and small 

canals may be used to spread water over the field (Nabhan 1979:249; 

Hack 1942; Castetter and Bell 1942:168-170). 

Overall, floodwater farming represents a high risk approach 

to agriculture (Nabhan 1979:245; Castetter and Bell 1942:44). Clotts 

(1917:44) noted of Papago floodwater farming: "Excessively dry years 

frequently occur, at which times the inhabitants are reduced to dire 

straits.11 He further indicates such dry times could continue for 2 

to 3 years running. Historic southwestern floodwater farmers increased 

production by encouraging weedy annuals that were gathered as greens 

and for seed (Nabhan 1979:251-252). In highly arid areas such as 

southwestern Arizona, this practice alone was not sufficient to 

guarantee significant yields every year from floodwater fields. 

The distribution of ethnographic floodwater farming provides 

the best estimator for the potential distribution of this technique 

in southwestern Arizona. The distribution of these fields suggests 

that the Arizona Uplands province offered the highest potential for 

floodwater farming because the eastern portion of southwestern Arizona 
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receives nearly twice the rainfall of the western portion. The few 

scattered fields west of Ajo must have been high-risk operations that 

frequently failed. The fields near Quitobaquito derived water from 

the unique springs there. 

In the nonriverine regions of southwestern Arizona 

aboriginal agriculturalists had few options beyond floodwater farming. 

One such option would have been the terracing of hills, possibly re

sulting in cerros de trincheras. Modern irrigation agriculture in 

this region uses water drawn from hundreds of feet underground, em

ploying technology that far exceeds aboriginal capabilities. Aborig

inal technology was adequate for constructing reservoirs to store 

floodwater for agriculture. Bryan (1925:143), however, indicated 

that lithe difficulties of profitable storage of water in amounts 

sufficient for irrigation in this region are very great." Water stor

age difficulties resulted from the silting up of reservoirs, the lack 

of suitable sites, and the normal insufficiency of total water dis

charge to fill reservoirs large enough for such purposes. Historic 

Papagos made lfmited use of hand-dug wells and domestic reservoirs to 

water special crops such as chilies and devilis claw but not for bulk 

subsistence crops such as corn and beans (Nabhan, personal communi

cation, 1981). 

Aboriginal farmers along the Gila had at least two general 

options for farming techniques: a modified floodwater approach and 

irrigation. Pre-1850 Maricopa (Cas tetter and Bell 1951) and 
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protohistoric Gila Pimas (Winter 1973; Doelle 1975b) used the flood

water approaches, planting their crops in the river floodplain where 

they received water from the river's overflow or subsurface water only 

a few centimeters below the surface. Overflow farming allowed culti

vation of less acreage than comparable Yuman practices along the 

Colorado because the Gila did not flood with the same volume or reli

ability as the Colorado River. 

Of the possible aboriginal agriculture techniques, canal 

irrigation facilitated the cultivation of the most acreage along the 

Gila River. The use of canals drawing water from the river in the 

Gila Bend area allowed cultivation up to several miles from the river. 

Historic Gila Pimas used dams of log pilings and bursh to divert water 

from the Gila into canals (Castetter and Bell 1942:159), but such dams 

would not stand for more than a year, being washed out by winter 

floods. Although the build up of salinity represents a major problem 

for canal irrigators in arid environments, Gila Pimas practiced reg

ular flushing of fields, which apparently eliminated this mineral 

build up (Russell 1975:87). 

The amount of land that could be cultivated in any area 

depended on topography and the availability of water. The topography 

determined how much land lay at the proper elevation and the relation 

of the land to the river for irrigation. The amount of water in the 

river limited the amount of water available for irrigation. If the 

river level fell too low or if it cut a channel, the drawing of water 
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might be impossible without pumps. This situation existed along 

the lower Gila following World War I (Ross 1923:107). Evaporation 

and withdrawal of water for irrigation decreases the amount of water 

in the Gila as the river flows downstream. Because the lower Gila 

was often an interrupted stream--even before modern dam construction 

and water use-- Maricopa-style floodwater techniques would be more 

important downstream closer to the Colorado because they require less 

water than Pima-style irrigation. Floodwater techniques, however, 

permit less land to be brought under cultivation. 

The Colorado River and its massive annual floods facilitated 

floodwater farming on a scale far greater than did the Gila River. 

The broad floods watered extensive areas for planting and deposited 

massive amounts of silt, annually renewing the region's fertility. 

For as much as a month the Yumans planted crops on the moist sloughs, 

lagoons, and old river channels following the receding floodwaters 

(Castetter and Bell 1951:148). They also built dams to store water 

in the larger sloughs for later release onto fields. 

The Colorado presented formidable obstacles for aboriginal 

farmers who wished to draw irrigation water from it. Unlike the Gila, 

the Colorado carried too much water for the use of pole and brush 

diversion dams. Modern use of the river for irrigation requires large 

earthen or concrete dams and massive head gates. The history of 

modern irrigation is replete with failures ref>ulting from the river's 

flooding. Perhaps the greatest such failure was the Imperial Valley 
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Canal. In 1904 the floodwater of the Colorado washed out the 

headgates of this canal, and for the next 3 years the Colorado River 

flowed into the Salton trough, forming the Salton Sea (Sykes 1937; 

Waters 1980:24). Not until massive upstream dams such as the Hoover 

Dam tamed the river floods did irrigation become an easy undertaking. 

Wildlife 

The role of animals in the effective environment of 

southwestern Arizona cannot be discussed with the same amount of 

detail as the role of wild plants and agriculture. For all the 

ethnographic groups, hunting provided a minority of the subsistence. 

Ethnobiologists have thus not devoted nearly as much attention to this 

aspect of human adaptation, focusing instead on wild plant foods and 

agriculture. Rea's (n.d., 1979) work provides an exception to this 

trend and allows a few observations to be made. 

The riverine environments offered the most varied and 

abundant animal life. The plentiful fish in the rivers could be taken 

with nets, sieves, projectiles, traps and hooks. The receding waters 

of the Colorado trapped fish in sloughs and other low places. As 

these waters evaporated, fish could be caught by hand or with scoops 

(Castetter and Bell 1951 :221). The two major rivers also provided an 

oasis for migrating birds, especially waterfowl that could be taken 

with nets or projectiles. Many small animals, such as cottontail 

rabbits, jackrabbits, and various rodents, clustered in the riverine 

area and could be hunted using a variety of simple methods and traps. 



Despite the abundance of animals along the rivers, the large game 

of the region-dear, antelope and mountain sheep-generally occurred 

elsewhere. 
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Each of the big-game species preferred a slightly different 

environment. Deer favored the upper bajadas and lower mountain slopes 

in the eastern part of the region. They especially favored the 

Baboquivari Mountains but also the higher mountain ranges elsewhere in 

southwestern Arizona, such as the Kofa. According to Gray (1963) 

and Lumholtz (1912), antelope occurred in all the valleys of south

western Arizona but decreased in frequency west of Ajo. The bighorn 

sheep was the most ubiquitous big game animal, occurring in all the 

mountain ranges. Lumholtz (1912) suggests that the bighorn was the 

primary meat quarry of groups in the western deserts of the study area. 

Just as the range of each of these animals varies, so do 

their habits, making different hunting approaches more effective for 

each. Antelope range in small herds. Being extremely curious animals, 

they could be hunted by individual hunters stalking them or can be 

driven into pounds or traps. Deer and bighorn sheep tend to range in 

small groups or as individuals, and the scarcity of water in the region 

means both animals range outwards from good water sources, establishing 

definite trails (Castetter and Bell 1951:214-217; Bryan 1925:49-50). 

Both could therefore be ambushed either at water sources or along 

such trails. Deer could also be driven to ambush, but the rocky 

habitat of the bighorn sheep made this technique difficult to use. 
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Deserts also contain a variety of smaller animals. The most 

common rabbit in this region, the jackrabbit, can be driven into nets, 

as can the most common game bird, the quail. Woodrat nests commonly 

occur under cholla or in rock crevices, and the animal is easily 

captured using nothing more than a stick (Castetter and Underhill 

1935). In addition, the desert supports a plethora of lizards, in

sects, and insect larvae suitable for human consumption (Cas tetter 

and Bell 1942:66, 69-70, 1951:211-214). These animals, however, tend 

to occur more frequently in the wetter eastern part of the study area 

than in the drier western part. 

Agricultural fields provide a man-made environment for 

small game animals such as rabbits, quail, and rodents. These animals 

feed in the field and inhabit the field margins, which are often over

grown by weeds and brush. Pimas developed specialized nocturnal 

techniques of garden hunting to procure such garrle. They used torches 

and later lanterns to blind and confuse small mammals and birds and 

then attacked the game with clubs (Rea 1979:116). 

This discussion briefly summarizes the historic effective 

environment of southwestern Arizona, definition of which depends on 

the interaction of human adaptations and the natural environment. 

Changes in either human technology or critical environmental variables 

will alter this effective environment. Chapter 6 discusses changes 

in human adaptation; the remainder of this chapter discusses the 

evidence for past environmental change in southwestern Arizona. 
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Environmental Change 

The study of environmental change can be conveniently 

divided into three issues: changes at the end of the Pleistocene, 

changes during the Holocene, and recent historic changes. Geologists, 

archaeologists, and palynologists have focused their attention on the 

first two of these issues. They have developed several competing 

reconstructions for climatic change from the Pleistocene to modern 

times, emphasizing large-scale changes. Biologists, range management 

specialists, and others concerned with the modern environment have 

directed their attention to historic environmental changes, con

sidering changes of lesser scale than their paleoenvironmental 

colleagues. 

Paleoenvironmental Changes at the End of the Pleistocene 

Three basic and competing reconstructions exist for 

paleoenvironmental change in southwestern Arizona. Each of these is 

derived from a different type of data. Bryan and Antevs proposed 

the earliest of these, using evidence from Quaternary geomorphology. 

Using pollen data, Martin challenged Antevs' reconstruction, and 

Van Devender has introduced yet a third line of argument based on 

packrat nests. 

Bryan (1941) first proposed the alluvial chronology 

derived from his work in the 1920's and 1930's, and Antevs continued 

this line of research into the 1940's and 1950's. Antevs' (1948) 

geologic-climatic reconstruction of the Great Basin resulted from 
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this work and stood as the basic Southwestern climatic reconstruction 

until the mid-1960's. 

Antevs (1952:317) based his geologic-climatic reconstructions 

lion geology, on the relationship between moisture, vegetation and 

geological processes, and on climatic histories." He postulated 

direct relationships between climatic changes and geologic processes 

(Antevs 1955:317, 1952) and ascribed arroyo cutting to the denuding 

of vegetation resulting from drought. He emphasized various geologic 

processes, including caliche formation, eolian deposition, and 

episodes of erosion and alluviation. Antevs also considered non

geologic processes such as faunal extinctions, cultural changes, 

palynology and the tree-ring record. Seeking to correlate climatic 

change on a continent-wide and even world-wide basis, Antevs (1955) 

used data from both the western United States and Europe. 

Antevs also correlated climatic changes in the western 

United States with conditions of glaciation in Canada and the north

ern United States. He postulated that as the continental glaciers 

moved south, they forced the storm pattern south, causing pluvial 

periods of increased summer rainfall in the Great Basin and Southwest 

(Antevs 1948:168). When the glaciers retreated, the storm pattern 

also retracted northward, leaving these areas warmer and drier. He 

saw this pattern as recurring with each glacial advance. 

Antevs' research concerned itself with the Pleistocene to 

Holocene transition and climatic change in the Holocene. He divided 



the end of the Wisconsin glaciation into two pluvials, the Bonneville 

and the Provo, corresponding to the final two advances of the Wisconsin 

continental ice sheet. In the Great Basin many playas filled with 

water during these pluvials and receded during the interpluvial sep

arating them (Antevs 1948:5-7). The end of the Provo pluvial marks 

the end of the Pleistocene; Antevs divided the following Neothermal 

(Holocene) into three ages: the Anathermal, Altithermal and Medi

therma I • 

Partly on the basis of correlation with European varve 

chronologies, Antevs (1948:9-11) dated the warm moist Anathermal age 

between 7000 and 5000 B.C. While the Wisconsin glacier withdrew, the 

climate south of it remained moister than at present, maintaining the 

various Pleistocene lakes of the Great Basin as freshwater bodies. 

Alpine glaciers also survived in the Rockies and Cascade ranges, and 

presumably biotic communities occurred at lower elevations than they 

do today. Through this age the climate shifted, becoming warmer and 

drier (Antevs 1955:328-329). 

Antevs I Altithermal was considerably drier than today, 

with increasing temperatures and decreasing precipitation resulting 

in widespread desiccation. Antevs (1948:12) cites several lines of 

evidence to support this interpretation: (1) the drying up of most 

western lakes and alpine glaciers, (2) arroyo cutting, eolian erosion, 

and caliche formation in the Southwest and (3) pollen profiles from 

Oregon and Washington. Presumable this desiccation also caused biotic 

communities to occur at higher elevations than today. 
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The following Medithermal was "a relatively cool and moist 

age," which began about 2000 B.C. (Antevs 1948:12-15). The principal 

lines of evidence for these trends include (1) reappearance of lakes 

in desert playas, (2) reappearance of glaciers in the high mountains, 

(3) redeposition in Altithermal arroyos of silts and clays, (4) 

stabilization of dunes, and (5) a lowering of biotic communities. 

Antevs recognizes various fluctuations in Medithermal climate, with 

the 2000-year period before Christ being the moistest and the last 

two thousand years being drier (Antevs 1948:12-15). 

In the mid-1960 1 s Paul S. Martin addressed the question 

of late Quaternary climatic change with a different approach, pollen. 

Antevs had used pollen data to corroborate his findings based on 

geomorphology. Martin, however, gave the pollen evidence priority and 

used it to explain the geomorphological changes. He conducted most 

of his research in southeastern Arizona, where he collected pollen 

profiles from 13 locales, all in inner valley floodplains (Martin 

1963:31-48). At each profile Martin obtained pollen samples as well 

as organic material for Carbon-14 dating of the deposits. Pollen 

preserves poorly in desert environments, and at no locale did Martin 

recover the full Holocene stratigraphic sequence, requiring him to 

piece the sequence together from fragments found in each profile. 

Martinis (1963:61) Holocene climatic reconstruction differed 

greatly from Antevs l
• Martin agreed with Antevs that the Wisconsin 

pluvial period represented a moister period with a 1,200 meter shift 
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in life zones (Martin 1963:vi). Martin, however, found no evidence 

of pluvial conditions in his floodplain environments dating after 

10,000 B.C., and he was confident that by 8000 B.C. the general 

modern distribution of grasslands and desert occurred (Martin 1963: 

600-61). He identified three Holocene climatic periods: (1) between 

8500 B.C. and 6000 B.C.-an arid period climatically like the modern, 

(2) corresponding to Antevs ' Altithermal, from 6000 B.C. to 2000 

B.C.--conditions no warmer but slightly wetter than modern, and (3) 

from 2000 B.C. to present-modern conditions with one possible shift 

in the seasonal distribution of rainfall. 

Martinis climatic reconstruction is antithetic to Antevs ' • 

Where Antevs sees drier conditions, Martin postulates wetter con

ditions and vice versa. Martin (1963:61-68) attempted to discredit 

Antevs I correlations between cl imatic change and various geologic, 

biological, and cultural processes. Martin noted that researchers 

have advocated both drought and moist conditions as the causes of 

alluviation, arroyo cutting, caliche formation, eolian deposition, 

dune formation, animal extinction, and cultural movements. He did 

not attempt to challenge Antevs l reconstruction of geologic events 

but instead questioned his interpretation of these events. 

Martinis attack on the alluvial chronology did not go 

unchallenged. Antevs (1962) responded to Martinis preliminary pub

lication (Martin et al. 1961) within a year, while Sayles (1965) and 

Haynes (1968) soon followed with their own defenses of the alluvial 
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chronology. Haynes (1968) also provided evidence corroborating Antevs' 

identification of pan-western Altithermal arroyo cutting. All three 

authors rebutted Martin's position with similar points: (1) all re

affirmed that arroyo cutting resulted from drought, (2) all challenged 

Martin's methodology of giving the palynological evidence preeminence 

over the geomorphological data, and (3) all claimed that Martin's 

profiles did not contain Altithermal beds, giving Martin no basis for 

reconstructing Altithermal climate. A comment by Antevs (1962:197) 

aptly summarizes their general position: liThe increase in the 

Cazador profile at Double Adobe, of pine pollen from 5 to 28 percent 

in 6 inches of pond clay does not prove a change of climate from arid 

to subpluvial, for the continued clay deposition shows that there was 

no rea 1 change of any kind." 

While Martin undertook his pollen work in southeastern 

Arizona, Wells (1966) started developing a new technique for paleo

environmental reconstruction: the analysis of packrat (Neotoma) nests. 

Wells (1976, 1979) has continued this line of research to the present 

but has not worked in southern Arizona. Van Devender and Spaulding 

(1979) have collected and analyzed these nests from allover the 

Southwest including the Sonoran Desert and provide a climatic re-

. construction applicable to southwestern Arizona. 

Wells (1976) published a brief summary of the methods, 

assumptions, and techniques of packrat nest analysis. Packrats or 

woodrats occur across the United States in a wide variety of 
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environments from deserts to forest. All the species of this genus 

build massive stickhouses, which they cement together with urine. 

These nests form a dark, shiny indurated mass with an inner chamber 

containing vegetation for bedding and food. In building these nests, 

rats incorporate a wide variety of vegetal fragments, animal bones, 

pollen, and insect parts, which are generally gathered within a 100 m 

radius of the nest. Wells (1976:233-236) and Van Devender and 

Spaulding (1979:701) both claim that the materials the animals in

corporate in their nest are representative of the surrounding veg

etation. When built in a protected environment, such as under rock 

ledges, in crevices, or in caves, these nests can last more than 

40,000 years, serving as environmental time capsules from today well 

back to the Pleistocene. 

Both Wells (1976) and King and Van Devender (1977) discussed 

several advantages packrat nests provide over the study of geomorphol

ogy and alluvial pollen. The nests contain fragments of vegetation 

and animal parts usually identifiable to species, whereas pollen 

rarely can be identified to species and often cannot be identified 

below the family level. A researcher can be sure with a packrat nest 

that the material studied originated near the locale and does not 

reflect either wind-blown pollen from environments as much as 100 

miles away or alluvially transported pollen from miles upstream. The 

relationship between climatic parameters and the ranges of plants and 

animals is much better understood than the relationship between 
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climate and geologic deposition. Finally, the material studied can 

be directly dated by radiocarbon, whereas pollen and sediments can 

only be dated through association with organic materials. For these 

reasons packrat nests provide a fine-grained view of past biotic 

communities and by inference climates. 

Despite these advantage5, packrat nests present problems 

of interpretation. These nests can form complex stratigraphic units 

that require extreme care to properly untangle (King 1976). Though 

discounted by Wells (1976:245-246), the possibility seems great for 

nests to incorporate organic material significantly older than the 

packrat building the nest. And a controversy also exists over how 

these nests should be dated. Wells (1976:241-242) argues that radio

carbon samples should be collected from a thin stratigraphic layer of 

a nest, whereas Van Devender (1977) suggests that fragments from a 

single species no longer growing at the locale should be dated. Pre

ferably, several radiocarbon dates should be obtained from several 

components in each nest, but for financial reasons such dating is 

rarely possible. Despite these problems the analysis of packrat nests 

represents a powerful tool in paleoecology. 

Van Devender and Spaulding (1979) used this method to pro

duce a late Quaternary environmental reconstruction for the Southwest, 

which differs from both MartinIs and Antevs l
• They postulated that 

a winter-dominant rainfall pattern covered the entire Southwest during 

the late Wisconsin glaciation with increased precipitation and 
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dramatic expansion of woodland, chaparral, and cold desert plants 

(Van Devender and Spaulding 1979:708). Van Devender documented the 

persistence of woodlands until 6000 B.C. in the middle elevation 

deserts of the Southwest, including the Sonoran. Van Devender and 

Spaulding (1979:709) demonstrated a loss of pinyon, big sagebrush, 

other mesic (water-loving) species, and shadsca1e from middle ele

vation woodlands by 9000 B.C. but the persistence of such species as 

scrub oak and juniper. They also postulated a shift northward of the 

summer monsoon with increasing global temperatures around 6000 B.C. 

(Van Devender and Spaulding 1979:709). More xeric (drought-resistant) 

vegetation established itself in the Sonoran Desert at this time, 

reflecting the change to a basically modern climate and environment. 

The ubiquitous creosotebush first appears in the packrat nest record 

around 9000 B.C. (Van Devender and Spaulding 1979:706). Van Devender 

has found no evidence to support Antevs ' A1titherma1. He suggests a 

dry-warm A1tithermal may have occurred in areas that today have a 

winter-dominant rainfall pattern, such as the Great Basin, but not 

in the summer-dominant Southwest. 

Overall Van Devender's reconstruction postulates a gradual 

replacement of more mesic species by more xeric species from 9000 to 

6000 B.C., contrasting with both Antevs ' and Martinis reconstructions 

of climatic fluctuations. Critiques of Van Devender's work have 

primarily challenged his postulated winter-dominant precipitation 

pattern in the late Pleistocene claiming instead that summer 
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precipitation increased (Wells 1979) or that precipitation remained 

constant and average temperatures declined (Brakenridge 1978). These 

arguments on the cause of late Pleistocene environments have less 

relevance for archaeologists than the reconstructions of said environ

ments. 

Van Devender and Spaulding (1979:709-710) also make some 

astute observations concerning the dynamics of late Quaternary veg

etation change. Traditionally these dynamics have been expressed by 

the vertical displacement of environmental zones. Plant species, 

however, respond differently to climatic changes and do not act as 

community units. Late Wisconsin woodlands in the Sonoran Desert 

included some species still found there, including barrel cacti (genus 

Echinocactus) and brittlebush (genus Encelia) (Van Devender and 

Spaulding 1979:709). In addition, juniper expanded more extensively 

than pinyon, and a pinyon-juniper community may not have existed. 

For these r~asons, late Pleistocene and early Holocene environments 

contained basically the same plant species as the modern environment, 

but they did not associate in the same communities. 

Despite extensive disagreements, a few points regarding 

late Quaternary environments are generally accepted. Late Pleistocene 

environments were lusher than today's, having more water available for 

plants, animals, and man. The fauna from the lower levels at Ventana 

Cave best show late Pleistocene animals in southwestern Arizona 

(Haury 1950:126-148; Colbert 1973). These animals include several 



extinct forms, such as horse, ground sloth, jaguar, and tapir and 

a variety of fonns no longer found in the Sonoran Desert, including 

bison. The overall environment in southwestern Arizona probably 

resembled the modern woodlands of southeastern Arizona but included 

a unique mix of plant species. 
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Although essentially modern environmental conditions are 

believed to have existed after 2500 B.C., the existence of these con

ditions before 2500 B.C. is debatable. Van Devender maintained that 

an essentially modern climate occurred by 6000 B.C., and Martin placed 

the advent of a modern climate at 9000 B.C. The agreement that es

sentially modern environments existed by 2500 B.C., however, means 

that these arguments are of little relevance to archaeologists dealing 

with late Archaic and all ceramic period remains. 

Both Antevs and Van Devender maintain that the late 

Pleistocene environment of Paleoindian groups differed significantly 

from modern conditions. In contrast, Martin, basing his contention 

on shifts in the ratio or arboreal to non-arboreal pollen, maintains 

that the late Pleistocene differed little from modern environments. 

The alluvial sediments in his analysis, however, do not well reflect 

local environmental conditions. Pollen is subject to wind and water 

transport, so that Martinis results reflect changes in these variables 

as much as in the local environment. Van Devenderls packrat nest 

record, on the other hand, reflects the vegetation within a few hun

dred meters around the collection locale and indicates the presence 
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of woodlands in the Sonoran, Mohave, and Chihuahua Deserts up until 

6000 B.C. As Van Devender (1977) noted, the differences between his 

packrat nest-based reconstructions and Martin's pollen reconstructions 

may reflect the type of data used. The pollen record documents broad 

regional changes, whereas the packrat nests reflect specific environ

ments in rocky locations. 

Probably the most hotly debated issue in Holocene environ

mental reconstruction is the existence of the Altithermal. Two issues 

appear key in this controversy: (1) does the arroyo cutting indicate 

a change from essentially modern climate and (2) do vegetative dis

tributions as measured by the packrat nest analysis indicate an envi

ronment significantly different from today's. The geological record 

during the last 4000 years contains numerous episodes of arroyo cut

ting (Bryan 1941; Euler et al. 1979), but no researcher has attempted 

to correlate these episodes with major changes In the distribution or 

content of biotic communities. Therefore, arroyo cutting itself does 

not necessarily indicate a departure from essentially modern environ

mental conditions. The most direct evidence for Altithermal environ

ments is Van Devender and Spaulding's (1979) packrat nests, which 

suggest an essentially modern environment providing little basis for 

believing the Altithermal environment differed significantly from the 

modern. An Altithermal drought might have occurred but, if so, its 

effects were comparable to later droughts recorded in the modern envi

ronmental regime. These arguments lead to acceptance of Van Devender 
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and Spaulding's (1979) contention that an essentially modern environ

ment existed by 6000 B.C. 

Paleoenvironmental Changes in the Holocene 

Consideration of environmental change since the advent of 

modern conditions requires a shift in the scale of investigations. 

Throughout the last 8,000 years the environment of the Southwest has 

fluctuated with periods of drought and above normal rainfall and with 

periods of arroyo cutting and filling. These fluctuations have not, 

however, caused permanent environmental change on the same scale as 

at the end of the Pleistocene. Instead they can be conceived of as 

variations around an environmental mean. Archaeologists must attempt 

to deal with these fluctuations because they did alter the effective 

environment. Much information exists for the most recent historic 

fluctuations, but little research has been directly applicable to 

prehistoric climatic fluctuations in southwestern Arizona. 

Most of the investigation into southwestern prehistoric 

climatic fluctuation has focused on the Colorado Plateau. Researchers 

have employed several techniques in theis region including pollen 

analysis (Schoenwetter and Dittert 1968), tree-ring analysis (Euler 

et al. 1979) and most recently analysis of packrat nests (Betancourt 

and Van Devender 1981). Applying these reconstructions directly to 

the Sonoran Desert, however, would be dangerous. Although large-scale 

d~ought episodes probably covered most of the Southwest, extensive 

variability in the intensity and range of such episodes has been 
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documented (Fritts et al. 1979; Stockton 1979; Brazel et al. 1978). 

These studies indicate that severe droughts occurring on the Colorado 

Plateau may not have occurred in the Sonoran Desert and vice versa. 

Evaluation of prehistoric environmental fluctuations in the Sonoran 

Desert requires data from the Sonoran Desert. 

Bohrer's (1970) climatic reconstruction for Snaketown 

represents the only published investigation of Sonoran Desert pre

historic climatic fluctuation. This study does not draw conclusive 

results due to small size of the sample and the problems in inter

preting high frequencies of cheno-am and compositae pollen. Bohrer 

(1970:427-428) points out that high cheno-am and composite percent

ages in the Sacaton phase could reflect the increased u:e of the site 

and later ground disturbance r~ther than climatic change. As is so 

often the case, pollen from this massive and complicated archaeological 

site is a poor indicator of climatic change because of the difficulty 

in distinguishing human-caused from climate-caused pollen fluctuations. 

The Sonoran Desert has not presented as fruitful a region 

for paleoenvironmental reconstruction as the Colorado Plateau. The 

extensive tree-ring record so central to several Colorado Plateau 

reconstructions does not exist in the Sonoran Desert. The analysis 

of packrat nests appears to offer the greatest potential for recon

structing such fluctions in southwestern Arizona, but the current 

sample of nests for the period is too small and widely scattered for 

such reconstruction. Such reconstruction will require more detailed 
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collection and analysis than that undertaken by previous pack rat 

research in the area and more rigorous control of microenvironmental 

factors such as exposure. Betancourt and Van Devender1s (1981) 

recent study of Holocene middens in Chaco Canyon provides an example 

of the type of study needed in southwestern Arizona. The region1s 

arid climate, plethora of protected locales for middens, and the 

Ubiquitous population of packrats should provide a substantial mass 

of data for such an effort. At the time of this writing Julio 

Betancourt of the Department of Geosciences, University of Arizona, 

had undertaken such a study in the Castle Mountains. 

Historic Environmental Change 

Environmental change in the last hundred years has been 

marked and extensive. The effects of this change have been most 

intensive in the grasslands of the Southwest and less so in the more 

arid deserts such as in southwestern Arizona. In the late 1800 l s 

a period of arroyo cutting began throughout the Southwest, and a 

wide variety of woody plants and shrubs invaded the extensive grass

lands of the Southwest. This invasion transformed many of the grass

lands from verdant expanses of waist-high grass to dense stands of 

low thorny shrubbery (Hastings and Turner 1965:111-180). This arroyo 

cutting has lead to channelization of most of the major rivers and 

washes in the state, including the Gila River and Santa Rosa Wash. 

Before this channelization most of the rivers were broad and marshy, 

bordered by cattails and other water-loving species. The dense 
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thickets of mesquite that bound modern desert rivers only existed in 

scattered locations where localized channel cutting occurred (Hastings 

and Turner 1965:35-37), and the tamarisk or saltcedar (Tamarix 

pentandra) presently dominating much of the Gila and Colorado River 

courses is an introduced plant from North Africa (Shreve and Wiggins 

1964:60-61). Some current research suggests this pattern of arroyo 

cutting may have reversed in the last 20 years with aggredation 

occurring in all habitats (Leopold 1976). 

Changes in the Sonoran Desert have not been as extreme. 

In general, woody perennials, including bursage, brittlebrush, and 

desert zinnia have declined while mesquite has increased in the 

Arizona Uplands. Paloverde has shifted its range upwards. Saguaro 

has declined in areas with homogeneous soils and maintained its num

bers on rocky slopes (Hastings and Turner 1965:270). A real possi

bility exists that these trends may not apply in a broad way to the 

Sonoran Desert. Trends greatly vary from location to location, 

suggesting random fluctuations resulting from the highly variable 

annual precipitation (Hastings and Turner 1965:270). Whether these 

changes are accepted as general trends or not depends on how Sonoran 

Desert vegetation responds to short-term climatic fluctuations. 

According to Hastings and Turner (1965:270), two different 

viewpoints exist regarding the response of desert vegetation to 

short-term climatic fluctuation. The first of these maintains that 

in the drier reaches of the desert some localities can receive more 



precipitation than adjacent ones even for periods of several years. 

If the vegetation is sensitive to these fluctuations, then a mosaic 

environment of stable decaying and flourishing localities results. 

The second veiwpoint maintains that desert vegetation is immune to 

such fluctuations. Established long-lived perennials such as saguaro, 

paloverde, and mesquite have the ability to produce seeds even after 

several years of drought and should be little affected by even 

several consecutive losses of seedlings. This ability averages out 

the local variations in rainfall over the lifetime of these plants 

and produces regional homogeneity. Resolution of this issue is 

extremely important, as the validity of several archaeological studies 

depends upon the validity of the second veiwpoint (Goodyear 1975; 

Doelle 1976). 

This issue cannot be clearly resolved at this time but one 

study suggests that the density of saguaro and cholla may dramatically 

change over periods of one or two decades. Martin and Turner (1977) 

compared six series of photographs taken between the early 1900 l s 

and late 1970 l s at six locations, two of which are in the Sonoran 

Desert. In one control plot at the desert laboratory in Tucson the 

number of saguaros present varied from four to nine to three in 20 

years (Martin and Turner 1977:67); even more dramatic fluctuations 

were recorded for cholla. The major conclusion drawn from this study 

is IIBecause the kind of vegetation on a semi desert site changes greatly 

from time to time due to natural causes, there is no one combination 



of plant species that can be said to be nature1s choice for all 

time" (Martin and Turner 1977:68). 

Varying explanations for the historic environmental changes 

give man-made and natural causes varying weight in accounting for 

the changes. This issue is important to archaeologists. If these 

changes are a unique product of the European use of the modern envi

ronment, they do not provide a useful model for prehistoric environ

mental conditions. On the other hand, if they resulted from natural 

causes or aboriginal practices they are revelant to prehistoric 

environments. 
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Researchers giving European use primacy in explaining 

historic environmental changes have focused on three such alterations: 

overgrazing, fire suppression and increasing rodent populations re

sulting from elimination of predatory animals. The most commonly 

invoked human alteration of the environment is overgrazing (Antevs 

1952). According to this hypothesis, overgrazing by sheep and cattle 

in the late 1880 l s denuded ground cover leading to arroyo cutting and 

shrub invasion. Hastings and Turner (1965:284-285) and Cooke and 

Reeves (1976:84-85) point out that Spanish cattle grazing a century 

earlier did not result in similar changes and that similar changes 

occurred both in areas never grazed by cattle or sheep and in areas 

subject to intensive grazing. Humphrey (1958) and Harris (1966) 

maintain that supression of fires by Anglo ranchers led to shrub 

invasion of the grassland and arroyo cutting. Hastings and Turner 
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(1965:285-287) reviewed early traveler reports from southern Arizona 

and concluded that there is no evidence of fires extensive enough to 

have the effect Humphrey and Harris advocate. Hastings and Turner 

(1965:285) and Humphrey (1958) further dismiss the idea that increas

ing rodent and jackrabbit populations resulting from Anglo elim

ination of predators led to the denuding of vegetation and environ

mental change. Overall, none of the European use explanations in 

themselves appear sufficient to account for recent environmental 

changes. 

The natural explanations have focused on secular changes 

in precipitation or seasonal changes in the frequency and intensity 

of rainfall as causes of arroyo cutting. Researchers such as Bryan 

(1941) have advocated decreasing precipitation as leading to arroyo 

cutting, and others including Huntington (1914) have argued the 

opposite. In contrast Leopold (1951), Martin (1963), and Schoenwetter 

and Dittert (1968) have claimed that shifts to increased summer pre

cipitation have caused stream entrenchment and other recent environ

mental changes. Hastings and Turner (1965:288-289, 295) retain aridity 

as a cause of arroyo cutting but dismiss changes in seasonality of 

rainfall as a cause. Cooke and Reeves (1976:83) note that the climatic 

causes are protracted and slow, making them inadequate to account for 

the sudden environmental changes in the late 1800's. 

Both Hastings and Turner (1965) and Cooke and Reeves (1976) 

advocate more complex models that incorporate human and natural causes. 
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Hastings and Turner (1965:288-289) give primacy to a secular trend 

towards greater aridity but also advocate that overgrazing seriously 

affected the nature and intensity of the changes. The model of Cooke 

and Reeves (1976:187-189) is considerably more complex than previous 

formulations. They stress the role of human features that channel 

water and initiate arroyo cutting, even suggesting that arroyo cut

ting in the Papagueria may have resulted from Papago dry farming 

practices (Cooke and Reeves 1976:59-61). They also incorporate num

erous environmental variables in their model. The application of 

the Cooke-Reeves model is limited, however, because it only addresses 

the issue of arroyo cutting and not the related issue of shrub in

vasion. Careful examination of both models would assist archaeologists 

in deciding which aspects of recent environmental change apply to the 

past. 

The issue of environmental change is a thorny and confusing 

one for the archaeologist. Archaeological consideration of past 

human cultures in southwestern Arizona requires reconstruction of 

past environments, forcing a choice among competing theories and the 

recognition that as paleoenvironmental research progresses, the ideas 

adopted may prove false. Archaeologists thus must monitor such re

search and revise their theories as this related field advances. 

Conclusion 

A central concern with the availability of water has pervaded 

this discussion of southwestern Arizona's natural environment. The 
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extreme aridity of the area is a major facet of the modern environ

ment. This lack of precipitation has left the mountains steep, rugged, 

barren and singular in outline. Slight differences in absolute rain

fall produce stunning differences in plant growth so that the bajadas 

of the Baboquivari Mountains look lush when compared to the vast Mohawk 

Valley dotted with mesquite and creosotebush. 

For all aboriginal groups occupying the area the availability 

of water defined the effective environment more than any other vari

able. The graduated distribution of rainfall across the region left 

the vast western half virtually uninhabited and the wetter regions 

east of Ajo with a denser but highly scattered population. Water 

enters the area in the Gila and Colorado Rivers as a gift from far 

away mountains. These rivers formed ribbon-like oases supporting the 

densest concentrations of plant, animal, and human life. 

Variations in rainfall even dominate considerations of envi

ronmental change because slight temporal fluctuations in the absolute 

quantity of precipitation produced marked environmental changes. Our 

modern industrial society has attempted to exceed the hydraulic limita

tions of the region. We have dug wells hundreds of feet into the 

earth to tap ancient deposits of ground water, and we seek to build 

a giant aqueduct to transport water hundreds of miles over mountains 

and valleys. The Colorado River crosses into Mexico a muddy trickle, 

the Gila flows not at all, and the drills bite deeper into the ground, 

progressively draining the fossil water deposits. Water remains the 

most crucial and precious source in southwestern Arizona. 



CHAPTER 3 

ETHNOGRAPHIC STUDIES 

In the Southwest archaeologists are particularly fortunate, 
for in many cases descendents of the prehistoric people whom 
they study are still living in the same general area and 
under very similar circumstances (Wormington 1961:18). 

Introduction 

Archaeologists in southwestern Arizona are particularly 

fortunate because ethnographically studied aboriginal groups lived 

in the same general area and under similar conditions as prehistoric 

groups. Many of these societies continue to reside on reservations 

in the region and practice aspects of their aboriginal economies. 

This ethnographic record has provided a wealth of data and models 

for archaeologists working in southwestern Arizona. These models 

have, however, often not dealt with the limitations of the ethno-

graphic record nor incorporated the full range of variability it 

ments. Furthermore, archaeologists must recognize the need for 

going outside southwestern Arizona to find useful models. 

Archaeologists should be aware of the many limitations of 

the ethnographic literature for southwestern Arizona. The ethnohis-

torical sources often represent inferences drawn from incomplete doc-

uments, which are further confused by ambiguities surrounding exactly 

which cultural group or specific geographic locale is being discussed. 
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Much of the ethnography for the region is memory culture--the attempts 

of aged informants to reconstruct an aboriginal lifestyle. The num

ber of informants used and their life experiences and attitudes can 

seriously bias such studies. The archaeologist must weigh existing 

ethnographic data by these types of considerations. 

More importantly, archaeologists must deal with the full 

range of cultural variability evident in the ethnographic record. 

This variability includes temporal change, variability between groups, 

and variability within groups. Archaeologists have generally recog

nized the variability between groups but not the two other forms. 

Too often a normative static description of a culture has been treated 

as the aboriginal model for that group, with the result that both 

temporal and intra-group variability are overlooked. Ethnographic 

patterns must be treated as temporally dynamic and as encompassing 

variability at any given time, and the archaeologist must have knowl

edge of both the ethnohistory of the region and the ethnographic 

literature. 

This chapter summarizes both the ethnohistory and 

ethnography of southwestern Arizona. The ethnohistorical discussion 

serves several purposes: (1) it places the modern ethnographic ac

counts in their proper historical positions, (2) it describes the 

temporal changes in cultural variability, and (3) it identifies where 

historic aboriginal sites should occur (see also Woods 1980). In 

discussing the ethnographic literature, I have tried to go beyond 
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normative statements of economic patterns to a consideration of the 

range of variability in these patterns. Recognition of both temporal 

and intra-group variability should lead archaeologists to integrate 

such variability into their ethnographic models. 

Ethnographic Groups in Southwestern Arizona 

A wide range of ethnographic groups have occupied south

western Arizona between the 1600's and the present. These groups can 

be divided between two language families and three subgroups: the 

Yuman subgroup of the Hokan family and the Shoshonean and Piman sub

groups of the Uto-Aztecan family. The Pimans occupied the eastern 

half of the study area, whereas the Hokan and Shoshonean speakers 

occurred principally along the Colorado River. 

The Pimans in southwestern Arizona are the northermost 

of the two groups of Piman speakers in the greater Southwest. The 

17th century Spanish colonization separated them from the lower Pima 

of Sonora. European documents label local groups of the Upper Pimans 

as Pimas, Sobaipuris, Sobas, Papabotes, Papagos, Gilenos, Arenenos, 

and a variety of other terms. The Pimans used none of these terms to 

refer to themselves or to one another but called themselves O'otam, 

which translates roughly '~e the people" (Fontana 1974:511). 

The Upper Pimans recognized nine dialectic groups within 

the O'otam. These distinctions are based on location and environ

mental adaptation and correspond only roughly to European observers' 

divisions of the Pima and those imposed by modern reservations. 



Five historical subgroups of the Pima are used in this discussion: 

Gila River Pima, Papago, Sobaipuri, Sand Papago, and Kohatk. 

The Yuman (Hokan) and Shoshonean tribes of the Colorado 

River present a more diverse situation than the Pimans. Unlike the 

Pimans, the Yumans did not all speak a common language, nor did they 

recognize a common identity. The only Shoshonean group on the lower 

Colorado, the Chemehuevi, moved onto the river from the California 

deserts during historic times. The Yuman groups have been known by 
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a confusing plethora of names. This labeling becomes even more con

founded when the Yuman groups of southern California and west-central 

Arizona are also considered. This discussion treats only Yuman 

(Hokan) speakers who occupied the study area. In recent historic 

times Anglo observers classified these peoples as Quechan (Yuma), 

Mojave, Cocopa, Mariccpa, and Yavapai. Earlier references include 

names of groups that are often subdivisions of those listed or, as 

in the case of the Maricopa, that have merged to form one of the above 

groups. 

A single map showing the aboriginal range of cultural groups 

in southltJestern Arizona cannot be compi led because of the considera

ble migration within recorded history. For example, the final 

reservation location of the Maricopa lies well over 100 miles east 

of their ancestors' location in A.D. 1500. 
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Ethnoh i story 

Ethnohistory in southwestern Arizona has focused primarily 

on identifying the migrations of named groups of people. Given the 

massive population movements of the historic period, this identifi

cation has proven no easy task. The major summaries of this nature 

include Ezell (1961b, 1963a) on the Gila Pima and the Maricopa, Spier 

(1933) on the Maricopa, Spicer (1962) on the entire region, Bean 

et al. (1978) on the Yuman groups, and Di Peso (1953, 1956) on the 

Pimans. More recently scholars have taken greater interest in recon

structing the environmental adaptations of these peoples at different 

times. Examples of such ecologically oriented papers relevant to 

southwestern Arizona include Winter (1973), Dobyns (1974), and Doelle 

(1975b). 

A problem in any consideration of southwestern Arizona 

prehistory is the concept of tribe. At historic contact, day-to-day 

political organization did not exist above the level of the community 

(Spicer 1962:9). The early Spanish, bred in the tradition of European 

nationalism and accustomed to the complex aboriginal political organi

zation in central Mexico, sought to identify discrete political groups 

in the region. Later Anglo settlers also followed this practice. 

This practice, however, has led to great confusion in nomenclature, 

as the Spanish attempted to elicit names for discrete political 

entities that did not exist. Often recorded labels were generic terms 

for Ilenemy peoples" or locational designations such as lithe people 
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who live in the dunes. 11 The correlation of these labels with the 

actual conceptual categories of the aboriginal groups involved is at 

best imperfect. This problem has fueled much of the debate in the 

ethnohistory of southwestern Arizona. 

The actual aboriginal organization of southwestern Arizona 

was much more fluid than the mold the conquering Europeans tried to 

force it into. The peoples of the region recognized major linguistic 

divisions such as the Olotam, as well as lower-level dialectic divi

sions. Further, the native inhabitants recognized distinctions 

between groups based on where they lived and on the nature of their 

adaptations. These two systems of classification crosscut each other 

and did not correlate perfectly. Individuals or entire communities 

could change their position in either classification by moving or 

merging with a different dialectic or language group. Such moves and 

mergers occurred frequently throughout the historic period (Ezel 

1963a; Spicer 1962; Bean et al. 1978). 

Our knowledge of the ethnohistory of southwestern Arizona 

originates from a handful of Spanish and Mexican documents and a larg

er number of Anglo documents. Several authors have tried to synthe

size these data in major works that consider southwestern Arizona. 

In addition numerous articles concerning the ethnohistory of the 

region are found in journals, including The Kiva and Ethnohistory. 

Spicerls (1962) Cycles of conquest provides the most general overview 

of ethnohistory for the region. Unless otherwise specified, the infor

mation in the following summary is derived from Spicer (1962). 
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The Upper Pimans 

The origin of the upper Pimans is an issue of some 

dispute, as noted in Chapter 5; the two basic views are mentioned 

here. The first is that Pimans developed from the Classic period 

occupants of the area defined either as Hohokam (Haury 1976; Ezell 

1963b) or O'otam (Oi Peso 1956). The second veiw maintains that the 

Pimans migrated into southern Arizona from Sonora following the 

Classic period (Fontana 1976). By the time the Spanish first reached 

them, they extended from Imuris in Sonora to the Gila River and from 

the San Pedro River to the Sierra Pinacate. 

The 17th century Spanish identified at least four major 

groups among the Upper Pimans: Pimas in northern Sonora bounding the 

Opata, Sobas in northwest Sonora, Mexico, Sobaipuris along the Santa 

Cruz and San Pedro Rivers, and Papagos in the Papagueria. Later in 

the early 18th century, the Spanish identified a fifth group, the 

Gilenos, living along the Gila River (Fontana 1974:511). At the time 

of Spanish contact the bulk of the Upper Piman population lived in 

present-day Sonora, and Upper Pimans in southern Arizona comprised 

the northern frontier of the Pima range. In the eastern portion of 

this range the Pimans lived in fairly concentrated rancheria settle

ments and practiced irrigated agriculture. The practice of irrigated 

agriculture extended as far north as the Santa Cruz and San Pedro 

Rivers but apparently not as far as the Gila (Winter 1973; Ooelle 

1975b). In the western portion of the range, the Piman group known 
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as the Sand Papa go were highly mobile hunters and gatherers. The 

Papagos occupied a position transitional to these divergent adapta

tions; they predominantly depended on hunting and gathering but also 

relied on agriculture and lived in semi-permanent rancheria-type 

villages (Fontana 1974:518-520). 

The 1600's brought two invasions to the Piman area, the 

Spanish and the Apaches. Apaches equipped with horses in the mid-

1600's began massive raids against the Pimas and Spanish in Sonora. 

In late 1600's Kino instituted a program of missionization, bringing 

the Spanish frontier to the Pimans. 

Eusebio Francisco Kino started mission activity among the 

Pimans in 1686 and continued until his death in 1711. He exerted 

most of his effort in Sonora, but established several visitas and 

missions in the Santa Cruz and San Pedro River valleys. The Spanish 

established no missions or visitas in the Papagueria except at Sonoyta. 

Kino not only missionized but also attempted to explore and map south

ern Arizona. As part of this exploration, he entered the Papagueria 

five times. Twice he went in search of a land route to California, 

establishing the Camino del Diablo across the western Papagueria 

(Bolton 1948, 1960). 

Between 1690 and 1750 increasing numbers of Spanish miners 

and ranchers moved into the Pima country in Sonora. At the same time 

the Pima population in the region decreased due to disease, inter

marriage with the Spanish, migration, Apache raids, and occasional 
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violent encounters with the Spanish. In 1751 the Pimas in Sonora 

and southern Arizona rose in revolt driving Spanish missionaries and 

settlers from the area. Most of the action occurred in north-central 

Sonora. Papa go apparently participated in the revolt, but outside 

of Sonoyta, where two missionaries were killed, no violence occurred 

in the Papagueria. The revolt was short lived and Spanish soldiers 

reconquering the area met little resistance. 

The last 70 years of Spanish domination witnessed massive 

changes in the Pima territorial range and culture. As early as 1732 

Sobaipuris on the lower San Pedro, fleeing Apache raids, joined the 

Gila River Pimas. In 1762 the last Sobaipuris fled the San Pedro 

valley, settling on the Santa Cruz River. In Sonora, th~Pima pop

ulation declined due to disease, intermarriage with Spanish, and 

warfare with the Apache and Spanish. By 1827 the center of Pima pop

ulation had shifted north to the Santa Cruz River valley. In this 

region from 1821 until the 1870's, the Pima population continued to 

suffer from disease and Apache raiding and was maintained in the Altar 

and Santa Cruz valleys by a constant immigration of Papago from the 

Papagueria. Also, during this period, historic references to the 

Sobaipuris cease. In the 1840's Apache raiding became so intense 

that both Pimas and Mexicans virtually deserted the Santa Cruz valley. 

The Spanish intrusion and Apache raids resulted in other 

cultural changes during the same period. Kino introduced sheep and 

cattle as part of his missionization plan, and between the 1700's 
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and the 1800 l s these animals added a gradually expanding pastoral 

dimension to the Pima economy. Kino also introduced wheat, a plant 

more productive and drought and frost resistant than the Piman corn 

that it supplemented. The Pimans planted wheat during the winter 

rains and harvested it in May, a time during which they had no aborig

inal cultigens and they could use few wild plants. By the mid-1800 1s, 

wheat had replaced corn as the dominant Riverine Piman agricultural 

plant, but it did not come into general use on the Papagueria until 

later (Castetter and Bell 1942:75-76, 114-188,204-205). 

Not only did the Apache raids alter the territory occupied 

by the Pimas, but they also affected village layout and dispersion. 

When Kino visited Bac and Quiburi these villages had fortifications 

of an unspecified type (Bolton 1960:360). Across the Pimeria Alto, 

the Pimas gathered in larger more compact villages to repulse Apache 

raiders. This trend extended into the Papagueria, as Apache raids 

carried deep into this region as far west as Ajo and as far south as 

Tecolote (Hackenberg 1964:v-3). In the Papagueria the field villages 

were occupied for longer periods, and villages were located away from 

water sources that drew Apaches. At the peak of this raiding in the 

mid-1800 1 s, portions of the Papagueria, principally along the western 

edge of the reservation and the Mexican border, were abandoned as the 

Papagos concentrated their settlements for defense (Hackenberg 

1964: V-2-6) . 

Through the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 and the 

Gadsden Purchase of 1853, the United States acquired southwestern 
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Arizona. By this time the Pimas were reduced to a fraction of their 

18th century population and range. The Anglos entering southwestern 

Arizona in the mid-1800 1 s distinguished between two groups of Pimans, 

the Pima proper on the Gila River and the Papagos on the Santa Cruz 

River and in the Papagueria. 

During the war with Mexico in 1846 the Mormon Battalion 

under the command of Colonel Cooke built a wagon road across the 

Southwest. This road intercepted the Gila River at the Pima villages 

and followed the Gila through southwestern Arizona to Yuma. With the 

discovery of gold in California in 1849, this wagon road became the 

southern cross-continental route to the gold fields. An estimated 

60,000 immigrants passed over this route, and the Pima bartered and 

gave food to these trvelers (Hackenberg 1955:32). In 1858 the B~tter

field Stage Line established stations in Pima country and offered to 

buy all the wheat the Pimas would produce. Between 1858 and 1862, 

sale of Pima wheat increased ten-fold from 100,000 to 1,000,000 pounds 

(Browne 1950:110). From this point until the 1880 l s the Pimas were 

involved in a commercial economy, producing farm products for sale 

to a territory-wide marker. In 1859 the government established the 

Gila River Indian Reservation for the Pima and expanded it in 1869. 

Early United States impacts on the Papagos were slight in 

the Papagueria but more marked in the Santa Cruz valley, where Anglo 

settlers and soldiers brought a respite from Apache attacks and the 

population at San Xavier del Bac grew. In 1874 an Executive Order 



established a Papago reservation at Bac. On the Papagueria the 

first 20 y~ars of United States control resulted in little contact 

between the new Anglo settlers and the Papago. The Papagos did tie 

into the Pima's commercial success at this time. During the leun 

period of late spring and early summer when the agricultural produce 
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of the previous fall was exhausted and before the saguaro harvest, 

Papagos traveled to the Gila River to harvest the Pima's wheat. 

Reciprocal relationships developed between specific Papago and Pima 

families, with the Papagos exchanging their labor for wheat (Castetter 

and Bell 1942:203). Between 1877 and 1880, the Union Pacific Company 

built a railroad between Yuma and Tucson. During this time Papagos 

from either the village of Horn Lying, "Ahak Ouuch," or Kaka worked 

on the railroad and established a settlement at Gila Bend (Hackenberg 

1964:IV-55-62). In 1882 the U.S. Government established a reservation 

in this area for the Papago. When Lumholtz (1912) visited Gila Bend 

he recorded three villages with a total population of 300. 

In the 1870's the U.S. Army finally brought the Apache 

under control except for sporadic and isolated incidents. The ces

sation of Apache raiding and increasing Anglo occupation of the region 

brought widespread changes to the Pimas and Papagos. The settlement 

pattern began to open up again with the establishment of numerous 

daughter villages. Twelve hundred Pimas left the Gila River in 1873 

and moved to the location of the modern Salt River Indian Reservation 

on the Salt River. Between 1870 and 1890 the Papago established 



numerous new villages and expanded into abandoned portions of 

the Papagueria (Underhill 1939:58-59). 

The suppression of Apache raiding also encouraged more 
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Anglo and Mexican settlement in southern Arizona. These settlers 

competed with the Pimas for critical resources, and the Indians lost 

in the competition. A combination of drought and water withdrawal 

by upstream European settlers resulted in bad crops for the Pimas 

between 1868 and 1873 (Hackenberg 1955:42-43). Pima access to water 

continued to deteriorate, and in 1887 the Florence Canal Company 

appropriated the entire flow of the Gila. This action caused the 

collapse of the Pima market farming economy. At about the same time 

a Presbyterian missionary, C. H. Cook, converted two thirds of the 

Pima, radically altering aspects of ceremony and social organization. 

By 1895 the government had to supply the Pima with wheat to alleviate 

starvation (Hackenberg 1955:53-54). 

Frank Russell, Harvard-trained anthropologist and author 

of the major Pima ethnography, spent roughly a year on the reservation 

between 1901 and 1902, a time when the Pima were disintegrating eco

nomically and socially (Hackenberg 1955:55-60). Under the Dawes Act, 

the government attempted individual allotment of Pima land. This 

effort failed first in 1911 but then succeeded in 1914 to give each 

Pima 20 acres of land. This allotment system fragmented family hold

ings and destroyed the already weakened old Pima village organization 

(Hackenberg 1955:62). Finally, the passage of the San Carlos Project 
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Bill in 1924 led to the construction of San Carlos Reservoir and 

some irrigation water for the Pima. Coincidentally since the for

mation of a tribal government in 1934, economic conditions have im

proved for the Pima with limited irrigation farming and increased 

integration into the wage economy of Phoenix. 

The Papago fared little better than the Pima under U.S. 

administration, and did not receive a reservation until 1918. Start

ing in the late 1860 1s, Anglo miners and cattlemen began moving into 

the Papagueria, appropriating water supplies and drilling wells. 

Several mining boom towns sprang up, including Quijotoa, which had 

a population of 10,000 in 1884. The degree of Papag'o involvement in 

these towns is an issue that has concerned recent historical archae

ology studies in the area (Reynolds et al. 1974; Teague 1980), Cattle

men expanding through the region colonized the central portion of the 

modern Papago Reservation. Because the Papago did not have a reser

vation, they had no legal protection against such encroachment. 

Congress proposed a reservation for the Papa go in 1917 and established 

one in 1918. The central portion of this reservation, however, re

mained under Anglo control until 1931. From the 1920ls through the 

1930 1 5, the government drilled wells near the field villages, allowing 

permanent villages to be established in the basins. In 1937 a tribal 

constitution was accepted and a tribal government installed, and by 

1939 one third of Papago income was derived from wage work. By the 

1960 l s the population of the tribe had tripled, and most of the pop

ulation had seasonal residence outside the reservation for wage work. 
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The Yumans and Chemehuevi 

As discussed in detail in Chapter 5, the origins of the 

Yuman populations on the lower Colorado Valley, like the origins of 

the Pimans, is a matter of some dispute. From his Willow Beach exca

vations, Schroeder (1952b) identified A.D. 900 material as Yuman and 

postulated an influx of Shoshonean-speaking Chemehuevi at approx

imately A.D. 1150. Rogers (1945) presented two hypotheses: (1) that 

Yuman populations entered the lower Colorado Valley in preceramic 

times, and the Shoshoneans entered after the 1500's or (2) that the 

Yuman populations entered the lower Colorado Valley from central 

Arizona after A.D. 1000. Schroeder (1952a:52) postulated that Yuman 

speakers moved up the Gila River by at least A.D. 1150, whereas Rogers 

(1945:192) places this migration at no earlier than the late 1400's. 

The history of these Yuman populations involved extensive 

migrations and shifting of territorial bases partially resulting from 

European contact but more importantly from environmental changes in 

the 1500'5. Shifts in the Colorado River at various times in geologic 

history caused the Salton Trough in California to fill with freshwater, 

forming lakes. Construction of the All-American Canal in 1905 caused 

the most recent event, forming the Salton Sea, but the earliest lakes 

existed in the Pleistocene (Waters 1980:60-62). One such lake formed 

in approximately A.D. 1450 and became a focal point for Yuman occupa

tion. Sometime after A.D. 1540 this lake stopped receiving water from 

the Colorado River and began to salinate (Waters 1980:56). As the 
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waters of the lake progressively spoiled, the surrounding populations 

shifted to the east on to the Colorado River and possibly up the 

lower Gila River. 

The first Spanish explorers met the Yumans while these 

shifts were in progress. In 1540 Alarcon sailed up the Colorado River 

making contact with unidentified Yuman-speaking groups. In the same 

year Melchior Diaz marched to the Colorado-Gila junction, also finding 

Yuman tribes (Hammond and Rey 1940:21,124-155,210-212,287). In 

1605 Onate lead a party into the lower Colorado Valley searching for 

the south sea. The far-traveling Kino visited the area in 1698, 1700, 

and 1702. His visits provide the earliest descriptions of any length 

for the region. In the 1700 l s several Spanish expeditions entered 

the area. In 1779 the Franciscan Garces established a mission among 

the Quechan (Yumas) at the mouth of the Gila. In 1781 the Quechan 

destroyed the mission, killing all the Spanish. In 1781-82 Fages led 

a punitive expedition against the Yumans, and in 1799 Cortez traveled 

to the lower Colorado. After this time the Spanish and later Mexicans 

maintained sporadic contact with the lower Colorado. At no time did 

Spain or Mexico exercise effective political control of the region. 

From the Spanish accounts and 20th century informants, 

numerous researchers have reconstructed the distribution of Yuman 

groups in the 1700 l s (Spicer 1962:262-267; Ezell 1963a; Bean et al. 

1978:5, 1-7; Stewart 1969; Kelly 1977:4-7). The Cocopas occupied 

the Colorado River Delta with Diegueno, Kamia, and Paipai groups to 
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their northwest in California. Immediately north of the Cocopa and 

south of the future town of Yuma were the Halyikam and the Kohuana. 

The Quechan (Yumas) occupied the area around the Gila-Colorado con

fluence, and the Halchidhoma inhabited the region north and east of 

Yuma. Up the Gila River the Cocomaricopas extended from the Mohawk 

Mountains to the Painted Rocks, and the Opas occupied the river from 

that point to the Buckeye Hills. The Halyikam, Kohuana, Halchidhoma, 

Opas, and Cocomaricopas later merged to form the Maricopas. On the 

Colorado River, the Mojaves ranged north of the Halchidhoma from the 

Colorado Valley north to the Mojave Valley. The Chemehuevis did not 

live on the Colorado at this time but resided near the Whipple 

Mountains in California. 

According to Cas tetter and Bell (1951:36,66-82), the 18th 

centruy Yumans practiced a mixed subsistence strategy, including 

agriculture, hunting, and gathering. They planted corn, beans, and 

squash in the swells and sloughs of the Colorado River after the 

summer floods. During the agricultural season the people spread out 

along the river bottom in scattered grass huts, and during the winter 

they concentrated in pithouses on the high ground above the river. 

Wild plants, especially mesquite, provided most subsistence, and 

parties traveled to interior desert areas to gather saguaro and other 

desert products. The floods of the Colorado varied greatly, resulting 

in highly variable agricultural production and a varied mix of agri

cultural and wild products in the diet from year to year. 
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The Yumans of the lower Colorado River engaged in endemic 

warfare, which shaped historical developments until the United States 

gained effective control of the area. This warfare involved raids, 

ambushes, and large pitched battles with several hundred warriors on 

each side. The pitched battles were often prearranged and began with 

individual combat by champions (Forde 1931:160-168). The various 

groups in the region organized themselves into a system of alliances, 

which stretched to the Pima on the Gila River. The storngest alliance 

on the Colorado River included the Mojave, Quechan, Yavapai, Kamia, 

and Chemehuevi, but was opposed by the Cocopa, Halchidhoma, Paipai, 

Diegueno, Cocomaricopa, Opas, Gila Pima, and Papago (Bean et al. 

1978:V-7). Conflict between these allies continued from contact into 

the mid-180o's. 

Although neither Spain nor Mexico ever asserted control 

over the region, profound changes resulted from European contact, 

including alterations in subsistence and warfare patterns. Except 

for the Cocopa, the Yumans quickly added wheat to their roster of 

cultigens. As in the Pima case, wheat provided a winter crop harvest

able during the lean time of late spring (Castetter and Bell 1951: 

89-91). Horses were never common on the Colorado but the Yumans used 

them both as a protein source and as mounts, causing tactical changes 

in battle with mounted horsemen serving as flankers (Dobyns et al. 

1957:46-49). by 1819 the Mohaves began raiding California missions 

for horses. The Spanish also instigated a flourishing slave trade. 
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Women and children were captured by both Yumans and Pimans and 

traded to Europeans in northern Sonora for horses (Dobyns et ale 

1957:48-50). The Yumans of the Piman-Yuman alliance established 

amiable relations with the Spanish and served as couriers between the 

Sonoran settlements and the California missions (Bean et ale 1978: 

V-39). These connections alarmed the Quechan-Mojave alliance, which 

stepped up aggression. The overall effect of the introduction of 

the horse, slave trade, and European alliances was the intensification 

of the already established cycle of warfare. 

Along the lower Colorado memeber tribes of the Yuman-Piman 

alliance fared poorly in this warfare during the early 1800·s. In 

the mid-1820·s combined Mojave and Yuman forces launched a large

scale offensive against the Halchidhoma and the Kohuana. By 1829 the 

Halchidhoma had abandoned the lower Colorado River, fleeing first to 

Sonora and later joining the Cocomaricopa and Opas on the Gila 

(Dobyns et ale 1963). A small tribe, the Kohuana consisted of a 

single village. The Mojave forced them to reside in Mojave territory 

for five years before they moved down river with the Quechan. In 

1838, under the cover of a Halchidhoma attack on the Quechan, the 

Kohuana escaped up the Gila River and following their escape they 

merged with the remnants of the Halyikam. On the Gila the Kohuana 

joined the Opas, Cocomaricopa, and Halchidhoma to form the Maricopa 

alliance (Bean et ale 1978:V-40-41). 
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As pressure from the Yuman-Mojave alliance increased, the 

Maricopa retreated further up the Gila River. By the early 1830 ' s 

the area west of Painted Rocks was abandoned, and by the early 1840 ' s 

all the Maricopa had withdrawn east of Centennial Wash and lived near 

the Gila Pima (Ezell 1963a:25). 

Yavapais then moved into the void left by the retreating 

Maricopa. Along the Colorado River the Mojave and Quechan occupied 

the abandoned Halchidhoma territory, and further north the Chemehuevis 

moved into the Chemehuevi Valley on the California bank of the Colorado 

River. Between 1840 and 1857 the two alliances launched numerous 

raids and counterraids against each other, sometimes moving parties 

of 100 men and more over 100 miles to do battle. In 1857 a combined 

force of Quechan, Mojave, and Yavapai marched against the Maricopas. 

In this last major battle, for which several conflicting accounts 

exist, the Maricopas with Pima help soundly defeated the invaders 

(Russell 1975:46-47; Ives 1861). 

Increasing u.s. control of the region, not the stunning 

defeat of the Mojave and Quechan, ended Yuman warfare. The Maricopas 

joined with the Pima to supply the migrating Anglo settlers, miners, 

and soldiers and from this point on their history intertwines with 

that of the Gila Pima. Along the lower Colorado River first Anglo 

contacts occurred in the 1820 ' s with the entrance of u.s. trappers. 

As a result of the Mexican Was and the California gold rush, parties 

of u.s. soldiers and settlers passed down Cooke's wagon road and 



across the Colorado at Yuma. Many of these parties made brief and 

often violents contacts with the lower Colorado Yumans. 
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In the mid- to late 1800's the u.s. government gained 

effective political control of the region. After a failed attempt to 

establish a post in 1851, a year later in 1852 the u.s. Army founded 

Fort Yuma (Ives 1861). Except for minor incidents, peaceful relations 

continued until the Army mounted a fullscale campaign against the 

Quechan and Mojave in 1858. Following large-scale pitched battles in 

1858 and 1859, in which the Quechan and Mojave were defeated, the 

Army established Fort Mojave. 

In the 1860's gold seekers moved into Yuman territory, and 

in 1862 they located" gold at La Paz on the Colorado River. In 1863 

gold was discovered near Prescott, and war broke out between the 

United States and the Yavapais. This war raged until 1875 when the 

Army rounded up all the Yavapai, shipping them first to Camp Verde 

and then to the San Carlos Reservation. 

During the late 1800's and early 1900's, warfare, disease 

and impoverishment led to the reduction in numbers and settlement on 

reservations of all the Colorado River tribes. In 1865 Congress 

passed a bill establishing the Colorado Indian Reservation, and both 

Mojaves and Chemehuevis, who were warring with each other at the time, 

were settled there. Not all the Mojaves relocated, for many stayed 

in the Fort Mojave area, causing the government to build an irrigation 

canal on the Colorado Indian Reservation to lure more Indians. 
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Construction of the canal began in September of 1867 but design 

flaws caused it to fail when filled with water in 1870 (Fontana 

1958:27). In 1883 the Government established the Yuma Indian Reser

vation for the Quechan in California opposite Yuma, Arizona. The 

Chemehuevis left the Colorado River Indian Reservation in 1885 and 

settled on the California bank of the Colorado River in the Cheme

huevis Valley. This area later became the Chemehuevi Reservation. 

Sometime between 1880 and 1910 the government turned over the Fort 

Mojave Military Reserve to the Mojave for a reservation (Fontana 

1958:21-22). In the early 1900 l s Mexican expropriation of land 

forced many Cocopa on the Colorado River Delta in Mexico to migrate 

into Arizona. In 1917 the U.S. Government established two small 

reservations for them near Somerton, Arizona. 

After 1900 the Yavapai began to leave the San Carlos 

Reservation. Most ended up at the Camp Verde Indian Reservation and 

the Fort McDowell Indian Reservation-both on the Verde River. Between 

1900 and 1905, Yavapai returned to Palomas on the Gila River and later 

drifted up to the Castle Dome and Arl ington areas (Vivian 1965: 

131-133). A small contingent also settled near Prescott, eventually 

receiving a reservation there. 

In 1945 the Colorado River Tribal Council entered into 

an agreement with the Bureau of Indian Affairs to colonize other 

Indians of the Colorado River drainage on the reservation. The 

reservation had originally been established for all the tribes on the 
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Colorado River and its tributaries. Under this agreement, 148 Hopi 

and Navajo families relocated on the reservation. On January 5, 1952, 

the tribal council rescinded their part of the agreement, stopping the 

flow of colonists (Fontana 1958:36-54). 

The Yumans developed for a longer period of time outside 

Eur~pean control than did the Pimans, accounting in part for differ

ences in each group's modern situation. For over 200 years the Yumans 

continued their livelihood and warfare without direct intervention by 

Europeans, in contrast to over 200 years of Spanish and Mexican con

trol of the Pimans. When the United States took sovereignty over the 

area, force was required to subdue the Yuman tribes, but the peaceful 

Pimans immediately became part of the Anglo economy. The Pimans ended 

up with large portions of thier former Arizona range, whereas the 

Yumans were more greatly reduced in numbers and confined to smaller 

reservations. When turn-of-the-cnetury anthropologists entered 

southwestern Arizona to record aboriginal culture patterns, however, 

both the Yumans and the Pimans were economically and socially 

destitute. 

Piman Ethnography 

From the late 1800's until the 1940's American ethnologists 

engaged in salvage ethnography among the Indians of North America with 

the avowed purpose of reconstructing the aboriginal culture of the 

American Indian. In these efforts they used highly acculturated 

individuals as interpreters and co-workers and sought to locate as 
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informants the oldest surviving memebers of each tribe. The re

sulting descriptions were in reality "memory culture" and became the 

normative description for each tribed studied. 

Ethnographic work among the Pimans began in the late 

1800 l s and continues to this day. In the autumn of 1894, W. J. McGee 

(1895, 1896) led the first ethnological research party into the 

Papagueria for the Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE). In 1901 and 

1902 Frank Russell, also with the BAE, spent most of a year among the 

Gila Pima producing the basic ethnographic description of that group 

(Russell 1975). From 1931 to 1935 Ruth Murray Underhill, a young 

student of Boas, conducted fieldwork among the Papago and compiled 

the basic ethnographic descriptions for this group (Underhill 1936, 

1939, 1946). She later co-authored a useful summary of Papa go 

ethnobiology (Cas tetter and Underhill 1935). Castetter and Bell 

(1942) also produced a volume on Pima and Papago agriculture, as well 

as reports on the use of the columnar cactus (Castetter and Bell 1937) 

and agave (Cas tetter and Bell 1938). Other basic ethnographic sources 

attempting to reconstruct Piman aboriginal life include Childs (1954) 

on Sand Papago, Hackenberg (1955, 1964) on Papago and Gila Pima, Ezell 

(1961b) on Sand Papago, Hoover (1935) and Jones (1962) on Papago 

settlement patterns, Crosswhite (1980) on Papago saguaro use, and 

Lumholtz (1912) on Papagos in the early 1900 1 s. The works listed 

here are by no means exhaustive but provide a basic set of ethnogra

phic references relevant to archaeologist. 
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Many similarities in social organization and adaptation 

can be found among the Pimas. Because the Papago occupied south

western Arizona and have received the most attention from researchers, 

I will discuss the Papago at length and pay less attention to the 

Gila Pima. In addition to the Papago and the Gila Pima, I will pre

sent some data on the Sand Papago (the westernmost Papago) and the 

Kohatk (a dialect group, both linguistically and economically tran

sitional between the Pima and Papago). The aboriginal culture des

cribed here is a memory culture dating to the mid-1800's at the 

earliest. Unless otherwise stated the following summaries are derived 

from the references cited above. 

Papago 

The overriding determinant of Papago adaptation was the 

availability of water. During the summer rains water occurred in the 

many washes of the region at depths of only a few feet. At such times 

the Papago occupied widely scattered field villages in the valley 

bottoms alone the major washes, where they planted crops in the washes. 

When the rains ceased in the fall, they had only the water stored in 

charcos or villages reservoirs. At this time the Papago migrated to 

winter well villages in the foothills near permanent springs. The 

crucial variable in this biannual migration was not the availability 

of seasonal resources but the need for potable water. 

Numerous archaeologists have used this basic statement 

of Papago settlement as a model for prehistoric settlement pattern 
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(McGuire 1977; Masse 1980; Raab 1976). Few of these models, however, 

have recognized the variability that existed in this system. Several 

historic field villages, including Gu Vo, Tecolote, and Kom Vo, had 

Papago-constructed reservoirs, which allewed occupation during the 

greater portion or all of the year (Hackenberg 1964:v-4). In addition, 

several well villages, including Ko Vaya, Kiu Tutk, Sil Nayak, and 

Fresnal (Chiuli Shaik), lay close enough to agricultural fields so 

that the Papago did not abandon them in the summer (Hackenberg 1964: 

V-S). 

Attempts to characterize a prehistoric period by this 

Papago dual-village model must account for this variability, requiring 

data from a wide region instead of just a few sites. It also seems 

likely that variations from this ideal pattern were more in degree 

than kind. That is, the percentage of villages investing in large

scale water-retention devices probably varied through time; rather 

than the entire Papagueria switching from the dual village system 

to permanent field villages. 

The Papagos practiced a mixed economy of agriculture and 

hunting and gathering. Castetter and Underhill (1935) estimated that 

agriculture provided for only 20 percent of Papago subsistence needs. 

They secured the remaining 80 percent of their food by hunting and 

gathering. Cas tetter and Underhill do not specify how they arrived 

at this 20 percent estimate, and given the regional and temporal 

variability in Papago subsistence practices, it seems unlikely every 
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Papago village derived 20 percent of its subsistence from agriculture 

every year. This percentage most certainly varied from year to year 

and village to village. A fuller understanding of Papago agriculture 

and subsistence depends on determining the size and causes of this 

variability, which requires ethnohistorica1 research and ethnographic 

fieldwork, such as that of Gary Nabhan (1979; Nabhan et a1. 1980). 

Castetter and Underhi 11 (1935) also summarized the annual economic 

cycle of the Papago. 

Crosswhite (1980) discusses in detail saguaro use and the 

importance of saguaro in Papago culture. The Papago year began in 

June with the harvest of the saguaro. Papagos traveled to dense 

saguaro groves and established temporary camps, generally including 

a ramada and cooking facilities. The women knocked down the saguaro 

fruit with long sticks and then separated the seeds from the pulp 

and boiled the pulp with water to produce a thick syrup. The seeds 

could be ground to meal or eaten as is, and the syrup was often fer

mented to produce a ceremonial wine. The seeds of the fruit have a 

high oil and protein content and the syrup has a high sugar content 

(Goodyear 1975:383). Doe11e (1976:70-77) estimated the labor involved 

in the harvesting of saguaro. He also proposed that modern processing 

techniques and semi-permanent camps may reflect the availability of 

wagons and trucks to haul water, suggesting that a different pattern 

of saguaro use may have existed before the introduction of this 

technology. 
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Castetter and Bell (1942) described in detail Papago 

agriculture. The major aboriginal agricultural crops included corn, 

beans, and squash, with less intensive cultivation of cotton and 

devil IS claw (for baskets). Wheat was the major cultigen borrowed 

from the Spanish. Fields from 0.25 to 2 acres per family were placed 

in broad washes. All crops were planted in hills scattered around 

the field. The Papagos often built low embankments, brush dikes, 

and short shallow canals to distribute flood waters to the fields. 

Their greater drought resistance made beans the most dependable crop. 

Planting had to take place after the rains -had started but 

early enough for the crops to mature before the first killing frost. 

The rains usually came in late June to mid-July. The Papagos deter

mined whether or not the rains were too late by observing the position 

of the Pleiades constellation (Seven Sisters) at dawn (Underhill 

1939:125). If rains followed the first planting or if storms washed 

out the fields, second or third plantings would be attempted, depend

ing on the position of the Pleiades. After planting, the crops re

ceived little attention before the harvest in October or November. 

The Papago gathered a wide range of wild plants in 

addition to saguaro fruit. The most important of these included the 

seed pods of the genus Prosopis (mesquite) and the buds, fruits and 

joints of cholla and prickly pear. The mesquite pods ripened in 

August, cholla and prickly pear fruit ripened from June to October, 

and cholla buds were gathered in the summer. Doelle (1976:49-84) 
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provides data on the nutritional value of these plants and the labor 

invested in gathering them. Other gathered plants of lesser impor

tance included seeds of ironwood and foothills paloverde, bulbs of 

the Papago blue bell, wild potato and sand root, agave hearts, and 

acorns. Agave and acorns were of lesser importance due to their 

sparse distirbution in the Papagueria. In addition to these plants, 

several hundred others were used for food, beverage, or medicine 

(Castetter and Underhill 1935). 

Papago wild game exploitation included a wide variety of 

animals, many of which modern Anglo society does not recognize as 

food (Rea n.d., 1979). Major game included mule deer, white-tailed 

deer, jackrabbit, cottontail rabbit, bighorn sheep, and antelope. 

In addition, the Papago secrued a wide range of rodents including 

packrats, ground squirrels, pocket mice and kangaroo rat, and birds 

such as turkey, Gambel's quail, and mourning dove. Food taboos ex

tended to birds of prey, buzzards, bird's eggs, and waterfowl. 

Hunting techniques included ambush by lone hunters and large-scale 

communal drives of deer and jackrabbits. 

The aboriginal Papago house or ki consisted of a dome-

shaped brush structure. These houses in many ways resembled Hohokam 

pithouses, being 3 to 8 m in diameter and excavated 40 to 80 em below 

the ground surface. Every domestic unit had not only one such house 

but also a ramada or sunshade, a brush cooking circle, and miniature 

dome-shaped houses used as menstrual seclusion huts. Major villages 
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also included larger versions of the Ki used as community houses 

and for the fermenting of saguaro wine. All of these structures were 

built of sticks and brush, easily abandoned and rebuilt if needed. 

Papago technology included a wide variety of tools. Pottery 

and basketry served as containers. Fontana et ale (1962) provide a 

detailed discussion of Papago ceramics. Grinding equipment included 

manos and metates for processing corn, wheat, and grass seeds, and 

mortars and pestles for processing oily seeds such as mesquite. 

Little is known about Papago chipped stone because iron tools re-

placed ground and chipped stone artifacts early in the historic 

period. The Papagos used minerals such as hematite, turquoise, and 

malachite for pigments, and quartz crystals served as sacred fetishes, 
-$-

some with great power. 

The basic unit Papago social organization, dealing with 

production and consumption, was the extended patrilineal family. 

The Papagos also practiced patrilocal residence so that villages con-

sisted of patrilineally related individuals and their spouses. When 

villages became too large, Papagos founded daughter settlements, 

which maintained close ties with the mother village and were ceremoni-

ally dependent on it. 

Village political and ceremonial leadership were closely 

interwoven. The village patriarch was in charge of keeping the rain-

making fetish, caring for the sacred house, mediating disputes, con-

vening councils, and playing a leading role in all ceremonies. 
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Various other positions also existed, including village crier, war 

leaders, village messenger, and various hunting and ceremonial 

specialists. None of these positions was hereditary, and the major 

factor in political decisions was village consensus. 

No aboriginal social organization existed beyond the 

village, although the Papago did recognize dialect groups and closer 

kinship within than between such groups. Underhill (1939:V-VI) noted 

a great deal of variability in customs and beliefs between dialect 

groups and even between villages within dialect groups, causing her 

to have different interpreters for each dialect group and often each 

village. Villages and dialect groups would occasionally band together 

to face an external threat such as in the Pima revolt. 

Papago religious observances fell into two categories: 

public rainmaking and private ceremonies for personal good, curing, 

or power. Rainmaking ceremonies occurred in July and involved con

sumption of saguaro wine. The most important public rainmaking 

ceremony, the viikita, occurred every summer at Quitovac, Sonora and 

once every four years at Santa Rosa. The personal ceremonies included 

warriors' purification rites, salt pilgrimmage rites, eagle killing, 

girls' puberty dance, and curing ceremonies, and occurred at various 

times of the year. The Papago used a ritual specialist and included 

singing and song cycles, speech-making, sacred houses, stone-pile 

shrines, fetishes, offerings, and music. Underhill (1946) provides 

an in-depth study of Papa go religion. 
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The Papago had no one burial practice. Most commonly 

they interred the dead extended in crevices or rock cairns built on 

hillsides. The body might be painted, and often deposited with its 

possessions in the grave. Warriors killed on the war trail were 

cremated. The Papago buried their dead in specific burial areas sep

arated from the village by a drainage channel. If an individual died 

in a house the surviving relatives burned it. 

Gil a Pima 

Overall the culture of the Gila Pima greatly resembled 

that of the Papago. The differences between the two resulted prin

cipally from varying subsistence strategies. The Pima practiced canal 

irrigation in historic times, producing a greater dependence on 

agriculture, larger population centers, and a more sedentary exis

tence. The subsistence differences also had implications for social 

organization. 

The Pima relied on the same range of resources for sub

sistence as the Papago but they depended more on agriculture. Cas

tetter and Bell (1951:78, 1942:56) estimated that the Gila Pima de

rived 50 to 70 percent of their subsistence from agriculture, using 

canal irrigation from the Gila River to water their fields. Each 

village maintained its own canal, and no large-scale multi-village 

canal systems existed as in the Classic period Hohokam. Russell 

(1975:87) estimated that each family cultivated 1 to 5 acres, yielding 

perhaps 10 to 12 bushels of shelled corn per acre (Castetter and 
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Bell 1942:55). Cas tetter and Bell do not specify, however, how 

they arrived at their estimates of either dependence on agriculture 

or crop yields. Further research along these lines is needed. This 

agricultural technology gave the Pima both more agricultural produce 

and a more reliable agricultural base than their non-riverine rela

tives. Major droughts every five years or so, however, would force 

the Pima to increase their dependence on hunting and gathering. 

An obvious result of the Pima's greater agricultural 

productivity was the formation of larger and more sedentary villages. 

In 1859 there were nine Pima villages of widely scattered household 

clusters of domed kis (similar to those of the Papago) with populations 

ranging from 212 to 991 people (Russell 1975:21). In the 1800 ' s each 

village had a village council and cheif who selected an overall head 

cheif for the Pima (Russell 1975:195-196). The position of head chief 

may have res1uted from the Spanish, Mexican, and U.S. administration 

of the Pima. This village council and chief also directed the con

struction and maintenance of canals. Awards of land along canals to 

individuals depended on their particiaption in the construction and 

maintenance of the canals. 

Evidence suggests that the pattern described above for the 

Gila Pima developed in historic times. Winter (1973) and Ooe11e 

(1975~') convincingly argue that the Gila Pima at Spanish contact did 

not practice canal agriculture. Early Spanish accounts also suggest 

that the Gila Pima had a biseasonal residence pattern similar to the 



Papago and Yumans. Permanent villages were occupied away from the 

river, and during the agricultural season families fanned out along 

the river to engage in floodwater farming (Hackenberg 1955:17-18). 
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The ethnographic pattern of Gila Pima life may reflect aggregation to 

defend against Apache raiding, population increase due to immigration, 

production for the European market, and European-imposed offices 

rather than the aboriginal adaptation. The ethnographic Gila Pima 

model appears to better fit the Sobaipuri of the San Pedro and Santa 

Cruz Rivers, where evidence existed of irrigation canals, large pop

ulation aggregates, and compound-enclosed villages at contact 

(Fontana 1974:520-522). 

Kohatk 

The Kohatk are a dialect group of the O'otam, who occupied 

a geographic and adaptive position intermediate between the Papago 

and Gila Pima. At contact the Kohatk inhabited one village on the 

Gila and four villages in the Papagueria. Through time the Gila 

River village was abandoned, leaving the Kohatk in the northeast 

corner of the Papago Reservation and in the desert between Papago 

and Gila Pima territory. The Kohatk center on the village of Kohatk 

on the Papago Reservation near the Slate Mountains. 

Dobyns (1974) has summarized the Kohatk culture at the 

time of European contact. In addition to the one village on the 

Gila, Shoo:tuk Shon, the Kohatk practiced floodwater farming at the 
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desert villages of Kohatk, Vaiva Vo, Sif Oidak and Tatamumerkut. 

At these villages, the Kohatk malntaind reservoirs that allowed year

round occupation of each settlement. Dobyns also suggests these 

villages each had a chief and all were organized under a single head 

chief. 

The Sand Papago 

Knowledge of the Sand Papago is limited because these 

people had largely died out or abandoned the western Papagueria by 

the late 1800's. Primary sources of information concerning them 

include a single passage in Gray (1963); a description of a sole 

encounter in 1854 (Brady 1963); information gained by Lumholtz (1912) 

from some surviving Sand Papagos and Mexicans; an interview with 

Alberto Celaya (Ezell n.d.), a Mexican who lived his life on the 

eastern edge of the western Papagueria; letters sent by Thomas Childs 

(an Anglo married to a Sand Papago woman) to Henry Dobyns (Childs 

1954); and interview data collected by Robert Thomas in 1953 from 

Sand Papagos who had gone out to the dunes in their lifetimes 

(Thomas 1963). The following reconstruction of Sand Papago lifeways 

is based on this limited data base. 

The term Sand Papago refers to Papago Indians who lived 

west of Ajo and depended more heavily on hunting and gathering for 

subsistence. Nineteenth century Sand Papagos are divisible into two 

groups labeled by Hayden (1967) as the Arenenos and the Pinacatenos. 

The Arenenos centered around Quitobaquito Springs in present-day 
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Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument, and they extended north and west 

from this point. The Arenenos were part of the Ho'oola linguistic 

group of the Papago, which is found in the area of Kaka and Gila Bend 

(Bean et al. 1978:V-58-67). JUdging from the accounts of Childs 

(1954) and Thomas (1963), individuals freely circulated between the 

more settled Ho'oola villages and the more nomadic Arenenos. These 

Sand Papagos practiced some farming at Quitobaquito and as far west 

as Growler Mountains. There they constructed domed, brush-covered 

houses or kis like those of the Papago to the east. They occupied 

camps (identified by Hackenberg, 1964:20, as hunting camps) extending 

as far west as the Tinajas Altas and the Tinajas at Cabeza Prieta 

(Fontana 1965). At such camps the Arenenos construr,ted low rock 

windbreaks. These Arenenos obtained their pottery from the Papago 

and in later periods may have made some of their own. Their main area 

of occupation appears to have been just beyond the western boundary of 

the modern reservation. Their camps for hunting mountain sheep were 

located in the mountain ranges scattered across the western Papagueria. 

The Sand Papago's artifact inventory appears to have differed little 

from that of the Papago, the only distinction between the two groups 

was the Areneno's greater reliance on hunting and gathering and their 

residence west of the main group of Papagos. Existing data also 

indicate that Areneno settlements consisted of only nuclear family 

groups, with the possible exception of Quitobaquito. No evidence 

demonstrates that the Arenenos followed the biseasonal settlement 



pattern typical of the Papago except for the possibility that they 

would aggregate in the winter at Quitobaquito or among their kin to 

the east and then disperse to widely scattered single-family field 

settlements in the summer. 
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The second group of Sand Papagos, the Pinacatenos, lived in 

the Sierra Pinacate region. These people spoke a distinct dialect of 

Pima and appear to have included Seris (Ezell n.d.:30). They depended 

almost exclusively on hunting and gathering. Because the areas they 

occupied received less than five inches of rainfall a year, farming 

would have been a risky business. Lumholtz (1912:330-333) reported 

that the Pinacatenos did farm some at Suvuk, southeast of Tinajas de 

Emilia, and when Lumholtz was in this country he observed a San Papago 

hermit growing corn, squash, and watermelon at Tinajas de los Papagos. 

What is interesting about these agricultural sites is not that they 

were important to the subsistence base, but that the Pinacatenos 

could grow crops in this extremely arid environment. Lumholtz (1912: 

333) indicates that the Papago hermit lived primarily on sand root; 

his agricultural production was slight. The wild resources exploited 

by the Pinacatenos included saguaro, mesquite, sand root, chia, iron

wood, mountain sheep, antelope, quail, and various rodents, lizards, 

and grubs. In addition they gathered shellfish, crabs, and fish and 

hunted sea lions along Adair Bay. 

The major determinant of settlement location apparently 

was the availability of water not food. Lumholtz's (1912) account 



indicated that a detailed knowledge of how long certain tinajas 

would hold water, and when and where rain had fallen, was essential 

for survival. In the dry late winter and spring the Pinacatenos 

camped around the Tinajas de los Papagos, de Emilia, and de Cuervo. 
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The Pinacateno settlement pattern is difficult to ascertain, 

but the existing information does not suggest a seasonal mode. In 

June 1854, the Gray survey party found Pinacatenos gathering shellfish, 

shrimp, fish, and sand root on Adair Bay. Lumholtz (1912:329, 330) 

stated that once a year the Pinacatenos traveled to the Colorado River 

to trade salt and shell to the Yumans for agricultural produce. He 

further reported that the Pinacatenos held a yearly fall ceremony at 

Tinajas de los Papagos until about 1830. In his travels through the 

Sierra Pinacates in March 1701, Kino (Ives 1965) found 100 Pinacatenos 

at Tinajas de Cuervo. In October of that year he also found 20 Pina

catenos at Tinajas de Chivos; in March 1702 Kino met no Indians in 

this area. In the trip of March 1701 Kino found no natives along the 

coast, but he did find Pinacatenos at Tinajas de los Papagos. These 

descriptions suggest that the Pinacatenos did not follow a set seasonal 

round but rather moved around the Pinacate country according to the 

availability of water. 

Although many of the resources exploited by these people 

were seasonal, the large variation in altitude guaranteed that a wide 

variety of resources could be found in small area. Adair Bay with its 

sea resources was within a dayls walk (30 miles) of the Pinacates, 
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allowing seafoods to be brought back to camps in the Sierra Pinacate 

where there was potable water. In 1854 Gray (1963:219) reported 

finding shellfish, turtle, and fish bones at a Tinaja in the Pinacates. 

Water was more poorly distributed than food; during the driest seasons 

of the year only a handful of Tinajas including Emilia, Papago, Chivo, 

and Cuervo, could be counted on to contain water. During these times 

(i.e., late winter and early spring) the population had to cluster at 

these locations. Lumholtz (1912:324) claims that the population never 

exceeded 150, whereas Ives (1965:43), working from Kino's accounts of 

the 1700's, places the population at between 250 and 300. 

Lumholtz (1912:43) described a recently abandoned habitation 

near Tinajas de los Papagos, giving some idea of Sand Papago material 

culture: 

The corral, or sleeping place of the family was made up of a 
few stones and uprooted tovoso bushes placed in a circle. 
Between the stems of a ocotillo was a platform consisting of 
a layer of white brittle bush and tovoso. This had served 
as a shelf for jars and other cooking utensils. 

No evidence suggests that the Pinacatenos constructed domed kis. 

They also apparently did not make pottery but obtained it from the 

Yumans on the Colorado River. Hayden (1967:343) suggests that the 

importing of Yuman pottery may have originated as early as A.D. 1050. 

In the Historic period, Pinacateno contact with the Yumans was cer-

tainly friendlier than with the other Papago. 

The Pinacatenos were thought to be "brutal, suspicious, 

and hostile to all but their friends" (Hayden 1967:342). Kino 
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presented further evidence of the dealings between Pinacatenos and 

Yumans, mentioning Yumans and Cocomaricopas in the Sierra Pinacate in 

the early 1700 l s (Ives 1965:42). In the 1800 l s the Pinacatenos 

became highly aggressive and dangerous, ambushing and robbing European 

travelers. To quote Alberto Celaya, a chief informant for this 

period: liT hey were to the blancos of Mexico what the Apaches were 

to the Americans" (Ezell n.d.:30). In 1851 the Pinacatenos were deci

mated by an epidemic of "black vomit" (yellow fever), which swept the 

Papagos (Lumholtz 1912:329). In 1863 they attacked three Mexican pro

spectors, killing one and stealing their outfits. In about 1870 

Mexicans caught parties of Pinacatenos at Tinajas de Emilia and de 

los Chivos, killing several and capturing others (Ezell n.d.:29). 

Mexican punitive actions against the Pinacatenos apparently continued 

until the 1880 1 s, and by the time Lumholtz traveled the Sierra Pina

cate in 1910 only one Pinacateno, a hermit, occupied the area. The 

others of this group appear to have merged with the Arenenos, possibly 

as early as 1851 (Hayden 1967:342). The Sand Papago at Dome, Arizona 

may be descendents of the Pinacatenos (Vivian 1965:125-127). 

The 19th century Pimans of southwestern Arizona varied 

greatly within a single cultural group. Even though they all shared 

a common ethnic identification and language, a wide range of adapta

tions existed, depending on the environmental situation local groups. 

Adaptations ranged from the Sand Papagos l almost exclusive dependence 

on hunting and gathering to the Gila Pimas l primary reliance on 
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agriculture. Although the division of the Pimans into four groups 

based principally on adaptation is convenient, in reality a continuum 

existed from the Sand Papago to the Gila Pima. This adaptive diversity 

and cultural similarity resulted in complex networks of social and 

geographic relationships. The shared culture facilitated the develop

ment of reciprocal ties between groups, and environmental conditions 

often necessitated regional interdependence. Papagos from two or more 

well villages might combine to form a single field village and at other 

times of the year travel as neclear family groups to exchange labor 

to the Gila Pima for food during wheat harvest. The overall situation 

exhibits a high level of political autonomy on a village level combined 

with complex patterns of cultural and economic interdependence. 

Most archaeological modeJs of Pima culture and human 

exology have neither recognized nor incorporated this complexity. 

Brief passages in works by Hackenberg (1955, 1964), Castetter and Bell 

(1938), and Underhill (1936, 1939, 1946) provide information on these 

relationships, and some Papagos on the reservation still have first

hand knowledge of them. Further work is needed in defining the nature 

and extent of these interdependencies. This includes ethnohistorical 

work such as by Doelle (1975b), Winter (1973), and Dobyns (1974), 

documentary work with both published and unpublished sources, and 

informant research like the National Park Service's recently completed 

study of Sand Papago graves at Quitobaquito Springs. 



Lower Colorado Ethnography 

Ethnographic work among the Yuman speakers of southwestern 

Arizona began at about the same time as that among the Pimans, with 
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the same avowed purpose (lisalvage" ethnography). Putnam (1895) briefly 

described an 1892 Quechan cremation ceremony, and in 1900 J. W. McGee 

made an ethnographic collection among the Cocopa (Powell 1904:xXXVII I). 

Several other short accounts of lower Colorado groups also appeared 

at this time, but the major ethnographic works resulted from research 

by the University of California at Berkeley in the 1920'S. Kroeber 

(1925) studied the Mojave, Forde (1931) the Quechan, Spier (1933) the 

Maricopa, and Gifford (1936) the Yavapai. Other researchers have also 

produced detailed studies of lower Colorado groups, including Kelly 

(1977) on the Cocopa, Castetter and Bell (1951) on Yuman agriculture, 

and Laird (1976) on the Chemehuevis. Works on lower Colorado pottery 

making include Rogers (1928b, 1936a) on Yuma pottery and Kroeber and 

Harner (1955) on Mojave pottery. This list is by no means exhaustive 

but provides a basic set of ethnographic references for archaeologists 

working in southwestern Arizona. As was the case with Pima ethno

graphy, these researchers sought to reconstruct the aboriginal culture; 

this memory culture dates at the earliest to the mid-1800 ' s. 

Quechan, Mojave, and Cocopa 

In the late 19th century three definable Yuman-speaking 

groups, the Quechan (Yuma), the Mojave, and the Cocopa occupied the 

lower Colorado River Valley. Each of these groups was dialectically 
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and politically distince. Although they all shared a similar culture, 

Cocopa subsistence differed significantly from the others as a result 

of their Colorado delta environment. In this discussion Forde's 

(1931) ethnography of the Quechan (Yuma) is used as the example of 

this pattern with additional information from Kelly (1977) on the 

Cocopa. Unless otherwise noted, the following information comes from 

these sources. 

The Yumans of the lower Colorado did not occupy per-

manent villages but moved between summer and winter settlements. 

This movement resulted from subsistence activities and not from the 

availability of water as among the Papago. During the spring the 

Colorado flooded, often overflowing its banks up to a half mile on 

both sides of the channel. Following this flood the Yumans spread 

out along the river, planting crops and building ephemeral ramadas. 

Once the crops were harvested they moved to villages above the path 

of the Colorado floods, at the foot of numerous mountain ranges, 

where they built shallow earth-covered pithouses. These houses were 

large, 4 to 8 meters across, square to rectangular, with a four-post 

support system, were excavated 50 100 cm into the ground and housed 

several nuclear families. From this winter village the Yumans 

traveled to gather various wild resources which, when combined with 

stored agricultural products, sustained them until the next harvest. 

Like most of the ethnographic groups in southwestern 

Arizona, the Yumans practiced a mixed economy of hunting, gathering, 
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and agriculture. Castetter and Bell (1951 :145) have reconstructed 

the ethnographic subsistence cycle. This cycle is somewhat idealized 

because the flooding of the river could vary by a month or more each 

year or not occur at all. 

Yuman agriculture lacked the intensity of the Gila Pima. 

Cas tetter and Bell (1951:74) estimated that the proportion of sub

sistence obtained by agriculture varied from 30 percent among the 

Cocopa to 40 to 50 percent among the Mojave with the Quechan in 

between. These estimates, however, suffer from the same limitations 

as those for the Papago and Pima, indicating a need for further re

search. The Yumans ~lanted corn, beans, and squash in the floodplain 

of the river just after the annual Colorado floods. An early spring 

flood might allow two corn plantings, the first being small (Kelly 

1977:30). Generally, however, only one occurred. The Yumans some

times dammed up swales so they would fill with water during the floods. 

During the growing season the Yumans released this water to irrigate 

their crops (Castetter and Bell 1951:133-135). Beyond such limited 

attempts at irrigation, they apparently put little effort into cul

tivation of the crops. At least half the corn crop was eaten green, 

and the remainder was stored in pots and basket granaries for later 

use. Castetter and Bellis (1951:74-78) data suggest that these less 

intensive methods produced a lower per acre corn yield than among 

the Gila Pima, but the reliability of this estimate is difficult to 

determine. 
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The large-scale floods of the Colorado constantly modified 

the arable land surface, leading to flexibility in the amount of land 

cultivated and land ownership. Each family planted 1-4 acres, but 

an individual could seed no more than 2 acres because the land dried 

out quickly after the recession of flood waters (Castetter and Bell 

1951:75). Throughout the historic period the amount of arable land 

appears to have greatly exceeded the minimum acreage needed to support 

the population (Castetter and Bell 1951 :67-74). Among the Quechan 

and Mojave, individuals owned fields, and frequent quarrels arose due 

to constant modification of the field by the river. The river annual

ly modified the delta region so much that the Cocopa did not recognize 

private ownership of fields (Castetter and Bell 1951:139-144). 

In addition to growing corn, beans, squash, and the Spanish

introduced wheat, the Yumans also cultivated wild grasses. Castetter 

and Bell (1951:167-178) discuss this practice in detail and provide 

the source for information presented here. The Yumans practiced semi

cultivation of at least six species of large-grained grasses, and land 

for growing such crops was never individually owned. After the season

al flood the Yumans scattered the seeds of these grasses over the 

muddy floodplain, giving no further care to the crop until harvesting 

and threshing it. The Yumans stored the grass seeds in ceramic 

vessels and basket granaries and processed them using either wooden 

mortars and pestles or manos and metates. 

All of the river Yumans used well laid out trails for 

distances of 50 miles or more to travel to advantageous wild resource 
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locales. This exploitation coupled with the gathering of riverine 

wild resources provided the majority of Yuman subsistence. Mesquite 

and screwbean gathered along the Colorado and Gila Rivers constituted 

the major source of wild food, exceeding even corn and wheat in im

portance (Castetter and Bell 1951:179-183). Among the Mojave individ

uals even claimed ownership of specific mesquite trees. Bell and 

Cas tetter (1937) discuss in detail the techniques of processing these 

seeds. In addition to the semi-cultivated wild seeds the Yumans also 

gathered a wide range of truly wild seeds. The Cocopa in particular 

gathered Zizania aquatica, erroneously called wild rice. Other Yuman 

wild plant resources included trees such as palm, ~corns, and pinyon, 

and various agaves, and roots, including sand roo~, cattail, and 

desert lily. The Yumans also exploited hundreds of other species 

for use as food, basketry material, medicine, and ceremonial objects. 

The Yumans both hunted and fished. Hunting was of relatively 

little importance because of a general scarcity of game along the 

lower Colorado. The most important non-aquatic animals were rabbits, 

woodrats, and ducks. Other hunted species included deer, lizards, 

beavers, raccoons, quails, geese, land turtles, and larvae of the 

lined sphinx moth. Larger game was hunted with a bow and arrow, often 

with the aid of stone blinds near tanks and springs. Rabbits were 

hunted both by the bow and arrow and large drives into nets. 

Fishing provided the leading animal food for the river 

Yumans, who caught a variety of fish from the Gila and Colorado Rivers. 
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The Cocopa also secured fish and shellfish from the Gulf Coast. On 

the lower Colorado, fish were most common in late spring and early 

fall. The Yumans took the fish with bows and arrows, cactus spine 

fish hooks, and a variety of nets and fish traps. Despite the heavy 

emphasis on fishing, none of the Yumans used canoes or boats. The 

most substantial river craft were rafts. 

Mojave and Quechan social organization were based on 

totemic patrilineages, which served to establish fictive kin ties 

between different groups. The Yumans practiced lineage exogamy, and 

the preferred residence pattern was patrilocal. As a result, lineages 

tended to be localized. Forde (1931:142) refers to the lineages as 

sibs (patrilineal clans) among the Quechan, whereas Keliy (1977: 

108-111) suggests a slightly looser organization among the Cocopa, 

referring to these groups only as lineages. Kelly further suggests 

that Cocopa lineages lacked organization and had only a slight effect 

on the people's lives. 

Political organization among the Yumans involved several 

levels of authority. Both the Mojave and the Quechan had an overall 

"tribal" leader, but he had no authority over the daily activities of 

each village. Below this level each village had a leader, who gathered 

followers around him by strength of his spiritual power and charisma. 

This individual could extract goods from his followers, redistribute 

these to others, and was responsible for keeping scalps and construc

ting the winter house. War leaders organized and commanded war 
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parties, and several such leaders could exist in one village, as their 

position resulted from the willingness of others to follow them into 

battle. Finally, each village had a council whose membership was 

determined by cooptation. Although all men had ceremonial power and 

the leadership positions involved both secular and political power, 

shamans existed who possessed exceptional ceremonial power but little 

political power. Such shamans were also doctors. 

Interpretations of this political organization vary greatly. 

Both Forde (1931) and Kroeber (1925) stress that leadership positions 

were not hereditary, maintaining that any man could achieve such a 

position which, overall, lacked coercive power. Kelly (1977:78-83) 

indicates that Cocopa positions were hereditary in the male line but 

also stresses the lack of coercive power associated with the posi

tions. In contrast, Dobyns and Euler (1970:36-52, 80-84) have identi

fied this political organization as a chiefdom based on the ability 

of the IItribaPI chief to organize the tribe in opposition to other 

groups. The village chiefs appear to parallel New Guinea big men in 

their power and mechanisms for maintaining power, and the higher level 

tribal leaders did organize these big men in response to outside 

threats. Throughout the historic period, such threats from other 

tribes or Europeans were constant, but the IItribal ll chiefs clearly 

had no authority or coercive power beyond persuasion. 

One of the strongest factors suggesting political integration 

at a tribal level is the pattern of warfare. Under the direction of 

chiefs war leaders could mobilize groups of warriors numbering in the 



hundreds, march them over 100 miles to do battle, and organize them 

to fight in ranks. In addition, historical documentation indicates 

numerous pitched battles and losses of 25 percent or more. This 

military activity suggests a higher level of political integration 

than among the Pimas, who never raised large forces for war or en

gaged in large pitched battles. This warfare pattern appears to be 

an extension of a Mesoamerican warfare complex also seen among the 

Yaquis of Sonora. 
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Yuman religion centered on private involuntary dreaming for 

power and a handful of public ceremonies. Each man had involuntary 

dreams that directed and shaped his life, validating the social posi

tions he attained. Public ceremonies included curing rites, which 

were used to cure both witchcraft and natural diseases. Other public 

ceremonies included male and female initiation rites. Overall, how

ever, the most important public ceremony was cremation. This ceremony 

included the primary cremation of the deceased, the destruction of the 

deceased's property and, aboriginally, the burning of the deceased's 

house, followed a few months later by a mourning ceremony. The mourn

ing ceremony required the family to put extra effort into subsistence 

pursuits to obtain enough food to feed the participants. Mourning 

required four days, the construction of a special ramada, and the use 

of various wooden figurines. At the end of the ceremony the special 

ramada and the images were burned. 
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Maricopa 

The Maricopa originated along the lower Colorado and 

therefore probably greatly resembled the River Yumans at the time. 

Their subsequent migration placed them in close contact with the Gila 

Pima for more than a century. As a result, ethnographic Maricopa 

culture incorporated both Yuman and Piman characteristics. Maricopa 

adaptation and material culture, however, resembled the Piman more 

than the Yuman pattern. Spier (1933) wrote the basic ethnography of 

the Maricopa, and Castetter and Bell (1951) provided data on subsis

tence practices. The following discussion is drawn from these two 

sources. 

The Maricopa maintained many of the cultural patterns 

originating along the lower Colorado. They were organized in patri

lineages and had the same political organization as the River Yumans. 

Warfare played a big part in Maricopa life with ritualized pitched 

battles and formalized battle formations. Many other social aspects, 

such as courting, morality, and the bedarche also followed the Yuman 

pattern. Maricopa religion stressed dreaming and included public 

cremation and mourning ceremonies like the RiVer Yumans. One differ

ence in religion was the Maricopa observance of the Piman saguaro 

wine ceremony for rainmaking. 

The adaptation of the Maricopa maintained some aspects 

of the River Yuman adaptation but varied due to environmental differ

ences and Piman influences. The Maricopa occupied rancheria villages 
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along the Gila like those of the Pima, but in the Gila Bend region 

the Maricopa practiced floodwater farming using techniques similar to 

the River Yumans. Once they moved south of the confluence of the 

Gila and Salt Rivers (after 1850) they adopted canal agriculture in 

the manner of the Pimas. This may have been because the Gila does 

not flood as reliably above its confluence with the Salt as below. 

Use of wild plants varied from the River Yuman due in large part to 

the availab)lity of different species. Specifically, saguaro was 

much more important to the Maricopa, who even incorporated the saguaro 

into the religion and social life in a manner similar to Pimas. 

Maricopa practice~ for gathering and processing the saguaro fruit 

varied somewhat from the Pima and Papago (Spier 1933:56-58). These 

practices provide an alternative model to the Pima-Papago for saguaro 

exploitation. The Maricopa differed from the Pima principally by 

their continued emphasis on fishing. 

The material culture of the Maricopa reflects both this 

alteration in adaptation and their contact with the Pima. The 

Maricopas adopted the Pima-style house or ki. As was the custom of 

both Yumans and Pimans, the Maricopas destroyed the house if someone 

died in it. Because of the frequent destruction of houses for this 

reason and their short uselife, Maricopa villages, like Pima and 

Papago villages, constantly shifted location. Ethnographic Maricopa 

pottery differed little from Pima and Papago. The Maricopa even 

traded with the Papago to obtain a clay slip that produced the red 
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on Pima and Papago redware. Additional aspects of Maricopa material 

culture, including manos, metates, mortars, pestles, storage baskets, 

and war shields, were identical to Pima examples. Other Maricopa 

artifacts including carrying baskets, cradle boards, war clubs, and 

certain aspects of clothing resembled the Yuman pattern. Overall, 

adaptation and material culture reflect the Maricopa Colorado River 

heritage as applied in a different social and natural environment. 

Yavapai 

The Yavapai can be divided into three groups: the South

eastern Yavapai, the Northeastern Yavapai, and the Western Yavapai. 

The Southeastern Yavapai occupied the Tonto basin and did not extend 

into southwestern Arizona. The Northeastern Yavapai interacted and 

in some cases merged with the Apache, and the Western Yavapai remained 

similar to the River Yumans. Two bands of the Western Yavapai occupied 

southwestern Arizona. In the 19th century they both ranged north of 

the Gila River, which was occupied by enemy Maricopa and Pima. The 

Haka-whatapa or " red-water people" ranged along the Colorado River 

near La Paz in the summer, moving into the Moon Mountains and Castle 

Dome Mountains during the rest of the year. The Hakehlapa, or "people 

of running water," occupied the Harquahala and Harcuvar Mountains and 

extended into southwestern Arizona. Gifford (1936) provides the basic 

data on Yavapai ethnography, which are summarized below. 

The Yavapai spoke a Yuman language closely related to 

the other Pai tribes, Walapai and Havasupai. Yavapai was not mutually 
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intelligible with any of the River Yuman languages or Maricopa. These 

linguistic relations do not reflect political relationships, as the 

Yavapai warred with the Walapai, Havasupai, Maricopa, and Pima and 

allied themselves occasionally with the Quechan and Mojave. 

The Yavapai practiced a mixed economy of hunting, gathering, 

and agriculture, placing the greatest emphasis on hunting and gather

ing. The 19th century red-water people along the Colorado practiced 

agriculture in the River Yuman manner, and other Yavapai groups 

engaged in floodwater farming at a few locales throughout west-central 

Arizona. The Yavapai also obtained agricultural products by trading 

wild products to the River Yumans. The most important wild product 

for the Yavapai was the agave; other major wild plants included sweet 

acorns, saguaro fruit, grass seeds, sunflower seeds, and occasionally 

pinyon nuts. The Yavapai followed a seasonal round, shaped by both 

available water and subsistence resources. Hunting focused on rabbits, 

small rodents, deer, and mountain sheep, and techniques involved lone 

hunters, traps, blinds, and rabbit and antelope drives. 

Yavapai housing and material culture reflected the highly 

nomadic nature of their life. Yavapais actively sought caves as 

residences, otherwise building ramadas and small domed huts of brush. 

The Yavapai living on the Colorado adopted the winter house type 

(pithouse) of the River Yumans. The Northeastern Yavapai, like the 

Apache, used the sweat house, but the Western Yavapai did not. Both 

branches of the Yavapai made some pottery but not in the quantity 



of the more settled Yuman tribes. Most Yavapai artifacts are of 

wood or fiber, and the Yavapai had fewer material possessions than 

the more agricultural groups in southwestern Arizona. 

The social organization of the Yavapai was similar in 

some respects to that of the River Yumans but overall was quite 

different. Yavapai kin terms closely resembled those of the River 

Yumans, but the major unit of organization was the nuclear family, 
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not the lineage or tribe. In this respect Yavapai political organi

zation calls to mind the Great Basin Shoshone, with highly fluid bands 

coalescing around charismatic leaders. 

The Yavapai lacked the well developed Yuman warfare system, 

although they did engage in raids and ambushes. They also engaged in 

the climactic battle between the Mojave-Quechan and Maricopa-Pima 

alliances in 1857, but the Yavapai fled after the desperate fighting 

began (Gifford 1936). The Yavapai frequently staged raids and counter

raids against the Maricopa, and the oral history of both groups con

tains many accounts of atrocities committed by the other (Gifford 

1936; Spier 1933). 

Shamanism doninated Yavapai religion. Shamanism included 

both curing and hunting magic, but dreams did not take on the impor

tance they received among River Yumans. Although the Yavapai disposed 

of the dead by primary cremation, they did not hold elaborate cremation 

or mourning ceremonies. The Western Yavapai did have male and female 

initiation rites like the River Yumans. 
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Gifford (1936:321-322) concludes that the basic Yavapai 

culture was more like that of the Great Basin than the River Yumans. 

This similarity appears to have resulted from the generalized hunting 

and gathering adaptation of the Yavapai, with its clear parallels to 

the Shoshone. Similarities between the Yavapai and River Yumans 

probably reflect both a shared cultural heritage and the processes 

of interaction. 

Chemehuevi 

The Chemehuevi occupied the Chemehuevi Valley in California 

and sometimes crossed the Colorado River into southwestern Arizona, 

rarely entering the overview region. They were the southernmost 

division of the Paiute, speaking a Uto-Aztecan language in the Shoshone 

family. They ranged from the Kingston Range in California to the 

Colorado River. In general their culture resembled that of the Paiute 

groups of the Great Basin, but along the river they practiced agricul-

ture in the River Yuman fashion and adopted a number of ceremonies 

and beliefs from the Mojave. They also produced pottery like the 

River Yumans and borrowed some other aspects of Yuman material culture. 

Laird (1976) provides a detailed study of this group. 

Deriving Ethnographic Models 
For Southwestern Arizona 

The ethnographic record of southwestern Arizona provides 

a wealth of data and models for archaeologists. It exhibits variation 

in numerous phenomena archaeologists have studied, including levels of 
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political organization, types of adaptation to a generally similar 

environment, and linguistic, ethnic, and political groups. The 

ethnohistory of the area presents a dynamic picture of change through 

time and furnishes a basis for examining the interaction of these 

parameters. More importantly, because these parameters vary somewhat 

independently, one can formulate models that control for one or more 

of the variables. 

Ethnographic information is available on the ecological 

strategies possible given similar levels of technology to those of 

prehistoric groups. Researchers such as Underhill and Castetter and 

Bell provide much information on the techniques used to procure and 

process subsistence goods. The works of Fontana et al. (1962) and 

Rogers (1928b, 1936) on pottery making yield a wealth of archaeologi

cally useful information on this aspect of material culture. An 

additional important opportunity for archaeologists exists in Indian 

people who are skilled in traditional techniques of subsistence and 

tool making. Such opportuniti~s allow ethnoarchaeological research, 

such as that by Doelle (1976) on Papago wild plant procurement and 

Nabhan (1979) on floodwater farming. Doelle and Nabhan have been 

able to identify relevant aspects of procurement activities, such as 

labor intensity, that earlier investigators did not quantify. This 

recent ethnoarchaeological research has been conducted among the 

Papago or Gila Pima, but a need exists for similar work among the 

various Yuman groups. Otherwise, we run the risk that Piman culture 



and economy will become the only model for prehistoric adaptations 

to southwestern Arizona. 
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Archaeologists must be wary, however, in generating models 

from this body of ethnographic data and must deal with the variability 

extant in this record. We cannot accept the ethnographic present of 

a group as a static aboriginal cultural pattern. We also cannot 

ignore the variability within groups at any point in time nor the 

variability in procurement and processing techniques for a given re

source. Archaeological model formulation therefore requires that 

ethnographic patterns be regarded as temporally dynamic and as en

compassing variability at any given time. 

The ethnohistory of southwestern Arizona records constant 

change in demography, cultural and linguistic boundaries, warfare, 

technology, and adaptation. The entrance of Europeans into the area 

accounts for and accelerated much of this change. No basis exists, 

however, for maintaining that a static condition existed before the 

Spanish entrada. The historic changes in population distribution 

among the Yumans, for example, clearly were in progress at the time 

of Spanish contact. 

These dynamics make a direct historical approach useful 

for model formulation. By working back through ethnohistory archae

ologists can see how different cultural patterns alter in response to 

various material forces such as changes in demography, warfare, tech

nology, and the environment. From such data a series of models could 
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be generated, distinguishing between the effects of these material 

forces. For example, the Papago settlement pattern was heavily in

fluenced by a raiding type of warfare. Following the 1870's this 

pressure was released, and the pattern changed in response. Opposing 

the pre- and post-1870's settlement patterns provides a test for 

raiding-type warfare given a particular level of political organiza

tion, technology, and population. 

The ethnographic record reveals a great deal of variability 

within patterns of adaptation, social organization, and other aspects 

of culture at a given time. If archaeologists wish to characterize 

prehistoric periods by an ethnographic model, then the model must 

build in a wide range of variability. As an example, Masse (1980) 

and Gasser (1979) have maintained that the Papaguerian Colonial period 

differed in settlement pattern and adaptation from the ethnographic 

Papago because it included year-round villages with reservoirs and a 

higher reliance on agricultural produce. These arguments characterize 

the Papa go pattern simply as the two village system, ignoring that 

some Papagos, like the Kohatk, did not participate in this system. 

The Kohatk had reservoirs or lived near both fields and springs so 

that they did not shift between winter and summer villages. Any 

attempts to correlate or oppose the cultural pattern of a prehistoric 

group with an ethnographic model must allow for this type of variation. 

These admonitions also apply to attempts at reconstruction 

of prehistoric activities. For example, current models for the 



procurement and processing of saguaro derive from Papa go activities 

in the last 50 years but, as Goodyear (1977b), Doelle (1967:73-77), 
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and Bruder (1977) indicate, Papago practices of saguaro use have varied 

through time. Moreover, as described by Spier (1933:56-58), Maricopa 

saguaro use involved different activities, techniques, and equipment 

from the recent Papago. In reconstructing prehistoric activities, 

not only should models be constructed for different activities, but 

also different models must be considered for the same activity. 

The ethnographic record in southwestern Arizona does not 

exhaust the possible range of cultural variability in the area. For 

example, certain prehistoric time periods, features, and by extension 

activities clearly have no parallels in the ethnographic record. None 

of the ethnographic groups procured large game as did Clovis mammoth 

hunters. Features such as platform mounds and ball courts do not 

occur in the ethnographic record of the region. Furthermore, the 

population densities, agricultural intensification, and apparent 

level of social organization manifest in the Hohokam Classic period 

do not occur ethnographically. 

Despite the richness of the southwestern Arizona ethno

graphic record, we must also look beyond it to arrive at an under

standing of prehistoric developments in the region. Otherwise, our 

understanding of the region's prehistory is limited to what we already 

know from ethnohistory and ethnography. In this case the southwestern 

archaeologist's good fortune to have peoples "still 1 iving in the same 
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general area and under very similar conditions" (Wormington 1961:18) 

becomes a millstone. This millstone makes our research at best a 

stepchild of ethnography and at worst pointless. 



CHAPTER 4 

A HISTORY OF ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

Instead of penetrating to the west of Tucson into the desolate 
Papagueria with small prospect of determining anything that had 
not been abundantly established--namely, the gradual disap
pearance of aboriginal ruins in that direction--I selected the 
upper course of the San Pedro River for a field of operations 
(Bandelier 1892:472). 

1ntroduction 

Many researchers have shared Bandelier's reservations 

about the archaeology of the Papagueria, and southwestern Arizona in 

general. Bancroft (1883:640), another early observer, said of the 

lower Colorado River, liThe banks of the Colorado Canon, for the river 

forms no valley proper, are for the most part unexplored and no relics 

of antiquity are reported by reliable authorities; indeed from the 

peculiar nature of this region it is not likely that any ruin will be 

found in the immediate vicinity of the river." He also despaired at 

the archaeology of the lower Gila, noting only the petroglyph site 

of Painted Rocks and one unidentified rock art locality between Yuma 

and the confluence of the Gila and Salt Rivers (Bancroft 1883:619-

620). Even in the last 10 years researchers have decried the paucity 

of archaeological remains in southwestern Arizona. Martin and Plog 

(1973:141) noted that lithe Patayan (Hakataya) culture is not well 
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known, sites are not numerous .•• and the poverty of material remains 

make it difficult to set forth a bold, distinctive picture of what 

the culture was really like." 
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The generally unspectacular nature of archaeological remains 

in southwestern Arizona greatly influenced the development of archae

ology in the region but this fact alone does not provide understanding 

of this development. Archaeology in southwestern Arizona did not 

grow in a vacuum but in the context of intelectual developments in the 

Southwest and the New World in general. To understand the growth of 

archaeology in southwestern Arizona, these broader developments must 

be considered. Conversely, the history of southwestern Arizona 

archaeology provides insights into the development of American 

archaeology. 

Studying the History of Archaeology 

As archaeologists, we employ the history of our discipline 

for a variety of purposes, but these purposes are rarely made explicit. 

Tradition demands that site reports or regional syntheses begin with 

a chapter on the history of previous research. If nothing else, this 

chapter directs the neophyte to relevant literature and demonstrates 

that the authors have done their homework. Further, this chapter 

acquaints the reader with the development of issues and debates in 

the area. In a theoretical context, history can be'polemic. For 

example, Martin and Plog (1973:1-34) use the history of Southwestern 

archaeology to distinguish their new Ilevolutionary" model from the 
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older "diffusionist" model and to demonstrate the superiority of 

the evolutionary model. They also attempt to legitimize many of their 

research concerns, such as the evolution of social organization, by 

identifying these concerns with some of the earliest researchers in 

the region (see also Longacre 1970a). 

Beyond these purposes, a great richness of thought and 

insight relevant to the issues of today exists in the history of 

archaeology. Advancement of the discipline requires the integration 

and synthesis of this heritage to arrive at new syntheses and under

standings. For this purpose I discuss the history of archaeological 

research. 

This intellectual heritage can serve in new syntheses only 

if two conditions are met: (1) the context of previous ideas must be 

understood and (2) the variety and diversity of ideas both in individ

uals and at any given time must be understood. This chapter focuses 

primarily on the context of previous ideas, setting forth the intel

lectual, technological, and political developments that formed the 

context for archaeological research in southwestern Arizona. I have 

also tried to characterize the diversity of thought present throughout 

this history. Other chapters (Chapters 2, 5-8) explore in greater 

depth the contributions of particular individuals to specific problems 

in the prehistory of the study area. 

Most detailed considerations of archaeological history 

have employed stage or period schemes to characterize intellectual 
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developments (Willey and Sabloff 1974; Martin and Plog 1973; McGregor 

1965; Taylor 1954; Schwartz 1968). These schemes provide organization 

for discussions of history. and they have value as instructional 

devices. Several factors. however. make them inadequate for the pur

pose at hand. First. these schemes are largely intuitive. For 

example. Willey and Sabloff (1974) divide the history of Southwestern 

archaeology into five periods. McGregor (1965) uses nine. and Schwartz 

(1968). Taylor (1954). and Martin and Plog (1973) employ three. Even 

those sharing a three-period scheme do not recognize the same temporal 

divisions or characterize these periods in the same way. Second. in 

choosing how to slice the historical continuum. researchers often 

manipulate history to make a point. Such manipulation is clearly 

evident in the schemes proposed by Martin and Plog (1973) and Taylor 

(1954). 

Third. and most important. the use of stage schemes 

obscures the richness of thought present at any given time. Not only 

do stage schemes overgeneralize the developments within a given 

period, but they also slight the diversity of thought both among re

searchers and within the work of an individual. Stage schemes focus 

on those archaeologists whose work is on the leading edge of research 

(such as Kidder's work at Pecos), ignoring both those who continue 

the intellectual tradition of earlier years and those who are ahead 

of their time (such as Huntington's 1912 ecological research near 

Tucson). More importantly, the thoughts of an individual researcher 

may include ideas in all three of these positions. 
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Period/stage schemes also do not consider how new develop

ments spread through the archaeological community. For example, in 

southwestern Arizona the first sherd survey (Gladwin and Gladwin 1929b) 

occurred more than 10 years after the development of the technique on 

the Colorado Plateau, yet the earliest consideration of population 

pressure and carrying capacity (Huntington 1914) occurred 50 years 

before these became topics of general interest in Southwestern archae

ology. Many of the general trends identified in stage schemes do 

exist in reality, but to accept these trends as the history of archae

ology obscures the variability in ideas, which is the grist for future 

synthesis. 

The intellectual development of archaeology does not 

result from divine revelation or simple addition to previous ideas. 

Archaeology exists in a broader intellectual and social context. 

Changes in this context interact with previous developments in archae

ology to create changes in the research orientations, institutional 

base, and funding of archaeology. Interaction between these variables 

determines the what, how, when, where, and why of archaeological 

research. 

An archaeologist1s research orientation determines the 

basic intellectual parameters of a study. At its simplest, such an 

orientation consists of the set of problems the archaeologist wishes 

to explore using the archaeological record. This problem set deter

mines what data will be collected, which in turn influences the 
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archaeological techniques used and where the archaeologist will seek 

these data. Changes in research orientations affect the recognition 

of certain types of data as important, and consequently lead to changes 

in techniques of data recovery and analysis. Ultimately, an archae

ologist's research orientation provides the scientific justification 

for why archaeology is undertaken. 

The institutional basis of archaeology confers both 

advantages and restrictions on individual researchers. Institutions 

provide the basic logistical support for research. In a practical 

way they determine where archaeologists can work and what kind of 

research support they will receive. Institutions also incorporate 

their own set of goals to justify their existence. These goals affect 

the research orientations of individual archaeologists affiliated 

with the institution. As corporate groups, institutions have influence 

that transcends the careers of individual archaeologists. Institu

tions, therefore, both facilitate the performance of archaeology in 

their ability to provide research support and restrict the individual 

researcher by the institution's goals. Institutions vary in their 

ability to facilitate research and restrict resea~chers. This vari

ation results in large part from the funding sources that finance 

the institution. 

Funding affects the development of archaeology both in 

a practical way and in the objectives of the research. The more money 

for archaeology, the greater the work possible and the more elaborate 
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the research. An institution1s ability to support research will 

vary directly with the amount of money available to that institution. 

More importantly, the source of funding can affect where archaeological 

work is undertaken, which sites are investigated, and why the research 

is done. Sponsors support research for a variety of reasons. These 

reasons directly affect the research orientations of the institutions 

and archaeologists undertaking the work. The needs of the sponsor can 

create further research problems independent of the scientific inter

ests of archaeologists. 

The history of archaeology in southwestern Arizona 

illustrates how the interrelationship of research orientations, insti

tutional base, and funding provides ~ framework for understanding the 

context of intellectual developments in archaeology. The framework 

allows for the explanation of general trends and elucidation of the 

diversity of thought present at any time. In considering a particular 

region such as southwestern Arizona, one should examine the particular 

themes that run through the history of that area. These themes influ

ence the manifestation of more general variables in each unique con

text. In southwestern Arizona, this theme has been Bandelier1s per

ception of the dearth of archaeology. 

Ea~ly Explorations 

The general opinion expressed by Bandelier and Bancroft 

that southwestern Arizona has no significant archaeological resources 

arose in part from the reports of early American explorers and 
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travelers. Wi 11 iam H. Emory (1848:89-91) passed down the Gi la River 

in 1846, and his account mentions only the site of Painted Rocks in 

southwestern Arizona. One of Emory's officers, Captain A. R. Johnston, 

was a more astute observer of archaeological materials. While near 

Gila Bend, Johnston noted numerous sites with "broken stone, pottery 

and sea shell." After leaving the Gila Bend area, however, he made 

no further mention of archaeological materials (Emory 1848:604). 

The reports of early expeditions along the Colorado River 

occasionally refer to intaglios but little else archaeological. 

Sitgreaves traveled down the Colorado in 1851 and somewhere near where 

Fort Mojave would later be established, he noted "Indian hieroglyphich" 

traced on the ground (Sitgreaves 1853:17). On December 9, 1853, 

William P. Blake's geological reconnaissance between Yuma and Pilot 

Knob found "Indian hieroglyphics ll traced or imprinted on the desert 

pavement surface (Blake 1857:117). These early chroniclers of the 

lower Colorado displayed keen powers of observation in noting intaglios 

from ground level, but they provided neither precise descriptions nor 

locations for their finds. 

Existing data by the mid-1880's clearly supported the 

pessimistic views of Bancroft and Bandelier on the archaeological 

remains of southwestern Arizona. Elsewhere in Arizona, New Mexico, 

and Colorado, however, these investigators documented extensive and 

sometimes spectacular ruins that attracted the first generation of 

American archaeologists to the Southwest. Jesse Fewkes, Cosmos and 
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Victor Mindeleff, and T. Mitchell Prudden worked on the Colorado 

Plateau, exploring the remains of what later became known as the 

Anasazi culture. Walter Hough surveyed the mountainous transition 

zone, now known as the Mogollon area, and Frank Cushing and Fewkes 

also excavated in the massive Classic period adobe ruins of the 

Salt-Gila basin. Financed primarily by eastern museums and private 

individuals, these workers were charged with making collections--both 

ethnographic and archaeological. Their research focused on relating 

the archaeological remains to ethnographic pueblo cultures. They 

gave little heed to chronoJogical relationships and arrived at a 

"one culture" view of the Southwest. This one culture was pueblo, 

and the archaeology of southwestern Arizona did not fit within its 

parameters. 

Perhaps because of the reported paucity of archaeological 

remains or perhaps because these remains did not fit the one-culture 

view, turn of the century archaeology in southwestern Arizona re

mained the province of travelers. Their casual reports constitute 

the archaeological literature of the time. The more notable travelers 

included Newton Chittenden in Gila Bend and Carl Lumholtz and J. W. 

McGee in the Papagueria. In addition, Edward Curtis (1907:55) photo

graphed the Mystic Maze intaglio near Topock, California, sometime 

between 1904 and 1907. These travelers observed a wider variety of 

archaeological remains than the early explorers, including canals 

and pithouse villages. The main features that attracted their 



attention, however, were cerros de trincheras (hills terraced with 

dry-laid stone walls). 

One unique cerros de trincheras in southwestern Arizona, 
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the Gila Bend Fortified Hill site, attracted much of this attention. 

A map on the frontispiece of Hodge's (1877) Arizona as it is shows 

"old Forts" at Gila Bend. Although Hodge (1877:178) shows the site 

on this map and discusses the Painted Rocks petroglyphs, he does not 

mention the Fortified Hill site. Newton H. Chittenden visited the 

Fortified Hill site in 1888 or 1889 and published the earliest des

cription of it in the December 1905 Overland Monthly (Chittenden 1905). 

This article contained a crude map but unfortunately dwelled more on 

Chittenden's experiences reaching the site than on describing the 

fortress. When Lumholtz (1912:337) passed through the area in 1910, 

he too briefly described the Fortified Hill site. 

In the autumn of 1894, W. J. McGee (1895, 1896) led a 

Bureau of American Ethnology (BAE) expedition to the south of Gila 

Bend into the Papagueria and Seriland. This expedition was part of 

the BAE's effort to document the changing Indian cultures of North 

America. McGee prepared the first scientific monograph on the Seri, 

but he made only casual observations on the archaeology of the 

Papagueria. He was first to note the cerros de trincheras in the 

Papagueria and northern Sonora. Most of his attention was focused on 

the massive cerros de trincheras at Trincheras, Sonora. He also men

tioned cerros de trincheras in the Papagueria, as well as pithouse 
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villages and an irrigation canal in the Arivaca Valley southwest of 

Tucson (McGee 1895:372-373). From these observations, McGee concluded 

that the prehistoric population was much greater than that of the 

historic peoples, and that it was reduced by an invasion that pushed 

the Papago out of Sonora into the Papagueria. 11cGee attributed the 

trincheras to the indigenous inhabitants who built them for defense 

from invaders. Examination of materials from this expedition in the 

Smithsonian Institution might provide additional data on Papaguerian 

archaeology beyond McGee's scattered published comments. 

Another visitor to the Papagueria, Carl Lumholtz, traveled 

in Northern Sonora and southwestern Arizona in 1909-1910. Lumholtz was 

an astute observer of both the native peoples and the archaeology of 

~he region. He described several sites in the Papagueria, inciuding 

cerros de trincheras. Lumholtz doubted that cerros de trincheras 

served exclusively as fortifications and suggested that they also 

served a religious function. He further rejected the idea that they 

might be agricultural (Lumholtz 1912:142). Lumholtz (1912:140-145) 

also noted pithouse villages and illustrated both ceramic and lithic 

artifacts from the sites he observed. 

The first individual to take more than a casual interest 

in the archaeology of southwestern Arizona was the famed geographer, 

Ellsworth Huntington (1912, 1914). Huntington had traveled in Asia 

with the Carnegie Institution expeditions in 1903-4, and the Pumpelly 

expedition to Transcaspia. From examining ruins, he concluded that 
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the climate of central Asia had been moister in the past. On this 

inference he built a theory of pulsating climatic change, moist to 

dry, which he saw as causing cultural evolution in the temperate 

regions of the world. In 1909, when D. T. MacDougal of the Carnegie 

Institution invited Huntington to cooperate with the Institution's 

Desert Laboratory in Tucson in a climatic study of the arid Southwest, 

Huntington accepted eagerly. He saw this study as an opportunity to 

further verify his theory. Based in Tucson, Huntington carried out 

11 months of field work in Arizona, New Mexico, California, Sonora, 

Mexico City, Oaxaca, and the Yucatan from 1910-1912. In the process, 

he launched the first problem-oriented archaeological research in 

southwestern Arizona. 

Huntington's reports emphasized data from the Tucson basin 

and the Papagueria (Huntington 1912, 1914), and these areas were cen

tral in supporting his theory. Unlike the archaeologists working 

elsewhere in the Southwest, Huntington was not discouraged by the 

paucity of archaeological remains in the region. Indeed, he chided 

archaeologists for failing to recognize the evidence for extensive 

prehistoric populations in the two areas (Huntington 1912:384). 

Unlike contemporary archaeologists, he was not committed to a one

culture view of the Southwest. Further, in referring to the pre

historic inhabitants of southern Arizona as '~ohokam," he was the 

first investigator to use the term consistently in its modern sense. 

Huntington was attracted to the archaeology of southern Arizona 



because of the precarious environmental position of sedentary 

agriculturalists. He believed the archaeological record of the 

region would clearly reflect the pulsations of climate he sought. 

Huntington strongly believed that his findings supported 
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this theory. He cited Professor R. H. Forbes of ~he Arizona Experi- / 

mental Station as indicating that agriculture was only possible in 

southern Arizona with irrigation. In the Tucson basin, he designated 

certain prime locations for irrigation agriculture and estimated that 

a maximum prehistoric population of 5,000 could be supported. 

Huntington also noted numerous large sites in localities where irriga

tion agriculture was impossible, indicating that the prehistoric 

climate must have been moister to permit dry farming. He clinched 

this argument with three sites he discovered in the Papagueria, a 

region 'lacking flowing streams for irrigation. Huntington's analysis 

represents one of the earliest archaeological applications of the con

cepts of population pressure and carrying capacity, nearly 50 years 

before such considerations became standard in Southwestern archaeology. 

Huntington (1914:61-63) briefly described the three sites 

he visited on the Papagueria. The first of these was a trinchera 4 

miles northwest of Sells, possibly the trinchera currently referred to 

as Etoiki. Six miles east of Covered Wells (modern Maish Vaya) 

Huntington found a large pithouse village with an irrigation ditch 

and reservoir. Near the pump house of the Logan Mine, he found 

another large pithouse village called A'aisto, Ilwhite on both sides. 11 
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Although Huntington1s work differed in many ways from that 

of archaeologists working on the Colorado Plateau, it was similar in 

some aspects. Like Fewkes, Cushing, and others, he showed little 

concern for chronological relationships. For example, the population 

estimates for the Tucson basin treated all the sites as contemporary. 

Also, like his Colorado Plateau contemporaries, Huntington sought to 

explain cultural change between the prehistoric past and ethnographic 

groups. His inferences and speculations, however, were not based on 

pueblo cultural myth but on a strict environmental determinism. 

Huntington1s inferences from the southern Arizona and 

Sonora data suffered from a number of inadequacies. The population 

estimates assumed contemporaneity between all sites and the dwellings 

they contained. He also appeared to be unaware of Papago dry farming, 

claiming that the Papago subsisted primarily on herd animals 

(Huntington 1912:386). Perhaps because of these errors or the ex-

tremeness of his position, later archaeologists ignored his work in 

southern Arizona. Sauer and Brand (1931 :119-124) provide the major 

exception to this as they rebut Huntington in their consideration of 

Sonoran cerros de trincheras. Two of the leading American cultural 

geographers of the first half of the 20th century (Huntington and .. 
Sauer) found southwestern Arizona fruitful ground for examining one 

of the leading theoretical issues of the period. 
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The First New Archaeology 

Between 1913 and 1916, a series of studies in the Anasazi 

region revolutionized Southwestern archaeology. Between 1913 and 1914 

Nels Nelson (1914) conducted the first stratigraphic excavations in 

the Southwest at sites in the Galisteo basin. In the same period, 

A. L. Kroeber (1916) and Leslie Spier (1917) did ethnographic work at 

Zuni, in their spare time visiting prehistoric sites and collecting 

sherds. From these surveys came the first recognition of the chrono

logical importance of potsherds and the first applications of seri

ation in the United States. A. V. Kidder (1915) completed his Ph.D. 

at Harvard in 1914, and in the same year began fieldwork in north

eastern Arizona. In his dissertation, which reported on a survey of 

the Pajarito Plateau, and in his subsequent work, he elaborated on 

the technique of sherd survey. In 1915 Kidder began stratigraphic 

excavations at Pecos Pueblo (Kidder 1962). By World War I, the new 

techniques of the sherd survey and stratigraphic excavation were 

firmly established in Southwestern archaeology and Wissler (1917) in 

an article in The American Museum Journal proclaimed Iia new 

archaeology.1I 

This new archaeology of the teens overlapped and conflicted 

with the old, as workers like Fewkes continued to do fieldwork into 

the 1920's. The young researchers who revolutionized technique also 

brought a new philosophy and research orientation to the study of 

archaeology. They were the first anthropologically trained 
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archaeologists in the Southwest, and their mentors were Boas and 

Kroeber. The speculations of Fewkes, Cushing, and Huntington did not 

fit with anti-determinism and rigid empiricism of Boasian anthropology. 

Early research clearly suffered from a lack of chronological 

control and an overdependence on mythology and legend for analogy. 

Kidder, Nelson, Guernsey and others attempted to make the discipline 

more scientific by shifting emphasis from higher level inferences and 

explanations to the careful description and classification of data 

in the service of chronology. Over a decade the emphasis of archae

ology shifted from reconstructing prehistoric social organization and 

migrations to a concern with classification of Southwestern archae

ological materials and the chronological ordering of these materials. 

In 1924 A. V. Kidder (1962) published the first synthesis 

of Southwestern archaeology. The one-culture view is still apparent 

in this synthesis, as Kidder defines the extent of the Southwestern 

culture area primarily on the distribution of pueblo architecture. 

Of southwestern Arizona, Kidder (1962:298-315) included only the Gila 

Bend area in his lower Gila district of the Southwestern cultural 

area. Of this district he said, liThe a rchaeo 1 og i ca 1 remains are also 

unlike those of any of our other districts, and are in some ways so 

aberrant that, were it not for the pottery, we should be forced to 

consider that we had overstepped the 1 imi ts of the Southwestern 

culture area" (Ki dder 1962:298) • On August 29, 1927, the first Pecos 

conference convened and in the three succeeding days derived a 



classification of Southwestern culture-periods (Kidder 1927). By 

this time, however, the shortcomings of the one-culture view were 

becoming increasingly obvious (Taylor 1954:563). 
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Before World War I, Southwestern archaeology had been the 

almost exclusive province of eastern institutions; indeed, the young 

archaeologists of the teens were funded and trained by these insti

tutions. Following the war, numerous regional institutions with 

research foci narrower than the entire Southwest sprang up. Five of 

these institutions included southwestern Arizona within their spheres 

of interest. In Arizona, Byron Cummings began an archaeological pro

gram at the Arizona State Museum in 1915 (Tanner 1955). The Phoenix 

Daughters of the American Revolution in 1919 sponsored archaeological 

exhibits in Phoenix and in 1928 established the Arizona Museum with 

a staff of three archaeologists (Oldaker 1928:9-10). Also in 1928 

two individuals founded private archaeological research institutions. 

Harold Colton established the Museum of Northern Arizona in Flagstaff, 

and Harold Gladwin built the Gila Pueblo near Globe (Martin and Plog 

1973:6). In California, the San Diego Museum of Man was founded in 

1916, initiating in 1928 ethnoarchaeological and archaeological field

work in southern California and western Arizona (Rogers 1941a). 

By the late 1920lS Kidder had recognized the limitations of 

the one-culture view, and he encouraged Gladwin to focus on the 

Ilaberrant il lower Gila district. Gladwin did so, seeking the bound

aries and origins of the IIRed-on-buffll culture by sending surveyors 
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throughout the Southwest. To organize the sites discovered by these 

surveys, Gladwin divided the Southwest into quadrangles 1 degree of 

latitude by 1 degree of longitude. Each quadrangle was designated 

by a letter of the alphabet or a name and further divided into rec

tangles corresponding either to 15-or-30-minute U.S. Geological 

Survey (USGS) maps. These smaller quadrangles were designated by 

either a number or the name of a USGS map (Gladwin and Gladwin 1928a). 

The Arizona State Museum later modified the Gila Pueblo system by 

standardizing the letter and number designations and the size of the 

smaller quadrangles to 15 minutes (Wasley 1957). (This volume follows 

the ASM site designation system.) Gladwin also developed a class

ificatory system for Southwestern cultures analogous to a tree. In 

1931 he organized a conference at Gila Pueblo to discuss this system, 

which was published in 1934 (Gladwin and Gladwin 1934). With modifi

cations proposed by Colton (1938), this culture-unit classification 

became widely accepted in the Southwest. From the 1930 l s into the 

1950 1s, filling in the branches and phases of Southwestern prehistory 

was a major research goal. 

In April 1929, Frank Mitalsky (later changed to Midvale) 

drove a Gila Pueblo Chevrolet coupe onto the Papago Indian Reservation 

bringing the sherd survey to southwestern Arizona 15 years after 

Kroeber, Spier, and Kidder1s pioneering surveys. Harold Gladwin had 

hired Mita1sky to survey in search of the western and southern bound

aries of the "Red-on-buff" culture. The manufacturing center for 
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Red-on-buff pottery had been identified as the Gila-Salt basin by 

previous research (Schmidt 1926, 1927; Gladwin 1928). In order to 

define this second Southwestern culture, Gladwin sought to establish 

its boundaries. Furthermore, the culture-historical view of culture 

change prescribed that the origins of cutural phenomena could be 

explained by diffusion or migration. Gladwin accepted this view and 

sought the geographical point from which the "Red-on-buff" culture 

must have diffused or migrated. 

Mitalsky's survey technique was more extensive than intensive. 

He ranged over the entire southwestern Arizona overview unit, as well 

as south into Sonora and north to the Bill Williams River (Gladwin 

and Gladwin 1929b, 1930). Unlike previous researchers who made only 

casual observations at each site, Mitalsky systematically collected 

data. he recorded each site on a standardized form, collected a 

typical sample of surface artifacts, and in some cases conducted test 

excavations. Unfortunately, the only maps of the region in 1928 were 

60 minute quads, which did not allow highly accurate plotting of 

sites. For this reason most of the Gila Pueblo sites cannot be re

located. Mitalsky's observations are often more inferential than 

descriptive. For example, at some sites he identified features only 

as "sun temples" (Gila Pueblo site files at the Arizona State Museum). 

Gila Pueblo surveys departed from previous work in the study 

area by drawing conclusions not simply from field observations but 

also from quantitative laboratory analysis. Analysis began with the 
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mounting of the sherds from each site on a 24- x 3D-inch board. For 

Cladwin (1957:5), these sherd boards "served as the leaves of a book 

which represented the essence of Southwestern archaeology." The per

centages of each pottery type at every site were calculated as well 

as the cumulative percentages for the appropriate Gila Pueblo quad

rangle. The Gladwins published these cumulative percentages on maps 

included in the final reports of the survey (Gladwin and Gladwin 

1929b, 1930). From these percentages, Gladwin drew his inferences 

concerning the origin and boundaries of the "Red-on-buff" culture. 

The conclusions that Gladwin reached from Mitalsky's surveys 

in southwestern Arizona in many ways substantiated the observations 

of earlier investigators. The western boundary of the "Red-on-buff" 

culture was placed at Bouse and the southern boundary just below the 

international border. Later in 1934 the Gladwins labeled the archae

ological material west of the "Red-on-buff" culture as the Yuman root 

(Gladwin and Gladwin 1934: Fig. 1). They concluded that the "Red-on

buffll culture could not have originated in southwestern Arizona because 

the area appeared to be peripheral to this cultural manifestation. 

The Mitalsky survey provided the first serious archaeological study 

of southwestern Arizona and established the basic archaeological 

divisions still used today. The Gila Pueblo's further interest in 

the area, however, is summed up by the Ga I dw i ns' (1929b: 132) cone I u

sion for the Papagueria: "speculation is only justified by our 

present lack of knowledge and the realization that disturbed 



political conditions, dearth of ruins and poverty of culture do 

not warrant more intensive investigation at this time." 

One of three archaeologists associated with the fledging 

Arizona Museum in 1928 was Malcolm Rogers. He wrote: 

although the present recognized boundary of Pueblo culture 
stands near Gila Bend this must be regarded as only a pro
visional line based on past knowledge. The gap between the 
Phoenix region and southern California with its virgin field 
for investigation, stands as a challenge. From a geographical 
position the Arizona Museum is ideally located to carryon 
this pioneer work, as the trail begins at its very door 
(Rogers 1928c:20). 

The Arizona Museum never took up this challenge, but Rogers devoted 

most of his life to it. 

On Christmas Day, 1919, Malcolm Rogers, a college trained 

engineer and then a citrus farmer, discovered a scatter of lithic 

artifacts in the San Dieguito area near San Diego (Rogers 1966:9). 
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This chance find kindled Rogers' intense interest in the archaeology 

of southern California and southwestern Arizona. He began an ex-

tensive survey of the southern California deserts, and in 1926 he 

extended his survey into Arizona (Rogers 1945). In 1928 the Arizona 

Museum listed Rogers as an Archaeological Associate. Also in that 

year. Rogers conducted a brief reconnaissance of the Gila River, 

described the Fortified Hill site, and published his first article on 

the archaeology of southwestern Arizona (Rogers 1928a, 1928b). This 

article identified the causes of scumming on Patayan ceramics. Later 

in 1928, Rogers returned to San Diego, joining the staff of the San 

Diego Museum of Man and initiating field investigations into the 



archaeology and ethnography of southern California (Rogers 1941a). 

Into the late 1940's Rogers conducted most of his work on his own. 
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Between 1930 and 1940, a flurry of research in the south

eastern Papagueria and in Sonora primarily focused on cerros de 

trincheras. These features had long attracted the attention of 

travelers, and a s~ries of researchers sought to identify their age, 

function, and distribution. In the winter of 1930-1931, Clara Lee 

Fraps (later Tanner) with the University of Arizona conducted the 

first excavation of a trinchera, the Blackstone Ruin, located a few 

miles east of the Papago Reservation, and just north of State Route 

86 (Tanner 1936; perstinal communication, 1980). Sauer and Brand 

(1931) of the University of California surveyed in northern Sonora in 

the summer of 1928 and the spring of 1930, recording over 30 cerros 

de trincheras and over 30 prehistoric village site. They also mention 

numerous sites in the Santa Cruz drainage and the Etoiki cerros de 

trincheras near Sells. Ives (1936) published a brief description of 

a cerros de trincheras, previously mentioned by McGee (1895, 1896) 

and Sauer and Brand (1931 :68), located in Sonora just south of 

Quitobaquito. 

A few years later the cultural geographer Hoover (1941) 

summarized the information on cerros de trincheras in the Arizona 

Papagueria. He found nine such sites and identified the northernmost 

example of this site type near Hickiwan. He also located on a map 

of the Papago Reservation six sites having adobe or stone enclosures 



(Hoover 1941: Fig. 1). He described the cerros de trincheras at 

Etoiki and Haak MUerta in some detail as type examples. 

Hoover's work sparked a Phoenix amateur archaeologist, 
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J. W. Simmons, to survey for similar features in the Gila Bend area. 

Simmons (n.d.) described the Fortified Hill site and found another 

trichera on Powers Butte, which lies on the south side of the Gila 

River between Hassayampa and Arlington. He further suggested that 

cerros de trincheras might be located on the south and southwest sides 

of the Gila Mountains. Simmons did other work in the Phoenix region 

but never published his results. The Arizona State Museum Library 

has his notes and papers, which provide an unexp10ited wealth of data 

on several sites that have since been destroyed. As a result of 

these surveys, the general extent and distribution of cerros de 

trincheras had been identified by 1945. 

These researches raised similar questions concerning cerros 

de trincheras: Who built them? What was their function? When were 

they built? Tanner (1936:12) was L!ncertainoftheageandbui1dersof 

the Blackstone Ruin, suggesting they could have been Papago or pre

historic. Many of the recorded materials, including mortars, sherds, 

and rooms, indicate domestic habitation, but Tanner concluded that any 

functional interpretation of the site would be conjectua1. She did say, 

however, that the site location would be unsuitable for defense because 

one approach is not blocked by a wall or precipice. 

Sauer and Brand (1931 :69-70) noted numerous references to 

the cerros de trincheras being built by historic Indian groups 
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including Pimas, Opatas, Seri, and Apache. They concluded, however, 

that although these groups may have used the cerros de trincheras, 

prehistoric Indians built them. Noting that cerros de trincheras 

occur in two different prehistoric culture areas, the IIRed-on-buff li 

and the Trincheras, Sauer and Brand (1931:117-119) suggested that, 

in their opinion, cerros de trincheras were not the product of a 

single group. They also refuted at some length Huntington's (1914) 

earlier position that the trincheras were terraced agricultural fields, 

maintaining that the structures served primarily for defense (Sauer 

and Brand 1931:119-124). 

Hoover's (1941) synthesis offered no conclusions that 

greatly differed from those of Sauer and Brand. He also made refer

ence to local stories of the trincheras' historic origin, but main

tained that the features were prehistoric. In addition, he rejected 

the possibility that they were built by the Hohokam to repel Salado 

invaders, noting that the trincheras extend south into Sonora, far 

from the Salado (Hoover 1941 :237-238). Hoover (1941:231) emphatically 

proclaimed the defensive nature of these features: lithe types of 

construction and their arrangement on the hill sites in Arizona, eVen 

more than in Sonora, are so indicative of defense motive that any 

other explanation seems absurd. 11 By World War I I, these studies had 

established the principal interpretation of cerros de trincheras as 

prehistoric defensive features. 

In the early 1930 1 s, archaeological attention focused not 

only on the cerros de trincheras of the Papagueria but also on the 
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intaglios along the Colorado River. In 1932 a private pilot, George 

Palmer, discovered the Blythe Intaglios. After seeing Palmer's 

photos, Arthur Woodward of the Los Angeles County Museum arranged for 

an Army Air Corps plane from March Field to take additional aerial 

photographs. Later, a flurry of articles about these intaglios 

appe~red in popular journals, such as The Illustrated London News 

(Woodward 1932), Touring Topics (Arnold 1932), and the Los Angeles 

Times (Wharton 1932). These articles sparked public interest in the 

intaglios but provided little background for further work in the area. 

During the 1930's trincheras and intaglios, both obtrusive 

and unusual kinds of sites, captured the fancy of non-archaeological 

scholars and the public. Even though the archaeological profession 

failed to give southwestern Arizona much attention during this period, 

archaeological resources in the region were clearly significant to 

other disciplines and the public. 

Filling In The Gaps 

By the late 1930's archaeologists had completed classifying 

the archaeology of the Southwest at the broadest level. Gladwin 

identified the boundaries of the "Red-on-buff" culture and changed 

its name to the Hohokam. Haury (1936) defined the Mogollon in 1936. 

Gladwin and Gladwin's (1934:14) concept of the Yuman root received 

further discussion by Colton (1938) and Rogers (1939). Debates on 

the validity and definition of some of these roots, especially the 

Yuman and the Mogollon, would continue for many years. Now, however, 



Southwestern archaeologists turned their attention to classifying 

the archaeological record at a finer level. They sought to fill in 

the gaps of the Southwestern region. 

The middle to late 1930 l s brought archaeology a new source 
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of funding. Archaeological excavations were ready made for the 

Roosevelt administration1s relief programs, such as the WPA and eee, 

because they required large groups of laborers and did not compete 

with any activities of the private sector. Under such programs, 

research money was funneled into the existing Southwestern institu

tions and the National Park Service. These institutions provided 

trained archaeologists to supervise the work, and federal programs 

suppl ied funds for labor and equipment. Work had to concentrate in 

areas where WPA or eee labor could be used but, because these pro

grams were widespread, obtaining labor presented only a minor limita

tion. Within an area, institutions had broad discretion over which 

sites they would excavate. 

By the late 1930 1s, archaeologists in the Southwest and 

elsewhere for 20 years had been classifying, chronologically ordering, 

and describing archaeological data and writing cultural history in 

a diffusionist theoretical framwork. Some individuals were finding 

these goals increasingly limited. Strong (1936) challenged archae

ologists to work with ethnologists and seek an understanding of 

cultural change. He advocated the "direct historical approach" of 

working backwards from the present as a means to this end. In 1937 
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Steward (1937) integrated archaeological and ethnological data in 

an attempt to ~~monstrate a thesis on the evolution of Southwestern 

social organization. In the next year, he published with Setzler a 

critical article urging archaeologists to address questions of ethno

graphic interest (Steward and Setzler 1938). Then in 1940 Kluckhohn 

(1940) blasted American archaeologists for their focus on minutiae 

and their failure to deal with theoretical' questions of general 

anthropological interest. Kluckhohnls student, Taylor (1948), fol

lowed this ~roadside with an even more scathing attack on archaeologi

cal method and theory. This dissent had no immediate impact on the 

study of archaeology in southwestern Arizona, largely because of a 

lack of knowledge about the area. 

Gladwin and Gladwin (1934:14) had labeled archaeological 

manifestations west of the Hohokam as the Yuman root. Four years 

later, Hargrave (1938) proposed a new root for western Arizona, 

which he named the Patayan. A Walapai interpreter told him the term 

meant "old people,11 and he accepted this meaning without investi

gating its etymology "because it was easy to say" (Colton 191f5:119). 

Hargrave did not include any part of southwestern Arizona in this 

root, which he divided into three branches-terbat, Prescott, and 

Cohonina. Later that year, Colton (1938) expanded the Patayan root 

to include the Laquish branch for archaeological materials along the 

lower Colorado River. In doing so he advocated that the G1adwins l 

term Yuman be dropped because it confused the prehistoric materials 
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with ethnographic groups and it presumed a cultural continuum that 

had not been established. Both Colton and Hargrave viewed the prob

lem of classifying western Arizona archaeology from a northern per

spective. They had been surveying and excavating in the Cerbat, 

Prescott, and Cohonina branches; as of 1938 nothing of substance had 

been written about the lower Colorado area. 

In the following year, this situation changed with publication 

of Rogers' (1939) Early lithic industries of the lower basin of the 

Colorado River and adjacent desert areas. As the first report on 

Arizona archaeology resulting from Rogers' extensive surveys, it was 

concerned almost exclusively with preceramic occupations. It also 

contained the first systematic discussion of the Colorado River 

intaglios. In this report Rogers identified four sequentially re

lated preceramic industries: Malpais, Playa (San Dieguito-Playa 

complex), Pinto-Gypsum, and Amargosa. He hypothesized that the 

Malpais industry began as early as 2,000 B.C. The last of these, the 

Amargosa, ended in early ceramic times when the Yuman complex re

placed it. Two years later Rogers followed up this monograph with a 

short article synthesizing the information on the ceramic periods for 

the lower Colorado (Rogers 1941b). In this article, he referred to 

the prehistoric ceramic-period popUlations of the lower Colorado as 

Yumans. Rogers saw them as aggressive people, isolated by expanses 

of desert, who served as a buffer to the diffusion of Southwestern 

traits into California. He argued strongly for the independent 



development of these Yumans and rejected the position that they 

were only a peripheral offshoot of the Hohokam. 

The Arizona State Museum Papagueria Project 
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In 1938 the University of Arizona and the Arizona State 

Museum embarked on a multidisciplinary research project on the Papago 

Indian Reservation under the direction of Emil Haury. Haury chose 

this area because it was within easy reach of Tucson, was occupied by 

a modern Indian group, and archaeologically was poorly known (Haury, 

personal communication, 1980). The Indian division of the CCC pro

vided manpower and equipment. Studies undertaken as part of the pro

ject included physical anthropology by Norman Gabel, linguistics by 

William Kurath, ethnological studies by Jane Chesky, Margaret Shreve, 

and Clara Lee Tanner, and a variety of archaeological projects 

(Haury 1950:1-3). Administrative and teaching duties at the University 

of Arizona prevented Haury from directly supervising excavations in 

the field, so he employed a series of students as field supervisors. 

The excavations at Jackrabbit Ruin, Valshni Village, and Ventana Cave 

are described in Appendix B. In addition to these major undertakings, 

several sites were tested, and a survey was carried out. These latter 

efforts have not been formally reported. 

In order to work on the Papago reservation, the Arizona 

State Museum sought permission from the Papago Tribal Council. As 

related by Haury (1980) the council was at first reticent to give 
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permission. The council requested that Haury excavate a cave in South 

Mountain called bat cave, or guano cave because of its distinctive con

tents. In the spirit of public relations Haury had his crew bag the 

guano from the cave and turn it over to the tribal council. At the 

time bat guano sold for fertilizer at several hundred dollars a ton. 

Frederick Scantling therefore established his camp on bare rock near 

the top of South Mountain and dug out and bagged the guano. He then 

loaded it on horseback and carried it down the mountain. In this 

manner, tons of bat guano were removed from the cave and the Arizona 

State Museum received permission to carry out research on the reserva

tion. Unfortunately, the cave did not yield much material of archaeo

logical interest. 

In addition to Bat Cave, the museum tested five other sites 

and conducted a survey. Sites tested included a trinchera at the 

north end of the Coyote Mountains, a large site near Pan Tak, Batki 

near Gu Oidak (Big Fields), Ash Hill near Gu Achi (Santa Rosa), and 

Burro Pond at the village of Vopolo Havoka. The Arizona State Museum 

library contain~ notes and collections for four of these sites: Batki 

(Bailey n.d.), Ash Hill (Hayden n.d.), Pan Tak (Bailey n.d.) and Burro 

Pond (Bailey n.d.). Further research with this material is possible. 

The survey relied heavily on information provided by Mr. Alden Jones, 

then of Sells, Arizona. In addition to locating sites from informant 

data, Haury took weekend surveying trips with other faculty members 



and students. These surveys did not systematically cover the 

reservation, and the only way to reconstruct areas surveyed is to 

examine where sites were recorded. 

One of Haury's major goals in undertaking this project was 

to fill in a gap in the regional picture of the Southwest. Towards 

this end he directed the survey, testing, and excavations at Jack

rabbit Ruin (Scantling 1940) and Valshni Village (Withers 1973). 

The work at Valshni Village represented the first stratigraphic ex

cavations undertaken in southwestern Arizona, nearly a quarter cen

tury after Nelson dug in the Galisteo Basin. From these investiga

tions Haury, Scantling, and Withers developed a chronology for the 

Hohokam in the late Papagueria and Haury formulated his contrast 

between the Desert and Riverine Hohokam (1950:1-3, 546-548). 

Another goal of this project was to test for a Hohokam-
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Papago continuum in the Papagueria (Haury 1980:124). Numerous earlier 

researchers had commented on this issue. McGee (1895:373) and Sauer 

and Brand (1931:112) advocated a continuum, whereas Lumholtz (1912: 

143) and Huntington (1914:48) denied it. By and large these opinions 

represented ad hoc speculation in the absence of detailed data. 

Haury attempted to move beyond speculation and searched for evidence 

that would prove or disprove the continuum hypothesis. 

In an application of the direct historic approach, Haury 

selected the historic village of Batki near Gu Oidak for excavations 

starting in February 1941 (Haury 1950:1-3, 1980:124-127). Kino had 
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visited the village in 1698, and in the 1850's raiding Apaches des

troyed it. Survivors of the raid moved south and established the 

village of Gu Oidak. Because it appeared in the earliest historic 

records, Batki seemed a good candidate for connecting the historic 

Papago with the prehistoric Hohokam. The village chief at Gu Oidak, 

Estevan Ochoa, initially gave his permission for excavations if human 

bone located in the houses was reburied. When the digging began, 

however, other Papagos in his community pressured Ochoa to withdraw 

permission. They feared that the excavations would release a dis

ease brought by the Apache that would attack their children (Bailey 

n.d.:31). The crew ceased work immediately. After a community 

meeting at Gu Oidak on March 9, 1941 and an additional meeting with 

Ochoa on March 16, 1941, Haury decided to shift operations to 

another site. 

Alden Jones led Haury to Horn Lying, a site 12 miles west 

of Santa Rosa. It too was occupied in Kino's time, but it was aban

doned in 1880 (Haury 1950:21). The site was a disappointment because 

of sparse cultural remains. In route to Horn Lying, Haury spotted a 

cave in the Castle Mountains, and closer inspection suggested that it 

contained deep deposits. On March 18, 1941, graduate student Wilfrid 

C. Bailey and a crew of Papagos began excavations at Ventana Cave 

(Haury 1975:1-3). The second season at Ventana Cave began in the 

fall of 1942 with Julian Hayden as field director. 



The excavations at the cave revealed little regarding the 

inferred Hohokam to Papago continuum but provided a wealth of data 
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on the preceramic in the Papagueria. At Julian Hayden's urging, 

Malcolm Rogers traveled to Tucson in 1943 and conferred with Haury 

over the Ventana Cave materials (Hayden, personal communication, 

1980). As a result of this conference, Haury attempted to use 

Ventana Cave to interrelate the preceramic of southern California and 

the lower Colorado with the Cochise culture remains of southeastern 

Arizona. In doing so he provided basic stratigraphic evidence rele

vant to the interpretation of both areas. 

Tardy specialized analyses delayed the publication of a 

final report on Ventana Cave until 1950 (Haury, personal communication, 

1980). The resulting monograph not only described the stratigraphy 

and artifacts of Ventana Cave but also contained the first areal 

synthesis for the Papagueria (Haury 1950:1-3, 546-548). In this 

synthesis Haury drew a contrast between the Riverine and Desert 

Hohokam. He saw these two branches as sharing a common language and 

culture but differentiated by adaptations to slightly different envi

ronments, much like the ethnographic Pima and Papago. The Riverine 

Hohokam lived along the major rivers of southern Arizona, including 

the Gila, Salt, and Santa Cruz, whereas the Desert Hohokam inhabited 

the Papagueria. In the Ventana Cave report, Haury (1950:521-548) 

synthesized the project1s work and presented phase sequences for 

both the preceramic and Desert Hohokam periods in the Papagueria. 



Controversies over the classification of the Patayan root 

flared anew in 1945. In a further modification of the concept, 
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Colton (1945) eliminated Prescott and Cohonina from the Patayan root, 

dividing the Patayan into the Cerbat Branch north and the Laquish 

Branch south of the Bill Williams. A few months later Rogers (1945) 

published "An outline of Yuman prehistory," an expansion of his 

earlier synthesis (Rogers 1941b) of the ceramic periods. Rogers 

(1945:178-179) questioned Gladwin's boundary between the Yuman and 

Hohokam roots, pushing it further east to the Gila Bend area. Rogers 

also devised a three-part phase sequence (Yuman I, I I, and III) and 

suggested that the Fortified Hill site was built to contain Yuman 

expansion. Finally, Rogers (1945:178) objected to including the 

lower Colorado material in Colton's Patayan root. Rogers restricted 

the Patayan root to the Cerbat, Cohonina, and Prescott, preferring to 

retain the designation "Yuman" for the lower Colorado materials. 

Rogers' discussions showed no awareness of Colton's article of a few 

months earlier, just as Colton's did not consider Rogers I paper. As 

a result, culture-unit classification of the lower Colorado area was 

in a state of profound confusion as of 1945. Also in this year Rogers 

left the San Diego Museum of Man and ceased his fieldwork (Ezell 

1961a:532) . 

Numerous opportunities exist for further research on the 

pioneering days of archaeology in southwestern Arizona. The Arizona 

State Museum (ASM) Library contains extensive notes from ASM's 
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Papagueria project and from Mitalsky's Gila Pueblo survey. The ASM' s 

collections also include many negatives and photos from these projects. 

The San Diego Museum of Man holds many of Malcom Rogers' notes and 

photos from his work in southwestern Arizona. More importantly, 

numerous individuals who worked in the region before World War II still 

live in southern Arizona, including Emil Haury of the University of 

Arizona, Clara Lee Tanner of the University of Arizona, Julian Hayden 

of Tucson, and Arnold Withers of the Amerind Foupdation. These in

dividuals represent a valuable resource for oral history research into 

the development of archaeology in southwestern Arizona. 

New Directions and Funding in the Post-War Era 

The 1950 ' s saw the introduction of new research orientations 

in Southwestern archaeology, but the dominant concerns of the previous 

20 years continued to prevail. Many of the new directions stemmed 

from the direct and indirect influences of Julian Steward. Especially 

important were the direct historical approach, settlement pattern 

studies, and a recognition of the importance of the environment. In 

many ways, however, these new research orientations were like icing 

on a cake. The goals of chronology building, areal synthesis, and 

filling in the data gaps continued to be the major emphases of South

western archaeologists, especially in southwestern Arizona, where the 

only major research before 1950 consisted of Rogers 1 survey and the 

Arizona State Museum's Papagueria project. 
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Along with new research emphases, the 1950·s brought changes 

in the funding of archaeology. The largess of private donors had 

ceased to be the major source of financial support, and federal monies 

were becoming increasingly important. The depression-era relief pro

grams ended with World War II, but three new sources of federal fund

ing opened up: (1) investigations for Indian lands claims began; 

(2) the Social Science Division of the National Science Foundation was 

established (Willey and Sabloff i974:161); and (3) the Interagency 

Salvage Program began in the National Park Service (King et al. 1977: 

25-27). 

In 1946 the Congress of the United States passed the 

Indian Claims Commission Act, authorizing Indian tribes to sue for 

compensation for lands seized by the U. S. government. Literally 

dozens of archaeological studies were undertaken to help document 

tribal claims under this act. 

In the early 1950·s the National Science Foundation 

initiated grant support of archaeological projects. NSF grants served 

as a major source of archaeological funding throughout the 1950·s and 

60·s (Casteel 1980). 

At the end of World War II the Smithsonian Institution 

began the River Basin Salvage Program, which attempted to secure funds 

for emergency salvage operations before dam construction. In 1946 

the National Park Service, under authorization of the Historic Sites 

Act of 1935, organized the Interagency Archeological Salvage Program 



(lAS). The lAS worked with the Smithsonian and became the primary 

funding agency for salvage archaeology in the 1950's and 1960's. 

Increasingly the lAS took control of the Reservoir Salvage Program 

from the Smithsonian. The Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 legalized 

the IAS's position of primary responsibility for reservoir salvage. 

By 1960, a fundamental shift in the support of Southwestern archae

ology had taken place, a shift from private to federal funding. 

The regional institutions such as the Arizona State Museum, 

the Museum of Northern Arizona, and the Amerind Foundation, which 
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had come to dominate Arizona archaeology, continued to do so in the 

1950's and 1960's as the role of the National Park Service increased. 

The Gila Pueblo closed in 1950, but otherwise the Arizona institutions 

involved in southwestern Arizona continued as before. Salvage money 

led to expansion in some institutions, but it also brought with it 

previously unknown restrictions. The institution was not free to 

pick the study area, and often it could not even choose the site to 

be investigated. Increasingly, archaeologists were forced to work 

within boundaries set by construction project requirements unrelated 

to archaeology. The volume of archaeological work accelerated and, 

increasingly, projects only recovered data that would be destroyed, 

sometimes ignoring questions of archaeological interest. Funding 

was often limited and rarely were adequate funds provided for analysis 

and publication. This situation created a body of "grey" literature 

in archaeology: the typed, mimeographed, and later xeroxed reports 
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circulated in only a handful of copies. On the positive side, this 

salvage work led to increased study of areas that previously held 

little attraction to archaeologists, areas like southwestern Arizona. 

Between 1950 and 1970 the frequency of projects increased in all parts 

of the study area. 

The Arizona Highway Salvage Program began as a result of 

the salvage movement of the 1950's. It was organized in 1955 and 

operated out of the Arizona State Museum until July 1981, when it was 

moved to the Arizona Department of Transportation in Phoenix. The 

program surveyed 2150.95 miles of right-of-way and 1,278 materials 

pits between July 1, 1964, and July 1, 1979, locating 582 sites, 227 

of which were excavated (Gregory 1980:23). The program has, however, 

conducted excavations at only two sites in southwestern Arizona 

(Huckell n.d.). Of the 582 sites recorded by the program, only eight 

were found in southwestern Arizona. 

One of the areas to receive little attention during this 

time period was the lower Colorado River, where few developments oc

curred that required archaeological salvage under then-existing leg

islation. Furthermore, the paucity of remains still discouraged re

search projects. Alfred Schroeder (1952a) did conduct a cursory 

survey down the river in 1952 for the National Park Service. The 

National Geographic photographed intagl ios in 1952 (Setzler 1952). 

Michael Harner, a student at the 'University of California, Berkeley, 

(1958) carried out excavations at Bouse, Arizona, and in 1969 
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Oswald and Euler (1970), with a team of Prescott College students, 

conducted the only reported excavations for the Arizona bank of the 

Colorado River. All of these projects were research oriented, except 

Schroeder's which was funded by the lAS. Despite the dearth of work, 

debate on the classification and cultural history of the area 

continued. 

Schroeder (1952a) challenged Rogers' then undefined pottery 

types for the area, providing new type descriptions. Unfortunately 

Schroeder used Rogers' type names but created new descriptions for 

them. His new typology rested primarily on differences in sherd 

temper. In addition, several of the types, such as Topoc Stucco, 

Black Mesa Red, and Black Mesa Polychrome, were defined from fewer 

than 10 sherds. Colton later included Schoreder's (1958) type des

criptions in volume 3D of the Museum of Northern Arizona Ceramic 

Series. Waters (1982) discusses in detail the debates surrounding 

these types. 

Drawing upon the new ceramic typology and in part of his 

excavations at Willow Beach, Schroeder (1952b) also challenged Rogers' 

(1945) reconstruction of ceramic-period cultural history for the 

lower Colorado. Schroeder questioned just about every aspect of 

Rogers' chronology, from the date of entry of the Patayans to the 

independent genesis of Patayan ceramics. Schroeder (1952b:51) dis

puted the dating of Rogers' Yuman I redwares, suggesting that they 

resulted from Hohokam influence and should postdate A.D. 1150. He 
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further claimed that Yumans shifted into Arizona as early as A.D. 

1150 and not at A.D. 1450 as suggested by Rogers (Schroeder 1952b:52). 

In his final comments on cultural history, Schroeder (1952b:54) as-

sociated his latter pottery series with ethnographic Yuman groups on 

the lower Colorado and lower Gila. 

Schroeder's criticism of Rogers threw the cultural history 

and ceramic typology for the lower Colorado into disarray, and dis-

putes continued over what to label ~he archaeological manifestations 

of the area. During the 1956 Pecos Conference at the Museum ot- •. -~ 
." 

Northern Arizona, the attendees decided that all cultural manife3ta-

tions in western Arizona would be referred to as Hakataya (Schroeder 

1957:177). The participants in the 1956 meeting restricted the term 

Patayan to the Cerbat, Prescott, and Cohonina branches and used the 

term Laquish to refer to the archaeology along the Colorado River 

below Davis Dam. Both Patayan and Laquish were included in the 

Hakataya tradition. Participants at the 1957 Pecos Conference, 

however, rejected this formulation and retained the term Patayan to 

refer to all of western Arizona south of the Grand Canyon (Schroeder 

1957:178). Three years later Schroeder (1960) further confused the 

situation by defining the Hakataya as a basic brownware cultural 

tradition that included all that had been labeled Patayan by the 1957 

Pecos Conference plus the Sinagua and the Pioneer Hohokam. 

Harner's (1958) excavations at the Bouse site could have 

been of great importance in resolving the chronological issues raised 
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by Schroeder, but they were never fully reported. Harner excavated 

a stratifield walk-in well in the town of Bouse, which contained both 

lower Colorado Buffware and Hohokam Buffware ceramics. From the ex

cavations, Harner (1958) proposed a three-phase chronology for the 

area. His phases corresponded somewhat but not exactly to Rogers· 

Yuman I, II, and III. As the only stratified site excavated in the 

lower Colorado region, Bouse is potentially important. It is hoped 

that Harner will eventually publish his data and analysis so that 

this potential can be realized. 

In the late 1950·s Malcolm Rogers returned to the archae

ology of southwestern Arizona. In 1958 he examined stone tools along 

the Rillito drainage in Tucson and found them similar to San Dieguito 

implements from southwestern Arizona and southern California (Rogers 

1958). More importantly, he began to synthesize his research in the 

southwestern deserts. His death in a car accident in 1960 prematurely 

ended this effort. A resulting draft manuscript (Rogers n.d.) was 

later edited by a San Diego newspaperman, Richard F. Pourade, and 

released in 1966 under the title Ancient hunters of the far West 

(Rogers 1966). This publication dealt primarily with the preceramic 

materials and is neither a complete nor totally accurate reproduction 

of- the original manuscript. 

Only three projects were undertaken in the Papagueria 

between 1950 and 1970. In 1951 and 1952 th~ National Park Service 

funded Paul Ezell (1954) to survey the western Papagueria, centered 
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on Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument. In i958 Julian Hayden (1970, 

1972) began his intensive investigations in the Sierra Pinacate, 

which continue to this day. And, as part of the Papago Indian Lands 

Claims case in the early 1960 1s, the Papago Tribe funded Bernard 

Fontana to survey in the Cabeza Prieta Game Range (Fontana 1965). 

These surveys reflected the new research orientations of the 1950 ls 

and 1960 1s. Ezell and Hayden sought to answer questions concerning 

human adaptation to the most arid part of the Papagueria. All three 

used a direct historical approach in attempting to work back from 

accounts of explorers, such as Lumholtz (1912) and Brady (Brady 1963), 

to link ethnographically known Sand Papago and Yumans to archaeolog

ical remains. Their works also mention settlement patterns. 

Despite the introduction of new research goals, the methods 

of the Ezell and Fontana surveys differed little from earlier efforts. 

Ezell1s reconnaissance is reminiscent of Frank Midvale1s survey in the 

1920ls for Gila Pueblo, which depended largely on informant information 

and on an intuitive, unsystematic examination of the region to locate 

sites. Fontana1s survey was even more cursory, as he visited only the 

major water sources of the Cabeza Prieta Game Range, locations sure 

to produce sites. But given Fontana1s highly specific problem 

orientation--locating the western boundary of Papa go occupation in 

the region--the method was highly efficient and effective. 

In many ways, Hayden1s Sierra Pinacate work represented 

a new level of survey intensity not previously seen in the region and 
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seldom seen anywhere at that time. He began work by visiting known 

water sources in the Sierra Pinacate usually finding sites. Next he 

expanded the survey by following and mapping the extensive trail net

work that connected these sites (Hayden 1980). The resulting maps 

and collections are the most thorough and extensive data set on a 

trail network in the Southwestern deserts. Many further analyses 

and inferences are possible with Hayden1s data and should be under

taken. Out of this work already has come a series of publications: 

a methodological paper (Hayden 1965), a description of the region 

(Hayden 1967), three papers on cultural history (Hayden 1970, 1972, 

1976), a dissertation (Rosenthal 1979), an article on ground figures 

(Appendix I), two articles relating to artifact functions and 

typology (Hayden 1969; 1982), and an engaging personal recollection 

by Hayden (1980). Hayden undertook this work as a private individual 

and funded it himself. 

Throughout the 1950 l s and 1960 1s, the United States Army 

Corps of Engineers carried out extensive projects on the nation1s 

waterways, usually destroying archaeological sites in the process. 

In Arizona they focused much of their attention on the lower Gila, 

seeking to channelize and dam it. All of this activity fell under 

the jurisdiction of the Reservoir Salvage Program and, after 1960, 

the Reservoir Salvage Act. As a result, the lAS funded a large amount 

of archaeology through the Arizona State Museum. 
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Much of the work carried out by the ASM consisted of linear 

surveys. The first of these did not involve the Corps of Engineers 

but was a survey for the Southern Pacific Pipeline from Yuma to 

Hassayampa undertaken by David Breternitz and Robert Komerska (n.d.) 

in 1955. This survey also resulted in a short report by Breternitz 

(1957) on the lower Gila. In the early 1960 l s Wasley and Vivian con

ducted preliminary surveys of most of the lower Gila in two sections, 

one from Gillespie Dam to the confluence of the Salt and Gila (Wasley 

1965) and the other from Painted Rock Dam to Blaisdell (Vivian 1965). 

In general these early ASM surveys were extremely cursory and poorly 

reported. A notable exception was Vivian1s (1965) report on the 

lower Gila, which provided detailed documentation of the project and 

material of substantive interest. 

Most of the archaeological research on the lower Gila focused 

on the Painted Rock Reservoir, created when the Army Corps of Engi

neers constructed the Painted Rock Dam 2 miles northeast of the town 

of Gila Bend in 1959. Albert Schroeder, working for the National 

Park Service, surveyed the proposed reservoir area in December 1957. 

Arizona State Museum crews under the direction of William Wasley and 

Alfred Johnson began excavations in 1958 and continued until 1961 

(Wasley and Johnson 1965). This project included the first historic 

sites archaeology in southwestern Arizona at the Gila Bend Stage 

Station (Berge 1968). Following the salvage work at Painted Rocks, 

Wasley obtained a National Science Foundation grant (GS-337) to 



excavate the Fortified Hill site that overlooks the reservoir. All 

of these projects focused primarily on Hohokam village sites at the 

expense of sites belonging to other periods or having different 

functions. 

As with the Papaguerian surveys, Schroeder's (1957) 

reconnaissance employed techniques much like Midvale's. For the 

Painted Rock Reservoir, however, these techniques were clearly in

adequate for the major purpose of the survey, which was to identify 
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the archaeological sites in the reservoir area for salvage excavation. 

Schroeder located 28 sites, and informal investigations by Wasley and 

Johnson during the salvage work located 26 more. Archaeology's new 

management-oriented goals required more intensive work than the old 

goals of regional classification and cultural history, but many archae

ologists were slow to respond. 

Wasley and Johnson's (1965) salvage excavations are classic 

examples of reservoir salvage projects and general excavation pro

cedures of the 1950's and 1960's. The major emphasis of excavation 

was to locate and excavate features such as pithouses, ball courts, 

and platform mounds. Indeed Wasley's (1960) dissection of the plat

form mound at the Gatlin site represented a masterful piece of stra

tigraphic interpretation. Wasley and Johnson (1965) expressed con

cern for some of the new research goals of the 1950's such as settle

ment patterns but, as in the surveys, excavation techniques a~vanced 

little beyond those developed in the late 1920's and early 1930's. 
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The results of the salvage excavations at Gila Bend had 

implications beyond southwestern Arizona and raised debates concerning 

the eastward spread of the Patayan. This research disclosed the first 

evidence for the presence of Classic period traits, such as platform 

mounds, in the Sacaton phase. Partly on the basis of this evidence, 

Wasley (1966; Wasley and Doyel 1980) challenged the then-dominant 

theory that the Classic period developments in the Salt-Gila basin 

resulted from an invasion by a Puebloan group. He suggested instead 

that the Classic period arose indigenously from the pre-Classic 

Hohokam. This view has since come to be widely accepted (Doyel and 

Haury 1976). Schroeder (1967), however, heavily criticized Wasley and 

Johnson (1965). He argued that many of the remains in the reservoir, 

such as the Rock Ball Court, were the result of Hakataya influence 

instead of Hohokam and that Wasley and Johnson's Gila Plain-Gila Bend 

variety was in fact a lower Colorado Buffware, not a local pottery 

type. To Schroeder this suggested Patayan movement into the area at 

A.D. 1100 instead of A.D. 1400 as claimed by Wasley and Johnson. 

During 1960 and 1961, Richard B. Woodbury, supported by the 

Rockefeller Foundation of New York, sectioned a number of Hohokam 

canals at Snaketown, Park of the Four Waters in Phoenix, and near 

Gila Bend (Woodbury 1961). A Sedentary period canal serving the 

Gatlin site was tested. Woodbury (1961:553) estimated that there 

was in excess of 10 miles of canals in the Gila Bend area. 

The only National Science Foundation (NSF) sponsored research 

in southwestern Arizona occurred in 1964 under the direction of 
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William Wasley and J. Cameron Greenleaf at the Fortified Hill site 

on the Gila Bend Indian Reservation (Greenleaf 1975b). As noted 

above, this impressively situated site had caught the attention of 

many travelers since the late 1800 1 s. One of the reasons for exca-

vating the site was to reconstruct it so that the Papagos migh cap-

italize upon its public appeal by developing a tourist attraction. 

In addition, Wasley (n.d.) first proposed to answer a series of six 

research questions, primarily of a culture-historical nature. The 

project answered only one of these: it established the contemporaneity 

of the Fortified Hill site with the other Classic period sites in the 

area. Greenleaf (1975b) in the final report on the site made func-

tional inferences for the rooms and suggested that construction at the 

Fortified Hill site resulted from a site-unit intrusion from the 

Tucson basin. 

The "New Archaeology" and 
Growth of Contract Work 

While archaeologists labored on reservoir salvage projects 

and NSF grants in the 1960 1 s, Binford and his "mafia" launched an 

attack on the basic premises, assumptions, and research orientations 

of American archaeology. Leaving aside the question of whether or 

not these developments represented a Kuhnian paradigm shift, the "new 

archaeology" had a profound effect on the directions of American 

archaeology. It brought an increased concern for explicit scientific 

method and emphasized rigor in research. It also clearly shifted the 
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research orientation of American archaeology to a cultural materialist 

and evolutionary perspective. Cultural ecology became the new doc

trine, and function replaced cultures as the prime cause of artifact 

variability. Earlier researchers had discussed the effects of the 

environment but culture or tradition was still given primacy in ex

planations, as in Haury's Desert and Riverine Hohokam distinctions. 

The new archaeologists shifted causation to man-environment relations 

almost to the exclusion of culture or tradition. With the new re

search orientations also came new field techniques, such as stratified 

random sampling, flotation, pollen analysis, and various environmental 

recording techniques. 

In the late 1960 l s not only were archaeologists reformulating 

their goals, but two pieces of legislation were passed that profoundly 

altered the funding and institutional basis of archaeolog~. In 1966 

Congress passed The National Historic Preservation Act. This law 

established the National Register of Historic Places, the Advisory 

Council on Historic Preservation, a grants program to states, and a 

requirement for federal agencies to consult with the Advisory Council 

before undertaking any action that might adversely affect a National 

Register Property. Three years later Congress enacted the National 

Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). This act required the evaluation of 

the effects of any project involving federal lands, monies, or permits 

on environmental resources, including cultural resources (McGimsey 

and Davis 1977:10-11). NEPA fundamentally changed the nature of 
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salvage archaeology, requiring that archaeologists be consulted in the 

planning stages of a project rather than called in for hurried salvage 

once a project began. These two laws formed the legislative base of 

modern contract archaeology. 

Subsequent legislation modified this base, leading to the 

current legislative underpinnings for contract archaeology. President 

Nixon issued Executive Order 11593 on May 13, 1971, directing federal 

agencies to make an inventory of historic properties under their admin

istration and to designate those eligible for the National Register. 

More importantly it expanded the National Historic Preservation Act 

of 1966 (NHPA). EO 11593 required that agencies consult with the 

Advisory Council in regards to properties on the Register and that 

t~ey conduct survey~ to locate properties that might be impacted by 

their actions (McGimsey and Davis 1977:11). These aspects of the 

executive order were incorporated into the Historic Preservation Act 

by a 1980 amendment to the NHPA (PL 95-515). Congress also amended 

the Reservoir Salvage Act of 1960 with passage of the Archaeological 

and Historic Preservation Act of 1974. It authorized all federal 

agencies to expend funds for preserving or recovering archaeological 

materials, and explicitly called for analysis and publication of 

results (McGimsey and Davis 1977:11-14). 

Through the principal legislation was formulated and 

passed in the 1960 1 s, it did not have a real impact on American archae

ology until the 1970 1 s. One reason for this delay was the slowness 
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with which guidelines for implementating this legislation were for

mulated. In 1972 three archaeologists at the National Park Service 

(NPS) Arizona Archeological Center (Now the Western Archeological 

Center) in Tucson attempted to remedy this situation by issuing a 

set of guidelines for preparing environmental impact statements on 

archaeological resources (Scovill, Gordon, and Anderson 1972, 1977). 

This document was withdrawn the next year by higher echelons within 

NPS and replaced by a less specific document (National Park Service 

1973). Nevertheless, its framework has become basic to contract 

studies, as clearly shown by its incorporation into the Airlie House 

report on the Management of Cultural Resources in 1977 (McGimsey and 

Davis 1977:29-40) and its absorption into 36 CFR 800. 

The Scovill, Gordon, and Anderson (1972) guidelines inter

preted existing laws to require four determinations concerning the 

archaeology of a project area. Supplying information for making these 

determinations required different techniques than those used in 

earlier salvage work. First, the archaeologist must define the nature 

and extent of the archaeological resources in the study area. Legal 

requirements and the increased rigor of archaeology in the late 1960's 

meant that the traditional low-intensity approaches to survey of 

earlier salvage efforts would not be adequate. Second, the archae

ologist must determine how the proposed project would directly and 

indirectly impact the archaeology of the area. This judgment re

quires careful consideration of the effects of project activities on 
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archaeological resources. Archaeologists could no longer equate 

impact with destruction of sites. Third, the archaeologist must 

define the significance of the archaeological resources. This deter

mination had always been implied, since some sites were selected for 

excavation and others were not. The new guidelines, however, re

quired that the rationale for such decisions be explicit and conform 

to certain criteria as laid out in the law and Code of Federal Regula

tions. Finally, balancing impacts and significance, the archaeologist 

muste develop a plan to mitigate the adverse effects of the project on 

archaeological resources. This last requirement implies that salvage 

excavation should no longer be considered the only solution to the 

potential destruction of archaeological sites. These guidelines set 

forth a framework for archaeological work significantly different 

from earlier perspectives and established a minimum set of requirements 

against which contract archaeology in the 1970 l s should be measured. 

The salutory effects of the Scovill, Gordon, and Anderson guidelines 

and its successors on archaeology for management purposes cannot be 

overestimated. 

The legislation of the 1960 l s transformed salvage archaeology 

in the United States to the point that the term "salvage" has been 

vehemently rejected. Archaeologists are rarely called into projects 

at the last minute to rescue what artifacts they can. Instead they 

are involved in the planning of major projects from the beginning to 

the end. With the decline of hasty salvage jobs more emphasis has 
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been laid on analysis and making substantive research contributions 

rather than simply recovering data. Most researchers have agreed that 

the present legislation requires state-of-the-art analysis and sub

stantive results to qualify as adequate mitigation (McGimsey and D2vis 

1977:68-69; Schiffer and Gumerman 1977a). The stronger legislative 

base has led to an astronomical increase in funding for archaeology, 

and the range of projects needing archaeologists has expanded to 

include not only major reservoirs but also parking lots and house 

lots .. 

These changes in funding have also resulted in the greatest 

changes in the institutional basis for archaeology since the estab

lishment of regional institutions in the 19201s. The two major 

regional institutions in Arizona in 1970, the Arizona State Museum 

and the Museum of Northern Arizona, cashed in on the new contract 

archaeology and have greatly expanded. A third institution, Arizona 

State University, also took advantage of the new opportunities to 

begin widespread archaeological research in southern Arizona. The 

increased workload and funding also led to an expansion of archae

ological programs. 

The main change on the federal scene has been the hiring 

of archaeologists by agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management, 

the Forest Service, and the Bureau of Indian Affairs, some of which 

previously depended on NPS for archaeological services. These hiring 

patterns have caused a proliferation of archaeologists dealing with 



federal lands and a proliferation of policies for doing archaeology 

on federal land. 
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Another major shift in the institutional base has been the 

growing number of private, profit-making companies becoming involved 

in archaeology. Large-scale engineering consulting firms, such as 

Wirth Associates, Inc. and Henningson, Du~ham, and Richardson, have 

added archaeologists to their staffs and engaged in archaeological 

contracting in southwestern Arizona. In addition, small companies 

devoted entirely to archaeology have been established. Companies 

that contract for archaeological services, such as Southern California 

Edison, have also added archaeologists to their staff. The diversifi

cation and increase in the number of research institutions has led 

to an increase in the number of practicing archaeologists and a 

diversification of ideas. 

As was the case with previous changes in research orientation 

and technique, the theoretical and legislative changes of the late 

1960 l s had a delayed effect on the archaeology of southwestern Arizona. 

In some ways this delay was fortunate, as the area was spared the 

frantic attempts to identify matrilocality, which followed the pub

lication of Longacrels (1970b) and Hill IS (1970) classic studies of 

the new archaeology. When the theoretical impact of the new archa~

ology was finally felt in southwestern Arizona, it came not through 

NSF grants but on the crest of contract work required by the historic 

preservation and environmental legislation of the late 1960 1 s . 

• 



Within southwestern Arizona the impact of this legislation has been 

most heavily felt in the Papagueria. For the sake of brevity, the 

numerous projects of the last decade have not been described in the 

same detail as those preceeding 1970. 

Within the Papagueria, three studies are transitional to 
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modern contract archaeology: Arizona State Museum's Vekol mine project 

(Stewart and Teague 1974), Arizona State Museum's Santa Rosa Wash 

project (Canouts 1972; Raab 1975), and Arizona State University's 

Hecla Mine project (Goodyear 1975, 1977a). They were undertaken to 

fulfill the obligations of NEPA and began before, but later were modi

fied to fit, the Scovill, Gordon, and Anderson (1972) guidelines. 

These studies were the first in southwestern Arizona to incorporate 

the new research orientation and methods resulting from the new 

archaeology, including ethnoarchaeology, cultural ecology, and explicit 

research design. In retrospect, numerous problems can be found in how 

these studies attempted to deal with issues of significance, impacts, 

and mitigation as well as with the research they undertook. Taken as 

a whole, they represent a significant departure in research orienta

tion, rigor, method, and technique from earlier work. This departure 

leads to the current state of archaeological research in southwestern 

Arizona. 

The Vekol, Santa Rosa, and Hecla projects all used a 

multistage approach, resulting both from the practical needs to ful

fill the legal requirements of contract work and from the influence 

of Binford (1964) and others calling for multistage research. In 
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these projects the first stage surveys (Ward 1971; Stacy and Palm 

1970; Gordon n.d.) preceded the dissemination of the Scovill, Gordon, 

and Anderson (1972) guidelines, and noneweresufficiently intensive 

to fulfill the information needs of NEPA. The second stage of these 

projects consisted of surveys or other additional forms of research 

to gather the data to meet these requirements (Canouts 1972; Stewart 

and Teague 1974; Goodyear and Dittert 1973). Each project also in

cluded later mitigation stages (Teague 1980; Raab 1974; Goodyear 1975). 

These projects attempted to implement the research orien

tations of the new archaeology with innovative methods and techniques. 

Like Huntington (1912, 1914) 60 years earlier, the investigators 

thought the Papagueria a fruitful place to study cultural-environmental 

relations, and they gave such questions priority over those of chron

ology or cultural history. As a result, they emphasized gathering 

environmental data and devoted great effort to vegetation transects 

and other innovative methods. The final report for the Vekol project 

(Stewart and Teague 1974) bills itself as an ethnoarchaeological study. 

Although ethnographic fieldwork was not undertaken, the study did 

assemble data on Papago subsistence and settlement into a useful 

statement on Papa go cultural ecology. Raab (1973a) prepared the first 

explicit research design used in southwestern Arizona for the mitiga

tion phase of the Santa Rosa project. He defined a prehistoric adap

tive system that incorporated three environmental zones containing 

wild and agricultural resources. Probably the most successful of 
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these projects was Goodyear's (1975) mitigation efforts in the Hecla 

study area. This report is one of the best examples of explicit, 

well argued inference in Southwestern archaeology. Goodyear's (1975) 

reconstruction of Classic period use of the saguaro-paloverde com

munity is detailed and on the whole convincing. The research orien

tations and many of the techniques used in these studies have become 

standards in Papaguerian archaeology. 

\~hile the work on the Santa Rosa project was being completed, 

the Arizona State Museum began a survey of the El Sol to Vail trans

mission line for the Tucson Gas and Electric Company. This line runs 

from west of Phoenix to south of Tucson (McDonald et al. 1974). Much 

of this line passed through the Papagueria. In part because of the 

linear nature of the survey, the cultural-ecological orientation of 

the project was not as successful as in the Vekol and Hecla projects. 

Following the survey, the Arizona State Museum undertook mitigation 

efforts at four sites (Curriden 1976; Linford 1976; Shenk and Coston 

1976; and Spain 1975). These projects attempted to identify the 

activity structure of each site. As of this writing, the results of 

these mitigation efforts have not been published. 

Following these studies, the requirements of the historical 

preservation and environmental legislation resulted in a massive 

increase in projects carried out in southwestern Arizona, especially 

on the Papago reservation. Here federal programs to improve the 

welfare of the Papago people have led to numerous investigations. 
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The largest generator of such studies has been the BlAis efforts to 

pave and upgrade the road network on the reservation. 

Since 1973 the NPS' Western Archeological Center has 

administered an archaeological program in connection with the Bureau 

of Indian Affairs Papa go roads improvements program. As head of the 

External Services Division at WAC, Garland Gordon directed these sur

veys from 1972 to 1975 and during this time NPS personnel carried out 

the survey and mitigation work (Stacy 1973, 1975; Somers 1975; Jones 

1976). Overall, these investigations were poorly documented. Only 

one published report resulted from the survey work (Stacy 1975), and 

two substantial mitigation efforts in the Quijotoa Valley and near 

Santa Rosa received little support for analysis and publication. 

In 1975 John Clonts took over as director of the External 

Services Division and began contracting out BIA roadwork archaeology. 

Four projects were conducted in this manner, and all resulted in 

published reports (Brown 1976; Yablon 1977, 1978; Ferg and Vogler 

1977; Vogler 1978; Brew and George 1979). Clonts also expedited the 

analysis and publication of the two mitigative excavations undertaken 

during Gordonls administration (Rosenthal et al. 1978; Masse 1980). 

Both reports attempted to make substantive contributions to the 

archae( ,ogy in the area. Masse's (1980) effort is particulary sweep

ing, questioning earlier findings on adaptive strategies, cultural 

history, and the Desert Hohokam concept. It stands as one of the 

major syntheses of Papaguerian culture history. 
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In addition to the BIA roads projects, numerous small 

studies have been conducted on the reservation and in the Papagueria 

just west of the reservation, primarily by ASM (Doelle and Brew 1976; 

Teague 1976; Curriden 1977; Teague 1977; McGuire and Mayro 1978; 

Rozen 1979) but also by the NPS (Mallouf 1980). In general these 

investigations have been documented only in xeroxed reports numbering 

a hundred copies or less. Some of these reports have added signifi

cant data to our knowledge of the extent and nature of the archae

ological resource base in the Papagueria, as, for example, McGuire 

and Mayro's (1978) finding of appreciable shell manufacture in the 

Hickiwan area and Mallouf's (1980) discovery of extensive protohis

toric occupation along the Ajo Crest. Despite such contributions, 

these reports have not dealt with substantive issues of cultural 

history or human adaptation, most likely because of the short time 

frame, often only a few days, for research design, fieldwork, and 

writeup. Such constraints do not ordinarily facilitate the develop

ment of appropriate research questions nor the extensive analysis of 

data needed to answer them. 

The requirements of contract archaeology finally brought 

excavators to the far northwestern portion of the Papagueria. William 

Doelle of HDR Ecosystems conducted a survey in 1977 in the San 

Cristobal Valley just east of the Mohawk Mountains in conjunction 

with the Air Force MX missile system. Five sites were discovered of 

which two were excavated. Doelle summarized the results of these 
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excavations in his dissertation, which considers in detail human 

adaptation to this extremely arid region (Doelle 1980a). Doelle 

(1980b) reported on several later surveys near the Mohawk Mountains. 

In 1978 Bruce Huckell (n.d.) conducted excavations for the 

Arizona Highway Salvage program at a San Dieguito site near Dateland, 

Arizona and also undertook surveys and excavation in the Childs Valley 

on the Luke Air Force Range. This excavation included three sites, 

ranging in age from Archaic to late prehistoric. From these excava

tions, Huckell (1979) raised numerous issues concerning the Patayan 

presence in the Papagueria. 

Taken together these three projects have added greatly to 

our knowledge of western Papaguerian archaeology. In addition, 

Doelle (1980a) produced a model of human adaptation to the region, 

and Huckell (1979) addressed several substantive issues of cultural 

history. 

Besides fieldwork, the demands of contract archaeology 

have also produced four archaeological overviews of the Papagueria. 

In 1974 the Bureau of Land Management contracted with the Arizona 

State Museum for a series of archaeological overviews, one for each 

BLM planning unit in the state (Fritz, Smiley, and Shimada 1974). 

In southwestern Arizona, overviews were written for the Ajo (Fuller 

1974), Rainbow (Fuller 1975), Kofa (Fritz 1975), Little Horn (Fritz 

1975), and Greenbelt (Doelle 1975a) planning units. Neal Ackerly 

and Ann Rieger (1976), working for the ASM in 1976, prepared an 
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archaeological overview of southwestern Pinal County for the U.S. Army 

Corps of Engineers. The U.S. Air Force contracted the ASM in 1977 for 

an overview of the Luke Air Force Range (McClellan and Vogler 1977). 

Finally, Coe (1979) wrote an overview of the Sells area for STRAAM 

Engineers, Inc. With the exception of Ackerly and Rieger (1976), 

these overviews simply reviewed the state of archaeology in their 

areas. Ackerly and Rieger (1976) developed a predictive model of 

site location. In this same vein, Grady (1976) prepared for WAC a 

regional research design for southern Arizona, including the 

Papagueria. 

In addition to the massive amount of contract archaeology 

carried on in the Papagueria, two research-oriented projects also were 

undertaken. Hayden (1970, 1976) continued his research in the Sierra 

Pinacate, publishing two articles that considered the cultural history 

of both the ceramic and preceramic in the Sierra Pinacate. In his 

consideration of the ceramic period, he argued for a cultural continu

um from Amargosan times to the ethnographic Sand Papago (Hayden 1970). 

For preceramic times he laid out a series of four phases essentially 

similar to Rogers' scheme. Hayden sees the Malpais phase beginning 

at 30,000 B.C. instead of 2,000 B.C. He also identified a prehistoric 

Hohokam shell trade route in the western Papagueria (Hayden 1972). 

Jane Rosenthal (1979) used lithic collections from Hayden's Sierra 

Pinacate surveys in her dissertation research, attempting to identify 

cultural groups from stylistic variability in lithics. 
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The BIA Papago roads project (Stacy 1975) and the ASM 

initial survey of the Santa Rosa Wash area (Stacy and Palm 1970) 

introduced Pheriba Stacy to Papaguerian archaeology. As a disserta

tion topic Stacy (1974) chose the cerros de trincheras in the 

Baboquivari Valley. For this study, she visited and mapped five 

cerros de trincheras, which she described in detail and compared. 

From her research she concluded that the sites were prehistoric. 

Along the lower Gila, the advent of contract archaeology 

also resulted in increased research. Three large projects (Brook 

et al. 1977; Rodgers 1976; Teague and Baldwin 1978) and one small 

project (Lensink 1976) have been carried out. Wirth Associates, Inc. 

(1979, n.d.a., n.d.b., "n.d.c.) has two linear survey projects in 

progress. In addition, the Museum of Northern Arizona has been 

conducting investigations for the Palo Verde nuclear generating 

station. Though not in the overview unit, this research is relevant 

to it. 

Three large projects have greatly expanded our understanding 

of the nature and extent of the archaeological record in the area. 

Between 1975 and 1976 the Museum of Northern Arizona conducted a 

multistage survey for the Liberty to Gila Bend transmission line, 

thereby furnishing a linear transect from Buckeye to Gila Bend. In 

1975 Arizona State University performed an areal survey of the 

Buckeye Hills locality for BLM (Rodgers 1976). Even though this 

survey lacked a specific research problem it provided some idea of 
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the archaeological resources of the bajada zone. And in 1978 the 

Arizona State ~useum returned to the Painted Rock Reservoir, con

ducting a probabilistic survey of the reservoir area (Teague and 

Baldwin 1978). The project employed a stratified random sample and 

revealed biases in the earlier, less-intensive surveys (Schroeder 

1957; Wasley and Johnson 1965). Specifically, it located for the 

first time Archaic and nonhabitation sites. Although these surveys 

adopted an explicit cultural-ecological research orientation, only 

the ASH Painted Rock project achieved a measure of integration be

tween goals, methods, and techniques. 

Contract research has brought increased attention to the 

lower Colorado River area and the region between the Colorado River 

and Phoenix, largely as small projects or linear surveys. These 

surveys have expanded our knowledge of the nature and extent of the 

resource base, but they have not generally addressed substantive 

questions. Inattention to substantive questions results in part from 

the difficulty of putting into operation research in the framework 

of small projects and linear surveys. These constraints, however, 

do not appear sufficient to explain the general lack of problem

oriented research. 

Between 1968 and 1970 the University of Nevada at Las Vegas 

undertook survey and some excavations along the lower Colorado River 

below Davis Dam. The surveys covered both sides of the river along 

two sections: (1) Nevada border to Cibola and (2) Imperial Dam to 
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the Mexican border. The Bureau of Reclamation funded these surveys 

through the NPS. In the winter of 1969-1970 the University of Nevada 

also staged a field school on the Colorado River Indian Reservation 

at several sites being leveled for agriculture. Little has come from 

this work beyond two cursory descriptive reports on the survey 

(Brooks n.d.; Brooks et al. 1970) and nothing has been published on 

the field school work. 

Most of the linear surveys in the area have been undertaken 

in advance of transmission line construction. The largest such 

project was the Museum of Northern Arizona's coverage of alternative 

transmission lines from the Palo Verde nuclear plant to Devers, 

California (Berry 1978). At this writing, WESTEC Services, Inc. of 

San Diego has surveyed the final right-of-way and has completed mit

igation work for this project. The report for this work is in pro

gress. Smaller power line surveys include Hoffman's (1977a, 1977b) 

examination of the proposed Ehrenberg pumping station transmission 

line and Nissley's (1977) examination of the power line from Quartzite 

to Black Peak substation. Overall these latter surveys have produced 

little more than descriptive reports, in the form of xeroxed manu

scripts not generally available to researchers. 

The results of the numerous small projects, the outgrowth 

of a wide variety of construction projects, have not been any more 

illuminating than those of the transmission line surveys. The 

Imperial Valley College Museum undertook a survey of approximately 
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10 acres for a San Diego Gas and Electric meteorological tower 

(von Werlhof and von Werlhof 1976). Kathleen Gratz, working for the 

Museum of Northern Arizona, surveyed a section of the proposed El 

Paso Natural Gas Company Mid-continent west coast oil pipeline (Gratz 

1977). In addition, even smaller projects have been undertaken, 

including Middleton's (1979) survey of a materials pit for the 

Bureau of Reclamation and Pierson's (1974) inspection of a proposed 

BLM campground. The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) Phoenix and 

Yuma District offices have also undertaken numerous small clearance 

surveys in the region. As was the case in the Papagueria, the lack 

of substantive results from these projects reflects their short 

duration and the lack of an established regional research design. 

Interest has recently been revived in the intaglios along 

the Colorado River. In 1974 the San Bernardino County Museum, under 

contract with the BLM, conducted a survey of known intaglios. The 

resulting report (Smith 1974) aptly documented the condition of these 

sites in 1974. In addition, Jay von Werlhof of the Imperial College 

Museum and Boma Johnaon of the BLM Yuma District have photographed, 

recorded, and documented of such features. 

The State of Archaeology in 
Southwestern Arizona Today 

Having summarized the history of archaeology in southwestern 

Arizona, this chapter now considers the validity of Bandelier's and 

Bancroft's reservations about the region. Overall their doubts 
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concerning the fruitfulness of archaeological research in the region 

have not been borne out. The bibliography for this study contains 

over 150 references directly concerned with the archaeology of the 

area. The region has produced at least one study of international 

reputation (Haury 1950) and several pioneering contract projects 

(Stewart and Teague 19i'4; Canouts 1972; Raab 1975; Goodyear 1975). 

There is, however, a certain amount of truth to the Bancroft 

and Bandelier assessments of the nature and extent of the resources 

base in southwestern Arizona. Few other regions in the Southwest 

have less spectacular archaeological remains. The sites are generally 

smaller and the pottery less appealing to most 20th century archae

ologists than that found elsewhere in the Southwest. With the notable 

exceptions of Malcolm Rogers, Emil Haury and Julian Hayden most re

searchers have come to work in the area not because of the attraction 

of the archaeology but because they could obtain funding for salvage 

or contract archaeology. Given the greater archaeological interest 

in hunter-gratherer adaptations and agricultural adaptations in mar

ginal areas, more interest might be predicted for the region in the 

future. Contract archaeology has massively increased the volume of 

work, but it has not had the same impact from region to region. 

Many recent researchers have justified their work in the 

Papagueria and Gila Bend areas by citing the paucity of previous re

search and the consequent lack of archaeological knowledge of the 

region. Given the recent volume of work, with two or three projects 
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per year, this fill-in-the-gaps rationale hardly seems appropriate. 

Although many gaps still exist in our knowledge of the archaeological 

resources of the region, the two most conspicuous ones being the 

Papagueria west of Ajo and the mountainous area within these regions, 

the basins of the Papa go Reservation and Gila Bend are as well sur

veyed as most minor subregions of the Southwest. 

The contract boom has not, however, expanded our knowledge 

of the archaeology of the lower Colorado region as greatly. Only a 

handful of projects have been undertaken, and most have made no sub

stantive contributions. The most recent publication on the area is 

Malcolm Rogers' Ancient hunters of the far West, which reports on 

work done primarily in the 1920's and 1930's. In many ways our 

information is more deficient for the ceramic than the preceramic 

periods. For example, as of this writing, no one has excavated and 

reported on a Patayan pithouse, although Rogers (1945:181) clearly 

indicates that such features exist. The placement of one phase of 

cultural history in the area (Patayan I) is in question, with some 

researchers (Rogers 1945; Waters 1982), placing it at the beginning 

of the sequence and others (Schroeder 1952:55-57) placing it at the 

end. Little work has been done on cultural ecology; most researchers 

have simply cited ethnographic subsistence practices and then mapped 

them onto the archaeological record without appreciable testing. As 

long as these deficiencies exist, productive research on an 

explanatory level is difficult. 



Southwestern Arizona and the 
History of Archaeology 

The nature of the archaeological record played a major 

role in shaping the development of archaeology in southwestern 

Arizona. The archaeological re~ord, however, is a given in this 

history and does not change. The changes in development that oc-
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curred resulted from changes in research orientation, in the institu-

tional base, and in sources of funding. Changes in these variables 

altered archaeologists' perceptions of the area's research potential, 

established various types of logistical support for research, and 

provided financial incentives to carry out work. In a broader con-

text, the study of this single area illustrates the centrality of 

these variables for evaluating the development of archaeology. 

The initial negative impressions of the region's archae-

ology by researchers such as Bandelier and Bancroft reflected their 

research orientation and institutional base. Most of the archae-

ologists in the late 1800's and early 1900's sought the antecedents 

of modern Pueblo culture and had a one-culture view of the Southwest 

that did not include southwestern Arizona. They received their 

backing and financial support from eastern institutions and private 

donors. These institutions desired collections of artifacts to 

justify their support of expeditions, and individual donors sought 

lasting prestige through the donation of material objects to such 

institutions. Southwestern Arizona offered little in the way of 

collections to satisfy such patrons. 
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Huntington's (1912, 1914) research offers an interesting 

alternative to the work of most other early 20th century Southwestern 

archaeologists. This example also points to the causal effects of 

research orientation, institutional support, and financial support on 

the nature of archaeological research. Huntington oriented his re

search towards questions of cultural-environmental relationships. 

In the harsh environment of southwestern Arizona, he found an excel

lent laboratory for the study of these relationships. The Carnegie 

Institution supported Huntington as part of a climatic study of the 

arid Southwest. As such they did not require nor expect the collec

tion of artifacts to fill the Institution's store rooms. The end 

product of this research differs greatly from that of other contem

porary researchers such as Fewkes and Hough. Huntington focused on 

population growth and crude measures of carrying capacity instead of 

migration myths and clan symbols. His techniques emphasized survey 

and a regional approach instead of the excavation of large pueblos 

to obtain collections. In some ways Sauer and Brandis (1931) far

ranging surveys and rebuttal of Huntington maintain this tradition, 

but otherwise Huntington's research orientation did not reappear in 

southwestern Arizona until a half-century later. 

The changes in archaeological method and theory ushered in 

by the new archaeologists of the teens, including Kidder, Nelson, and 

Spier, had little immediate effect on southwestern Arizona. The area 

remained obviously marginal to the uniform Pueblo culture of the 
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Southwest. By the mid to late 1920 1s, however, sufficient data had 

accumulated to alter the one-culture concept, and research orienta

tions shifted to the definition of the diversity of the Southwest. 

The major research problem became the development of culture history, 

that is, the building of chronology and the definition of prehistoric 

cultures. Eastern institutions, including Harvard and the Field 

Museum of Chicago, continued to support fieldwork but, startiny in 

the early 1920 1s, regional research institutions came to dominate 

Southwestern archaeology. These institutions encouraged the search 

for diversity as they each carved out their own territory. The new 

local institutions had the effect of increasing the volume of work 

because more private funds entered the Southwest through them and 

because they provided logistical support within the area being 

studied instead of thousands of miles to the east. Despite this 

increase in work, the Southwest remained large and the amount of 

money from private donors limited. Before 1930 only two institutions, 

the Gila Pueblo and the San Diego Museum of Man, undertook investiga

tions in southwestern Arizona. 

The Arizona State Museum1s Papagueria project stands as 

a milestone in the history of southwestern Arizona archaeology. It 

established the Arizona State Museum as the foremost institution in 

Papaguerian archaeology. Even in the 1970 l s most projects undertaken 

in the Papagueria were based from the ASM. The Papagueria project 

enlarged the then-establ ished culture-historical research orientation, 
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adding concerns for environmental reconstruction, the direct his

torical approach, and multidisciplinary research. This project was 

not only the first in southwestern Arizona to incorporate these con

cerns but also one of the first in American archaeology. The ASM 

Papagueria project assembled and fielded a multidisciplinary research 

team nearly ten years before Braidwood's much heralded multidisci

plinary effort in the Near East. The project benefitted from the 

largess of a private donor but probably could not have been carried 

out without federal support through the Indian branch of the GGG. 

The expansion of the culture-historical research orientation 

in the ASM Papagueria project foreshadowed the broadening research 

interest of the post-World War II period. The reconstruction of 

cultural history remained the focus of research in the region, but 

some new issues did appear. These issues include an increased 

awareness of environmental variables, widespread use of the direct 

historical approach, and settlement pattern studies. These interests 

found their way into many projects as adjuncts to basic cultural

historical research. The increasing variation in research efforts 

was facilitated by basic changes in the funding base. Following the 

war, private donors became less important, as the federal government 

became the dominant source of monies for archaeology in the form of 

research grants from NSF and as archaeological salvage contracts. 

The funding shifts altered slightly the nature of the institutional 

base and created new applied research problems for the archaeologists. 
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In the early 1950's, the NPS first became involved in 

southwestern Arizona archaeology. It sponsored Ezell's (1954) survey 

of the Papagueria and Schroeder's (1952a, 1957) surveys of the lower 

Colorado and the Painted Rock Reservoir. The NPS (through lAS) also 

supported salvage archaeology at the Painted Rock Reservoir (Wasley 

and Johnson 1965). The NPS was the first federal institution to 

become directly involved in the archaeology of southwestern Arizona. 

Its basic goals of doing research and providing logistical support 

for projects did not, however, differ greatly from the goals of the 

regional institutions. The increased federal funding allowed for the 

expansion of the ASH, already dominant in the area. The ASH received 

most of the federal contracts for work in the region before 1970. 

The new federal funding also created for the first time 

in southwestern Arizona applied research problems. Projects such as 

Painted Rock were charged not only with answering questions of archae

ological interest but also with salvaging for future archaeologists 

the data that construction of the reservoir would destroy. An even 

more applied orientation was embodied in the basic research problem 

for Fontana's (1965) survey of the Cabeza Prieta Game Range, defining 

the traditional territory of the Papago to support the Papago Tribe's 

claim before the Indian Lands Claims Commission. 

Despite these changes in research orientations and funding, 

southwestern Arizona remained an area of marginal interest for most 

researchers. Extant research techniques emphasized the excavation 
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of large stratified habitation sites, few of which are known in 

southwestern Arizona. Two investigators, Malcolm Rogers and Julian 

Hayden, deviating from this view, recognized a unique research 

potential in the shallow and ephemeral sites of most arid portions 

of southwestern Arizona. In these sites, especially on desert pave

ment, the entire archaeological record from Clovis points to beer 

bottles lies on the surface. Both Rogers and Hayden realized that 

such an archaeological record allowed consideration of cultural 

history on a broad regional scale using surveys and surface collec

tions rather than excavations. To accomplish this, they developed a 

series of techniques for the relative dating of surface features, 

such as trails and sleeping circles. These techniques have generated 

some controversy (see discussions in Chapters 2 and 5), but they 

clearly represent creative attempts to r~alize the research potential 

of the region. 

The late 1960 l s and early 1970 l s brought dramatic changes 

in research orientation and funding, which significantly modified the 

institutional basis and nature of archaeology in southwestern Arizona. 

The upheavals of the new archaeology altered the research orientation 

of all of American archaeology, as the primary research questions 

shifted from cultural history to culture-environment relations. This 

shift reintroduced the research perspective of Huntington to south

western Arizona. More dramatic in its effect, however, was the 
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astronomical increase in archaeological funding that grew out of 

the environmental and historic preservation laws of the late 1960 1 s. 

These changes reached southwestern Arizona together in the 

key contract studies of the 1970 l s (Stewart and Teague 1974; Raab 

1974; Goodyear 1975), where culture-environment relations were 

emphasized to the virtual exclusion of traditional issues in cultural 

history. These investigators treated the traditional questions as 

if they had been answered. More recently, however, it has been 

recognized that adequate chronological and culture-historical foun

dations remain to be established for the region. Current research 

concerns run the gamut from chronology building to sophisticated 

attempts at reconstructing prehistoric cultural ecology. Almost the 

entire range of research orientations seen in the history of the 

region still exist. On the one hand this predicament is frustrating, 

since we often do not have the foundation to address the glamorous 

issues of American archaeology. On the other hand, most projects, 

if thoughtfully designed, can make substantive contributions to the 

prehistory of the region. 

The massive influx of funding provides support for many 

researchers with varied research orientations, but more importantly 

it has fundamentally changed the institutional basis of research. 

Most of the regional institutions have survived and expanded mas

sively as a result of this funding. Federal archaeology has also 

grown greatly with the introduction of archaeologists into a wide 
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range of agencies including BLM, the Forest Service, and the Fish and 

Wildlife Service. The NPS archaeological program has persisted, but 

its expansion compared to other federal agencies has actually been 

limited (Schiffer 1979). The funding bonanza has also created a new 

type of archaeological institution, the profit-making company. 

Not only has this proliferation of institutions greatly 

increased the number of practicing archaeologists, but it has also 

introduced a greater variety into the institutional relationships sur

rounding the research effort. The federal agencies and profit-making 

firms do not have as their primary goals the expansion of archae

ological knowledge and the education of the public through museums. 

The principal charge of most federal agencies is the long-term bene

ficial management of federal lands or the implementation of congres

sionally mandated land-modification projects. The goals of private 

firms are not so easily characterized. Ideally they desire to pro

mote the advancement of archaeological knowledge, but in the context 

of a profit-making enterprise. As the regional institutions have 

become more dependent on contract work, the profit motive has also 

become incorporated into their operations (see Raab et al. 1980). 

This diversity of institutional goals has resulted in a greater 

range of perspectives among archaeologists as individuals take on the 

job of fulfilling the goals of their institution. This growing 

diversity could result in serious rifts within the archaeological 

community if the common goal of furthering archaeological knowledge 

is not kept in the forefront. 
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Contract archaeology has also led to a whole new set of 

applied research or management problems. Archaeologists now must 

assess the impacts of land-modification projects on archaeological 

remains. This assessment requires experimentation to acquire a 

detailed knowledge of how land-modification activities, such as 

plowing and inundation, affect archaeological remains (Wildesen 1982). 

Beyond direct impacts, archaeologists must consider potential indirect 

impacts. Additionally, archaeologists need to develop plans to miti

gate these impacts, including innovative plans for preserving re

sources. These management requirements and others have created for 

archaeologists an entire field of research related specifically to 

the management of archaeological resources (Schiffer and Gumerman 

1977a). 

The most general trends in the development of archaeology 

in southwestern Arizona mirror all of American archaeology. They 

take on a unique character in southwestern Arizona due to the unique 

character of the resource base. The major causal variables-research 

orientation, institutional base, and funding-are not unique to this 

region. The changes in these variables account for the general 

trends. Examining the interaction between these variables and the 

distinctive aspects of a given area1s archaeology provides a model for 

evaluating those specific developments. This model allows for the 

identification of general trends and dominant research strategies, 

but also permits consideration of the richness of variation and 

creative thought in the history of any given area. 



CHAPTER 5 

THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL RESOURCE BASE 

That part of south-central Arizona and northern Mexico 
referred to as the Papagueria has remained for the most part 
a terra incognita in archaeological research (Goodyear 1975:1). 

Researchers in southwestern Arizona for many years have 

begun their reports by declaring the paucity of archaeological knowl-

edge for the area. As Chapter 4 discusses, this has been, in large 

part a defensible complaint. Recent contract work has, however, 

greatly expanded our understanding of the region. Some areas, such 

as the middle Santa Rosa Wash, are among the most intensively sur-

veyed in the Southwest but others, like the La Posa Plain, remain 

unknown. 

This chapter attempts to sp,ecify what we now know about 

the nature and extent of archaeological resources in southwestern 

Arizona. The discussions will show that what we do know far exceeds 

Goodyear's pessimistic assessment of seven years ago. The archae-

ological record of the study area has the potential to answer a wide 

variety of research questions rang~ng from issues of local to issues 

of national importance. This consideration will also point to the 

many gaps in our knowledge with special reference to the biases 

resulting from the distribution of current contract archaeology 

projects. 
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The earliest archaeological remains in southwestern Arizona 

show remarkable similarity across the entire region, while later 

developments diverge into at least two traditions, the Hohokam and 

the Patayan. The organization of this chapter reflects this devel

opment. Pre-Paleoindian, Paleoindian and Archaic remains will be 

discussed in this order for the entire region. Description of 

Hohokam and then Patayan archaeology follow. 

Precursors of Paleoindian 

Manis Antiquity in the New World 

A long-standing question in American archaeology concerns 

the time when human populations entered the Ne\~ World. The 1926 dis

covery at Folsom, New Mexico of artifacts unequivocally associated 

with Pleistocene bison ended speculations that the human presence in 

the New World spanned only a few thousand years. Later work in the 

Great Plains and southeastern Arizona established the existence of a 

series of Paleoindian traditions, beginning with Clovis and followed 

by Folsom. Since the introduction of radiocarbon dating in the early 

1950 1 s, Paleoindian sites have yielded hundreds of dates (MacNeish 

1978:486), which clearly place Clovis at 9500 to 9000 B.C. (Haynes 

1967, 1969). Current debate centers on whether or not there was a 

pre-Clovis occupation. 

Haynes (1967, 1969, 1972) and Martin (1973) have argued 

the Clovis represents the earliest evidence of man in the New World. 



They have supported this position primarily by questioning the 

antiquity or context of sites purported to be earlier than 10,000 
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B.C. (Haynes 1967, 1980). Haynes (1969:712) has granted that con

clusive evidence of prehistoric cultures between 26,000 to 9000 B.C. 

will eventually be found, but he wisely cautioned against uncritically 

accepting claims of antiquity. Nowhere is the evidence for a pre

Paleoindian occupation of the New World as strong as the evidence for 

the Paleoindian traditions. Clearly, the burden of proof lies on 

those who would advocate the earlier occupation. 

A number.of factors bear on the evaluation of these early 

claims, including problems of radiocarbon contamination, association 

of radiocarbon samples with cultural materials, and the question of 

whether certain chipped rocks resulted from human or natural action. 

Beyond physical displacement of older material into younger levels, 

many processes can contaminate c-14 samples, including the absorption 

of soluble humates, which can add organic carbon of great age, and 

percolation of ground water, which can introduce inorganic carbon 

(CaC0
3
). Furthermore, different materials vary in their reliability 

for c-14 dating. In general, plant material such as charcoal is 

most reliable, whereas shell and bone are less reliable. Other mate

rials, such as caliche and soil organics, are even more problematic 

(Taylor and Payen 1979). The cultural nature of alleged artifacts is 

often difficult to resolve. Several researchers have proposed objec

tive means for making this determination (Barnes 1939; Taylor and 
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Payen 1979; Childers 1977; Jelinek et a1. 1971), but these efforts-

which remain largely subjective and require physical examination of 

the materia1s--have been questioned (Speth 1972). 

MacNeish (1978;490) claims that the Western Hemisphere has 

about 30 sites with good associations and context, 2,000 recognizable 

artifacts, and more than 60 readiocarbon dates predating 10,000 B.C. 

He does recognize, however, that the data supporting human presence 

in the New World before 20,000 B.C. are meager (MacNeish 1978;491-

492); indeed, none of these sites stands up to the evaluations 

p rev i ous 1 y p resen ted. Tay 1 or and Payen (1979) rev i ewed the ev i dence fo r 

early-man sites in California, finding none predating 8000±200 B.C. 

that they could accept without reservations. However, a number of 

sites dating to the 15,000 to 10,000 B.C. range, including Meadow

croft Rockshe1ter in Pennsylvania (Adovasio et a1. 1978, 1980), 

Wilson Butte Cave in Idaho (Gruhn 1965), and Ayacucho in Peru (Mac

Neish et a1. 1970), appear to be strong cases, despite objections 

that have been raised (Haynes 1967, 1980; Mead 1980). In view of 

this evidence, it appears overly cautious to conclude that Clovis 

represents the first prehistoric cultures in the New World. Exactly 

how much earlier than Clovis the first people did arrive is unknown. 

Remains from the deserts of southwestern Arizona may contribute to 

the resolution of this issue. 
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Malpais 

Malcolm Rogers (1939:6-22) coined the term Malpais in refer

ence to the earliest artifacts he observed along the lower Colorado 

River. He later dropped the term, assigning these materials to his 

San Oieguito Complex Phase I (SOl) (Rogers 1953:9). Before the 

advent of C-14 dating, Rogers (n.d.:10-11) was conservative as to 

the age of this industry, suggesting that it postdated Pa1eoindian 

remains and began no earlier than 2000 B.C. Julian Hayden (1976: 

280-288), working in the Sierra Pinacate, reinstated the term Malpais 

to refer to an industry preceeding 501. Hayden (1976:Fig. 9) has 

given more liberal age estimates for Ma1pais, claiming the industry 

may predate 30,000 B.C. and that it definitely precedes Clovis. 

Because of these claims, the validity and dating of the Ma1pais 

industry relates to the broader issue of human antiquity in the New 

Wor1 d. 

According to Hayden (1976:285-288), Ma1pais remains occur in 

all proportions of southwestern Arizona and in a broader area from 

northern Mexico to southern Utah and from the California deserts to 

the Tucson basin. Absence of desert pavement and varnish in the 

Tucson basin and eastward precludes firm identification of an 

eastern boundary for Ma1pais. 

Hayden (1976: 280-288) def i nes the Ma 1 pa i s comp 1 ex on the bas is of 

a stone assemb 1 age, a wo rked-she 11 assemb 1 age, and va r i ous cu1 tura 1 featu res. 

The 1ithics consist of a chopper-scraper industry, which used hard

hammer percussion to manufacture unifacial tools, primarily from 
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basalt. This industry includes spokeshaves, hollow-sided scrapers, 

notched and beaked tools, and choppers, and may have served mainly 

in woodworking (Hayden 1976:281). The shell assemblage includes 

small knives, scrapers, and gouges, but exhibits no evidence of 

ornamental use (Hayden 1976:281). Based on my own examination, 

Hayden's collections of Malpais shell and stone contain some disput

able artifacts, but many are unquestionably of human manufacture. 

The cultural features that Hayden (1976:282) assigns to the Malpais 

include sleeping circles, trails, trail shrines, and intaglios. 

These features were first formed by removing the pavement mosaic to 

expose the soil below; later erosion often removed this soil, 

establishing desert pavement within the feature. Sleeping circles 

usually consist of circular clearings; stone-lined circles are rare. 

Intaglios are geometric, never naturalistic, and often complex 

(Hayden 1982). Later peoples used Malpais trails, but short sections 

survived where changes in topography made them impassable. 

As Hayden (personal communication, 1980) recognizes, few of 

these features are unique to the Malpais complex. The lithic tool 

types occur in all later assemblages--even into ceramic periods. 

Shell tools are common in later complexes, with Malpais types occur

ring in historical aboriginal sites. All prehistoric peoples of 

the Sierra Pinacate and far western Arizona appear to have constructed 

trails, trail shrines, sleeping circles, and intaglios. The Malpais 

complex lacks some later forms of these features, including 
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rock-lined sleeping circles and naturalistic intaglios, but all 

Ma1pais forms occur in later periods. This lack of unique artifacts 

and features prevents the Ma1pais from being defined by type fossils. 

Identification of the complex requires examining stratigra

phic relationships and the physical weathering of materials. Rogers 

and Hayden used a complex set of contextual relationships based on 

desert pavement and varnish formation, and weathering. Hayden 

characterizes Ma1pais lithic tools as having a heavy liquid-like 

varnish, by solution weathering on basalt tools, and as being found 

either embedded in the desert pavement or lying on top of a very 

old pavement. Ma1pais shell tools are grey and have deep solution 

channeling across their flakes. Hayden further characterizes Ma1pais 

cultural features as having well varnished desert pavement bottoms. 

No Ma1pais material has been recovered from stratified or chrono

metrically dated contexts; thus, evaluation of the complex dating 

rests entirely on these relationships. 

Hayden (1976) bases his dating estimates on the proposition 

that desert varnish and pavement formation occur only during periods 

of extreme aridity (a1titherma1). Following this proposition Hayden 

reconstructs an altithermal period between Ma1pais and SOl to account 

for the greater varnish on Ma1pais tools. As Chapter 2 discusses in 

more detail, varnish formation is greater during periods of aridity 

but continues in the more arid portions of the desert at all times. 

Thus, desert varnish is not exclusively a product of altitherma1s 

and, dependingon a variety of conditions (such as rainfall and soil 
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composition), desert varnish formation does not occur at the same 

rate in different localities. Hayden (personal communication, 1980) 

counters this argument by noting that modern experiments show a very 

slow rate of varnish formation (Allen 1978). Therefore,Haydenbelieves 

that varnish formation during nonaltithermal periods proceeds so 

slowly that it does not visibly add to the patina on a tool; only 

during arid periods would macroscopically visible varnish form. 

Despite the vagaries surrounding the exact processes and 

rates of desert varnish formation, this line of evidence for the 

relative dating of Malpais warrants further consideration. 

Chronometric dating of the Malpais complex requires collect

ing C-14 materials (preferably plant remains) in good association 

with Malpais artifacts. Further investigations clearly need to focus 

on locating the stratified deposits that could yield these datable 

materials. Such deposits might be found in the Sierra Pinacate or 

in caves near water sources in the mountain ranges of southwestern 

Arizona. Clearly, chronometric dating of Malpais could yield infor

mation on human antiquity in the New World. If not for desert 

varnish and other slow-acting environmental processes, the Malpais 

complex probably would not have been recognized as distinct, which 

perhaps explains why documentation of it in other areas has been 

especially difficult. 
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Ventana Cave 

The Paleoindian and Archaic occupations of southwestern 

Arizona cannot be discussed without first considering the side of 

Ventana Cave. This cave produc~d the region1s only stratified 

deposits for these time periods. Indeed, the site represents a 

major data set for interpreting the Paleoindian and Archaic periods 

throughout the West. The cave, which lies in the Castle Mountains 

on the Papago Indian Reservation, contained a permanent spring and 

occupational debris spanning 11,000 years. Emil Haury excavated the 

cave in the early 1940ls as part of the Arizona State Museum 

Papagueria Project; the information provided here derives from his 

final report (Haury 1950). 

Haury identified six major natural levels in the cave, 

Conglomerate, Volvanic Debris, Red Sand, Talus, Moist Midden, and 

Dry Midden. He (1950:176) maintained that the Conglomerate layer 

contained no artifacts, but this level did yield two c-14 dates: 

10,600±600 B.C. on bone apatite and 5210±240 B.C. on calcium carbon

ate cement around the bone (Haury 1975:v). Hayden claims that a 

vesicular basalt discoidal and a basalt chip from this level are of 

human manufacture. The Conglomerate and the following Volcanic 

Debris layers contained the remains of extinct fauna; the latter also 

yielded definite artifacts of the Ventana complex and a C-14 date 

of 9350±1200 B.C. on dispersal charcoal (Haury 1975:v) An erosional 

surface, or disconformity, separated the Volcanic Debris layer from 



the Red Sand layer, indicating a gap in the sequence of indeter

minable length. The Red Sand layer contained Ventana-Amargosa I 

material, whereas the succeeding Talus deposit was almost devoid 

of artifacts. 

The Moist and Dry Middens made up the majority of cave 
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fill. The Moist Midden was deposited first and contained Chiricahua

Amargosa II and San Pedro materials; organic preservation was poor. 

In contrast, the Dry Midden, with excellent organic preservation, 

contained mainly Hohokam materials with some Papago artifacts in 

its uppermost portion. 

Paleoindian 

From approximately 10,000 to 6000 B.C., Paleoindian groups 

roamed portions of the Southwest and Great Plains, hunting large 

game with finely made lanceolate projectile points. Their artifacts, 

found in hundreds of sites, have been subdivided into numerous com

plexes; the only one of these to occur in southern Arizona is the 

earliest, Clovis. 

In contrast to and contemporarneous with this largely Plains

related cultural adaptation, a separate western co-tradition covered 

the Great Basin and western portions of the Southwest (Davis et al. 

1969). This tradition, represented in southwestern Arizona by San 

Dieguito, lacks the finely made large bifaces of the Great Plains 

Paleoindian tradition and associations with large game kil Is; instead 

it is characterized by crudely shaped unifacial and bifacial tools. 
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Clovis 

The Arizona State Museum excavated numerous Clovis sites in 

the Sulphur Spring valley of southeastern Arizona, including Naco, 

Lehner, and Murray Springs. Isolated Clovis points have been found 

throughout southern Arizona (Agenbroad 1967) and in southeastern 

California (Rogers 1939:P1ate 19). Ezell (1954:13) found an isolated 

Clovis point in the northwestern Papagueria. The only possible Clovis 

assemblage from southwestern Arizona is the Ventana complex in the 

Volcanic Debris layer at Ventana Cave (Haury 1950:176-199). This 

complex included one crude fluted point of basalt, which Haury first 

labeled IIFo1somoid" but, after the Clovis complex was identified in 

southeastern Arizona, Haury (1975:v) designated the artifact I~ local 

imitation of a Clovis point." A C-14 date of 11,300±1200 B.P. (9350 

B.C., A-203--Damon and Long 1962) from charcoal in the Volcanic Debris 

places the complex within the time range of Clovis. 

Archaeologists have traditionally inferred that big-game 

hunting supplied the bulk of Clovis subsistence (Haynes 1972:51). 

This view has not, however, been universally accepted, as some 

researchers (Haury et a1. 1959:13-14; Martin and P10g 1973:160) 

identify Sulfur Spring Cochise material as a specialized p1ant

gathering focus of Clovis. Numerous factors must be considered in 

this debate, including subsistence practices of ethnographic hunting 

and gathering groups, the dating of Sulphur Spring material, and 

the technological aspects of tools. 
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San Dieguito 

Rogers (1929) initially referred to San Dieguito as the 

"scraper maker people," but later adopted the term San Oieguito, 

dividing the industry into three phases: Malpais, Playa I, and 

Playa II (Rogers 1939). In his consultations with Haury in 1943, 

Rogers once again altered the terminology, changing the three phases 

to San Dieguito I (501), San Dieguito II (5011), and San Oieguito III 

(50111) (Haury 1950; Rogers 1958). Further confusion has arisen 

through Haury's (1950:193) mislabeling of the Ventana complex as 

50111 when, in fact, Rogers would interpret this complex as 501 

(Hayden 1966; Haury 1975:vi). Hayden (1966, 1967, 1976) has closely 

followed Rogers' final scheme for San Dieguito, altering it only by 

adding a Malpais phase before 501. Three San Oieguito phases are 

currently distinguished, primarily on the presence or absence of 

traits (Rogers 1939, 1958; Warren 1967). 

San Dieguito represents an extremely long-lived and wide

spread lithic industry, with its western boundary at the Pacific 

Ocean. According to Hayden (1976:285-286), the industry extends 

as far south as Guaymas, Sonora, and as far north as the Virgin 

RiVer. Rogers (1958) identified artifacts from the Rincon and 

Rillito River terraces as San Oieguito and maintained that the 

Sulphur Spring stage of Cochise was SDI with instrusive grinding 

equipment (Rogers 1958:10). Rogers (n.d., 1966) divided the San 

Oieguito range into four aspects, one of which, the southeastern, 
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includes all of the present study area. According to Rogers (1966: 

6), 501 extended across this entire area, 501 I was restricted to the 

eastern banks of the Colorado, and 50111 was absent from southwestern 

Arizona. Work in the Sierra Pinacate (Hayden 1976) and near Dateland 

(Huckell n.d.) has confi rmed the 501 occupation of the Papagueria 

and revealed no evidence of 501 lor I II, basically supporting Rogers' 

distributions. 

Dating the San Oieguito complex i~ a subject of much contro

versy. Warren (1967:179) recovered charcoal at the San Oieguito 

type site (the C.W. Harris site in San Diego), which yielded three 

dates for 501 I I: 6540±400 (A-724), 6540±406 (A-725), and 7080±350 

(A-722A). Hayden (1976:Fig. 9) argues that 501 is even older than 

the Harris site dates and identifies the Ventana complex as 501. He 

uses the Ventana complex date of 9350 B.C.±120D (A-203, Damon and 

Long 1962) to suggest 501 began as early as 23 or 13,000 B.C. Warren 

(1967) and Hayden (1976) also discuss various more questionable dates. 

Numerous limitations to the definition of the San Dieguito 

industry exist. With the possible exception of the Ventana complex, 

the only excavated stratified San Oieguito site is W.C. Harris. In 

neither case has any combination of the three phases occurred in 

stratigraphic position. The Harris site dates provide some idea of 

the dating of 501 II; the Ventana complex date may be applicable--if 

this complex is San Oieguito. Rogers' placement of San Oieguito 

relative to other industries and the internal division of phases 
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overall derive from relationships of desert varnish, desert pavement, 

and climatic reconstruction. These arguments are subject to the same 

limitations as those of Hayden regarding Malpais. 

These problems have led several researchers to question the 

validity of the San Oieguito phase sequence or, alternatively, to 

question San Oieguito as a distinct industry. Warren (1967) dis

putes the relative placement and unique character of SOl, viewing it 

as a functionally specific aspect of La Jolla or Cochise. He notes 

that the distribution of SOl does not overlap with the distribution 

of SOl I and I I I and that SOl is found in different topographic posi

tions than are SOl I and I I I. He further suggests that SOl I and I I I 

may be the same industry. These arguments suggest that SOl material 

in southwestern Arizona may not be related to SOl I and I I I of southern 

California. The occurrence of SOl and I I--with no SOil I--along the 

east banks of the Colorado River provides a potential laboratory 

for straightening out these relationships, especially if stratified 

sites can be found. 

The second of these questions, raised more often in conver

sation than in print, is that 5011 and III represent a functionally 

specific aspect of either La Jolla or Cochise. The stratigraphic 

relationships at the Harris site argue against this interpretation, 

and Warren (1967:171) has rejected it. A recent C-14 date (6300±75 

B.C.) on bone collagen from a Milling Stone horizon burial (SOMI6709) , 

however, places La Jolla coeval with Harren's (1967:179) datingof 

50111 at the Harris site (Ike et a1. 1979:526). 
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Faced with choosing between a single stratigraphic sequence 

and a single c-14 date derived from bone, I must give the gneatest 

weight to the stratigraphic sequence and agree with Warren (1967:171) 

that 501 I I represents an independent industry. Evidence relevant 

to the problem will probably not be forthcoming from southwestern 

Arizona, where 50111 material is absent. It is difficult to conceive 

of 501 material in southwestern Arizona--extending hundreds of miles 

east of coastal Ca1ifornia--as a functional facies of La Jolla. 

The Ventana Complex 

Resolution of the controversies surrounding the cultural 

placement of the Ventana complex has implications for borader issues 

involving the nature of Clovis adaptation and the dating and relative 

position of 501. The two basic positions regarding the Ventana 

complex are that it represents a regional variant of Clovis (Haury 

1975:v) or a 501 occupation of Ventana Cave (Rogers 1966:37; Hayden 

1976:285) . 

Haury (1950:176-199) defined the Ventana complex on the basis 

of chipped and ground stone and shell from the Volcanic Oebrls layer. 

All 47 shell fragments were of a single species, Laevicardium e1atum; 

none had been worked, suggesting a utilitarian rather than ornamental 

use. The 89 chipped-stone artifacts included projectile points 

(2), knives (11), scrapers (63), gravers (3), choppers (3), planes 

(6), and a hammerstone. An oval rhyolite handstone was found at the 

contact between the Conglomerate and Volcanic Oebris layers. The 

Vo1vanic Oebris, which yielded the c-14 date of 9350±1200 B.C., also 



contained remains of extinct jaguar, ground sloth, tapir, horse, 

bison, and numerous modern fauna (Haury 1950:14). 

Haury (1975:v) iden~ified the complex as Clovis because of 

its fluted point, which fits within the range of variation for 
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Clovis points (Haury 1950:Fig. 21b). The remainder of the complex 

little resembles non-projec.tile point Clovis artifacts (Bruce Huckell, 

personal communication, 1981); instead it is similar to Sulphur 

Spring or San Oieguito I assemblages. Clearly, if Clovis included 

a gathering component, the Ventana complex would be a prime candi

date. The differences between it and Clovis kill sites would, there

fore, be accountable as functional differences. 

Rogers (1966:29) and Hayden (1976:288) have focused on arti

facts other than projectile points and identified the Ventana complex 

as a late SOl assemblage with an intrusive Clovis point. Most of 

the Ventana complex artifacts clearly fit Rogers' trait list for 

SOl. Although no other associations of SOl and Clovis points have 

been reported, numerous associations of SOIII with Clovis points are 

documented (Oavis 1973:22; Hayden 1976:288; Rogers 1939:68; Riddell 

and Olsen 1969). Oavis (1973:22) has claimed that such fluted points 

were produced by groups in the western co-tradition, and Rogers 

(1939:68) has also -advocated their local manufacture. These data 

suggest that the association of San Oieguito materials with fluted 

points is neither unique nor unexpected. 

The ambiquity regarding the classification of the Ventana 

complex foreshadows major culture-historical issues of later times. 
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Throughout prehistory southwestern Arizona was a meeting ground for 

archaeological traditions originating in southern California and 

in southeastern Arizona. It is also a meeting ground for archae

ologists oriented towards either southern California or southern 

Arizona. Some ambiguity is a product of archaeologists interpreting 

the data from these different perspectives. 

The environment of southwestern Arizona also represents a 

gradient toward greater aridity in the west (Chapter 2). Today, the 

western portion of this area most closely resembles the deserts of 

southern California, having less than 5 inches of annual precipitation, 

extensive areas of desert pavement, and a low biomass. Although the 

climate during the late Pleistocene and early Holocene is difficult 

to reconstruct, the physiographic conditions that produce the modern 

climate gradient would still have operated. Regardless of the exact 

nature of the environment in western Arizona, the area still would 

have been more like southeastern California than eastern Arizona. 

Thus, a single adaptation should not be expected to be viable in 

both southwestern Arizona and southeastern Arizona at one time. 

SOl represents a basic technology seemingly oriented towards 

the working of wood (Hayden 1976:284). East of the study area, 

additional elements were added to this assemblage as new resources 

occurred in the environment. Fluted points are normally associated 

with megafauna; that is, horse, bison, and mammoth. The absence 

of such megafauna in southwestern Arizona and southern California 
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may be due to chance, but this explanation is unlikely. Such sites 

are often visbile and, with their unusual fauna, are frequently 

noted and reported by non-archaeologists. Such sites probably have 

not been reported from the study area because the megafiauna were 

absent or scarce. Therefore, the highly specialized Clovis mammoth

and bison-hunting toolkit should not be expected. The occupants of 

the region would have had to depend more on smaller game, plant 

gathering, or western Pleistocene fauna such as ground sloth. The 

scattered occurrence of fluted points may reflect the rare occurrence 

of Plains-type megafauna. Given this situation, the arguments con

cerning the classification of the Ventana complex are futile. Since 

the environmental would have been transitional between that of 

eastern Arizona and southern California, the transitional nature of 

the lithic assemblage in the cave should not be surprising. 

This leaves for consideration the broader issues of SOl 

dating and Clovis subsistence. The 9350±l200 B.C. date clearly 

shows that the SOl industry existed at this time and suggest that 

other SOl sites are also this old. The association of the Clovis 

point, megafauna, and SOl artifacts demonstrates that a group that 

manufactured and used Clovis points, probably for hunting horse 

and bison, also engaged in a wider range of subsistence activities. 

This evidence has little bearing on the nature of Clovis subsistence 

in southeastern Arizona and on the Plains, where mammoth and bison 

would have been more frequent. However, it does add credence to the 



position of Haury et al. (1959:13-14) that, with the extinction of 

the Pleistocene megafauna, Clovis hunters gradually shifted their 

adaptation, becoming the Archaic Cochise tradition. 

Archaic 
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In Ventana Cave, a disconformity (period of erosion) follows 

the Pleistocene Volcanic Debris layer. As a result, at the only 

excavated stratified preceramic site in southwestern Arizona, the 

deposits that could contain SDI I and I I I are missing. The transi

tion from Paleoindian to Archaic is thus obscured. The major factor 

normally used to distinguish Paleoindian from Archaic is the absence 

of ground stone tools in the former and the absence of finely made 

projectile points in the latter. Two Archaic traditions, Amargosa 

and Cochise, have been identified in southwestern Arizona. 

Several researchers have attempted to synthesize western 

Archaic remains in terms of broad unifying cultures. Jennings 

(1964) proposed the Desert Culture, which represents a foraging 

1 ifeway like that of the Great Basin Shoshone. The Desert Culture 

existed in the Great Basin from 9000 B.C. until historic times but, 

in the Southwest, it formed the basis for later agricultural tradi

tions and included the Amargosa and the Cochise. Daugherty (1962: 

144-150) has proposed the Intermontane Western Tradition, a concept 

that differs little from the Desert Culture, and encompasses Cochise 

and Amargosa. Daugherty postulates for this tradition a flexible 

economy, closely tied to the environment, which added other traits 
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through time. Daugherty (1962) also presents a developmental 

sequence based on a strict adherence to Antevs' climatic reconstruc

tion for the late Pleistocene and early Holocene. The most specific 

of the unifying cultures relevant to southwestern Arizona is Irwin

Williams' (1967) Picosa culture. Irwin-Williams identified two 

levels of analysis, one stressing the similarities among the Amargosa, 

Cochise, and San Jose-Oshara complexes and a second stressing the 

differences. The Picosa complexes initially shared a cqmmon lifeway 

but eventually diverged, leading to the different agricultural tradi

tions of the prehistoric Southwest. All of these schemes focus on 

a generalized hunting and gathering lifeway which, in the Southwest, 

is embellished by the addition of new traits, but remains virtually 

unchanged in the Great Basin. 

Cochise 

E. B. Sayles and Ernst Antevs (1941) defined the Cochise 

tradition based on materials recovered from arroyo banks in the 

Sulphur Spring valley, southeastern Arizona. They initially divided 

it into three stages: Sulphur Spring, Chiricahua, and San Pedro. 

In 1958 Sayles (1958) added the Cazador phase, intermediate between 

Sulphur Spring and Chiricahua. Whalen (1971 :74-87) identified the 

Cazador as an aspect of Sulphur Spring, noting that Cazador materials 

originated from the same levels in ~Jhitewater Draw that first yielded 

Sulphur Spring material. More recently, Irwin-Wi 11 iams (1979:37-38) 



questioned the association of Sulphur Spring and Cazador. She 

suggested, instead, that the Cazador cannot be verified either as 

a separate phase or as part of Sulphur Spring. 

Sayles and Antevs (1941) defined the Sulphur Spring phase 

to include ground stone (flat metates and oval handstones), with 

a lesser quantity of chipped lithics. The chipped stone consists 
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of an assemblage basic to all the Cochise phases, including choppers, 

scrapers, planes, and knives. With the inclusion of Cazador, as 

suggested by Whalen (1971 :74-87), Sulphur Spring also contains poorly 

made, relatively amorphous projectile points. The phase appears to 

date from approximately 7500 to 3500 B.C. on the basis of nine C-14 

dates from Sulphur Spring and Cazador deposits (Whalen 1971 :67, 69). 

At several locales in Whitewater Draw, Sulphur Spring material 

occurs in apparent association with extinct Pleistocene fauna, in

cluding camel, dire wolf, mammoth, and horse (Haury 1960; Whalen 

1971:87-91; Sayles and Antevs 1941). This association has been 

questioned by several researchers (Whalen 1971 :87-91) who argue that 

the Pleistocene extinctions occurred by 9000 B.C. (Martin 1967), yet 

the earliest date for Sulphur Spring is 7500 B.C. Martin developed 

this argument to support his theory of Pleistocene extinctions and 

it requires rejection of numerous dates for Pleistocene fauna ranging 

to 6000 B.C. (Hester 1960; Haynes 1964). Furthermore, Haury's 

(1960) arguments for the validity of the association appear sound and 

have not been answered in print. 
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The Chiricahua and San Pedro phases differ from Sulphur Spring 

mainly by the addition of traits. Flat metates continue, accompanied 

by increasingly deeper, oval basin metates and shaped manos. To 

the amorphous Cazador points are added squat, triangular, corner

notched points during Chiricahua, and an elongated, triangular, 

stemmed San Pedro point during the last phase. Towards the end of 

San Pedro, pithouses, evidence of agriculture (Sayles 1945; Eddy 

1958; Martin et al. 1949), and ceramics appear. Whalen (1971:67-70) 

places Chiricahua between 3500 and 1500 B.C. and San Pedro between 

1500 to 200 B.C. More recent C-14 dates (Schiffer 1982) suggest that 

San Pedro lasted until about A.D. 200. Chiricahua and San Pedro 

remains are found from central New Mexico on the east to Ventana Cave 

on the west. 

Amargosa 

Rogers (1939) defined the Amargosa tradition while working 

in southern California and along the lower Colorado River. He first 

identified a Pinto-Gypsum complex between the San Dieguito complex 

and the Amargosa (Rogers 1939), but later revised this to include 

Pinto-Gypsum as ~e first Amargosa phase (Rogers 1958; Haury 1950: 

534). Later work by Rogers and Haury led to the division of the 

Amargosa into three phases: Amargosa, I, II, and II I. In his 

Sierra Pinacate work, Hayden (1967, 1976; personal communication, 

1980) used Rogers' phases as developmental stages. The Sierra 

Pinacate remains also differ from those reported by Rogers. Hayden 

found ground stone associated with the earliest Amargosan remains, 
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whereas Rogers reported no ground stone with Amargosa I. Moreover, 

the Pinacate phases began and ended later. For example, since pottery 

was never produced in the Sierra Pinacate, Hayden extended Amargosa 

III into the 19th century. The present discussion uses the original 

three-phase scheme as also presented by Haury (1950:534). 

Rogers (1958, 1966:68, n.d.:116) suggested that Amargosans 

rnigrating from Cal ifornia displaced the SOl populations in south

western Arizona. Alternatively, Hayden (1976:288, 1969) maintains 

that SOl ended with an A1titherma1 period, leading to the abandonment 

of southwestern Arizona. Hayden interprets the Volcanic Debris-Red 

Sand disconformity in Ventana Cave as evidence of this drought. 

Rogers' and Haydens' apparent differences of opinion results from 

their varying assessments of SOl's antiquity. Both authors agree 

that the area was abandoned during Antev's A1titherma1; Rogers (1958: 

8), however, postulated the entry of SOl populations after the 

A1titherma1, whereas Hayden maintained they preceded it. 

Amargosa I remains occur throughout most of southwestern 

Arizona. They were present in the Red Sand layer at Ventana Cave 

(Haury 1950:521-548) and are extensive in the Sierra Pinacate (Hayden 

1967:338-339). This complex consists primarily of chipped-stone 

tools, including crude, stemmed and basally notched projectile points 

(Rogers 1939:P1. 113, Haury 1950:P1. 22). In the Sierra Pinacate 

these tools are lightly patinated (Hayden 1967:338). Rogers (1939: 

52) maintained that no metates or manos occurred in Amargosa I, but 

he did assign some thin, flat slabs of schist or similar stone with 
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ground surfaces to the phase. Hayden (1969), in the Sierra Pinacate, 

identified a specialized grinding tool called a gyratory crusher, 

which may have originated in this phase. Amargosan features include 

camp clearings in the desert pavement 3 to 10 m in diameter, geometric 

and zoomorphic intagl ios, trails, and trail shrines. The dating of 

the phase is somewhat ambiguous. Hayden (1976:Fig. 9) placed its 

beginning at 3000 B.C., and in Ventana Cave it occurs stratigraph

ically beneath Chiricahua material (Haury 1950:523). 

The major change in Amargosa II chipped stone is the intro

duction of a triangular, often serrated, short, corner-notched projec

tile point ~imilar to those of Chiricahua (Rogers 1939:Pl. 16). Also, 

as in Chiricahua, crude projectile points typical of the earlier 

phases continue to be made. Rogers (1958a:6) indicates that metates 

and mortars appear in the early part of Amargosa I I in Arizona but 

not in California. Dating of this phase is also problematic. Hayden 

(1976:Fig. 9) suggested it ended around 1000 B.C., and in Ventana Cave 

it occurs in the Wet Midden with Chiricahua material (Haury 1950:523). 

Rosenthal et al. (1978) reported on two Amargosa II sites in the 

Quijotoa Valley, and Doelle (1980a) found two preceramic Amargosan 

components in the San Cristobal Valley. 

Amargosa I I I follows Amargosa I I with apparent continuity. 

The major criteria distinguishing Amargosa II I from earlier phases 

are an increase in ground stone, no patination of 1 ithic tools, and 

a change in projectile point types (Hayden 1967:339). Projectile 
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points are long, triangular-bladed, corner-notched, and similar to 

San Pedro points (Rogers 1939:Pl. 16). Toward the end of the phase, 

Amargosan I II artifacts are found associated with plain brownware 

ceramics in a range from the Sierra Pinacate east to the Rincon 

Mountains near Tucson (Hayden 1967:339-340). In the Sierra Pinacate 

the same range of features continues to occur with the introduction 

of IIcorralesll or multiple-coursed, horseshoe-shaped stone windbreaks. 

Hayden (1967:339) identified as Amargosa I II a burial at Tinajas de 

los Papagos containing a prone skeleton with a pigment-stained slab 

metate on its hip. These burial features are reminiscent of Milling 

Stone horizon burials in southern California (Ike et al. 1979). The 

bone yielded a radiocarbon date of 20 B.C. ± 110 (Hayden 1967:339). 

Amargosan III remains have been defined primarily in the Sierra 

Pinacate and along the lower Colorado River. Haury (1950:533) 

recorded no Amargosa II I remains at Ventana Cave, but equated 

Amargosa I I I temporarily with San Pedro. Hayden (1976:Fig. 9) 

dated the phase from 1000 B.C. to A.D. 300, and Rosenthal et al. 

(1978) suggested that in the western part of the Papago Reservation 

the phase extended to A.D. 800. The overall paucity of dates makes 

these estimates provisional at best. 

The Archaic in Southwestern Arizona 

Just as in the Paleoindian period, southwestern Arizona was 

during the Archaic a meeting place for eastern and western cultural 

influences. Considerable debate exists concerning the taxonomic 
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relationships of San Oieguito, Cochise, and Amargosa. Specifically, 

both Rogers (1958:10) and Hayden (1976:288) have claimed that Sulphur 

Spring should be classified as San Oieguito I. Hayden (1970:88) 

has further suggested that the entire Cochise tradition be subsumed 

under the Amargosa. 

Both Hayden and Rogers noted great similarity between the 

chipped-stone assemblages of SOl and Sulphur Spring. Neither investi

gator, however, has accounted for the occurrence of manos and metates 

with this chipped stone. Huckell (n.d.:6-7) contested the equation 

of SOl with Sulphur Spirng, because inclusion of projectile points 

in Sulphur Spring (the Cazador material) leaves little similarity 

between the assemblages. Also, SOl appears to exist as much as 2000 

years before Sulphur Spring. 

Great similarities can be found between the chipped-stone 

assemblages of Amargosa and later Cochise phases. Comparison of 

Rogers' (1939:Pl. 16) with Sayles and Antevs' (1941) illustrations 

of Chiricahua and San Pedro points reveals many stylistic similari

ties between Cochise and Amargosa points. Many of the points Haury 

(1950) identified at Ventana Cave as Amargosa are, however, distinct 

from any of the projectile points referenced above. Similarities 

are also found in the nonprojectile point chipped-stone; indeed, 

Haury labeled the phases as hybrids (i .e., Chiricahua/Amargosa I I) 

and spoke of cultural mixing at Ventana Cave. These resemblances 

also led Hayden (1970:88) to conclude that only one complex, properly 

thought of as Amargosa, exists. 
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Much of this debate appears to result from individuals 

examining the data from different regional perspectives--California 

and eastern Arizona. Amargosa and Cochise appear distinctive in 

the areas for which they were defined: the lower Colorado River 

and southeastern Arizona respectively. In most of southwestern 

Arizona, however, no clear boundary divides them. This situation 

illustrates the basic concept underlying attempts to synthesize 

the Archaic of the transmountain West: a basic artifact assemblage 

and lifeway that diversify with regional and temporal additions. 

The widespread similarities in the Archaic complexes of 

southwestern Arizona reflect the basic cultural dynamics of hunters 

and gatherers in arid environments and basic technological features 

common to such economies. Hunters and gatherers in arid environments 

tend to range over large territories in small exogamous bands with 

highly fluid memberships (Steward 1938; Lee 1979; Gould 1977; Yellen 

1977; Tuggle 1970; Woodburn 1971). As a result, a high level of 

interaction would be expected across southern Arizona. Projectile

point styles originating in southeastern Arizona could easily occur 

along the lower Colorado due to exchange, the actual physical presence 

of southeastern individuals, or diffusion of styles. 

Among all ethnographically known groups in the Southwest 

and the Great Basin, wooden tools made up a large and often dominant 

proportion of toolkits (Drucker 1941; Gifford 1940; Ray 1942; Stewart 

1941). Without metals, such tools must be shaped by lithic a~tifacts. 

A chipped-stone woodworking toolkit, therefore, is a basic assemblage 
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to be expected in all times and adaptations in southwestern Arizona; 

the SOl complex may represent such a woodworking toolkit (Hayden 

1976:284). In both the SOl and Ventana complexes the high percentage 

of steep-angled unifacia1 tools and spokeshaves is striking. Many 

archaeologists regard artifacts with such characteristics to be 

woodworking tools (Wi1msen 1970:70; Semenov 1973; Gould et a1. 1971). 

Tools would be added to the basic woodworking toolkit, depending on 

environmental and adaptive differences; for example, mortars for 

processing mesquite pods, metates for grass seeds, and projectile 

points for hunting large game (i .e., antelope and larger). 

The differences between Amargosa and Cochise may be related 

to the east-west environmental gradient in southern Arizona. Cochise 

groups in the moister eastern portion would have had greater access 

to grasses and larger game, thus the addition of metates and projec

tile points. In a more arid region, such as the Sierra Pinacate, 

less grass and more mesquite could be expected, thus the development 

of specialized tools such as gyratory crushers. 

This model accounts for the variability in the Archaic of 

southwestern Arizona and can be tested using data from the region. 

Such a test would need to carry out analyses to examine several 

imp1 ications of the model, including (1) verifying the SOl assemblage 

as a woodworking toolkit, (2) correlating various resources and 

specific tools, and (3) correlating the distribution of resources 

at different times with the contemporaneous distribution of tools. 



Numerous techniques, including edge-angle analysis (Wi1msen 1970; 

Gould et a1. 1971) and use-wear analysis (Hayden 1970; Keeley 
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1977), could be used to determine the function of SOl tools. Several 

studies have correlated certain resources with tools, including the 

association of metates with grass seed processing, mortars and metates 

with leguminous tree seeds (Ooelle 1976:55; Felger and Moser 1971), 

and gyratory crushers with leguminous tree seeds (Hayden 1969). 

Further work is required to better define the mix of tools needed 

for exploiting each resource. For the final test implication, some 

evidence is present in the distribution of metates. Metates appear 

to decline in frequency from Cochise sites in southeastern Arizona 

to Ventana Cave to the Sierra Pinacate and, finally, to the lower 

Color.ado River. This distribution corresponds to the decline in 

grasses from east to west, as the environment becomes drier. Such 

relationships need to be quantified and more rigorously considered. 

Throughout southwestern Arizona, the Archaic ends with the 

introduction of pottery and agriculture. In some areas, such as the 

Sierra Pinacate, an essentially Archaic lifeway extends into the 

historic period, but ceramic-producing horticu1turalists occupied 

most of southwestern Arizona. The archaeological remains of these 

farmers are designated Hohokam and Patayan. 

Hohokam 

Much of the debate and controversy surrounding the Hohokam 

has focused on nomenclature. Researchers have variously tried to 
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expand or constrict the materials included in Hohokam and to attach 

corresponding ethic or linguistic significance to these materials. 

This discussion applies the term Hohokam to an archaeological root 

that can be contrasted with the other ceramic-period roots of the 

Southwest: Anasazi, Mogollon, and Patayan. As such, the term labels 

a pattern of artifacts and features that occurs mainly in the lower 

Sonoran Desert of Arizona. Haury (1976) has defined this pattern 

and its range, which covers most of the eastern third of the study 

area and is primarily known from the Gila Bend vicinity and the 

Papago Reservation. Unlike Haury and many other researchers, this 

discussion attaches no necessary ethnic or 1inguisti~ 'meaning to 

these archaeological remains. In applying the term Hohokam, I mean 

only that the materials in question are more like others labeled 

Hohokam than those labeled Mogollon, Patayan, or Anasazi. Issues 

concerning the ethnic or linguistic affiliation of this pattern 

cannot be resolved by redefinition or reclassification of the Hohokam 

root, but would require creative, empirical research. 

Investigators have emphasized six major problem areas in their 

attempts to explain Hohokam culture history: chronology, origins, 

Colonial period expansion, boundaries, Sedentary to Classic transi

tion, and the Hohokam-Pima continuum. All of these issues are 

relevant to the culture history of southwestern Arizona and can be 

addressed from this region, but not all of the controversies 

surrounding these issues can be resolved using region-specific data. 
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In addressing these problem areas, several researchers, including 

Haury (1976), Hayden (1970), Di Peso (1956, 1979a), and Masse (1980), 

have produced complex syntheses of Hohokam culture history. 

Chronology 

The archaeological material identified as Hohokam in south

western Arizona cannot be summarized without first addressing 

chronology. Schiffer (1982) indicates that disputes have concerned 

both the relative sequence of Hohokam phases and their calibration 

with the modern calendar. In this discussion, I accept the sequence 

laid out by Gladwin at al. (1938) and Haury (1976). I refer the 

reader to Schiffer (1982) for the rationale behind this decision. 

Unfortunately, I cannot so easily accept a dating scheme. The latter 

can basically be divided into those having a long count beginning 

before A.D. (Haury 1976; Gladwin et al. 1938), and those having a 

short count beginning up to several hundred years after A.D. 1 (Plog 

1980; Wilcox and Shenk 1977; Schiffer 1982; Di Peso 1956; Gladwin 

1942, 1948). The c-14 data discussed in Schiffer (1982) appear to 

support a short count, whose exact length and divisions remain 

controversial. 

Hohokam sites in the study area occur mainly along the lower 

Gila and in the Papagueria, both areas for which researchers have 

proposed several different phase schemes. Traditionally, Gila-Salt 

basin phase designations have been applied to the lower Gila sites, 

especially around Gila Bend (Wasley and Johnson 1965; Vivian 1965). 
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Haury (1950) proposed a three-part phase sequence for the Papagueria, 

which has been adopted by most researchers, although some have 

tinkered with its calendrical interpretation (Rosenthal et a1. 1978). 

Working in the Papagueria, Goodyear (1975) and Masse (1980) used 

phases corresponding largely to those of the Gila-Salt basin but 

with different labels. And, Di Peso's (1956) phasa scheme for 

southern Arizona can be applied to the Papagueria. The relative 

relationships of these sequences are shown in Figure 2, as well as 

the generally accepted phase sequence for the Tucson basin. This 

summary of the Hohokam root in southwestern Arizona is organized 

in terms of the periods that apply across the entire root. 

Ceramics 

Archaeologists have greatly emphasized ceramic types in 

identifying Hohokam phases and periods. Hohokam ceramics are 

divided into two wares, Hohokam Buffware and Sonoran Brownware, 

using the general Southwestern typological system defined by Colton 

and Hargrave (1937). 

The Gila Pueblo defined Hohokam Buffware based on survey 

data and excavations at Snaketown. Buff-bodied pottery with a soft 

paste, numerous cavities in the paste, and a friable blood-red paint 

characterize this ware. Gladwin et a1. (1938:168-230) and Haury 

(1976:191-254) provide detailed discussions and type descriptions for 

Hohokam Buffware; Ezell (1954:16) added the type Wingfield Plain. 

The distribution of this ware centers on the Gila-Salt basin. 
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In addition to this buffware, Gila Pueblo and Arizona State 

Museum investigations revealed stylistically similar but technologi

cally different pottery types centering on the eastern Papagueria 

and the Tucson basin. In the late 1930's and early 1940's Kelly 

(Kelly, Officer, and Haury 1978:18-77), at the Hodges site, defined 

the Tucson basin series of Red-on-Brown types; in the Papagueria 

Scantling (1940:27-38) and Withers (1973:22-55) set forth a Papaguerian 

series that included some types also in Kelly's Tucson basin series. 

In 1954 Ezell (1954:16) lumped the Tucson basin and Papaguerian types 

together with historic Papago and Trincheras pottery types under the 

rubric Sonoran Brownware. The Trincheras types have not been formally 

defined in any published reports as required by Colton and Hargrave 

(1937), but Fontana et a1. (1962:84-123) have formally defined five 

Papago pottery types divided among three periods. 

The relationship of the Sonoran Brownware types defined by 

Scantling and Withers for the Papagueria and Sonoran Brownware types 

defined by Kelly in the Tucson basin has been a source of confusion 

over the years. Most types occur in both series except for those 

of the Colonial and Sedentary periods. In the Tucson basin, Kelly 

(Kelly, Officer, and Haury 1978:18-77) defined Rillito Red-on-brown, 

which is stylistically similar to Santa Cruze Red-on-buff, and 

Rincon Red-on-brown, which resembles Sacaton Red-on-buff. Correspond

ing to each of these types, she further defined two phases that 

directly equate with Gila-Salt phases. Withers (1973) defined two 
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types from pre-Classic deposits in the Papagueria: Vamori Red-on

brown and Topawa Red-on-brown. The Vamori material was associated 

with transitional Santa Cruz-Sacaton Red-on-buff ceramics, and the 

Topawa occurred stratigraphically above the Vamori. ~lithers (1973) 

and Haury (1950) used these types as the basis for defining the Vamori 

and Topawa phases. Because of the assocition of Vamori ceramics with 

transitional Santa Cruz-Sacaton material, the assigned phase bound

aries did not correlate with those for the Gila-Salt phases. At no 

time have the differences between the Tucson basin types, Rillito 

and Rincon, and the Papagueria types, Vamori and Topawa, been speci

fied. Working on the Santa Cruz River, Greenleaf (1975a:54) identi

fied Topawa as being transitional between Rincon and Tanque Verde. 

Recent workers in the Tucson basin have, however, labeled the type 

in this position Cortaro Red-on-brown. 

In the last 40 years, very few sherds of Vamori and Topawa 

Red-on-brown have been found. At Valshni Village, Withers (n.d.) 

recovered only 124 sherds of both types in contrast to 1,238 sherds 

of Hohokam Buffware. Later investigations in the Papagueria have 

yielded an additional few dozen sherds. Their general paucity and 

resemblance to the Tucson basin types has prompted some investigators 

(Rosenthal et al. 1978:109; Hasse 1980:127) to suggest that the 

Papaguerian types fall within the range of variation of the Tucson 

bas in se r i es . 

To settle this issue, a small meeting was held at the Arizona 

State Museum on November 19, 1980. Emil Haury, Arnold Withers, 
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Charles Di Peso, Randall McGuire, Michael Jacobs, Michael Schiffer, 

Richard Lange, and John Madson attended. All sherds in the Museum 

collections labeled Vamori and Topawa Red-on-brown were examined as 

well as the type collection for the Tucson basin series. No basis 

could be found for distinguishing the Vamori and Topawa material 

from Rillito, Rincon, and Cortaro Red-on-brown. Although the terms 

Vamori and Topawa Red-on-brown have priority based on publication 

dates, Haury suggested they should be regarded as synonyms for the 

Tucson basin types because the latter have a wider parlance. 

The division of this material into two sets of types 

apparently resulted from historical accident. Kelly (Kelly, Officer, 

and Haury 1978:vii-viii) completed the excavations at Hodges late 

in 1938 and left Arizona. The Hodges assemblages went to Gila Pueblo 

but did not find its way to the Arizona State Museum until 1944 

(Kelly, Officer, and Haury 1978:viii). Withers began work at Valshni 

village in November 1939. He had no correspondence with Kelly 

regarding the Hodges material and did not himself examine it 

(Withers, personal communication, 1980). Both Kelly and Withers 

compared their ceramics to the then-established Hohokam Buffware 

types of the Gila-Salt basin, but neither attempted to compare 

Papaguerian and Tucson basin materials. Both recognized the previous

ly known type Tanque Verde Red-on-brown but assigned different type 

names to the material that preceded it. 



The recognition that Vamori and Topawa Red-on-brown are 

equivalent to Tucson basin types has several implications for 

Papaguerian culture history. In particular, the Vamori and Topawa 

phases probably correspond directly to Tucson basin and Gila-Salt 

phases. Also, the rarity of pre-Classic red-on-brown ceramics in 

the Papagueria suggests that such pottery may have been imported 

from the Tucson basin. 

Pioneer Period 

Remains from the Pioneer period are relatively uncommon in 

southwestern Arizona. The Painted Rock Reservoir project reported 

Pioneer sites along the lower Gila River, but did not excavate any 

of them (Wasley and Johnson 1965:3). In the Papagueria, Haury 

(1950:353) recovered four sherds of Estrella Red-on-grey, six of 

Sweetwater Red-on-grey, and seven of Snaketown Red-on-buff as well 

as Vahki Plain and Red at Ventana Cave. Along Cholla Bay on the 
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Gulf of California, Gifford (1946:220) found some Vahki Plain sherds, 

and Hayden (1967:339) identified Snaketown Red-on-buff in the Sierra 

Pinacate. In the Santa Rosa drainage, Masse (1980:306-307), Brown 

(1976:14), and Raab (1974) located Snaketown components at three 

large multicomponent villages. Finally, marine shell, which must 

have been transported across the Papagueria, occurs in the earliest 

(Vahki phase) deposits at Snaketown (Haury 1976:308). Throughout 

southwestern Arizona, the Pioneer is represented mainly by widely 

scattered sherds and possibly by habitation sites in the Gila Bend 
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region and along the Santa Rosa Wash. None of these possible habita

tion sites has been verified through excavation of Pioneer architec

tural features. 

Colonial Period 

In contrast Colonial remains cover extensive areas along the 

lower Gila River and in the Papagueria. The early part of this 

period (the Gila Butte phase in the Gila-Salt basin) is well repre

sented in the Gila Bend area. Wasley and Johnson (1965:5-15) 

excavated the Rock Ball Court site, the only single-component Gila 

Butte site excavated in the area. It contained numerous features, 

including shallow pithouses, a rock-lined ball court, pit ovens, 

borrow pits, trash mounds and two cremations. The ceramics consisted 

primarily of a local Gila Plain variant that intergraded with Gila 

Plain of the Gila-Salt basin. Gila Butte Red-on-buff comprised 96.0 

percent of the painted ceramics with 3.5 percent Santa Cruz Red-on

buff and 0.5 percent intrusives. Other artifacts included manos used 

in trough metates, pestles, unworked and worked marine shell, and 

ground-stone vessa1s. It is possible that some of the region's 

Hohokam rock art, such as the Painted Rocks site dates to this 

phase. The material differs somewhat from Gila Butte remains in 

the Gila-Salt basin, in that houses generally lack entryways, the 

ball court is rock lined, and the local variant of Gila Plain has 

no mica. These contrasts have led Schroeder (1967) to classify 

the site as Patayan. This claim does not seem well founded, however, 



because the similarities to the Gila Butte phase of the Gila Salt

basin exceed the differences. 

Evidence of early Colonial occupation in the Papagueria is 
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not as prevalent as along the lower Gila River. A few Gila Butte 

Red-on-buff sherds have been recovered from Ventana Cave (Haury 

1950:353), the Sierra Pinacate (Hayden 1967:339), and elsewhere in 

the Papagueria (McGuire and Mayro 1978:28; Goodyear and Dittert 

1973:68; Brown 1976:13-14). Masse (1980:306) at Gu Achi and Raab 

(1974) at AZ AA:5:30 found surface evidence of Gila Butte components 

in large mUlticomponent villages along Santa Rosa Wash. At Gu Achi, 

Masse (1980:121) based his transitional Snaketown-Gila Butte occupa

tion on 44 sherds, and Raab (1974:128-135) at AZ AA:5:30 rested his 

identification of a Snaketown-Gila Butte component on seven Snake

town and 79 Gila Butte Red-on-buff sherds. No Gila Butte structures 

or other features have been identified or excavated in the Papagueria. 

To draw strong conclusions from negative evidence is dangerous. 

The absence of early sites in the Papagueria may reflect nothing more 

than a lack of survey and excavations. Present evidence suggests 

that Gila Butte and earlier villages may be present in the Papagueria, 

but this can only be established through future excavations. 

In the later part of the Colonial period (i .e., Santa Cruz, 

Rillito, or Vamori phase) the eastern half of the study area harbored 

an extensive population of Hohokam sedentary farmers. In the lower 

Gila River region above Painted Rock Dam, numerous Santa Cruz compo

nents have been identified in large agricultural villages. In this 
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area the major difference between Gila Butte and Santa Cruz phases 

appears to be the transition from Gila Butte to Santa Cruz Red-on-buff 

ceramics. In the Gila Bend area, Wasley and Johnson (1965:15-17) 

tested one single-component Santa Cruz site, which had been largely 

destroyed by construction. Stratigraphic relationships in this site 

(Wasley and Johnson 1965:15-17), as well as evidence from the Rock 

Ball Court and Gatlin sites, verified the relative dating and dis

creteness of the Gila Butte, Santa Cruz, and Sacaton phases. No 

Santa Cruz features have been excavated in the lower Gila River region 

with the exception of several cremations (Simmons n.d.). 

Three major research efforts in the Papagueria focused on late 

Colonial and early Sedentary remains. Withers (1973:13-18) excavated 

18 Vamori pithouses at Valshni Village southeast of Sells. All of 

these pithouses were typical Hohokam house-in-pits; shallow with 

plaster-lined hearths and entryways. The assemblage included basin 

and slab metates, an effigy palette, stone bowls, and serrated 

projectile points. The pottery was 97 percent Sells Plain and three 

percent painted ware. Painted ceramics of the Vamori phase consisted 

mainly of red-on-buff types, with lesser amounts of intrusive 

Trincheras types from northern Sonora and Vamori Red-on-brown. Also 

included was a redware that Withers (1973:36) labeled Valshni Red and 

saw as the precursor of the later Sells Red and possibly Sacaton Red. 

The only human remains in the site was a single Vamori phase flexed 

inhumation. 
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Along the Santa Rosa Wash Yablon (1978), Masse (1980), and 

Raab (1974, 1975) reported on large mu1ticomponent villages with 

extensive late Colonial and early Sedentary remains. Raab (1974, 

1975) found extensive deposits of these phases at ZA AA:5:30, and 

AA:5:43, and AA:5:54. At AA:5:43, Raab's (1974:42-65) Locus 2 con

tained a shallow pithouse and two overlapping roasting pits dating 

to the Santa Cruz-Sacaton transition. At AA:5:43, Locus 4, and 

AA:5:54, he located two reservoirs that seem to date to this transi

tion, and AA:5:43 also contained several trash mounds composed of 

late Colonial material (Raab 1975). Site AA:5:14 (ASU) appears to 

date to the middle Colonial period and yielded a pithouse and four 

hearths (Yablon 1978:51-62). Yablon also surface collected and 

tested several other late Colonial sites. At Gu Achi, Masse (1980: 

32-45) reported on a ramada dating to the Colonial-Sedentary 

transition. Gu Achi contains a reservoir and a possible canal, both 

of which Masse (1980:67-72, 74-75) assigns to the late Co10nia1-

Sedentary transition, and has several trash mounds containing late 

Colonial materials. Painted pottery at these sites accounted for 

approximately 5 percent of the total. 

At Snaketown trade in marine shell dates well into the Pioneer 

period, but it picks up c~1siderab1y in the Colonial and shell work 

becomes more elaborate (Haury 1976:305-321). At Gu Achi (Masse 1980: 

371-394) and near Kaka and Stoa Pitk (McGuire and Mayro 1978:28, 35) 

extensive deposits of worked shell, mainly manufacture waste, were 

found associated with late Colonial ceramics. 
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Sedentary Period 

In the succeeding Sedentary period, dramatic changes took 

place in the Gila Bend area, but in the Papagueria the period repre

sents an expansion of Colonial trends. The Gatlin site (Wasley 

1960; Wasley and Johnson 1965:18-35), with its 22 trash mounds, a 

platform mound, two crematoria, two ball courts, numerous pithouses, 

and an irrigation canal, is the most impressive Sacaton site in the 

Gila Bend region. The lithic and shell industries were more elaborate 

than those from earlier periods; there was a high proportion of un

worked shell and manufacture waste as well as finished artifacts-

much like those from the Gila basin. The assemblage include Meso

american goods, such as copper bells and a macaw skeleton. 

This pattern of features and artifacts also characterized 

the other four Sedentary sites excavated by Wasley and Johnson (1965: 

35-51). At these sites were found additional ba11courts, trash 

mounds, pithouses, crematoria, cremations, and at AZ T:14:19, another 

platform mound. All of these sites contained extensive shell mate

rial, including etched shell at the Citrus site (Wasley Johnson 1965: 

45) . 

Wasley and Johnson (1965:96-107) also reported on the exten

sive collection of Norton Allen, which contains material from all 

Hohokam periods with Sedentary shell, lithic, and ceramic goodies 

predominating. These finds, mostly from cremations, suggest the 

existence during the Sedentary at Gila Bend of elaborate cremation 
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burials not seen in either the preceding Colonial or the succeeding 

Classic periods. 

In the Gila Bend area the Sedentary period seems to have been 

the time of maximum village density with a large canal system 

(Woodbury 1961), a peak in ball court construction, and one--possib1y 

two--p1atform mounds. All sites of this period exhibit extensive 

evidence of trade involving worked and unworked shell, Mesoamerican 

goods, and northern Arizona ceramics. Large amounts of shell were 

brought into the region, transformed into jewelry, and probably 

traded into the Salt River valley or adjacent regions. 

In the Papagueria, major sites of the Santa Cruz phase con

tinued to be occupied, and some expansion took place into other 

areas. In the Sells region, occupation at Va1shni Village extended 

through the Topawa phase, which corresponds to the Sedentary period. 

Withers (1973:18) excavated seven Topawa pithouses, all of which 

conformed to the Sedentary architectural pattern of the Gila basin. 

At Valshni Village, ceramics marked the change from Vamori to the 

Topawa phase. Topawa Red-on-brown replaced Vamori Red-on-brown and, 

for the first time in the site's history, more red-on-brown than 

red-on-buff pottery was deposited. Painted sherds continued to com

prise only three percent of the assemblage; during Topawa the percent

age of redware continued to increase, whereas the percentage of 

Trincheras types declined (Withers 1973:48-52). 

The Colonial to Sedentary continuum seen at Va1shni is also 

found at Santa Rosa Wash. Surface evidence reveals that Gu Achi was 
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occupied into the Sedentary period (Masse 1980). At AZ AA:5:43, 

Locus 1, Raab (1974:41-42) found a cluster of features, including a 

ramada, a pithouse, a trash mound, and several pits and hearths. The 

trash mound contained Sacaton Red-on-buff, Casa Grande Red-on-buff, 

and Sells Red. The various other features dated either to the late 

Sedentary or early Classic periods (Raab 1974:41-42). In the Vaiva

Vo Kohatk road project, at least five sites showed evidence of 

Sedentary occupation (Yablon 1978). 

Elsewhere in the Papagueria, the Sedentary period repre

sented a time of continuing and expanding occupation. In the Stoa 

Pitk and Kaka areas, there was more Sedentary than Colonial material 

present (McGuire and Mayro 1978). During the Sedentary, Hohokam sites 

first appear west of the modern Papa go Reservation. The earliest 

Hohokam pottery recovered by Fontana (1965:95-96) in the Cabeza Prieta 

Game Range dated to the Sedentary period and came from the Charlie 

Bell Well Hohokam site and Lost City. The latter, in the Growler 

valley, is the most notable Sedentary manifestation in the western 

Papagueria. 

Numerous researchers have described Lost City, and many 

discrepancies exist in their reports. Midvale's description of the 

site in 1928 (H:12:1, Gila Pueblo Survey Records, Arizona State 

Museum) represented it as a large vi llage with a "Sun Temple" (ball 

court) and an extensive sherd scatter. He also described another 

site (H:12:2 GP) 1 mi Ie north of H:12:1, which had a smaller "S un 
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Temple. 1I Haury visited the area in 1937 (Y:12:1 and Y:12:2, Arizona 

State Museum site files), locating only a small trash mound and, 1 

mile to the north, a sherd and lithic scatter. In 1933 Edward Spicer 

and Byron Cummings of the University of Arizona excavated test tren

ches in the site but discovered little (Fontana 1965:63-64). Ezell 

sought Lost City in 1948, also found little, and combined the two 

sites described by Midvale and Haury into one that he labeled Y:16:1 

(Fontana 1965:62-63). Supernaugh and Leding visited the area in 1952 

but did not relocate Midvale·s ··Sun Temples;1I they suggested that 

Lost City was probably several sites separated by a mile or so 

(Fontana 1965:63). Fontana (1965:62-69), who examined the vicinity 

in 1962, provided one of the most detailed accounts; he found ex

tensive artifact scatters but no mounds, ball courts, or reservoirs. 

He also reported on an extended burial, which U.S. Fish and Wildlife 

Service employees Normal Simmons and Sam Miller excavated in March 

1963. 

Lost City has been variously interpreted as a camp on the 

shell trade route (Fontana 1965:65-66; Hayden 1972:79), and as a 

permanent, year-round agricultural village (Masse 1980:233-234; see 

also Doelle 1980a). Most examinations of the site have been rela

tively casual; this important Hohokam settlement merits more intensive 

investigation. 

Just as settlement occupation appears to spread and 

intensify in the Sedentary, so does the shell trade. At Gu Achi in 



the Santa Rosa valley, Ferg (1980) found extensive evidence of 

Sedentary shell manufacture, including etching. In the Stoa Pitk 
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and Kaka area shell manufacture waste is a major component of 

Sedentary sites (McGuire and Mayro 1978). Extensive deposits of 

shell also occur at Lost City and the Charlie Bell Well Hohokam site. 

As is true for Colonial sites, the shell at these Sedentary sites 

is predominantly manufacture waste. Working in the western Papagueria, 

Hayden (1972) found a series of distinctive pictographs apparently 

marking a shell trade route that may have existed in the Colonial 

period or earlier, but it was clearly used in the Sedentary. This 

route linked the Gulf Coast with Gila Bend, where there is evidence 

of extensive shell manufacture and trade for the Sedentary. 

Sites in the Sells area differ markedly in their shell 

content from those in the western portion of the reservation. Valshni 

Village and Sil Nayak contained very 1 ittle shell, and surveys in the 

eastern part of the reservation have not reported large amounts of 

shell (Withers 1973:74, Stacy 1975; Masse 1980:272-274; McDonald 

et al. 1974). This pattern suggests that shell was traded north 

from the Gulf of California to Gila Bend and the Gila-Salt basin 

rather than east to the eastern Papagueria (see Chapter 6). 

Papaguerian settlement patterns of the Sedentary period 

differ little from those of the Colonial except for the slight re

gional expansion. Certain aspects of the pattern, particularly the 

smaller sites, cannot be distinguished between the two periods 



because of a paucity of painted ceramics. Near Sells (Withers 1973), 

along Growler Hash (Fontana 1965:29-30, 62-69), in the St.)a Park and 

Kaka region (McGuire and Mayro 1978), and along Santa Rosa Wash 

(Raab 1974; Yablon 1978; Masse 1980), researchers have found large 

Colonial-Sedentary villages next to washes in the valleys or basins. 

Surveys near Santa Rosa Hash (Raab 1974; Yablon 1978; Brown 1976) 

and in the Stoa Pitk and Kaka area (McGuire and Mayro 1978) have 

also discovered many small limited-activity sites on these plains. 

Surveys, excavation, and testing on road projects in the 

southwestern part of the Papago Reservation have found little evidence 

of Colonial or Sedentary occupation in the valleys (Ferg and Vogler 

1977; Jones 1976; Somers 1975; Stacy 1973, 1975; Vogler 1978; 

Rosenthal 1977; Rosenthal et al. 1978). This absence may reflect 

the I inear nature and limited coverage of the surveys instead of a 

prehistoric pattern. Surveys in the bajadas of the Vekol Mountains 

(Stewart and Teague 1974) and the Sl<'lte Mountains (Raab 1974; Goodyear 

1975) disclosed limited evidence of Colonial-Sedentary use of this 

zone. Hith the exception of Mallouf's (1980) survey of the Ajo Crest, 

which mainly located proto-historic sites, no significant effort has 

been made to survey in the mountains. Most surveys in the Papaqueria 

have focused on the floodplains; as a result, our view of Colonial

Sedentary settlement patterns may be biased. 
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Classic Period 

The Classic period throughout the Hohokam range began with 

major shifts in architectural, ceramic, settlement, burial, and other 

artifact patterns. The exact nature and timing of these changes 

varied among subregions and, in general, the Hohokam pattern became 

more regionally differentiated in this period. In the Gila Bend 

region, these changes were striking: a marked decreased in the 

number of village sites, a decrease in site size, and major shifts 

in settlement location. In the Papagueria, the changes were less 

dramatic, with an expansion of the existing settlement pattern and 

changes in architecture and ceramics. 

Major Sedentary sites in the Gila Bend area, such as 

Gatlin and Citrus, were not occupied into the Classic, and the 

developmental trends seen in the Colonial and Sedentary periods did 

not continue. In the Gila-Salt basin the Sedentary-Classic transition 

is marked by the adoption of above-ground architecture, compounds, 

increased construction of platform mounds, a massive reduction in 

red-on-buff pottery production, an increase in redware pottery pro

duction, elaboration of the canal system, and an expansion of the 

settlement pattern. Some of these changes took place in the Gila

Bend area, but mostly there was a decline in the scope of archaeolog

ical remains deposited during the Classic period. A compound occurred 

at T:14:19, a marked decrease took place in red-on-buff ceramics 

with an increase in redwares, and burial patterns included both 
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inhumation and primary cremation. Most Classic sites are situated 

on the floodplain of the Gila River or the first terrace instead of 

the second-terrace location of Colonial-Sedentary sites. Wasley 

and Johnson (1965:80) suggested that this location reflects an 

abandonment of the Colonial-Sedentary canal system. Two unusual 

sites, T:14:12 (Wasley and Johnson 1965:59-63) and the Fortified Hill 

site (Greenleaf 1975b), are located on bluffs overlooking the Gila 

River valley; the Fortified Hill site clearly is defensive and 

T:14:12 may be also. Outside the river valley, limited activity 

sites of the Classic period are scarce. The Liberty to Gila Bend 

survey found none in the foothills of the Maricopa Mountains (Brook 

et al. 1977), and Rodgers (1976:70) discovered few in the Buckeye 

Hills. At this time sites bearing Patayan ceramics began to appear 

in the Gila Bend region (Wasley and Johnson 1965; Brook et al. 1977; 

Rodgers 1976:70). The marked reduction of Hohokam remains in the 

Classic period of the Gila Bend region is not seen in the Papagueria. 

Haury (1950:8) noted that "Ruins of the Sells Phase in 

Papagueria greatly outnumbered those of all other times. 11 At the 

Jackrabbit Ruin east of Sells, Scantling (1940) excavated a Sells 

village that included 11 rec~angular jacal houses, 30 trash mounds, 

a platform mound, a compound, and three extended inhumations. Dec

orated ceramics consisted primarily of Sells Red, with Tanque Verde 

Red-an-brown the most common painted type. Also in the general Sells 

area, Withers (1973:84-86) excavated a Sells phase canal. Stacy 
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(1974, 1977) located 19 large Classic village sites associated 

with cerros de trincheras in the Baboquivari valley. In the 1940 1 s, 

the Arizona State Musuem tested the Sells phase site of Ash Hill 1 

mile southeast of Gu Achi. Ash Hill contained trash mounds, houses, 

compounds, and an assemblage like that at Jackrabbit Ruin and was 

located at the base of a hill with a cerros de trincheras (Hayden 

n.d.). In the Santa Rosa Wash area, Raab (1974:305-306) discovered 

21 Classic period sites, mostly small limited-activity locations, 

but between one and five were village sites. Use of the reservoirs 

at Gu Achi (Masse 1980:67-73) and at AA:5:43 (Raab 1975) continued 

through the Sells phase. At Z:11:5, in the village of Hickiwan, 

Rosenthal et al. (1978:28-39) reported on a Sells phase pithouse 

associated with a primary cremation and an extended burial. Also in 

Kaka regions (McGuire and Mayro 1978} , and in the Quijotoa Valley 

(Rosenthal et al. 1978:191-207). Also, in the Childs valley Huckell 

(1979) located a site with Patayan ceramics and shell waste apparently 

contemporaneous with the Classic period. As in earlier times, most 

shell on these sites is manufacture waste or unmodified, with few 

finished artifacts reported. Shell was scarce on Classic sites in 

the eastern Papagueria (Scantling 1940; Stacy. 1975; McDonald et al. 

1974) and, to the north, the general collapse of the Gila Bend 

region reduced the importation of shell into that area. In the 

Gila-Salt basin, shell jewelry continued to occur but with a marked 

reduction in the variety of forms, manufacture techniques, design 

motifs, and shell species (Haury 1945:145-149; 1976:319-321). 
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The settlement pattern in the Papagueria represents an 

elaboration of that seen earlier in the Sedentary and Colonial periods. 

Large villages were occupied in the valleys, although, as noted by 

Haury (1950:8), they often occurred near hills with cerros de 

trincheras. Small, apparently specialized sites proliferated in the 

Classic. In the Santa Rosa valley (Masse 1980:85-90), the Kaka valley 

(McGuire and Mayro 1978), the Hickiwan valley (McGuire and Mayro 1978), 

the Quijotoa valley (Rosenthal et al. 1978:28-81; Ferg and Vogler 1977; 

Rosenthal 1977; Somers 1975), and elsewhere (Stacy 1973, 1975), 

numerous Classic sites have been found that appear to be field houses 

or other argiculturally related loci. Also during the Classic, 

intensive exploitation of the bajadas appears to have begun (Goodyear 

1975; Raab 1974; Stewart and Teague 1974). As is the case for earlier 

periods, mountain areas have not been suficiently surveyed to deter

mine if the Classic period settlement pattern included well villages 

or not. 

Commenting on changes in intra-community settlement pattern 

for the Hohokam periods in the Papagueria is difficult. At only two 

reported sites, Valshni Village (Withers 1973) and Jackrabbit Ruin 

(Scantling 1940), were excavations extensive enough to expose village 

patterns. Unpublished data from several sites tested by the ASM 

Papagueria expedition are useful when considered in conjunction with 

these sites. With the exception of Masse1s (1980) surface survey of 

Gu Achi, intra-community settlement patterns have not even been 

considered a research question. 
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The limited existing data appear to show a shift in intra

village settlement pattern in some parts of the Papagueria between 

the Sedentary and Classic periods. The Colonial and Sedentary oc

cupants of Valshni Village produced a rancheria pattern similar to 

that found in other contemporaneous Hohokam areas. This pattern 

involved shallow oval pithouses (or houses-in-pits) scattered with no 

~pparent plan, interspersed in larger villages with trash mounds. 

The structure at Gu Achi (Masse 1980:32-45, Locus 2 at AA:5:43 (ASU) 

(Raab 1974:42-65), and AA:5:14 (ASU) (Yablon 1978:51-62) appear to 

reflect the same patterns, but the Classic period Jackrabbit Ruin is 

an exception. The houses there were rectangular jacales, some of 

which were included in compounds; one compound also contained a 

platform mound. A similar organized plan appears at the contempor

aneous site of Ash Hill (Hayden n.d.). In the western portion of 

the reservation, however, the only excavated Sells house is a shallow, 

oval pithouse with entryways, suggesting continuation of the rancheria 

settlement pattern in this area (Rosenthal et al. 1978:28-39). 

The intra-village settlement pattern shift in the eastern 

portion of the Papago Reservation parallels similar shifts in the Gila

Salt basin, Tucson basin, and elsewhere in the Hohokam range. In 

these areas above-ground rectangular surface rooms in compounds, 

sometimes with architecture-bearing mounds, replaced the scattering 

of pithouses typical of pre-Classic periods. This architectural 

trend is most elaborated in the Civano phase of the Gila-Salt basin, 
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with massive walled compounds, great houses, puddled adobe construc

tion, functional differentiation of rooms (Doyel 1974:170-171), and 

possibly functional differentiation of compound units (Wilcox and 

Shenk 1977:163-170). The trend is attenuated in the Tucson basin with 

lejs substantial construction (i.e., primarily jacal, fewer platform 

mounds, and overall fewer compounds). Not surprisingly, the most 

modest expression of the Classic pattern occurs in the Papagueria. 

Sells houses resemble those of the Tanque Verde phase in the Tucson 

basin and those of the Soho phase in the Gila-Salt. Overall, con

struction is less substantial and .the apparent organization of villages 

less formal. Given the general paucity of data, these observations on 

changes in intra-village organization are, at best, tentative. 

Proto-Historic and Papago 

As will be discussed in greater detail, considerable 

debate exists concerning the fate of Hohokam populations following 

the Classic period. The dearth of data for the period between the 

end of the Classic and the Spanish entrada encourages this debate. 

In the Gila Bend area only one historic Indian site (T:14:6) has been 

identified, but some of the Patayan sites may fall into this gap 

(Wasley and Johnson 1965). In the Papagueria 'more evidence can be 

found, but it is still spotty and confusing. 

Archaeologists have long sought proto-historic remains in 

the Papagueria, starting with the Arizona State Museum's excavations 

at Batki, but these attempts have yielded little data. In the 
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eastern Papagueria only one project has reported on proto-historic 

material (Goodyear 1977b), whereas in the western Papagueria several 

projects have recovered remains that may date to this time period 

(Rosenthal et al. 1978; Hayden 1967; Mallouf 1980; Ezell 1954). 

Nowhere on the Papagueria has material from this time period been 

recovered from contexts stratigraphically related to prehistoric 

Hohokam material, except possibly a few sherds of a thin brownware 

that Haury found at Ventana Cave (Goodyear 1977b:204: Haury 1950:345). 

Goodyear (1977b) extensively discussed the evidence for 

proto-historic occupation of the Santa Rosa Wash area. As part of 

the Hecla mine mitigation, Goodyear (1977b) excavated an apparent 

proto-historic site, AA:5:4 (ASU) , on the bajada within dense stands 

of saguaro. This site included a structure and two hearths and had 

a thin chocolate-brown pottery similar to what Haury (1950:343) found 

in the upper levels at Ventana Cave. Masse (1980:251-252) suggested 

that this pottery should be labeled Whetstone plain, a proto-historic 

Piman type defined by Di Peso (1953:154-155) and also recovered by 

Doyel (1977a:122-126) in the Santa Cruz River valley. This type 

appears to be a useful proto-historic marker in the eastern Papagueria. 

Confusion regarding the relationships of Patayan and Hohokam 

ceramics hampers the identification of proto-historic sites in the 

western portion of the reservation. The dating of Patayan types is 

fairly tenuous (Waters 1982), and many types appear to extend from 

prehistoric into historic times. In the far western areas, both 
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Hayden (1967) and Ezell (1954) identified sites bearing Patayan 

ceramics as proto-historic, and Rosenthal et al. (1978:121-126, 130) 

regarded as proto-historic four sites containing Patayan II ceramics. 

Patayan II ceramics, however, also appear in prehistoric contexts so 

this identification is not clearcut. One of the more interesting 

sites in the Quijotoa valley yielded a bean pot, that appears to be 

transitional between Tanque Verde Red-on-brown and Papa go Red-on-brown 

(Rosenthal et al. 1978:Fig. 36, 123). 

Mallouf's (1980) survey of the Ajo Crest revealed the best 

and most extensive evidence of proto-historic occupation in the 

western Papagueria. Along the top of the Ajo Crest (on the eastern 

boundary of the Organ Pipe Cactus National Monument), were found 

approximately 40 proto-historic sites, including rock circles or 

corrals with walls standing several courses high, similar to features 

Hayden (1976), Lumholtz (1912:233), and Ezell (1954) reported further 

west. The ceramics included rim-coiled Patayan III (Chapter 7), 

Period I Papago Plain (Fontana et al. 1962:105), and sherds and 

materials that could not be sorted as either Papago or Patayan. A 

sherd of Tonala Glazeware at SON C:2:26 was the only historic material 

recovered. These data indicate an apparently unique proto-historic 

use of the Ajo Crest; little evidence of either prehistoric or recent 

Papago use of this rugged largely waterless area exists. Mallouf 

(1980) suggested that these sites might be associated with histori

cally known villages in the area. 
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Trincheras 

The Trincheras tradition is a poorly defined and little 

understood archaeological pattern found in southern Arizona around 

Nogales and in northwestern Sonora (Sauer and Brand 1931). Although 

sites of this tradition do not occur in southwestern Arizona, trade 

wares from this complex (Trincheras Purple-on-red and Nogales 

Polychrome) are commonly found on Papaguerian sites. Haury (1950: 

547) and Johnson (1963:182-185) have included Trincheras in the 

Hohokam root, but others such as Oi Peso (1979b:158) tend to regard 

it as a separate tradition. 

The Trincheras tradition appears to correlate temporally 

with the Colonial, Sedentary, and early Classic periods (Johnson 

1963:183). Initially, this population occupied round shallow pit

houses (much like the Hohokam) and appears to have been heavily 

involved in the shell trade-as indicated by raw shell and waste at 

the site of La Playa on the Altar River (Johnson 1963). Trincheras 

people produced shell bracelets using a different manufacturing 

technique than the Hohokam (Haury 1976:306), but their purple-on-red 

ceramics exhibit numerous stylistic parallels to Hohokam wares and 

are included in the Sonoran Brownware. Later they built compounded 

villages and massive cerros de trincheras along the Altar drainage 

(Oi Peso 1979b:148). Indeed, the tradition derives its name from 

these massive hilltop features, although such features are by no 

means confined to it. 
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Owing to a paucity of research in the region, the Trincheras 

tradition remains largely unknown. The basic source of information 

has been Johnson's (1960, 1963, 1966) investigations at La Playa, 

Sonora. Recent work on the Middle Santa Cruz River has provided 

additional data on Trincheras ceramics (Doyel 1977a:36-44; Reinhard 

1978); Thomas Bowen's (n.d.) manuscript is the most current synthesis 

on Trincheras. 

The Patayan Root 

The surest statement that can be made about the Lowland 

Patayan is that little research has been undertaken. Malcolm Rogers' 

extensive surveys recovered abundant evidence of Lowland Patayan 

sites in southwestern Arizona, but he did not publish his findings. 

Rogers also dug at least two Patayan sites, SDM C-1 in Imperial 

County, California (Waters 1982) and SDM-A-112 in central Yuma County, 

Arizona (Rogers 1958:21), but he never reported these excavations. 

Schroeder (1952a, 1961) conducted two cursory surveys down the 

Colorado River and up the Gila, and Breternitz (1957, Breternitz and 

Komerska n.d.) and Vivian (1965) surveyed the lower Gila River in the 

late 1950's and early 1960's. In the late 1960's Oswald and Euler 

(1970) excavated a small historic Yuman site. Since the advent of 

contract work, numerous linear and small survey projects have been 

undertaken, primarily in the La Posa Plain region (Brooks n.d.; 

Brooks et al. 1970; Hoffman 1977a, 1977b; Berry 1978; Nissley 1977; 
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von Werlhof and von Werlhof 1976; Gratz 1977; Middleton 1979; Pierson 

1974). By and large these surveys produced only descriptive reports. 

Finally, two small survey and excavation projects were undertaken in 

the western Papagueria (Doelle 1980a, 1980b; Huckell 1979). For a 

variety of reasons, including small size, inadequate reporting, and 

the nature of the resource base, previous work has failed to provide 

a large body of data on Patayan culture history~ 

Chronology 

Rogers (1945) proposed the first chronology for the 

Patayan root using data from trails, shrines, and a few small cave 

deposits in southeastern California and southwestern Arizona. He 

divided the root into three numbered periods, based almost entirely 

on ceramic changes (specified by Waters 1982), and used intrusive 

Hohokam sherds to date the periods. According to Rogers, Patayan 

(Yuman) I began before the Santa Cruz phase (A.D. 800) and ended 

before the production of Casa Grande Red-on-buff (A.D. 1050) (Rogers 

1945:185). He dated Patayan (Yuman) I I from the end of Patayan I 

until the Spanish entrada, and Patayan II I from the Spanish entrada 

until the present (Rogers 1945:190, 193). 

Most of the controversy surrounding the Patayan chronology 

has centered on the Patayan I period. As defined by Rogers, Patayan 

I ceramics include polished redware and the Colorado shoulder, a 

trait much like a Gila shoulder. These two traits are similar to 
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traits of much later Sedentary and Classic Hohokam ceramics, thus 

providing the basis for most of the objections to Rogers' chronology. 

Following his survey of the lower Colorado River, Schroeder 

(1952a, 1958) challenged Rogers' ceramic typology and chronology and 

presented alternatives to them. Schroeder (1952a, 1958) based his 

ceramic typology principally on temper differences rather than 

variations in vessel form and surface treatment as Rogers did. 

Schroeder's revision of the Rogers' chronology was a major one, 

involving the dropping of one period and the shuffling of traits 

between periods. 

Schroeder (1952a:51) questioned the placement of the 

polished redware and eliminated the Patayan (Yuman) I period. Finding 

it unlikely that polished redware and shouldered vessels originated 

among the Patayan before the Hohokam, he therefore placed these traits 

coeval with the Hohokam Classic period. Schroeder (1952a:52) also 

questioned the dating of Patayan II, suggesting it should date 

between A.D. 900 and 1150. 

In the mid-1950's Harner (1958), who excavated a stratified 

walk-in-well in the town of Bouse, defined three phases: Bouse Phase 

1, Bouse Phase 2, and the Moon Mountain phase. Bouse Phase 1 included 

most of the traits Rogers listed as Patayan I and occurred under layers 

containing Santa Cruz Red-on-buff pottery. Bouse Phase 2 did not show 

the marked changes Rogers saw between Patayan I and II, instead it 

represented a continuation of the earlier traits. This material was 
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associated with Gila Red and Verde Black-on-grey sherds, and Harner 

(1958:96) dated it to approximately A.D. 1000-1300. In the Moon 

Mountain phas·e most of the ceramic traits Rogers identified with 

Patayan I I I appear, including stuccoing and several vessel forms. 

Harner (1958:96) dated this phase to the proto-historic, A.D. 1300-

1700. 

Harner did not publish a detailed site report, making his 

findings difficult to evaluate. The changes in his phases are due 

to additions to the Phase 1 assemblage, suggesting that many of the 

tra its Rogers saw as un i que to Patayan 1, such as s 1 i pped redware, occur 

throughout the sequence. Another apparent discrepancy between the 

findings of Harner and Rogers is the absence of painted ware in 

Harner's Bouse Phase 1. Without a report,. resolution of these dif

ferences is difficult; the excavation adds more confusion than light. 

As a result of recent work on the Luke Air Force Range, 

Huckell (1979) also challenged the placement of Patayan I. Like 

Schroeder, Huckell (1979:136) found it unlikely that polished redware 

and shouldered vessels occurred in the Patayan before the Hohokam. 

At two of the sites (Y:8:1, Y:8:3) he also found Classic Hohokam 

ceramics apparently contemporaneous with the Patayan I material 

(Huc·ke 11 1979: 137) • Because Patayan I mater i ali s cons i derab 1 y d i f

ferent from Rogers' Patayan II and I I I ceramics, Huckell suggests 

that they should not be considered part of the same cultural tradition. 



He postulates that Patayan I populations occupied the western 

Papagueria in the Classic period and that they were displaced by 

Patayan II and I II groups. 
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Waters (1982) presents a spirited defense of Rogers' 

original ceramic typology and chronology, and argues that extant 

data do support Rogers' conclusions. The occurrence of Patayan I 

redware stratigraphically below Santa Cruz Red-on-buff sherds at 

Harner's walk-in-well at Bouse (Harner 1958) and at SDM C-1 (Waters 

1982) suggests that the material does precede the Hohokam Classic. 

The c-14 dates that Waters presents also appear to support a pre

Classic date for Patayan I redwares. The general paucity of infor

mation, however, makes this conclusion far from irrefutable. 

Several factors contribute to a continuing ambiguity 

concerning the Patayan chronology. The lack of published reports for 

Rogers' and Harner's work means the key stratigraphic relationships 

cannot be evaluated. The only adequately reported Patayan I sites 

are Huckell's, and these were shallow and lacked stratification. In 

addition, the "old wood" problem (Schiffer 1982) suggests that the 

c-14 dates may be giving premature estimates for the Patayan I period. 

Only further excavations in stratified sites using natural strati

graphic controls will resolve these issues. 

The Patayan Root in Southwestern Arizona 

The distribution of the Patayan root in southwestern 

Arizona cannot be discussed with the same precision and detail as 
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the Hohokam. This lack of specificity results from the paucity of 

work in the area, insufficient reporting of results, the dearth of 

large habitation sites with diagnostic artifacts, and the lack of 

expertise for the region. Only Rogers' work has been very extensive, 

and it is largely unreported. Most of the recent contract surveys 

have located very few sites with cultural diagnostics; frequently 

expertise was not available to identify the materials. 

Waters (1982) reproduces three maps showing the distribution 

of sites from which Rogers recovered Patayan I, II, and III ceramics. 

Sites with Patayan I ceramics extend from El Centro, California on 

the west to Gila Bend on the east, Parker on the north and the Sierra 

Pinacate on the south. This range does not alter significantly in 

either the Patayan II or III periods. Recent contract work does not 

provide a basis for evaluating this distribution; of 1207 sites 

recorded in southwestern Arizona in AZSITE only 15 are identified as 

Patayan. 

A few general statements can be made concerning the nature· 

of, and changes in, the distribution of Patayan sites in southwestern 

Arizona. Over much of the region these sites appear to be extremely 

ephemeral, indicating the remains of camps or limited activity loci 

(Hoffman 1977a, 1977b; Berry 1978; Fontana 1965; Rodgers 1976; Brook 

et al. 1977). Along the Gila River and in the western Papagueria 

larger sites do exist. In general, however, they are smaller and 

poorer in artifacts than Hohokam sites in the same region (Vivian 
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1965; Huckell 1979; Wasley and Johnson 1965). Also, as noted in the 

Hohokam discussions, an eastward expansion of Patayan pottery appears 

to have followed the Sedentary period. Sites with predominantly 

Patayan pottery occur as far east as the Buckeye Hills (Rodgers 1976: 

30) and the Santa Rosa Wash (Yablon 1978:46) apparently contemporary 

with or following the Classic period. 

Although Patayan habitation sites with architectural 

features clearly exist (Rogers 1945:181, 1958a:21), none have been 

excavated and reported by archaeologists. Ethnographic Yumans oc

cupied villages along the Colorado and the Gila Rivers and made ex

tensive use of the surrounding desert for hunting, gathering, and 

exchange routes (Ooelle 1980a; Chapter 3). Patayan village sites 

should also exist along both the Colorado and the Gila Rivers. 

Breternitz (1957:10) and Vivian (1965:134-138) discovered historic 

habitation sites along the Gila containing Lower Colorado Buffwares. 

Vivian (1965:134-138) found that sites with pure assemblages of 

Lower Colorado Buffware occurred along the Gila between Yuma and the 

Agua Caliente Mountains. East of this area, assemblages consisted of 

mixed Patayan and Hohokam ceramics. Vivian saw no evidence of struc

tures in these sites--which, in general, exhibited fairly simple and 

small artifact assemblages. Schroeder1s (1952a) survey of the lower 

Colorado River located 74 sites, only 13 of which he identified as 

village sites. Overall this paucity of sites is probably not repre

sentative of a true prehistoric pattern. 
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Ethnographic Yuman village sites were often situated near 

the floodplain of the river. The lower Gila and especially the lower 

Colorado rivers were subject to massive, silt-laden floods, which 

would bury and erode prehistoric Patayan sites. Rogers (1945:181) 

presents clear evidence of such sites when he mentions a Patayan jacal 

structure uncovered beneath 8 feet of silt near Andrade, Baja 

California. Finding this key component of Patayan settlement will 

require site discovery techniques not now normally used in south

western archaeology. 

Conclusion 

He can no longer write that south\"estern Arizona is 

archaeologically terra incognita because vigorous research in the 

last 10 years has greatly expanded our knowledge of the area. The 

remaining gaps in this knowledge reflect biases in the distribution 

of contract archaeology research which mirrors modern patterns of 

land ownership and land use. Filling these gaps requires the ex

penditure of research grant funds in the region. If we complement 

the mass contract research with grant research, a more rounded 

picture of southwestern Arizona archaeology will emerge. 

The ultimate goal of archaeology is not, however, the 

description of the archaeological record. Archaeology's ultimate 

goal is the reconstruction and explanation of changes in past 

behaviors. This requires the development of models reconstructing 

past societies and theories to explain changes in these societtes. 
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The next chapter addresses the issue of reconstructing and explaining 

the prehistory of southwestern Arizona. 



CHAPTER 6 

RECONSTRUCTING AND EXPLAINING THE PREHISTORY 
OF SOUTHWESTERN ARIZONA 

What we are really considering is an extremely important 
chapter of human history, of which we have no written record, 
and concerning which the only means at our disposal of deci
phering the past is the mute evidence of material culture 
(Gladwin et al. 1938:268). 

The archaeologist is doubly challenged in attempting to 

understand prehistory. Not only must explanations for the events and 

processes of the past be sought, but first those events and processes 

themselves must be reconstructed. This divides the basic work of 

studying prehistory into two parts: reconstruction (or inference) 

and explanation. The first task is the most basic; one cannot suc-

ceed at explaining change unless change itself has been adequately 

reconstructed (Reid 1973; Schiffer 1976). Reconstruction, however, 

is not independent of explanation. An individual1s theoretical 

orientation determines the aspects of prehistory to be explained and 

the variables that will be implicated as causal. Thus, in recon-

structing prehistory, the archaeologists devotes greater attention 

and effort to inferring those aspects of past societies judged 

theoretically most salient. 

Archaeologists attempting to understand the prehistory 

of southwestern Arizona have not all shared a single theoretical per-

spective nor always emphasized reconstruction of the same aspects of 
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past societies. Chapter 4 discusses how changes in research orien

tation on a national level have affected both the reconstruction and 

explanation of southwestern Arizona prehistory. The most recent such 

change, the New Archaeology of the 1960's, clearly divided the archae

ological community into those researchers focusing on culture history 

and those researchers focusing on adaptations. In recent year~ this 

division has become spurious, and research in southwestern Arizona 

has increasingly attempted to integrate both perspectives (see 

Masse 1980). 

The culture history and adaptive perspectives differ 

primarily on a theoretical or explanatory level. The culture history 

approach is basically idealist (sensu Harris 1968b), giving the 

greatest weight to tradition in explaining changes in prehistory. 

Continuities in archaeological "cultures" are explained as continui

ties in tradition, whereas changes are explained by breaks in tradi

tion. On the other hand, the adaptation approach, a materialist 

viewpoint, has stressed man-environment relations to explain similari

ties in societies and changes in prehistory. Similarities are as

cribed to similar technologies being applied to similar environments, 

and changes in environment and demography are invoked to account for 

shifts in prehistory. The theoretical perspectives of individual 

researchers are often a mix of these two approaches. 

These theoretical differences result in differing emphases 

on what parameters of prehistory researchers attempt to reconstruct. 
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The basic set of parameters, which includes ethnic boundaries, 

migration, population, subsistence, settlement patterns, social organi

zation, and trade, has concerned most serious researchers in south

western Arizona from the turn of the century. What differs through 

time is the emphasis placed on reconstructing each of these para

meters. Culture historians tend to emphasize ethnic groups and 

traditions, whereas individuals advocating adaptive explanations 

stress subsistence, settlement patterns, demography, social organi

zation, and trade. 

Researchers within these traditions, as well as eclectics, 

have produced numerous explanatory models or "scenarios" to account 

for aspects of prehistoric developments or in some cases the entire 

trajectory of prehistory in southern Arizona. These scenarios often 

inseparably confuse issues of reconstruction and explanation. In 

many cases, the reconstruction appears to originate from the explana

tion rather than vice versa. Such scenarios have appeared with in

creasing frequency in the last 10 years, producing extensive confusion 

over the nature of prehistory in southwestern Arizona. 

Clearly, what retards our understanding of prehistory, 

both in southwestern Arizona and in the broadest sense, is lack of 

development of methods for reconstructing past systemic properties 

and the far too limited efforts to apply existing methods. We can 

no longer avoid the laborious chores of reconstruction if our prin

cipal goal is to explain prehistory. In southern Arizona particu

larly, we cannot disprove competing explanatory models until we 



conceptually separate reconstruction from explanation and can infer 

changes in ethnic boundaries, migrations, population, subsistence, 

settlement, social organization, and trade. 

My discussion of the reconstruction and explanation of 

the prehistory of southwestern Arizona begins with consideration of 

the problems involved in reconstructing ethnic boundaries and mi-

grations. follow these methodological concerns with summaries of 

the various culture history scenarios for the area. No attempt is 

made to cover the pre-ceramic periods because the previous chapter 

considers these scenarios. The Hohokam occupation of southwestern 

Arizona receives the most discussion as more researchers have com

mented on this occupation than the Patayan. 

The second part of the chapter highlights issues concerning 

man-environment relationships. First I review the explanatory 

scenarios emphasizing adaptive processes. Population pressure and 

trade are key concerns in most of these models. For this reason 

discuss the general weaknesses in Boserup inspired population 

pressure models and I present a more refined consideration of trade 

in southwestern Arizona. 

The various scenarios for southwestern Arizona are 

considered for two ends. First to specify those points on which 
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they differ and agree and second to specify how new more synthetic 

theory may be built. Besides the observed difference between the 

cultural history scenarios and the adaptive scenarios there is little 
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theoretical dispute within these traditions. Opposing the points of 

disagreement between scenarios within a tradition primarily identifies 

disagreement in the reconstruction of southwestern Arizona prehistory, 

not in its explanation. Aspirants to each tradition hold very con

sistent assumptions concerning the causal relationships between inde

pendent and dependent variables. Formulation of more synthetic 

theory requires questioning these assumptions and testing them archae

ologically. 

Methodological Considerations in Culture History 

Culture history has traditionally referred to the 

chronological ordering of archaeological materials, their classifi

cation as to ethnic or cultural origins, and the reconstructing of 

events--principally migrations--in the development of prehistory. 

Schiffer (1982) extensively considers problems of chronology building, 

and those discussions will not.be repeated here. 

Reconstructing Ethnic Groups 

Iraditionally archaeologists have defined prehistoric 

ethnic units from trait lists by assuming that a shared ideology or 

culture determined a group's material traits. This perspective 

ignores other factors, including availability of raw materials, 

adaptation, and aspects of social organization, that also affect a 

group's artifacts. At the extreme of this trait-list approach, pot

tery styles alone have been used to identify "cultures. 1I 
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Ethnographic data from the Southwest suggest that the 

relationships between cultural boundaries and both trait lists and 

pottery styles are more complex. Modern Hopi and Zuni are separate 

ethnic groups, speaking distinct languages, which can be distinguished 

from each other by differences in pottery, dress, and architecture. 

The Hopi and Hano Tewa also represent distinct ethnic groups with 

different languages, but they cannot be distinguished by overt sty

listic differences. As noted by Dozier (1954:259), "Tewa Village in 

village plan, in architectural features of the house, and in dress 

and material possessions of its inhabitants, appears to be a typical 

Hopi Pueblo. 11 Traditional archaeologists excavating First Mesa would 

probably not identify Tewa Village (Hano) as a'separate ethnic group 

at all. The distribution of historic Eastern Pueblo pottery styles 

also points to the fallacy in tacitly equating decorative styles to 

ethnic or linguistic boundaries. For example, the Northern Rio 

Grande stylistic area included five Tewa Pueblos and two Keresan 

Pueblos. Furthermore, the seven Keresan Pueblos were split among 

three different stylistic traditions (Mera 1939:10; Harlow 1967:3). 

Finally, the case of the Sand Papago is instructive. As discussed by 

Fontana (1974:511), Hayden (1967:343), and Spicer (1972:38), both 

Papago and Sand Papago were part of a single cultural and linguistic 

group, the Upper Pima. Ezell (1955:372), however, concluded that the 

Sand Papago had a material culture more similar to the Yuman groups 

of the Colorado River than to their fellow Papago. 
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Cultural anthropologists have by and large rejected the 

use of trait lists to identify cultural groups; indeed, debates rage 

as to whether or not cultures exist as discrete bounded units. The 

views on this issue range from Naroll (1964), who advocates a six-

criteria definition for cultures, to Hymes (1968), who rejects a one-

to-one correlation between language and culture, and, finally, to 

Segraves (1974), Leach (1964), and Vayda and Rappaport (1968), who 

reject the concept altogether. 

Numerous other authors, including DeVos (1975), Barth 

(1969), and Spicer ('1971), have noted that groups of people do retain 

an identity over long periods of time. According to these authors, 

identities are maintained through the symbolic use of specific mater-

ial traits and behaviors. Not all material traits and behaviors in 

a cultural system, however, are relevant to this maintenance. Spicer 

(1972:798) refers to such symbolic systems as identity systems and 

notes that: 

One cannot expect that any universal sorter of ever-present 
symbols in terms of aspects and traits of culture will be 
discovered. What is most characteristic of these symbol 
systems is their great flexibility with regard to the kind 
of cultural elements which can be included. 

As Barth (1969:38) has noted, most of the material traits that 

characterize a group result from their adaptation and not their 

identity system. Several archaeologists, including Wobst (1977) and 

Hodder (1979), have followed this line of theory. Both authors stress 

the identification of specific symbolic material traits in the 

identification of cultural groups. 



Despite the conceptual appeal of Barth's and Spicer's 

ideas, they present operational problems. Specifically, how do we 

identify which traits are symbolically loaded culture markers and 

which are not? Both theory (Spicer 1971) and ethnographic evidence 

reveal that traits such as pottery decoration are not always sym

bolically loaded. Using the direct historical approach, one might 

be able to identify material or behavioral components of a living or 

ethnohistorically known identity system and attempt to trace these 

components archaeologically. 
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Research is needed on a more general scale to learn how 

material items and behaviors function in identity systems. Ethnoar

chaeological studies, such as Longacre's (1974) research into learning 

patterns and pottery among the Kalinga and Wobst's (1977) consideration 

of the role of dress in Yugoslavian identity systems, provide examples. 

Archaeological and ethnographic data from southwestern Arizona also 

offer potential for addressing these general issues. The Maricopa, 

for example, gradually moved up the Gila River valley, eventually co

residing with the Gila Pima (Chapter 3). Excavation of paired con

temporarneous Maricopa and Pima villages could provide data for testing 

hypotheses on the function of material culture in identity systems. 

Excavation of several such pairs in a temporal series would provide 

a time dimension absent from most ethnoarchaeological work. Ethno

graphic collections of pottery from various Yuman tribes provide a 

further data set for such analyses. 



Reconstructing Migrations 

Despite the great interest archaeologists have shown in 

tracing the movements of ethnic groups, they have given little 

theoretical consideration to the problems of inferring migrations. 

Two basic approaches to the problem are now in use. 

The first of these follows Rouse's (1958) criteria for 

site-unit intrusion. Rouse (1958:64) specifies five criteria for 

identifying a site-unit intrusion: 

(1) identify the migrating people as an intrusive unit in the 
region it has penetrated, (2) trace this unit back to its home
land, (3) determine that all the occurrences of the unit are 
contemporaneous, (4) establish the existence of favorable con
ditions for migration, and (5) demonstrate that some other 
hypothesis, such as independent invention or diffusion of 
traits, does not better fit the facts of the situation. ' 

Haury (1958) applied these criteria in a convincing demonstration of 

site-unit intrusion at Point of Pines. Unfortunately, most applica-
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tions of these criteria, especially in southwestern Arizona, have not 

been so credible. Many investigators have ignore1 the fact that these 

criteria apply only to a special type of migration, intrusion of a 

corporate unit of people, and have tried to use the criteria for any 

case of migration. Additionally, most researchers have omitted 

criterion 5 by not explicity opposing the migration hypothesis to 

other hypotheses. Moreover, no one has sought to test and refine 

Rouse's criteria by studying known cases of site-unit intrusion. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, many such cases have been documented in south-

western Arizona, providing data for examining Rouse's criteria. 
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The second approach is demographic; it is best illustrated 

by Longacre's (1975) identification of migration at Grasshopper and 

Pueblo in eastern Arizona. Longacre reconstructed the demographic 

history of Grasshopper and found periods of population growth where 

the rate exceeded that expected as a result of natural increase. 

These periods, he suggests, were times of immigration. Clearly, such 

an argument requires exact control of chronology and population size. 

The demographic approach is applicable to southwestern Arizona, but 

only in the few cases where areas were totally abandoned or abandoned 

areas reoccupied.- This approach might also be usable in a case such 

as the Colonial expansion into the Papagueria where the increase in 

numbers of sites is staggering. Again, research into sites from 

ethnohistorically documented migrations in southwestern Arizona may 

provide data relevant to refining this method. 

The reconstruction of culture history is neither a rote 

activity nor without substantial methodological limitations. South

western Arizona provides a data base for considering, perhaps remedy

ing, some of these difficulties. Without such research, we can 

scarcely advance our knowledge of culture history. 

Given the above reservations about our abilities to deal 

with ehtnic boundaries and migrations, I now turn to the present state 

of culture history in the study area. This discussion attempts to 

specify the extent and nature of archaeological resources and to out

line and compare the syntheses of regional prehistory proposed for the 
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area. Resolving the differences among these syntheses represents a 

major undertaking requiring methodological research and the collection 

of new data; this discussion attempts no such overarching resolution. 

Culture-Historical Syntheses for the Hohokam 

Six major problem areas have been identified in Hohokam 

culture history: chronology, origins, Colonial period expansion, the 

Sedentary to Classic transition, the Hohokam-Piman continuum, and 

boundaries. Numerous authors have woven hypotheses concerning eth

nicity, migrations, historical events, and subsistence patterns into 

elaborate syntheses accounting for Hohokam culture history and the 

major problem areas. In addition to these overall syntheses by Haury 

(1950, 1976), Hayden (1970), Di Peso (1956, 1979a), Wi lcox (1979b), 

and Masse (1980), several authors have addressed specific problems in 

the prehistory of southwestern Arizona (Ezell 1954, 1955); Doyel 1977b; 

Wasley and Johnson 1965). I will briefly summarize each of these 

syntheses and, using the major problem areas, attempt to identify the 

key differences between them (Figure 3). Empirical study of the areas 

of contention would allow rejection or acceptance of existing syntheses 

and spur development of new ones. 

Emil Haury 

Emil Haury interprets the Hohokam as a single linguistic 

or ethnic group similar to ethnographic Pimans with a complex adjust

ment to the lower Sonoran Desert. On the basis of excavations at 
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Ventana Cave, Haury (1943) orginally thought this cultural complex 

developed from the indigenous Cochise Archaic, but later research at 

Snaketown led him to alter this opinion. In the early Pioneer de

posits at Snaketown he found a complex of traits, including sedentary 

villages, canal irrigation, corn, beans, squash, pottery, figurines, 

cremation burial, and a developed craft industry in stone, shell, 

and bone. Haury (1976:351-352) viewed these as a constellation of 

traits lacking local antecedents and most logically explained by the 

arrival of a new people from Mexico, who settled principally in the 

Gila-Salt and Tucson basins. The founding population was small, 

accounting for the few early Pioneer sites known from these areas. 

The Pioneer way of life used small localized canals to irrigate farm 

lands and involved hunting and gathering. 

Significant changes took place at the beginning of the 

Colonial period. Population growth brought expansion within both the 

Gila-Salt and Tucson basins and also colonization of a large part of 

southern Arizona, including the Papagueria and Gila Bend. New traits 

from Mexico introduced into the Gila-Salt basin included ball courts 

and platform mounds--originating possibly as early as the Snaketown 

phase (Haury 1976:93). From the Colonial through Sedentary, Hohokam 

in the Gila-Salt refined their arts, intensified their subsistence, 

and elaborated their social organization. The volume and extent of 

trade increased--both the Arizona shell trade and exchange with 

Mesoamerica, as copper bells and macaws appear in Sedentary sites. 



For Haury (1976:354-355) Hohokam artistic expression peaked during 

this time. 
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Developments in the Gila Bend area paralleled those in the 

Gila-Salt, whereas differences arose in the Papagueria. To account 

for these, Haury (1950:546-548) drew the distinction between the 

Riverine and Desert Hohokam. The distinction is analogous to the 

difference between Pima and Papago: a common culture differentiated 

through adaptation to slightly different environments. He saw an 

initial establishment of a Hohokam cultural complex in the Papagueria, 

which deviated from the Riverine complex over time due to environ

mental differences. The Papagueria, a region of low rainfall and no 

permanent streams, had a smaller prehistoric population, less spec

tacular cultural manifestations, and little potential for canal 

irrigation (Gumerman and Haury 1979:76). 

The beginning of the Classic period is marked by numerous 

changes in the Hohokam pattern, which Haury (1945, 1976:355) attributed 

to the influence of Salado from the Tonto basin. During the Soho 

phase, indirect contact led to the adoption of compounds and a decline 

in production of red-on-buff pottery. In the following Civano phase, 

Salado people entered the Gila-Salt basin and took control of Hohokam 

cultural developments. The Salado instituted construction of the 

great houses such as Casa Grande and introduced extended inhumation. 

At the end of the Classic the Salado invaders departed; the indigenous 

Hohokam reverted to their previous ways, establishing rancheria-style 



pithouse villages. These residual Hohokam later became the Piman 

populations the Spanish encountered in the 1500 ' s. 

Haury's main emphasis is on explaining the culture history 
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of the Gila-Salt basin, and he tends to use the culture history of 

this region as the basis for explaining variation over the entire 

Hohokam root. One of his students, Charles Di Peso, has devoted much 

of his career to the study of southeastern Arizona and from this 

different persper.tive has come a different synthesis. 

Charles Oi Peso 

Di Peso1s (1956, 1979a) synthesis revolves around an 

indigenous ethnic and linguistic group he labels the Olotam, a Piman 

term that translates as "human being" and refers to all Piman speakers. 

Oi Peso draws parallels between the widespread Olotam populations of 

the historic past and widespread prehistoric similarities in the same 

region, which include red-on-brown pottery, houses in pits, inhumation, 

rancheria settlement pattern, three-quarter grooved axes, triangular 

side-notched projectile points, and block or basin metates. The basic 

cultural adaptation to southern Ariz6na changes in response to the 

intrusion and (or) influence of foreign groups. 

According to Di Peso (1979a:92) "Olotam roots lie deep 

in the old Cochise desert dweller matrix." The Olotam originate with 

the addition of pottery and part-time agriculture to the basic Desert 

Culture adaptation leading to the Pioneer Hohokam. Unlike Haury, who 

focuses on the unique traits of the Pioneer period, Oi Peso stresses 
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those aspects of ceramics, architecture, and stone tools that are 

similar across all of southern Arizona and much of western New Mexico, 

ascribing Haury·s unique elements to Mesoamerican influence. 

Ouring the Colonial period, O·otam development is disrupted 

by the intrusion of a foreign group that Oi Peso labels Hohokam. 

These Mexican immigrants occupied the Gila-Salt basin and exerted a 

mercantile influence on the O·otam to the south. The Hohokam intro

duced platform mounds, ball courts, new lithic forms, palettes, stone 

carving, elaboration of the shell industry, cotton textiles, gable

roofed houses with bulbous entryways, and pyrite mirrors (Oi Peso 

1979a:94). Acceptance of this complex by the indigenous population 

varied from village to village in the O·otam region. One settlement 

influenced by the Hohokam is Valshni Village (Oi Peso 1956:19). 

The indigenous O·otam arose and drove out the Hohokam at 

the beginning of the Classic or, as Oi Peso labels it, the O·otam 

reassertion. Possibly due to influence from Casas Grandes in 

Chihuahua, the Q·otam started constructing compound walled villages 

(Oi Peso'1379a:96-97). Ouring the Civano phase, a group entered the 

Gila-Salt basin and built great houses such as Casa Grande and large

scale irrigation systems. In a second revolt, the O·otam overthrew 

these great-house builders and occupy the area today, having become 

the modern Pima and Papago. 
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Julian Hayden 

Di Peso's ideas find parallels in Hayden's concept of the 

Papaguerian Sonoran Brownware tradition. Hayden, like Di Peso, starts 

with historic Piman ethnography but focuses on one small group, the 

Arenenos or Sand Papago of the Sierra Pinacate. There he hypothesizes 

an unbroken occupation from Amargosa times to the 1800's. He argues 

that the Amargosans spread over most of southern Arizona and south 

into Mexico where they came into contact with Mesoamerican traits, 

such as pottery, canal irrigation, and shell working. At the begin

ning of the Vahki phase, a group of these Piman-speaking Amargosan 

descendents migrated north to the Gila-Salt basin where they estab

lished the Hohokam culture pattern. In addition, at some time during 

the Pioneer period, brownware pottery--which developed into Ezell's 

(1954) Sonoran Brownware--was introduced to the indigenous Amargosan 

populations. During the early Colonial, Hohokam expanded out of the 

Gila-Salt basin and came into contact with the Sonoran Brownware 

tradition to the south. At the end of the Sacaton phase and during 

the Santan phase, further Mesoamerican influences resulted in the 

changes leading to the Classic period. At the end of the Sacaton 

phase and during the Santan phase, further Mesoamerican influences 

resulted in the changes leading to the Classic period. At the end of 

the Civano phase, as recounted in Pima and Papa go legends, the Piman

speaking Sobaipuri drove the Hohokam from the great houses, and the 

Sells phase trincheras and compounds may also have been destroyed 



by the invaders. The latter became the ethnographic Pima and Papago 

coyote (or white ant) moiety and the vanquished Hohokam, the Buzzard 

(or red ant) moiety. Hayden, like Di Peso, sees a basic southern 

Arizona cultural pattern that is overlain by an outside group, but 

he differs in the timing of events and in ascribing all groups in

volved to the Piman language family. 

The Continuum Model 

In contrast to the syntheses of Haury, Hayden, and D.i Peso, 

with their emphases on intruding groups, some authors have advanced 
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an extreme continuum model. In many ways Wasley (1966; Wasley and 

Johnson 1965) originated this view, and it has enjoyed great pop

ularity with authors who advocate adaptive explanations for Hohokam 

development (Wilcox and Shenk 1977; Wilcox 1979b; Grady 1976; 

McAllister 1976). According to this synthesis, the Hohokam developed 

from an Archaic base in the Gila-Salt basin, expanded outward during 

the Colonial, contracted back to the Gila-Salt during the Classic, and 

evolved into the historic Pimans of southern Arizona. Individuals 

who promote this synthesis find no evidence for large-scale population 

movements, but explain changes by reference to Mesoamerican influences 

(Wasley and Johnson 1965:89-91), environmental change (Weaver 1972), 

population pressure (Grady 1976), or sociopolitical mechanisms 

(Wilcox and Shenk 1977:182-200). Wilcox (1979b; Wilcox and Shenk 

1977:182-200) differs slightly from others, believing that the Colonial 

expansion was a result of diffusion not migration. In part, the 
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continuum syntheses represent a backlash to the culture-historical 

expanations of earlier workers. By denying the existence of the 

migrations and ethnic shifts previously used to explain change, these 

investigators are forced to consider adaptive factors (see Chapter 6). 

Bruce Masse 

Quite recently, Masse (1980) proposed a synthesis for 

the Papagueria that incorporated aspects of several discussed above. 

Masse avoided the issue of Hohokam origins and began his discussion 

with the Hohokam colonization of the Papagueria. In the late Snake

town phase and early Gila Butte phase, he saw Hohokam populations 

from the Gila-Salt basin moving into the Papagueria. He rejected 

Haury's (1950) concept of Desert Hohokam, arguing that the Hohokam 

in the Papagueria did not differ significantly in subsistence, mater

ial culture, or social organization from those in the Gila-Salt basin. 

He offered two possible explanations for this expansion: (1) develop

ment or refinement of water-control techniques, and (2) introduction 

of new strains of corn. Masse (1980:308-310) proposed that the 

Papagueria Hohokam prospered and continued to grow during the late 

Colonial and early Sedentary periods. Papagueria Hohokam exhibited 

a lower level of sociopolitical complexity than the Gila-Salt Hohokam, 

but a high level of interaction continued between the two groups. 

In the late Sedentary period the Hohokam abandoned the Papagueria, 

leaving the region unoccupied for 100 years. Masse offered no ex

planation for this abandonment. A new group of people, the 
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Mogollon/Sonoran (7) Tradition, entered the Papagueria during the 

Classic (Masse 1980:310-312). This population had its roots in the 

Trincheras tradition of Sonora and the Mogollon-related peoples of 

southeastern Arizona; materially, it was characterized by Sonoran 

Brownware ceramics, compounds, above-ground jacal rooms, and cerros 

de trincheras. Like the historic Papago, this group practiced a 

biseasonal settlement system and derived most of its subsistence from 

nonagricultural pursuits. According to Masse (1980:312), this pop

ulation was replaced in the 15th and 16th centuries by Sonoran groups 

that became the Papago. 

Evaluating the Hohokam Syntheses 

Researchers have presented and used these syntheses in 

ways that complicate attempts to choose among them. In general, a 

synthesis is laid out and then used to interpret the data, hopelessly 

confounding issues of inference and explanation. Frequently the 

synthesis must be extracted from an interpretive scenario. Investi

gators have seldom opposed any of the syntheses on a point-by-point 

basis so that each point of disagreement can be examined. The reader 

can only evaluate the synthesis on the basis of prior biases, sub

jective knowledge of the area1s archaeology, and the credentials of 

the author. Commonly, researchers do not even attempt to rigorously 

evaluate previous syntheses; they either accept one (and ingnore the 

others) or they present yet another synthesis on the basis of their 

own biases and subjective knowledge. As a result, there is mass 



confusion in Hohokam archaeology with personalities playing a bigger 

role than objective evaluation of data. 
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A new synthesis is not presented here. Nor are the existing 

ones tested and rejected. These goals represent gargantuan tasks re

quiring an investment of resources and effort well beyond that avail

able for the present overview. Most importantly, such tasks require 

a far greater degree of effort than a summary chapter tucked into a 

descriptive report or contract document. Instead, the major Hohokam 

problem areas are used to highlight differences in the syntheses and 

to specify research that may differentiate among them. For each 

problem area, 'I specify the implications of the syntheses, both in 

terms of the Hohokam in general and for southwestern Arizona in par

ticular. Figure 3 graphically portrays the relationships of problem 

areas to syntheses. Testing of these syntheses goes beyond the 

regional concerns of southwester~ Arizona to the consideration of 

methodological problems involved in archaeologically identifying 

migration and ethnicity. 

Hohokam Origins 

Arguments on Hohokam origins revolve around whether 

or not they represent an immigrant group or an in situ development 

from the Cochise. Both Haury (1976:351-352) and Hayden (1970) saw 

newcomers at the beginning of Vahki bringing the Hohokam cultural 

pattern to the Gila-Salt basin. Haury did not specify events 

during this time period for areas outside the Gila-Salt basin, such 
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as the Papagueria. Hayden saw a continuation of an Amargosan tradition 

and in situ development of the Sonoran Brownware tradition in southern 

Arizona and northern Sonora resulting from the diffusion of pottery 

and agriculture into the region. Oi Peso proposed development of the 

Pioneer period out of the indigenous O'otam, a different ethnic group 

than the later Colonial populations. An in situ Pioneer development 

is also postulated by Wasley, but he labels it Hohokam. 

The strongest evidence for immigration is the sudden 

appearance of a Hohokam trait complex at Snaketown (Haury 1976:351-

352). Wasley and Johnson (1965:78) and Wilcox and Shenk (1977: 174-

176) have questioned this sudden appearance, suggesting these traits 

entered the Gila-Salt basin over a period of several hundred years. 

These arguments appear sufficient to establish the ambiquity of the 

Snaketown evidence, but do not in themselves force rejection of the 

migration hypothesis. The only other excavated Vahki site in the 

Gila-Salt, Red Mountain, looks like a San Pedro Cochise site with 

pithouses and pottery (Morris 1969). Clearly, the Gila-Salt data can 

be interpreted in several ways. 

The evidence from the periphery of the Gila-Salt basin 

does appear to support a continuum. At Ventana Cave, Haury (1943:262) 

found no depositional hiatus between the San Pedro Cochise and pottery

bearing deposits nor any change in artifacts--other than the addition 

of pottery. Eddy (1958) obtained similar results at Matty Canyon, 

where he excavated two pithouse sites, one San Pedro and the other 



Vahki-Estrella; the Vahki-Estrella site differed from the San Pedro 

only in the addition of pottery. 
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The existence of a continuum in areas outside the Gila-Salt 

basin does not resolve the differences between the syntheses. All of 

the syntheses require or allow for the in situ development of pottery

making agriculturalists in peripheral regions. Investigations in 

southwestern Arizona may provide data for examining in situ develop

ments in the periphery, but they will never provide evidence to refute 

the migration hypothesis. Only excavations of late Cochise and Vahki 

phase sites in the Gila-Salt basin can resolve this controversy. 

The Colonial Expansion 

The differences between these syntheses go beyond 

questions of migration to include problems of ethnicity. For south

western Arizona the question must be asked whether the early Pioneer 

population was of the same ethnic group as the later Hohokam. Such 

a question is difficult to answer and relates to the issue of Colonial 

expansion. Specifically, how do the Colonial period remains in south

western Arizona relate to Colonial manifestations elsewhere? Do they 

result from Gila-Salt migrants or diffusion to an indigenous population? 

Several authors present different combinations of migration 

and diffusion to account for the Colonial expansion. According to 

Haury (1976), Wasley (1965:75-91), and Masse (1980), the widespread 

Colonial Hohokam population is caused by immigration from the Gila

Salt, but see this as the Hohokam diffusing their lifeway to an O·otam 



or Sonoran Brownware tradition. For these researchers the Colonial 

expansion represents both immigrants from the Gila-Salt basin and 
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local groups adopting different aspects of the Hohokam cultural 

tradition. Unlike Hayden, Di Peso (1956, 1979a) believes that the 

Hohokam moved into the Gila-Salt basin at the beginning of theColonial. 

Wilcox (1979b:82-84) proposes that the spread of Hohokam remains during 

the Colonial resulted from local hunting and gathering populations 

entering into symbiotic relationships with Hohokam farmers, eventually 

leading to the spread of the Hohokam pattern. 

Southwestern Arizona is an important region for studying 

the Colonial expansion. The Gila Bend area is one of the many riverine 

environments where Hohokam remains do not occur in abundance until the 

Colonial period. In contrast, the Papagueria is a somewhat special 

case where the Hohokam pattern spread to a nonriverine environment. 

The apparent dramatic increase in sites at the beginning of the 

Colonial period in Gila Bend and the Papagueria suggests that migra

tion must be included in any model of Colonial expansion. Colonial 

sites in the Gila Bend region are materially indistinguishable from 

those in the Gila-Salt basin. In the Papagueria Colonial sites along 

the Santa Rosa Wash and near Sells have mixed assemblages of Hohokam 

Buffware and Sonoran Brownware, with buffware predominating in the 

decorated ceramics. Existing data are limited in quantity and dis

tribution but they do at present appear to support a migration model 

for Colonial expansion into southwestern Arizona. A migration model, 



however, fails to account for the indigenous Papaguerian population 

indicated by the Ventana Cave data. 

Hohokam Ethnicity 

Colonial and Sedentary remains are amazingly similar 
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in many regions. Artifacts from the Gila-Salt basin, Gila Bend region, 

Agua Fria, Tonto basin, Globe-Miami area, and the lower Verde River 

area are virtually indistinguishable. However, in parts of southern 

Arizona, including the Papagueria, the Hohokam pattern differs. 

There is Sonoran Brownware instead of buffware, more extensive use 

of inhumation, and, overall, less evidence for irrigation agriculture. 

Haury (1950:546-548) proposed that the Papagueria gradually 

diverged from the Gila-Salt pattern, resulting in a demonstrably dif

ferent Desert Hohokam Branch. This hypothesis fits with Haury's view 

that the Hohokam were a single ethnic and linguistic group. 

Three researchers have offered alternatives to Haury's 

Desert Branch concept. Masse (1980:300-304), for example, claimed 

that no differences existed between the Hohokam in Papagueria and in 

the Gila-Salt basin. On the other hand, Hayden (1970:91-92) and 

Di Peso (1979a:93-95) emphasized the differences between the Gila-Salt 

basin and southern Arizona, claiming the presence of a separate ethnic 

group in the south. This ethnic group, of course, is their indigenous 

O'otam or Sonoran Brownware tradition, whose territory corresponds to 

the distribution of Sonoran Brownware ceramics. 
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Massels (1980:300-304) critique of Haury failed to 

accurately consider the Desert Hohokam concept. He focused on Hauryls 

postulated subsistence differences between the branches, arguing that 

the Papaguerian Hohokam were principally dependent on agriculture and, 

therefore, not distinct from the Riverine Branch. Masse further 

claimed that the material contrasts that Haury listed did not exist 

in pre-Classic Papaguerian Hohokam. 

These arguments ignored two basic aspects of Hauryls 

concept. First, Haury (1950:547) did not see a sharp break between 

Riverine and Desert subsistence and material culture; rather, he saw 

a continuum that was usefully divided into two parts. liThe dividing 

line geographically between these two branches is difficult to 

establish becasue of the gradual merging of the one into the other ll 

(Haury 1950:547). Second, Masse applied Hauryls (1950:547) post-A.D. 

1000 trait list to pre-A.D. 1000 materials. Haury saw the divisions 

between the two branches arising primarily in the Topawa phase. 

Masse (1980:300) mistakenly equated this phase with Santa Cruz instead 

of the late Sacaton and early Soho as Haury originally did; Haury 

recognized the extensive similarities in the Riverine and Desert 

branches during the Santa Cruz and early Sacaton phases. Clearly, 

Massels arguments underscore these similarities, but they do not 

invalidate Hauryls Desert Branch concept. 

Hayden and Di Pesols case for ethnic differences in the 

Papagueria rests on trait comparisons similar to Hauryls. Both authors 
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tend to emphasize the importance of Sonoran Brownware as an ethnic 

marker. However, the conclusion that Vamori and Topawa Red-on-brown 

are, in fact, Tucson basin types eliminates a distinctive painted 

pottery tradition for the Papagueria. The overall low frequency of 

painted ceramics at Papaguerian Colonial and Sedentary sites (usually 

5 percent or less) suggests that most or all of this material may be 

imported. If so, then the presence of Vamori or Topawa Red-on-brown 

in pre-Classic sites would not be a good ethnic marker. This argu

ment does not invalidate Hayden and Oi Peso·s postulated indigenous 

Papaguerian cultural group, but it does suggest that other lines of 

evidence must be developed to support the idea. 

Loomis (1980:399-432) performed a petrographic analysis 

on 25 sherds from Gu Achi, the San Pedro drainage, and Phoenix area. 

He found that the Gila Plain and red-on-buff ceramics from Gu Achi 

were indistinguishable from the Phoenix and San Pedro specimens. 

The red-on-brown ceramics from Gu Achi grouped together, and both the 

red-on-buff and red-on-brown groups differed from the predominant 

plainware sherds. These data suggest that the red-on-buff ceramics, 

the red-on-brown ceramics, and the majority of plainware at the site 

were produced in three different areas. If the plainware was produced 

at the site, the painted wares were most likely imported. The test 

would have been more conclusive if the sherd sample had been larger, 

and if red-on-brown sherds from the Tucson basin had been included. 

On a more general level Doyel (1977a:10S) questioned the 

general usefulness of paste and temper differences as ethnic markers. 
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He noted the great stylistic similarities between the Hohokam Buffware 

and the Sonoran Brownware and suggested that the paste and temper dif

ferences resulted from the availability of raw materials not ethnic 

preferences. These observations conform to previous findings on 

paste and temper differences in ethnographic Papago pottery (Fontana 

et al. 1962). Doyel's view strikes a responsive cord among ecologi

cally oriented archaeologists, but it is not demonstrated. 

'l 
Detailed analyses should be undertaken to identify raw 

material differences between the wares. Armed with this information~ 

researchers could examine regional geology to establish whether or 

not buffware could have been made in the south and brownware in the 

Gila-Salt basin. If both wares could have been produced throughout 

southern Arizona, the ethnicity explanation for their distribution 

would be strengthened; if not, then the environmental explanation 

would receive support. 

The Classic Period Transition 

The regional diversification of the Colonial and Sedentary 

periods increases greatly in the following Classic period. Although 

most researchers have focused on changes in the Gila-Salt basin--and 

these changes form the pivot point for most models--equally great 

changes took place throughout Hohokam territory. Each synthesis 

explains this transformaiton using arguments based on the explanations 

of earlier changes. 



Debates on the Sedentary-Classic change have centered 

on the competing models of migration versus in situ development for 

the Gila-Salt basin. In Haury's (1976:355) view, Saladoan people 
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from the Tonto basin brought about the changes of the Soho phase by 

influence and then physically intreded into the Gila-Salt basin, 

producing the Civano phase. Civano ended when the Salado withdrew. 

Schroeder (1953) argued in a like vein, substituting the Sinagua of 

the Flagstaff and Verde River valleys for the Salado. Di Peso (1956: 

507-509, 1979a:95-98) postulated that the local Q'otam overthrew the 

Hohokam at the end of the Sedentary and that Casas Grandes influences 

introduced the new Soho traits. A sub-group of Q'otam took control 

of the Gila-Salt basin during the Civano phase and built the great 

houses. The Civano ended with the destruction of the great houses as 

told in the Pima legends. Wasley (1966), Hayden (1970), Doyel (1977b), 

and Wilcox and Shenk (1977:182-199) argued for an in situ development 

of the Classic period. The exact causal mechanisms each advocated 

for bringing about the changes and for the Classic period collapse 

vary, but most, following Weaver (1972, 1976), included environmental 

causality. 

Clearly, the alternative of in situ development has lately 

gained wide credence. Judging by the Salado Conference papers 

(Doyel and Haury 1976), this view represents majority opinion on the 

Sedentary-Classic transition. Establishing that Classic features 

had their origins in the Hohokam pre-Classic demonstrates that a 

migration is not sufficient to explain these changes, but leaves open 



the question of what did cause this transition. In the Gila-Salt 

basin, Wilcox (1979a, 1979b; Wilcox and Shenk 1977) has advocated 

sociopolitical change as the major factor, whereas Doyel (1977b) and 

Weaver (1972, 1976) invoked environmental change. Grebinger (1971, 

1976; Grebinger and Adam 1974) posited that the Sedentary-Classic 

transition in the Tucson basin occured due to environmental changes 

that triggered sociopolitical changes. All four of these authors 

developed particularistic models without an explicit theoretical 
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basis. As a result, the cause and effect relations Wilcox advocated 

are not obvious, and the models of Weaver and Doyel reduce the environ

mental determinism. Possibly because they have not developed adequate 

bridging arguments, these authors failed to specify the test that will 

establish theirs as the best of the competing interpretations. 

The Gila-Bend region offers potential for testing hypotheses 

regarding the Sedentary-Classic transition. In this area Sedentary 

sites, such as Gatlin and Citrus, exhibit many features associated 

with the Classic (e.g., platform mounds and ball courts). Indeed, 

Gila Bend data were essential for refuting Haury's (1945) Salado 

migration "hypothesis (Wasley 1966; Doyel 1977b). Clearly, the forces 

leading to the Classic were active in the Gila-Bend area during the 

Sedentary. However, the decrease in habitation sites and the apparent 

abandonment of the canal system indicate that these forces did not 

come to fruition. Little has been offered to explain this deviation 

from Gila-Salt developments. Schroeder (1961:24) attributed the 
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Gila Bend decline to insufficient irrigation water resulting from 

desiccation and upstream withdrawals for the Gila-Salt irrigation 

systems. Other authors, including Weaver (1972), Doyel (1977b), and 

Wilcox (1979b), postulated a regional desiccation leading to a lower 

population density or abandonments of Hohokam areas outside the Gila

Salt basin. Unfortunately, the demonstration of this drying trend is 

based on data from the Colorado Plateau and not from southern Arizona 

(Chapter 2). 

Most discussions of the Sedentary to Classic transition have 

ignored changes in the Papagueria. The Sells phase, according to 

Haury (1950:546-548), was the culmination of the environmentally based 

divergence of the Desert Hohokam. He noted the settlement trend in 

favor of large villages near cerros de trincheras and suggested that 

this shift resulted from warfare--possibly to repel Salado invaders. 

Hayden (1970) and Di Peso (1956, 1979a) offer no specific explanations 

for the changes but see them as in situ developments out of the in

digenous Olotam. The models of Weaver (1972, 1976), Wilcox (1979b), 

Grebinger (1976), and Doyel (1977b) do not explicity deal with the 

Papagueria. 

The major exception to this neglect is Masse1s (1980: 

310-312) Papagueria synthesis, which posits the abandonment of the 

Papagueria in the Sacaton and the intrusion of a Mogollon/Sonoran 

Tradition at the beginning of the Sells phase. Masse builds this 

interpretation on recent data from Santa Rosa Wash, principally the 



Gu Achi site. The current data base for this area, however, is not 

sufficient for such a formulation. Much work has been done in the 
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Santa Rosa area since 1970, but it includes none of the large Sells 

phase villages known to exist along the wash. The Arizona State 

Museum's Papagueria expedition represents the only systematic attempt 

to excavate a series of seque~tia1ly related sites. The results of 

these excavations at Valshni Village (Withers 1973), Burro Pond 

(Bailey n.d.), Jackrabbit Ruin (Scantling 1940), and Ash Hill (Hayden 

n.d.) reveal a developmental continuum in architecture, redwareceramics, 

plainware ceramics, ,and other aspects of material culture, which does 

not support Masse's migration hypothesis. Indeed, the Kingpin of 

Masse's argument--the shift in painted pottery from red-on-buff to 

Tanque Verde Red-on-brown--may represent nothing more than decreasing 

production (and therefore trade) of red-on-buff ceramics in the 

Classic of the Gila-Salt basin. 

The Hohokam to Piman Continuum 

The differing interpretations of Hohokam ethnicity greatly 

confuse the issue of a Hohokam to Piman continuum. Haury (1945, 1976) 

viewed the Hohokam as a single ethnic entity that developed into the 

modern Pimans. Oi Peso (1956, 1979a) postulated that the Hohokam de

parted at the beginning of the Classic, leaving the O'otam to evolve 

into the modern Pimas. Hayden (1970) did not have the Hohokam leave 

but suggested that their linguistic relatives, the Sobaipuri ,militarily 



defeated them, and then incorporated them as a moiety into the 

Papago and Pimas. 

These differing syntheses are best distinguished at 
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earl ier periods as already shown; they all postulate an ethnic con

tinuum between the Hohokam Classic period and the Pimas. This position 

can be constrasted with those of researchers who dispute the continuity 

(Fontana 1976; Doelle 1975b; Masse 1980:312). 

Ezell (1963b) summarized the debate on the Hohokam-Piman 

continuum as it stood in the early 1960's, indicating that the focus 

was on establishing continuity in the Gila-Salt basin. Arguments on 

both sides revolved around trait comparisons between the prehistoric 

Hohokam and the ethnographic Pimans. Both trends continue into the 

current debates, and both appear to be dead ends, as evidenced by the 

fact that the problem is still unresolved. 

The Gila-Salt focus does not provide a wide enough base 

to consider the problem productively. The Spanish-contact Pimans 

occupied the Gila portion of the Gila-Salt basin, the Papagueria, the 

Tucson Basin, and the San Pedro River drainage, a spatial distribution 

corresponding largely to that of the Classic Hohokam. However, the 

continuity position does not require a continuum in each of these 

areas, only that populations remained in one to later repopulate the 

others. We know the Salt portion of the Gila-Salt basin was abandoned 

following the Classic period, as early Spanish explorers found no 

sedentary agricultural populations there. Winter (1973:67) noted that 
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much of the debate has been fueled by the lack of proto-historic sites 

in the Gila portion of the basin. Some authors have taken this lack 

of sites to indicate that the Gila--like the Salt--was abandoned and, 

th~refore, the Hohokam were not the ancestors of the Pima (Doelle 1976; 

Fontana 1976). This conclusion does not necessarily follow, because 

the area may have been abandoned after the Classic only to be reoccu

pied in proto-historic times by Pima migrants from elsewhere in 

southern Arizona. A demonstration of Hohokam ancestry for the Pima 

requires that there be continuity in the Hohokam range of southern 

Arizona, but not necessarily in the Gila-Salt basin. 

Hayden (1970) has argued for a lengthy residence of 

Piman speakers in southern Arizona--from Amargosan times to present. 

Although this position is not without problems, Hayden's basic logic 

appears sound, and the formulation productive. During this extended 

period, Hayden sees no evidence of population movements in the Sierra 

Pinacata. 

If a Hohokam-Pima continuum did not exist in southern 

Arizona, then sometime between the Classic and the Spanish entrada 

the entire region must have been abandoned and then reoccupied. If 

there was continuity, portions of the region still could have been 

abandoned. Researchers would thus have to show that the abandoned 

areas were reoccupied by immigrants from southern Arizona. 

We must also ask what became of the majority of Classic 

period Hohokam. During the Classic the Gila-Salt basin, Tucson basin, 
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and the Papagueria apparently supported large populations. Indeed, 

the Gila-Salt basin may have been one of the most densely populated 

regions in the prehistoric Southwest. A population reduction did 

take place in the Gila-Salt basin following the Classic (Winter 1973; 

Doelle 1975b), and overall Hohokam populations may have declined. 

Whether the Hohokam became the Pima or not, a major demographic shift 

occurred that needs explaining. 

Numerous sites in southwestern Arizona are relevant to 

the issue of a Hohokam to Pima continuum. Proto-historic sites have 

been found along the Middle ~anta Cruz River (Di Peso 1956; Doyel 

1977a), in the Santa Rosa Wash (Goodyear 1977b), and the Ajo Range 

(Mallouf 1980). The occurrence of these sites, characterized by a 

thin chocolate-brown pottery (Whetstone Plain), highlights the poten

tial importance of the Papagueria for resolving the continuum debate. 

As Haury (1950) recognized, the oldest Papago villages are the obvious 

places to begin work. Haury's perception is supported by Goodyear's 

(1977b) discovery of proto-historic sites in the Slate Mountains, 

probably related to the earlier occupation of the village of Kohatk. 

Unfortunately, no effort to systematically study such sites has been 

made since Haury's aborted attempt of the early 1940's (Chapter 4)-

largely due to Papago opposition. 

The Hohokam-Patayan Boundary 

A final problem is identifying the boundary between the 

Hohokam and Patayan in southwestern Arizona. Moreover, the nature of 



Hohokam-Patayan interaction needs to be identified. The boundary 

issue does not distinguish between any of the competing syntheses, 

but it has occupied numerous researchers. 

Gladwin and Gladwin (1930) originally placed the western 

extent of the Hohokam at Bouse, but further research showed this 

boundary to be too far west. In pre-Classic times, the Hohokam pat

tern reached as far west as Gila Bend and the Growler Mountains 

(Wasley and Johnson 1965; Fontana 1965). During the Classic period 

and into the proto-historic, Patayan sherds occurred farther and 

farther east, becoming the dominant ware east to the Buckeye Hills 

and to the western boundary of the Papago Reservation. Sites Y:8:2 

and Y:8:3, in the Childs valley (Huckell 1979), are the only Patayan 

remains investigated along this boundary. 
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The boundary between the distribution of Patayan and 

Hohokam,ceramic war.es has variously been interpreted both as an ethnic/ 

linguistic boundary (Huckell 1979: Schroeder 1967) or as a result of 

trade relationships (Ezell 1954, 1955; Rosenthal et al. 1978:128-134). 

The argument for a trade-derived boundary depends on analogy to the 

Sand Papago, who were linguistically and ethnically Pimans (Chapter 3) 

but who obtained their ceramics by exchange with Colorado River or 

Gila River Yumans. The argument for an ethnic boundary derives in 

large part from a Ilpottery equals peoplell perspective (Schroeder 1967). 

A more convincing case for an ethnic boundary has been 

made by Huckell (1979:137). He found two apparently contemporaneous 
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sites, one with Patayan ceramics and the other with Sonoran Brownwares, 

suggesting that the western Papagueria was occupied by two different 

ethnic groups. The Patayan site (V:8:3), which contained much shell 

waste and raw shell, probably played a role in shell exchange. 

Although Huckell IS findings appear to indicate an ethnic boundary 

in the Classic period, this conclusion should be accepted cautiously 

for two reasons: (1) the sites were from the same phase but may not 

have been absolutely contemporaneous and (2) the nature of the bound

ary may have changed in later times as shown in Malloufls (1980) 

findings of mixed Patayan-Sonoran Brownware assemblages in the Ajo 

Range and the ethnographic Sand Papago case. 

Resolution of the boundary conflict would be aided by 

detailed trace element or petrographic analysis of ceramics. If the 

boundary is a trade phenomenon, then all Patayan ceramics should 

originate from the Colorado or Gila Rivers. If the boundary is an 

ethnic one, then local production of both Patayan Buffwares and 

Sonoran Brownwares would be expected. The two possible outcomes of 

a source analysis would lend support to one or another of the hypoth

eses. A third possible outcome, Patayan ceramics produced along the 

Colorado River and Sonoran Brownwares made further east, would be 

ambiguous. Such a situation could result either from trade relation

ships or from groups originating from east and west using the western 

Papagueria seasonally. As Doelle (1980a) argues on adaptive grounds, 

several of these alternatives could be true at different times. 
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Hohokam Culture History: Conclusion 

In sum, many problems still surround the culture history 

of the Hohokam, and their resolution has been hampered by the many 

competing sysntheses. In these discussions, I have tried to system

atically oppose the syntheses and specify critical tests. Carrying 

out these tests will require gathering relevant data and explicitly 

considering the more general problems of archaeologically identifying 

migrations and ethnic boundaries. 

The extant syntheses do not exhaust the logically possible 

reconstructions of Hohokam culture history. Moreover, many differences 

in the syntheses may result from researchers trying to overgeneralize 

from their own regional data sets. To be useful, future syntheses 

need to allow for greater variation in culture history on a region-to

region basis. Given the plethora of competing syntheses, greater vari

ation would probably be best considered by first testing by region the 

propositions that inhere in each of the current syntheses. From these 

tests new, more finely resolved syntheses can be developed. Future 

researchers should also recognize that agreement between archaeologists 

on some point does not automatically indicate truth. We need to con

stantly and critically evaluate all aspects of culture history in 

southwestern Arizona. A need for creative thought concerning these 

issues will always exist, but such creativity needs to be coupled to 

and in part derived from empirical testing of earlier ideas. 
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Culture-Historical Syntheses for the Patayan 

Lowland Patayan archaeologists have not produced the 

plethora of culture-historical syntheses that beset Hohokam research. 

Indeed, only two investigators have attempted such syntheses: 

Malcolm Rogers (1945), who limits his considerations to the Lowland 

Patayan, and Albert Schroeder (1957, 1979), who attempts to account 

for the prehistory of all of western Arizona. 

Rogers' (1945), always stressing the discreteness of 

the Patayan root, postulated that the Patayan I period began with 

immigration from southern California in approximately A.D. 800. He 

denied a Hohokam derivation for Patayan I pottery and advocated 

instead the existence of a third center in Mexico that furnished the 

inspiration for both Yuman and Hohokam ceramics. He divided the 

Patayan root into two sections based on foreign contacts: north of 

Parker having contact with the Anasazi and south of Parker having 

contact with the Hohokam. With the close of the Patayan I, Rogers 

saw the only break in Patayan development. He postulated that the 

period ended with abrupt changes in ceramic traits resulting from 

immigration of new groups and (or) internecine warfare along the 

Colorado River (Rogers 1945:186). 

Patayan II was for Rogers (1945:190) and epoch of Yuman 

expansion. He suggested that the trincheras of the Papagueria and 

the Gila Bend fort were defensive works against marauding Patayans. 

During Patayan I I, Salton Trough filled with freshwater forming 
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Lake Cahuilla, which drew Patayan settlers around it. Overall, Rogers 

saw indications of population increase and cultural elaboration during 

Patayan I I times. 

At the beginning of Patayan I I I, in the early 1500's, the 

freshwater lakes in the Salton Trough and in the Mohave Sink dried up, 

resulting in population shifts to the lower Colorado Delta, and the 

distribution of Yuman populations encountered by the Spanish. Also, 

at this time Shoshonean groups entered the Colorado River valley from 

the west. During Patayan III the Northern Diegueno introduced urn 

cremation and the Shoshonean Chemehuevi adopted many aspects of 

Patayan culture, including ceramics (Rogers 1945:194-195). Patayan 

III lasted into historic times and bridged the gap between prehistory 

and history. 

Schroeder's (1957, 1979) synthesis revolves around an 

indigenous culture group in western Arizona he calls Hakataya. 

Schroeder (1957, 1979) included in the Hakataya a diverse range of 

archaeological patterns, including the Pioneer Hohokam, the Lowland 

Patayan, the Cerbat, Cohonina, and Prescott branches, the Salado, 

and the Sinagua. For Schroeder the Hakataya represents a widespread 

culture system, anal?gous and ancestral to the Yuman language group, 

which developed from an Archaic base and retained throughout its 

history a strong hunting and gathering emphasis. 

Varying foreign influences were used by Schroeder 

(1957, 1979) to explain the Hakataya's immense variability. The 
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initial influence originated with the Hohokam, which Schroeder 

(1979:103) has entering the Gila-Salt basin at A.D. 500; thus, the 

Colonial expansion becomes a diffusion of Hohokam traits north, east, 

and west to Hakataya groups. At approximately the same time 

Mesoamerica-derived traits, including ball courts, were introduced 

(Schroeder 1979:104-105). In the north, the Sinagua Hakataya devel

oped as a result of contacts with the Petrified Forest area, and the 

Cohonina received Anasazi influences. In the 1100lS the overall 

pattern changed with the spread southward of Sinaglla-derived red

wares, architecture, and burial patterns. Schroeder (1979:1D7) pro

ceeded to draw direct parallels between the late prehistoric materials 

and ethnographic branches. 

The paucity of data for the Patayan root makes evaluation 

of these syntheses difficult--but some comments are possible. Both 

syntheses hypothesize the long-term development of a single cultural 

group ancestral to the ethnographic Yumans. Rogers tended to view 

Lowland Patayan developments as being distinct from the Hohokam, 

whereas Schroeder stressed the impact of Hohokam influences. In 

addition, the two schemes also differ in scope, with Schroeder1s being 

the most grandiose. 

Schroeder1s Hakataya is so inclusive and incorporates 

so much diversity, that it is difficult to accept. Schroeder has 

mapped the distribution of ethnographic Yuman speakers and included in 

the Hakataya root all the archaeological manifestations that occur in 
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this range. The diversity incorporated by this concept is extreme, 

even exceeding the material culture variability of the ethnographic 

Yumans. Groups such as the Cerbat, Pioneer Hohokam, and Salado share 

few aspects of ceramic technology, architecture, settlement pattern, and 

subsistence. More importantly, each of these groups is more similar to 

other roots than to one another, i.e., Salado to Mogollon, Pioneer 

Hohokam to Hohokam or Q'otam, and to Patayan. In view of these patterns, 

the few traits Schroeder finds in common for these groups, such as the 

Hakataya being "rock oriented people" (Schroeder 1979:100), appear 

inadequate to support a common culture across all of western Arizona. 

Conclusion: Culture History 

The mute evidence of material culture has provided a 

wealth of conflicting reconstructions for the culture history of 

southwestern Arizona. Cutting through this confusion requires both 

methodological and substantive research. On the methodological level, 

we need better methods for determining ethnic boundaries and for 

identifying migrations. On the substantive level, we need to system

mati cally oppose the various reconstructions on a point-by-point 

basis, testing the alternative inferences. Future reconstructions 

should derive from this testing process and would also be strengthened 

by critical evaluation of areas of agreement. 

Beyond reconstructing the culture history of southwestern 

Arizona, we also need to explain cuture change. Such explanation 

requires not only reconstruction of culture history but also the 

reconstruction of adaptations. 
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The Study of Cultural Adaptations 

A major goal of archaeology is to explain change and 

diversity in human societies. In seeking this goal archaeologists 

often conceive of human socieites as adaptive systems striving to 

maintain continuity in the face of changing environmental and demo

graphic conditions (see Kirch 1980). This perspective, built upon 

the theoretical work of anthropologists Steward (1955) and White 

(1949), has generated provocative--sometimes elegant--case studies. 

The most successful examples in southwestern Arizona have been the 

Hecla II and III (Goodyear 1975) and Buried Trench (Ooelle 1980a) 

projects. Many efforts, however, fall short of achieving their goals 

rigorously. 

The various explanatory syntheses for the Hohokam and 

Patayan all share two characteristics. Everyone stress environmental 

change and population growth as causal factors and they all tend to 

accept the extreme continuum model of culture history. Eliminating 

the possibilities of ethnic movements and ignoring ethnic boundaries 

forces attention of the parameters of environmental change and popu

lation growth. These scelldi"ios also share often impl icit assumptions 

about the effects of environmental change and population growth. 

They see increased population as leading to agricultural intensifi

cation and increasing stratification. Environmental changes spur or 

retard this process by increasing or decreasing production. Where 

these syntheses differ is on the reconstruction of population growth, 

environmental changes and social organization. 
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Explanatory Scenarios for the Hohokam 

Grebinger 

Grebinger'sscenario is one of the earliest and derives 

inspiration from ecology, cultural evolution and the cultural history 

models of Di Peso and Hayden. It differs from the other adaptive 

scenarios because it does not accept the continuum model. This syn

thesis primarily concerns developments in the Tucson basin and the 

Middle Santa Cruz valley. Grebinger developed this scenario in his 

dissertation (Grebinger 1971) and several articles (Grebinger and 

Adam 1974, 1978). 

Grebinger postulates a process of range expansion and 

range budding whereby growing populations in the Gila-Salt basin 

expand into the Tucson basin and Santa Cruz river valley during the 

early Colonial 'period. The initial kick for this development could 

have been the introduction of irrigation agriculture, the introduction 

of improved maize or the introduction of new cultigens. Any of these 

processes would have spurred population growth and the resulting 

migrations. This process of expansion continued until the beginning 

of the Classic period in the Tanque Verde phase. Groups already in 

the region (the O'otam) would be forced to assimilate or retreat 

away from the riverine habitat, possibly into the Papagueria. 

According to Grebinger (1971:187-189) a social organization well 

suited to this colonization would have included segmentary lineages 

linked within a ranked society. 
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Grebinger infers a diverse settlement pattern with 

villages in the riparian zone and along the bajadas existing by the 

Tanque Verde phase. At the beginning of this phase the environment 

became drier and head cutting of streams began. This led to the con

centration of population in the riverine settings at sites such as 

University Indian Ruin and Martinez Hill. As a result, in the Tucson 

phase there were fewer but larger sites. This increased concentration 

of population and in turn led to increasing stratification as indicated 

by platform mounds (Grebinger 1971:192). 

Grebinger1s model has numerous components to recommend 

it but also several major flaws. It demonstrates a clear concern with 

integrating cultural-historical and adaptive factors. Further, al

though it depends heavily on population growth as a causal element, 

it is not a simplistic population pressure model. Grebinger attempts 

to show how increasing population-pressure may lead to the adoption 

of specific cultural traits such as platform mounds. Several empir

ical flaws prevent acceptance of Grebinger1s model. Most importantly 

is the dearth of evidence for canal irrigation in the Tucson basin. 

No definite prehistoric canals older than the Tanque Verde phase have 

been located. There does exist, however, extensive evidence for the 

expansion of dry farming in these periods. Also, there is no evidence 

of specialized storage features in Colonial and Sedentary period sites. 

Such features would be expected if ranked villages were centers for 

redistribution as Grebinger suggests (Doyel 1977a:100-103). 
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Weaver 

In many ways, Donald Weaver's (1972) conjecture as to 

Classic period developments in the Gila-Salt basin is the most sim

plistic of the adaptive models. Weaver postulates very direct cause 

and effect relationships between changes in effective mositure on the 

Colorado Plateau and changes in the Classic period. Two assumptions 

are key to this model: (1) the Plateau pollen record reflects cli

matic change; and, (2) that changes in effective mositure on the 

Plateau directly impact the availability of irrigation water in 

southern Arizona. 

Weaver infers a Colonial period Hohokam migration from 

the Gila-Salt basin into other riverine areas suitable for irrigation 

leading to the maximum territorial spread of Hohokam. These popula

tions developed craft specialization and far flung trade connections 

(Weaver 1972:46). It was this expansion that lead to occupation of 

the Gila Bend area but Weaver1s model does not account for Hohokam 

expansion into the riverless Papagueria. 

At the end of the Sedentary period and through the Classic, 

Weaver correlates fluctuations in precipitation on the Colorado 

Plateau with Hohokam cultural change. The late 11th century brings 

a drought resulting in the contraction of the Hohokam range back to 

the Gila-Salt basin. This causes the changes and apparent collapse 

in the Gila Bend area at the end of the Sedentary. The period from 

A.D. 1125-1275 brings increased rainfall resulting in population 



growth and the organization and settlement changes that characterize 

the Classic period. In 1275 effective mositure decreases causing 

population decl ine and stress. An increase in moisture at A.D. 1325 

accentuates this trend by washing out irrigation works and the trend 

eventually results in the collapse of the Classic by A.D. 1475. 

Both of the assumptions basic to this model can be 
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questioned. It is quite probable that fluctuations in the Colorado 

Plateau pollen record used by Weaver do not reflect climatic changes. 

Jamie Lytle-Webb (1978) has shown that variations in the pollen record 

of an archaeological site more commonly reflect cultural activities 

than climatic ch~~ges. Weaver did not have access to the more recent 

and sophisticated Plateau climatic reconstructions by Euler et al. 

(1979). Also, as discussed in Chapter 2, modern climatic studies 

indicate that changes in precipitation can be quite localized and not 

have the broad regional impacts Weaver's model depends on. 

Beyond the problems with Weaver's assumptions, the model 

is also not internally consistent. Between A.D. 1125-1275 increased 

rainfall results in population growth and greater organizational com

plexity. However, after A.D. 1325 increased moisture leads to popu

lation decline and clutur~l collapse. Weaver has done little more 

than correlate questionable environmental changes with cultural 

changes, resulting in a crude environmental determinism. Nowhere does 

Weaver expl icitly develop the needed linkages between environmental 

change and cultural change. 



Grady 

Of all the adaptive scenarios, Mark Grady·s (1976) is 

the most explicitly unicausal and one of the most clearly presented. 

Grady (1976:153-157) bases his model on four assumptions: (1) the 

effective environment of the Sonoran Desert limits the range of pos

sible aboriginal adaptations, (2) successful agrarian adaptations 
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are essentially stable and exploit the full range of usable resources, 

(3) no major environmental changes occurred during the Hohokam oc

cupation of the region; and, (4) societies outside the region did not 

significantly impact Hohokam developments in the Sonoran Desert. 

Grady (1976:159) regards the Sonoran Desert as an empty 

ecological niche at the beginning of the Pioneer period, which a 

foreign pop~lation, probably Mogollon, colonizes in the Vahki phase. 

This population grows and expands throughout the basin and, by the 

end of the Pioneer, has established the mixed agriculture-foraging 

adaptation of the Hohokam. Exponential population growth during the 

late Pioneer and early Colonial causing range expansion and filling 

up of the niche. As long as the frontier situation existed, population 

pressure was minimal and egalitarian forms of social organization 

worked (Grady 1976:162). 

Signs of strain and population pressure appear in the 

late Colonial and early Sedentary periods. The Hohokam attempt to 

expand beyond the Sonoran Desert but their adaptation does not work 

outside this niche leading to a rapid retraction. Grady (1976:165-166) 



feels that Hohokam population reaches the Sonoran Deserts carrying 

capacity during the Sedentary period. 
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The beginning of the Classic sees the Hohokam environ

mentally circumscribed with no opportunity for further expansion 

(Grady 1976:168-171). The Hohokam responded by intesifying their 

agriculture, diversifying their technology and adapting a more com

plex social organization. Such inten~ification reached its inherent 

limits in the late Classic, changing the Hohokam is response to popu

lation pressure to one of limiting births through infanticide, birth 

spacing and late marriage. These mechanisms were so successful in 

limiting population that they led to a disintegration from the Classic 

period society to the Pima-Papago culture encountered by the Spanish 

(Grady 1976:177). 

Grady's presents his model quite eloquently and he is 

far more successful than any other adaptive theorist in making the 

linkages between dependent and independent variables. The model is 

extreme in its emphasis on internal change and a single independent 

variable. The dangers of over using population growth as a casual 

variable are discussed later in this chapter. It also seems highly 

unlikely that the evolution of Hohokam culture can be explained with

out reference to interdctions with societies outside the Sonoran 

Desert. 
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Doyel 

Doyells (1977b, 1979) scenario derives in large part 

from his work at the Escalante Ruin group near Florence and focuses 

on explaining the differences between the Sedentary and Classic 

periods. He reverses the reconstructions of many other theorists 

hypothesizing greater organizational complexity in the Sedentary than 

in the Classic with the Sedentary period Hohokam organized into a 

series of chiefdoms. These chiefdoms were based around irrigation 

communities which varied in size due to differences in arable land 

bases. A system of exchange and shared ideology maintained the 

material culture uniformities we label Hohokam. In Doyel IS scheme 

the Hohokam reach their zenith in terms of complexity, art, population 

and range of influence in the Sedentary. 

In the Soho, Doyel emphasizes the abandonment and 

depopulation of outlying riverin~ areas such as Gila Bend suggesting 

this may have resulted from a drier environment (Doyel 1977b:166, 169). 

In the Gila-Salt population declines or possibly remains constant. 

This deteriorating situation results in a reduction of inter-regional 

integration, a reduction in craft production and an increase in 

ceremonialism as reflected by platform mounds and large ceremonial 

buildings, great houses. 

Doyel (1977b:188, 197), like Weaver, postulates declining 

precipitation and environmental stress between A.D. 1275 to 1300. 

This leads to increasing centralization of authority, greater 
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differentiation of archictecture, greater population aggregation and 

greater dependence on wild resources and non-irrigation agriculture. 

Doyel (1977b:198-202) specifically disputes Grady's scenario, arguing 

that Classic period population estimates are exaggerated and that the 

extensive Classic period canal system was built in the Sedentary. 

This later statement cannot be supported. The Hohokam Freeway project 

(Masse 1976) provides the only extensive excavation of major Classic 

canals. This excavation clearly shows two Classic period canals built 

over an earlier large Sedentary canal. In Doyel's scenario, the Civano 

phase is a short-lived attempt to maintain institutions and social 

organization based on canal irrigation in the face of population 

decline and a deteriorating environment. Those communities which 

reverted to a simpler pattern survived to become the Pima. 

Wilcox 

David Wilcox (Wilcox and Sh~nk 1977; Wilcox 1979a, 1979b; 

Wilcox et al. 1981) has outlined several partial scenarios for the 

Hohokam. Through the development of each of these his ideas have 

changed, making it difficult to sort out a single coherent model. 

This discussion focuses on his most recent formulations (Wilcox 1979b; 

Wilcox et al. 1981) which derive from Wilcox's analysis of settlement 

patterns along the Middle Gila River and at the site of Snaketown. 

Wilcox (1981:203) postulates that the early centuries A.D. 

experienced arroyo cutting and a decline in effective moisture. These 
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environmental changes made agriculture more attractive to local hunter 

and gathering populations encouraging migration into the Gila-Salt 

basin establishing the Hohokam. At the end of the Pioneer the climate 

became moister, rapid population growth occurred and canal irrigation 

was introduced. These changes set the stage in the Colonial for 

intensification of canal irrigation and the expansion of the Hohokam 

pattern. 

At Snaketown, during the Colonial, population growth 

is slight but there is widespread establishment of new villages both 

in the Gila-Salt basin and outside it. There is also evidence of 

ranking, villages with ballcourts become "heads" among sets of local 

settlements (Wilcox 1979b:103). 

An exponential growth in population characterizes the 

Sacaton phase, both at the site of Snake town and throughout the 

Gila-Salt basin. This is accompanied by evidence of greater differ

entiation within sites, an increased number of decision making levels, 

and an expansion of dry farming sites in response to population growth 

(Wilcox 1979b:106). Also, at this time there is evidence of the ex

pansion of the irrigation system (Wilcox et al. 1981:209). During 

the Sedentary there develops a greater sophistication in the use of 

ideological concepts for cultural integration (Wilcox et al. 1981:209). 

At the end of the Sedentary period Wilcox suggests excessive with

drawal of water and deteriorating climate result in the abandonment 

of Snaketown and the change to the Classic period (Wilcox et al. 1981: 

210) . 
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In the Classic period consolidation of the canal system 

causes basic changes in social organization and cultural pattern. 

Communities were linked by military alliances, shared canal networks 

and elite ties. The greater interdependence between villages results 

in greater stratification, new decision-making responsibilities and 

the construction of elite residences on platform mounds (Wilcox 1979b: 

110-111). In the late 1300 ls the Hohokam became part of a new larger 

regional system possibly extending to Mesoamerica. The Classic Period 

collapses due to forces and events in this larger system which Wilcox 

does not identify. 

Fred Plog 

Fred Plog (1980:4) bases his scenario on the premise 

that among the Anasazi, Mogollon and Hohokam "parallelism in the 

occurrence of major evolutionary episodes, especially changes in sub

sistence practices, ••• (is) substantial. 11 Acceptance of this claim 

requires a reworking of the Hohokam chronology to produce a shortened 

count. Plog further reviews the ethnobotanical evidence to conclude 

that there is no evidence that agriculture was a dominant aspect of 

Hohokam subsistence until the Colonial period. 

Plogls (1980:14-15) model adopts the extreme continuum 

view of culture history. He derives the Hohokam from Archaic popu

lations which occupied the area, and that came to increasingly depend 

on the rich resources of the riparian environment. During the early 

Pioneer period the Hohokam borrowed painted pottery from an unspecified 
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southern source. Population growth in the late Pioneer and early 

Colonial periods increased the demand for farmland causing increased 

destruction of the riparian mesquite bosques. This man-made degrada

tion of the environment and increasing population growth resulted in 

extreme population pressure. The Hohokam responded to this pressure 

by colonizing outlying areas and intensifying their agriculture. 

The latter involved both expansion of canal systems and adoption of 

dry farming techniques. Plog does not attempt to extend his inter

pretations into the Classic or beyond. 

Evaluating the Hohokam Adaptive Scenarios 

Attempts to explain Hohokam prehistory in terms of 

adaptation suffer a common failing attempts to reconstruct cultural 

history. In both cases, little effort has been made to systematically 

oppose and test the competing models. As a result, many researchers 

do not even directly measure the variables in their scenarios. Some 

archaeologists make variables, estimates of such as population, from 

gut feelings rather than counting sites or other archaeological mani

festations •. Even those few attempts to measure this crucial variable 

do not adequately consider problems, such as absolute contemporaneity, 

in making their estimates. Arguments for environmental change are 

often drawn from studies conducted far outside the region and without 

reference to the debates surrounding these reconstructions. What is 

needed here is more attention to the hard work of testing existing 



ideas. This requires the systematic opposition of points of dis

agreement between scenarios. Such comparison can best be achieved 

by reference to three variables common to all scenarios: (1) popu

lation growth, (2) environmental change and (3) changes in social 

organization. 

Population Growth 

Most researchers, with the exceptions of Doyel and 
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Weaver, postulate population growth from the Pioneer through the 

Classic and Grebinger, Plog and Grady speak of this growth as a fairly 

smooth process. Grady does allows for population decline as a result 

of cultural controls at the end of the Classic, this being his cause 

for the Classic collapse. Wilcox infers no population declines but 

he reconstructs variations in the tempo of growth. For Wilcox growth 

varies from rapid in the Pioneer to stable in the Colonial, rapid in 

the Sacaton and finally moderate in the Classic. Both Weaver and 

Doyel see rapid population growth in the period from the Pioneer to 

the Sedentary. Weaver infers only slight population growth in the 

first half of the Classic, the Soho, and population decline in the 

later Classic, the Civano. Doyel allows for a stable or declining 

population in the Soho and definite population decline in the Civano. 

All of these models consider demographic variables, 

including population density and population pressure, that are more 

complex than simple population size. If the competing scenarios are 

compared in terms of the concept of population pressure an amazing 
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amount of agreement exists. All of the scenarios, basically, view 

population expansion through the Colonial as filling up a frontier or 

empty niche and none of the scenarios invokes population pressure as 

a variable until the Sedentary. At this point they all agree that 

some sort of threshold, or level of carrying capacity, has been 

achieved and population pressure exists through the Classic. Popula

tion pressure of course involves the interaction of three variables, 

population size, environmental conditions and technology. Even though 

they see different patterns of population growth, the scenarios are 

able to all agree that population pressure exists from the Sedentary 

through the Classic by infering different patterns of environmental 

change. All of these researchers seemingly treat technology as a 

dependent variable, changing in response to population pressure but 

not effecting changes in population pressure. 

Environmental Change 

When environmental change is discussed there exists even 

more disagreement than over the issue of population growth. This 

disagreement involves not only the nature of environmental change but 

also its cause. Grady alone treats the environment as a constant, 

allowing for no environmental perturbations to interfere with his popu

lation growth model. In all other scenarios, environmental change is 

a key causal factor. 

Most of the scenarios fo infer environmental degradation 

at the end of the Sedentary. This is clearly a convenient device to 
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account for the radical cultural changes that separate the Sedentary 

from the Classic. Plog does not extend his scenario into the Classic, 

but he postulates continued environmental degradation from the Pioneer 

to the Sedentary. Plog allows the Hohokam a large role in determining 

their own destiny because he sees human use degrading the environment. 

Grebinger presents the simplest environmental reconstruction allowing 

for good times up until the beginning of the Classic and then reduced 

precipitation and arroyo cutting in the Classic. Wilcox infers a 

period of decreasing precipitation and arroyo cutting leading to the 

Pioneer with a moister climate at the end of the Pioneer. This climate 

continues to the end of the Sedentary when declining moisture and 

arroyo cutting once again bring major cultural change at the start of 

Classic. Doyel and Weaver's environmental reconstructions can be dis

cussed as one because Doyel (1977b:18S) derives his reconstruction 

from Weaver's. Weaver's scheme ends the Sedentary period with a 

drought, followed by moister conditions in the Soho, another drought 

at the beginning of the Civano and finally far above normal precipita

tion at the end of the Civiano. 

With the exception of Plog and Grady, all of these researchers 

use environmental degradation to account for major changes in the 

Hohokam cultural sequence including its inception and the beginnings 

of the Classic period. Again with the notable exceptions of Plog and 

Grady, most of these arguments are very mechanistic, allowing the human 

actors little control over their fate. Environmental changes and/or 

population growth lead to population pressure which results in cultural 
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change. Plog at least allows that the Hohokam may have shaped their 

own destiny by causing the degradation and Grady contends that the 

Hohokam may have controlled their population growth resulting in their 

own demise. 

Social Organization 

Most of these researchers are attempting to explain 

changes in Hohokam culture which they discuss primarily in terms of 

changes in cultural complexity or social organization. As is the case 

with population pressure, there exists an amazing amount of agreement 

as to these changes. All of the scenarios, except Doyel ·s, postulate 

increasingly complex social organization and increasing stratification 

from the Pioneer to the Classic. 

Where differences exist between the models they primarily 

deal with the degree of complexity at a certain point and not the 

general trend. All researchers would characterize the Pioneer and 

early Colonial periods as egalitarian social organizations with little 

evidence of interregional integration. Grebinger and Wilcox would 

probably have ranking appear earliest, beginning in the late Colonial. 

This ranking of villages also implies interregional integration of 

villages into hierarchical groups. A variety of researchers, including 

Grady and Wilcox, maintain that the sor.ial organization of the Seden

tary parallels that of big men societies such as in New Guinea. All 

researchers except Doyel would identify the Classic period asexhibiting 



a chiefdom or higher, level of organization with some type of 

theorcratic rule and incipient class formation. 

Doyel differs from the others because he places the peak 

for Hohokam organizational complexity in the Sedentary and not the 

Classic. According to Doyel, the Sedentary Hohokam were organized 

into a series of chiefdoms each controlling a separate irrigation 

system. The Classic period is a time of stagnation and decay. 

Hohokam Adaptations: Conclusion 
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A number of the scenarios come close to establishing a 

concensus on gross changes in population, subsistence and organization. 

A modal statement might go as follows. Beginning in the late Pioneer 

period and contin~ing at least through the Sedentary, populations 

grew throughout the Gila-Salt basin, accompanied by colonization of 

outlying regions. In tandem with population growth, perhaps because 

of it, agricultural intensification increased--especially in the core 

area. To operate the elaborate agricultural technology and accommo

date greater numbers of people, more complex forms of social organi

zation, probably at a chiefdom level, developed. Within the context 

of this evolving society, ideas from the "south" such as ball courts, 

platform mounds, and styles of portable art, were selectively adopted. 

Trade networks and external contacts became important for maintaining 

this higher level of organization. For reasons that are not clear, 

but possibly having to do with regional differences in agricultural 

potential, Hohokam developments proceeded unevenly. The Papagueria 
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in particular remained at a lower level of organizational complexity. 

These regional differences in adaptation, probably accompanied by 

ethnic differentiation, persisted through the Classic period. Environ

mental deterioration, changes in trade networks, and other factors 

brought about the collapse of the Hohokam core area at the close of 

the Classic. These factors had a reduced effect on the Papagueria 

and Tucson basin where agricultural intensification never proceeded 

very far. 

Patayan Adaptive Scenarios 

As is the case with cultural history models, a paucity 

of adaptive scenarios exist for the Patayan. The two that do exist 

are specific to subregions within southwestern Arizona, largely des

criptive and in no way competing. This does not reflect a lack of 

creativity on the part of researchers in the area but rather the 

limitations of the Patayan archaeological record. Most importantly, 

no Patayan habitation sites have been excavated and most of the 

recorded sites are ephemeral surface scatters. Also there is little 

or no environmental information for the last 2000 years. Both the 

models of Doelle and Brown have, therefore, tended to stress atem

proal land use patterns away from riverine areas. 

Doelle 

Doelle developed his scenario based on contract research, 

both survey and excavation, in the San Cristobal valley. Doelle 
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suggests that four generalized adaptive patterns may have been present 

in the far western Papagueria. He built each of these models from 

combinations of three types of settlement, (1) permanent settlement 

which suggests a year round occupation, (2) seasonal settlement or 

occupation of a locale for several weeks or months and (3) temporary 

camps intended for shorter term exploitation of resources (Ooelle 

1980a:274-275). 

Models 1 and 2 both involve the existence of permanent 

riverine settlements along the Gila or Colorado Rivers. Modell in

cludes perament riverine settlement and non-riverine temporary camps. 

In this model the majority of subsistence would be obtained from 

farming, fishing and hunting around the perament village with tempo

rary camps supplementing this base (Ooelle 1980a:278). Model 2 adds 

seasonal settlements in non-riverine areas to model 1. In model 2 

non-riverine resources would be more important to subsistence. 

Models 3 and 4 both hypothesiz~ subsistence systems 

totally dependent on non-riverine resources. Model 3 includes seasonal 

and temporary settlements in the non-riverine areas but no use of 

riverine resources. Seasonal settlements in this model would include 

sites like Lost City and Huckell IS (1979) Lago Seco. Model 4 describes 

a highly mobile foraging lifeway with only temporary settlements 

analoguos to the San Papago (Chapter 3). 

Ooelle argues that any of these systems could have been 

buffered or supplemented by trade of marine shell to the Hohokam or 
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lower Colorado Patayan. These ideas are developed further in my 

following model of trade. 

Brown 

The Granite Reef Project, a transect across west-central 

Arizona, recently carried out important studies. Although final re-

ports are not available at this writing, papers presented at meetings 

(Brown 1981; Stone 1981) and discussions with Patricia Brown furnish 

a basis for comments on this work. Emphasis was placed on extracting 

behavioral/adaptive information from the spatial distribution of the 

surficial archaeological remains of this desolate area. Artifact and 

environmental data were compared using innovative computer routines 

in order to assess the influence of environmental parameters on 

artifact distributions. In addition, simulation model ing of 'Igrowth 

centers," defined by areas of high natural resource density, was 

carr i ed out. 

From the varied analyses, Brown (1981) drew several general 

conclusions regarding subsistence-settlement patterns: 

Hunting and gathering base camps should be concentrated in the 
uplands along the each and northeast boundaries of the study 
area. Isolated enclaves would be predicted in the desert 
mountain ranges such as Gila Bend, Kofa, and Chocolate moun
tains. A zone of secondary resource exploitation surrounds 
the Hohokam core area, extending farthest up the major drain
ages in the area. This pattern interfingers, and overlaps to 
some extent, with the hunter-gatherer range. The pattern 
along the Lower Gila and Colorado rivers suggests the move
ment of groups between the rivers and the adjacent mountains 
on a regular basis, balancing the risky practice of floodwater 
farming with more reliable natural resource use. The prin
cipal pattern in the intermediate desert is one of trnasitory 



movement: either short-range excursions to specific resource 
areas or long distance trading expeditions. 

These tentative land-use models are consistent with the 
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evidence gathered by the Granite Reef project and can serve as hypoth-

eses in future studies in the western desert of Arizona. Perhaps it 

will one day be possible to assign definitive temporal parameters to 

the various land-use patterns and to explain change in these patterns 

through time. 

Summarizing the Scenarios 

There exists very little theoretical dispute within 

the two traditions, which have produced explanatory scenarios for 

southwestern Arizona. Each tradition appears to accept a basic set 

of causal relationships which they weave into differing reconstructions 

of prehistory. For the cultural history tradition the flow of ideas 

and migration of ethnic groups cause changes in cultural patterns. 

In the adaptive tradition, increasing population pressure leads to 

agricultural intensification which in turn results in organizational 

change. The causal assumptions of the cultural history school have 

largely been abandoned while those of the adaptive school would appear 

to dominate archaeological research in southern Arizona. Indeed this 

multi-purpose causal model now sees service in the prehistory of 

virtually every region in the world. 

Despite its widespread acceptance, there are numerous 

conceptual limitations to this model. It often reduces to a simple 
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mechanistic equation of population growth, environmental change, and 

increased complexity. This theory rarely allows the human actors in 

the drama of prehistory any impact on their own fate. This is clearly 

the case in the adaptive scenarios for southern Arizona. Only Plog and 

Grady integrate human decisions and action into the prehistory of the 

area. Overcoming this mechanistic quality requires more attention 

be given to social factors as variables of culture change. To a cer

tain extent this requires a renewed concern for issues of culture 

hi story. 

The extreme continuum model of culture history has 

provided the adaptive theorists with a convenient device. By denying 

the existence of ethnic differences and migrations they automatically 

shift the causal nexus to population growth and environmental change. 

It has not, however, been clearly established that the continuum model 

is a valid reconstruction. Its current popularity appears to derive 

more from its theoretical convenience than its truth value. If we 

allow that ethnic boundaries may have existed in southern Arizona and 

that these boundaries changed through time we must consider how ethnic 

boundaries and migrations affected cultural change. 

The key social factor which the adaptive scenarios do not 

consider is competition between and within social groups. Ethnic 

boundaries channel interaction and competition and function as adap

tive mechanisms (Wobst 1977; Hodder 1979; Barth 1969). Furthermore, 

migrations must be considered as more than a demographic force. 
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Migration is also a social phenomena which alters patterns of social 

structure and affects competition between and within social groups. 

For example, the probable migration of folk from the Gila Bend region 

into the Gila-Salt basin at the end of the Sedentary did more than 

just swell the population. These newcomers, even if of the same 

ethnic group, had to be integrated into the existing social structure. 

They would not have had the same rights and access to resources and 

would have been disadvantaged in the competition for resources. The 

native population could exploit this disadvantage, relegating the 

newcomers to a secondary position, resulting in ranking or even 

class formation. On the other hand, if the migrants entered as con

querors, ranking and class formation could result from their domina

tion of the native population. 

Beyond concern for ethnic boundaries and migration other 

social phenomena must be integrated into explanatory scenarios. One 

such phenomena which has received considerable archaeological atten

tion is trade. Trade sets up dependencies between regions and serves 

as a mechanism of competition. Several researchers have mentioned 

trade as an integrative mechanism in Hohokam prehistory but they have 

not specified what dependencies existed between regions not the 

structure of trade in the area. One partial exception to this is 

Wilcox's (1979a, 1979b) discussions of tribute systems and trade fairs. 

Our understanding of prehistory in the region would benefit from more 

detailed considerations of trade. 



Finally, the adaptive scenarios not only need to include 

new variables but also we need to re-examine the causal sequence of 

population pressure leading to agricultural intensification and then 

to increases in cultural complexity. I will devote the last part 

of this chapter first to a consideration of trade in southwestern 

Arizona and second to some general problems with population pressure 

models. 

Trade in Southwestern Arizona 
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Archaeologists have always been fascinated with prehistoric 

trade. The imperishable objects of trade often the most exciting finds 

of any excavation. The fragment of shell in a Sinagua site or the 

Anasazi potsherd mixed in Hohokam trash appear to reflect past behavior 

with a greater acuity than the masses of plainware sherds and lithic 

debitage that comprise the majority of an assemblage. The very unique

ness of these materials in a region often allows their source to be 

pinpointed. In addition, trade offers a practical way for investi

gating prehistoric societies in social terms. 

Before trade can be studied intensively, the investigator 

must first establish that it occurred. Basically, this requires demon

stration that the objects in question originated outside the site being 

studied and that they were obtained by trade rather than other means. 

Some trade objects are so characteristic that little analysis is re

quired to establish their foreign derivation, even the exact place of 

origin is obvious. One such material in southwestern Arizona is 
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marine ~hell, which comes from the northern tip of the Gulf of 

California. Other materials, such as pottery, are not so readily 

traced. The rare pieces of Anasazi black-on-whict or Gila Polychrome 

that appear in southwestern Arizona clearly were obtained outside the 

area, most likely through trade. The occurrences of Hohokam Buffware, 

Sonoran Brownware, and Lower Colorado Buffware present more problems. 

Beyond gross distributional differences, such as Hohokam Buffware not 

being produced along the lower Colorado, it is not at all clear where 

these wares were produced and where they were imported (see Chapter 5 

for a discussion of distributions). Most assignments of these types 

to an indigenous or intrusive status are little more than speculation. 

Fewer than 50 sherds from the study area have been analyzed petrograph

ically, and little effort has been made to incorporate these results 

into discussions of trade (Greenleaf 1975b:259-261; Rosenthal et al. 

1978:281-289; Loomis 1980:399-432; Huckell 1979:139-148). Future 

efforts need to use a larger sample size and apply other techniques of 

trace element and trace mineral analysis. Shepard (1971) and Bishop 

et al. (1982) summarize techniques and methodological considerations 

important to source analyses. 

Trade is not the only process that can move goods long 

distances. An obvious alternative is direct procurement from the 

source. Social mechanisms--not strictly considered trade--such as 

intermarriage, raiding, tribute, migrations, and residential mobility, 

can also move objects. Archaeologists have given insufficient 
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attention to eliminating such alternative mechanisms in their studies 

of trade. 

Once trade has been established, three aspects of the 

phenomenon may be investigated: (1) trade routes, (2) modes of trade, 

and (3) a consideration of how changes in trade interrelate with 

changes in adaptation, social organization, and other aspects of a 

society. 

The tracing of trade routes has received the greatest 

attention. Broad-scale reconstructions of trade routes in the South

west date back to the 1930's and 1940's (Brand 1938; Colton 1941; 

Tower 1945). More recently, Hayden (1972) has used petroglyphs to 

infer a shell trade route across the western Papagueria. These studies 

focused on unique goods ~lth highly localized source areas, such as 

shell, obsidian, and argillite. By plotting the distribution of items 

and discerning the paths of least resistance connecting the distribu

tions, archaeologists have identified trade routes. Such studies need 

to be carried out for mundane artifacts, like lithics and ceramics; 

compositional analyses and raw material surveys will be indispensible. 

Once trade routes are established, the next question 

becomes: What modes of trade moved goods along this route? Are goods 

being passed down-the-line from village to village or are specialized 

traders carrying goods? Renfrew (1975) has presented most of the 

logically possible modes of trade in primitive societies. Modes of 

trade have been inferred subjectively for many years, but in the last 
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decade British researchers have inspired a more regorous analytical 

procedure known as fall-off analysis (Renfrew 1975, 1977; Hodder 1974, 

1978, 1980). Fall-off analysis plots the normalized frequency of a 

traded good against the distance from its natural source or manufac

ture center. A regression line is then fitted to this distribution 

and the shape of the line is used to infer the mode of trade. This 

last step in the procedure requires the analyst to make numerous 

assumptions about how modes of trade relate to artifact distributions 

in archaeological context. Virtually none of these assumptions has 

been tested in ethnographic or historic contexts. 

Fall-off analysis has introduced greater rigor to the 

inference of trade modes and it provides a basis for further refine

ments of trade studies. Progress requires that several ina~eqacies 

of present fall-off analyses be addressed. Some researchers have 

seen specific modes of trade as exclusive to particular types of 

economies (Renfrew 1975), and specific regression equations describing 

the archaeological distribution of traded goods have been linked to 

discrete stages of cultural evolution (Findlow and Bolognese 1980). 

Both assumptions are extremely dangerous; as Renfrew (1977) and 

Hodder (1980) have noted, multiple fall-off curves may define a 

single mode of trade. Moreover, McGuire and Downum (n.d.) have 

shown that a single primitive exchange system may incorporate multiple 

modes of trade. Beyond the problem of ascribing specific modes of 

trade fall-off curves, there exist technical difficulties. For 
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example, most analysts used fewer than 20 sites, and many failed to 

report the correlation coefficients and probability values needed for 

evaluating the results (e.g., Findlow and Bolognese 1980; Hodder 1974; 

Renfrew et al. 1965; Sidrys 1977; Fry 1980). 

As yet, fall-off analysis has not been applied in the 

study area, but McGuire and Downum (n.d.) have employed the technique 

of infer modes of trade in the Hohokam to Sinagua trade network. More 

rigorous, mathematically based considerations of commodity distribu

tions could improve our knowledge of trade in the region. Such studies 

should not simply mimic previous fall-off analyses but attempt to cor

rect the deficiencies and build upon them. 

The final aspect of studying trade--how changes in trade 

interrelate with other changes in culural systems--is by far the most 

difficult. Many researchers, such as Haury (1976), Wasley and Johnson 

(1965), and Schroeder (1979), have considered trade primarily as a 

mechanism for diffusing ideas. The spread of ideas is, of course, an 

undeniable consequence of trade. Indeed, social interaction and the 

movement of concepts go hand-in-hand with the exchange of durable 

goods. The difficult problem is to account for the acceptance or 

rejection of specific ideas by recipient societies. Explaining the 

adoptions requires that trade be treated as an aspect of adaptive 

systems, particularly economic subsystems. As such, trade has broad 

implications for other aspects of society, but specifying the exact 

nature of these connections is difficult. Archaeologists working in 
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southern Arizona can improve their ability to establish these relation

ships by becoming familiar with recent research in economic anthro

pology, particularly exchange theory (Schneider 1974), Marxist ap

proaches (e.g., Terray 1972; Godelier 1975; Legros 1977), and relevant 

cross-cultural tests of various economic theories (Pryor 1977). 

Little consideration has been given to trade in any of the 

preceramic periods of southern Arizona. Few items of definite foreign 

origin appear in preceramic contexts, and most cannot be easily traced 

to source. The majority of preceramic chipped-stone tools in south

western Arizona are manufactured from fine-grained basalt, a ubiquitous 

material in the region. Paleoindian and Archaic levels at Ventana 

Cave yielded 47 unworked fragments of Cardium shell, most likely from 

the Gulf of California, and a scattering of obsidian, chalcedony, 

chert, and jasper lithics that may have been imported. Because hunters 

and gatherers in arid environments tend to be extremely wide ranging, 

patterns of distribution could result from group mobility, trade, or 

a combination of both. 

Recent discussions of Hohokam trade in southwestern Arizona 

have focused on the exchange of marine shell in the Papagueria. These 

studies have varying emphases, including description of finds (McGuire 

and Mayro 1978), documentation of trade routes (Rosenthal et al. 1978), 

or presentation of technological analyses of shell jewelry manufacture 

(Ferg 1980; Huckell 1979). Several important insights have already 

emerged from these efforts regarding the role of the Papagueria in 
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Hohokam shell trade. As already noted (Chapter 5), these studies 

suggest that individuals in the Papagueria served as middlemen in the 

shell trade between the Gulf and the Gila-Salt basin (McGuire and 

Mayro 1978; Ferg 1980; Rosenthal et al. 1978; Doelle 1980a:288-290). 

Inhabitants of the Papagueria also undertook a significant amount of 

manufacturing, which included use of the full repertoire of Hohokam 

techniques to produce the same range of forms as seen in the Gila-

Salt basin. Apparently, few finished artifacts remained in the 

Papagueria; the vast majority of reported shell appears to be unworked, 

manufacture waste, or blanks. This pattern may originate as early as 

the Santa Cruz phase and lasts through the Sells phase. 

These studies have shown Haury's (1975:547) conclusion 

that shell jewelry was rare and simple in the Desert Branch to be 

inapplicable over the entire Papagueria--at least with respect to manu

facture processes. The assessment still seems valid for that portion 

of the Papagueria roughly east of the Santa Rosa Wash. The Arizona 

State Museum's work at Valshni Village (Withers 1973), Jackrabbit 

Ruin (Scantling 1940), and Burro Pond (Bailey n.d.) recovered few shell 

artifacts. Subsequent testing at Si1 Nayak (Masse 1980:272-275) and 

two surveys (Stacy 1975; McDonald et al. 1974) have further substan

tiated the paucity and simplicity of shell artifacts. These findings 

suggest that the eastern portion of the Papagueria did not paritcipate 

in a major way in the Gulf of California to Gila-Salt basin shell trade, 

and that shell appearing in the Tucson basin may not have been traded 



through the Papagueria but rather through the Trinchera? region in 

Sonora. Sufficient data may be at hand to permit a provisional test 

of this shell-trade model. 

To reiterate, my reconstruction postulates that individuals 

in the western Papagueria functioned as middlemen, obtaining raw shell 

from the Gulf, reducing much of it to finished jewwlry, and trading 

finished products and unworked shell into the Gila Bend area and the 

Gila-Salt basin. The eastern Papagueria did not participate in this 

exchange network in any major way. If the western Papagueria was a 

major center for shell manufacture and trade, then the percentage of 

finished shell artifacts as opposed to unworked shell and manufacture 

waste should be low. This should come about as a result of a high 

volume of manufacture and because completed objects would be traded 

out. If manufacture of shell jewelry for exchange was a minor activity 

in the eastern Papagueria, then the percentage of finished artifacts 

should be high. Also, if the western Papagueria was a major center, 

then sites there should exhibit a relatively high proportion of shell. 

If the eastern Papagueria was a major center, then sites there should 

exhibit a relatively high proportion of shell. If the eastern 

Papagueria was peripheral to the exchange system, then the relative 

proportion of shell on these sites should be low. 

In order to test these relationships, a dummy-variable 

regression analysis was employed. This technique has many of the 

same applications as analysis of variance (ANOVA) but, unlike ANOVA, 
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it does not assume that all groups in the analysis are the same size. 

This makes dummy-variable regression analysis the method of choice 

when group sizes are unequal and disproportionate. Moreover, it allows 

for more direct calculation and interpretation of certain statistics, 

such as orthogonal comparisons between means (Kerlinger and Pedhazur 

1973:113-114). 

For each site, the analysis made use of two dependent 

variables: (1) percentage of finished shell artifacts to all shell 

manufacture waste and (2) the ratio of sherd to shell frequency (to 

measure the proportion of shell). The first variable indicates the 

intensity of manufacture, while the second measures the overall abun

dance of shell artifacts. The four regions analyzed are the western 

Papagueria (defined here as the Santa Rosa Wash area and west), the 

eastern Papagueria, the Gila Bend area, and the Gila-Salt basin. 

Every village site in these regions known to the authors was considered 

for the analysis. Only sites lacking shell and potsherd counts were 

excluded. Table 1 summarizes the data for the sample of 33 sites. 

Table 2 presents the results of the dummy-variable 

regression of percentage of finished shell with region. Region is a 

good predictor of this variable, accounting for 78 percent of the vari

ability. When the four regions are ranked by percentage of finished 

shell, a g\atifying pattern emerges: western Papagueria (22.64), 

followed by the Gila Salt Basin (59.71), Gila Bend (74.43), and the 

eastern Papagueria (95.75). This order suggests that shell manufacture 



Table 1. Shell Data From the Western Papagueria, Eastern Papagueria, Gila Bend Area, and Gila-Salt 
Basin Used in the Analysis of Papaguerian Shell Trade. (P=present, ND=indeterminate.) 

No. Fin. 
Fin. Un- Man. Artifact Total Shell Sherdsl 

Site Artifacts Worked Waste Types Sherds (%) She 11 Dating Reference 

\.Jestern 
Papagueria 
AA:5:30 54 100 21 2 6,513 31 37.2 Classic Raab 1974 

AA:5:34 238 440 122 5 25,475 30 31.8 Santa Raab 1974 
Cruz to 
Sacaton 

GuAchi 78 100 65 6 22,075 34 90.8 Santa Masse 1980 
Cruz to 
Sacaton 

Pisinimo 1 10 37 23 2 1,1504 14 16.4 Santa Masse 1980 
Cruz to 
Sacaton 

Z: 14:21 84 13· 308 4 14,564 21 36.0 Cortaro Rosenthal 
et a1. 1978 

Z: 14:28 14 23 49 4 2,097 16 24.4 Se 11 s Rosenthal 
et a1. 1978 

Z: 14: 30 22 4 46 4 1,673 31 23.2 Sell s Rosenthal 
et a1. 1978 

Z: 14:33 91 15 576 4 6,595 13 9.7 Sell s Rosenthal 
eta1.1978 

Z: 11:5 6 12 21 3 4,016 15 103.0 Se 11 s Rosenthal 
et a1. 1978 IJJ 

(J'\ 
N 



Table l--Continued 

No. Fin. 
Fin. Un- Man. Artifact Total She 11 She rdsl 

Site Artifacts Worked Waste Types Sherds (%) She 11 Da t i ng References 

Y:8:3 173 538 3 15,500 24 21.8 Patayan I Hucke 11 1979 

AA:5:22(ASU) 2 0 8 1.545 20 154.5 Santa Yablon 1978 
Cruz to 
Sacaton 

Eastern Papagueria 

Valshni 76 0 6 6 81,344 95 992.0 Vamori to Hithers n.d., 
Topav."a 1973 

Jackrabbit 15 2 0 5 14,580 88 857.6 Sell s Scantling 1940 

Si1 Nayak 0 0 1,1204 100 1120.0 Santa Masse 1980 
Cruz to 
Sacaton 

Burro Pond 2 0 0 1,725 100 1625.0 Topawa- Bailey n.d. 
Se 11 s 

Gila Bend 

Rock Ball Court 40 5,461 95 130.0 Gila Butte Wasley and 
Johnson 1965 

Gat 1 in 267 2 39 6 32,442 87 105.3 Sacaton Wasley and 
Johnson 1965 

Citrus 33 3 8 7 6,765 75 153.7 Sacaton Hasley and 
Johnson 1965 

Bartley 24 0 19 4 10,054 55 233.8 Classic Wasley and 
Johnson 1965 w 

0'\ 
w 

T: 14:2 6 0 0 3 3,384 100 564.0 Classic Wasley and 
Johnson 1965 



Table 1--Continued 

No. Fin. 
Fin. Un- Man. Artifact Total Shell Sherdsl 

Site Artifacts Worked Waste Types Sherds (%) Shell Dating References 

Z: 1: 11 12 0 7 4 7,040 63 370.5 Classic Johnson and 
Wasley 1961 

Fortified 
Hi 11 3 152+ 33 101 7 37,000 51 129.3 Classic Greenleaf 

1974, 1975b 

Gila-Salt Basin 

Snake town 2,614 p p 11 1.5 4 ND ND Vahki to Gladwin et a1. 
mi 11 ion Sacaton 1938 

Haury 1976 

U:13:21,22,24 16 p p 5 6,700 ND ND Civano Haury 1976 

U: 13:9 21 0 0 6 52,500 100 2500.0 Snaketown Johnson 1964 
to Civano 

U: 13: 11 2 0 0 2 10,759 100 5379.0 Soho Johnson 1964 

U: 13:27 31 19 7 6 12,000 54 210.5 Sacaton Vivian and 
Spaulding 1973 

U:15:22,27,32 52 20 28 6 11,926 52 119.3 Soho Doyel 1974 

Escalante 80 3 200 8 16,767 28 59.2 Civano Doye 1 1974 

Si 10 42 0 28 4 39,750 60 567.8 Colonial Chenha 11 1967 

T:8:31,35,38 14 0 6 3 4,572 70 228.6 Sacaton Rodge rs 1977 

w 
0" 
.l="" 



Table l--Continued 

No. Fin. 
Fin. Un- Han. Artifact Total She 11 She rd! 

Site Artifacts Worked Waste Types Sherds (%) She 11 

\oIestwing 21 0 P 3 18,674 ND ND 

Buttes Dam 14 3 9 18,176 54 699.0 

1 p. . . b ·11 ISlnlmo may not e a VI age 

2Bailey (n.d.) reported shell counts for only Test 1 at Burro Pond 

3Counts for finished shell do not include several hundred disc beads 

4Estimated. 

Dating 

Sacaton 

Santa 
Cruz to 
Sacaton 

Reference 

~Jeaver 1974 

Hasley and 
Benham 1968 

Wasley n.d. 

VJ 
C1' 
V1 
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was the most important in the western Papagueria and least important 

in the eastern Papagueria. 

Two methods were used to determine if the differences 

in means were statistically significant. The probability value (p) 

for the regression coefficient (B) of each region indicates if that 

region differs significantly from the region assigned zeros in the 

analysis (eastern Papagueria). On the basis of this criterion, the 

three other regions do differ significantly (.05 level) from the 

eastern Papagueria (Table 2). In order to assess if these regions 

differed significantly from each other, a Scheffe test (Scheffe 1959) 

was used for the comparison of means. This is the most general means

comparison test~ and is least likely to find significant differences 

(Roscoe 1975:313-315; Kerlinger and Pedhazur 1973:128-131). The 

Scheffe test gave the following results: (1) the western Papagueria 

differs significantly (.05 level) from all other regions, (2) Gila 

Bend and Gila-Salt regions do not differ significantly, and (3) the 

eastern Papagueria differs significantly (.05 level) from the Gila

Salt (Table 2 ). In contrast to the dummy regression results, the 

Scheffe test did not demonstrate a significant difference at the .05 

level between the eastern Papagueria and the Gila-Bend region. 

The findings of the analysis on the second dependent 

variable, sherd to shell ratio, were ambiguous (Table 3). The analysis 

suggests that region accounts for 22 percent of the variability in this 

ratio (significant at the .10 level). The basic results show the 
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Table 2. Summary of Regression Results for Region with Percentage of 
Finished Shell Artifacts. 

Variable B Std. P Beta Elasticity Error 

Western 
Papagueria -73.114 8.931 .001 -1. 163 -.510 

Gi la Bend -20.607 9.588 .041 -2.89 -.092 

Gil<J"S<:llt -36.036 9.588 .001 -.505 -. 160 

Constant (E.Pap) 95.750 7.648 .001 

Oummy-variable regression: Eastern Papagueria set to O. 

n=29; 4=.885, 2 r =783; std. e r ro r= 1 5 . 297 ; F=30.126; P=.OOl. 

Scheff~ test: df l=3; df2=25; mean square of residual=233.983; Western 
Papagueria to GF.la-Salt (0=37.08, S=20.59); Gila-Salt to Gila Bend 
(0=15.42, S=23.09); Gila Bend to Eastern Papagueria (0=20.60, 
S=28.72); Eastern Papagueria (0=35.03, S=27.53). 
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Table 3. Summary of Regression Results for Region with Sherd-to-She11 
Ratio. 

Variable 

Wes te rn 
Papaguer i a 

Gil a Bend 

Gila-Sa 1 t 

Cons tant (E. Pap. ) 

B 

-1123.759 

- 932.707 

- 136.021 

Std. 
Error 

559.484 

600.601 

600.601 

1173.650 479.113 

P 

.056 

. 133 

.823 

.022 

Beta 

- .541 

-.396 

-.058 

Dummy variable regression: Eastern Papagueria set to O. 
n=29; r=.471; r2=.222; std. error=95S.227; F=2.372; P=.094. 

Elasticity 

-.871 

-.460 

-.460 



western Papagueria with the lowest ratio (indicating more shell) and 

the eastern Papagueria with the highest ratio (indicating the least 

shell); the Gila Bend and Gila-Salt regions fall in between (Table 3). 

The Scheffe test, which would not have detected significant variations 

between the regional means, was applied. 

The general results tend to support the expectations 

laid out previously. Of the four regions, the western Papagueria had 

the most evidence of shell manufacture and the highest proportion of 

shell, whereas the eastern Papagueria had the least evidence of shell 

manufacture and the lowest proportion of sheJI. The Gila-Salt basin 

and Gila Bend regions lie in the middle on both observations. These 

findings suggest that the western Papagueria specialized in the pro

curement and manufacture of shell for exchange to the Gila Bend and 

Gila-Salt regions; the eastern Papagueria was peripheral to this 

trade network. Distance to the source of shell does not appear to 

account for the results; the eastern Papagueria is closer to the Gulf 

of California than either Gila Bend or the Gila-Salt basin. We sug

gest that Papaguerian shell trade cannot be understood solely in terms 

of distance-decay functions, but also requires a consideration of 

social networks. 

Several caveats must be advanced concerning the acceptance 

of the preceding analysis and interpretations. These go beyond the 

ambiguous significance of the second analysis to issues of sample size 

and bias. The overall sample size (33), is not large, especially 
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after it .is unevenly divided into four subgroups. The number of sites 

for the eastern Papagueria is only four, of which two yielded but a 

single piece of shell. There are also several sources of uncontrolled 

bias,including factors of archaeological recovery and formation pro

cesses. The compound effects of such biases would most likely be 

noise, perhaps accounting for the marginal significance of the second 

analysis. It is also possible that these uncontrolled factors biased 

the analysis and are responsible for the observed patterns. For 

example, the Gila Bend sites, which were excavated by William Wasley, 

may have a unique pattern of shell occurrence based on nuances of 

Wasley's recovery techniques. Resolution of these problems requires 

a larger sample size and consideration of the biasing effects of 

recovery techniques and formation processes. 

The collaboration of William Doelte, Linda Mayro, and 

Randall McGuire on the Papago Wells Project resulted in the formula

tion of a hypothesis for the role of trade in Hohokam adaptations to 

the Papagueria (McGuire and Mayro 1978). Doelle (1980a, 1980c) out

lined the basic model. As discussed in Chapter 2, the major limita

tion to floodwater farming in the Papagueria is not productivity but 

reliability. Historic Papago societies were buffered against crop 

failure by two mechanisms: (1) Papagos traveled seasonally to work 

for Gila Pima relatives and (2) they traded desert products and pot

tery to the Gila Pima (Chapter 3). Prehistoric farmers, especially 

those farther west, also would have needed ~o buffer their adaptation 
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against frequent crop failures. The shell trade may have provided 

just such a buffer. By trading shell north for subsistence goods, the 

occupants of the Papagueria could have augmented their argicultural 

production. Such trade may have allowed higher population densitites 

in the Papagueria than the local environment could support, and would 

have integrated the economies of the Gila-Salt and the Papagueria so 

that perturbations in one could have had dramatic effects on the other. 

Evaluating this hypothesis is not easy. At its core is 

the problematic issue of trade in subsistence goods. Adequate pale

obotanical evidence is presently lacking, as are general methods for 

addressing this kind of issue. An obvious place to begin is by con

sidering other trade possibilities. It appears that durable goods 

were not being traded south for the shell: sites in the far western 

Papagueria with the most shell yield few intrusive artifacts. Perish

able goods other than produce that could have been traded south include 

cotton, cloth, hides, and feathers. Finally, although the above 

analysis has shown that the westernmost sites have the highest pro

portions of shell, they are also closest to the Gulf; the variables 

of agricultural reliability and ease of access to shell sources are 

confounded. Further testing of the trade hypothesis will require 

larger sample sizes, the formulation of competing hypotheses concern

ing the role of trade in Hohokam adaptations, and additional quantifi

cation of subsistence and trade variables. 

The nature of trade between the Hohokam and Patayan also 

is unresolved. It was recognized quite early that Hohokam ceramics 
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occur in the Patayan area and vice versa (Gladwin and Gladwin 1930). 

Rogers (1941b) considered this trade in terms of the diffusion of 

ideas, noting that the Patayans were willing to acquire Hohokam vessels 

but resisted the diffusion of Hohokam culture. As such, the Patayans 

served as a barrier to Southwestern Ilinfluence" on California. Ezell 

(1955) and later Hayden (1967) argued on the basis of a Sand Papago 

analogy that the Hohokam in the far western Papagueria obtained their 

pottery by trade from the Patayan. More recently this position has 

been advanced by Waters (1982) and Rosenthal et al. (1978). Several 

individuals working north of the Gila have propose~ the study of 

Patayan-Hohokam trade as a research problem. Because of a dearth of 

relevant data, these studies have not come to much. 

Despite a fair amount of scattered speculation, no one 

has attempted a systematic study of the issues surrounding Patayan

Hohokam trade. The basic issue, of course, is the same as the Hohokam

Patayan boundary question discussed earlier. Although it is probable 

that Hohokam pottery along the lower Colorado reflects trade, it is 

possible that the Patayan pottery in the Papagueria and lower Gila 

areas results from overlapping regions of occupation. The key to 

resolving this issue is the tracing of Hohokam and Patayan pottery to 

its places of manufacture. 

Population-Pressure Models: Some General Thoughts 

In this section I scrutinize population-pressure models 

derived directly or indirectly from Boserup1s (1965) work onagricultural 
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intensification. As noted above, these ideas are coming to playa 

prominent role in Hohokam explanatory scenarios. Archaeologists use 

Boserup's theory to explain prehistoric agricultural and social changes, 

seemingly unaware of its many assumptions. Knowledge of agricultural 

development in the Southwest indicates the danger of ignoring these 

assumptions, and underscores some limitations of the Boserup model. 

Boserup's (1965) theory of agricultural intensification 

presents population pressure as the major cause of change in land use, 

agricultural technology, land-tenure systems, and settlement patterns. 

She reverses Malthus by viewing population pressure as the independent 

variable and increasing agricultural output as the dependent variable. 

For Boserup, population growth is the prime cause of agricultural 

intensification, and agricultural intensification is the "primary re

sponse to population growth. Any area will pass through a series of 

stages of more intensive land use as population grows to exceed the 

productive capacities of each stage. The response to this growth is 

more frequent cropping of agricultural lands, which require more labor 

input but results in less agricultural output per unit of labor. 

Consequently, when faced with more mouths to feed, farmers reluctantly 

increase their frequency of cropping and decrease their leisure time. 

More intensive use of land requires changes in technology, such as a 

switch from dibbles to hoes to plows, and alters land tenure and 

settlement patterns. For example, private ownership of specific plots 

may not be practical in long-fallow systems but may become favored 

with yearly cultivation of the same plot. Overall, the theory presents 
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a tightly reasoned, deterministic explanation for agricultural inten

sification that has broad-ranging implications for cultural evolution. 

Clearly, herein lies its archaeological appeal. 

In applying Boserup's theory, many archaeologists demon-

strate little awareness of its underlying assumptions. Two of these 

are explicit and have received wide attention in the anthropological 

literature: (1) human populations inevitable grow and (2) increased 

frequency of cropping results in decreasing returns per unit of labor. 

Anthropologists, demographers, and geographers have shown that a var

iety of practices ranging from infanticide to late marriage can con

trol population size in nonindustrial societies (Grigg 1976:142-146; 

Netting 1972:139-140; Spooner 1972; Davis 1970)~ However, because 

nonindustrial societies can control population growth does preclude 

population growth from being an independent variable. Indeed, in many 

societies that use population control practices, growth continues, but 

at a slower rate. These studies demonstrate that agricultural inten

sification is not the only response to population growth and that popu

lation growth must be demonstrated and not simply assumed. 

The proposition that increased cropping leads to decli~ing 

production per unit of labor has proven difficult to test. Increased 

frequency of cropping clearly leads to increased labor inputs (total 

annual agricultural labor) (Eder 1977; Barlett 1976). However, at

tempts to demonstrate that this also results in a proportional de

cline in productivity have proven less conclusive (Grigg 1979:72), in 
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part because of the differing ways researchers have measured labor 

inputs and outputs (Bronson 1972). Recent work by Richard Wilk (1981) 

in Belize suggests that the relationships between labor inputs and 

agricultural outputs are more complex than previously posited. In

creasing the frequency of cropping may initially result in greater 

output per unit of labor but it may later decline. 

In addition to these explicit assumptions are at least 

five apparently implicit assumptions that tend to be ignored by archae

logists (Grigg 1979:69-70): (1) the principle of least effort, (2) 

farmers produce only for their own subsistence needs, (3) environ

mental conditions do not limit intensification, (4) farmers are aware 

of and have access to the technology needed for intensification, and 

(5)' intensification involves increased frequency of cropping and not 

increased labor or capital investment. In assessing the usefulness of 

Boserup's model for the study of Southwestern prehistory, we must con

sider the applicability of these assumptions. 

Of the latter assumptions, the principle of least effort, 

which holds that nonindustrial farmers attempt to obtain an adequate 

subsistence input while maximizing leisure time, has received the 

most discussion (Spooner 1972). The motivations for productive be

havior in nonindustrial societies have been hotly debated. Brookfield 

(1972) in a study of Ne\-J Guinea agriculturalists noted that these 

people adhere to a principle of least effort in subsistence production 

but in production for social purposes they engage in a strategy of 
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maximization. Other researchers have suggested that nonindustrial 

farmers attempt to minimize risk and thereby expend more effort than 

necessary simply to satisfy basic subsistence needs (Barlett 1976, 1980; 

Cancian 1980; Huang 1973). There seems to be considerable evidence 

that nonindustrial farmers do make trade-offs between effort and return 

but the nature of these trade-offs depends on social and environmental 

situations. 

This brings us to the second implicit assumption: the 

only motivation for production is to fulfill the subsistence needs 

of the farmer. It is evident that this assumption does not hold for 

historic Southwestern Indian farmers. Ford (1972), for example, has 

shown that among the Tewa, where there was village specialization in 

trade crops and extensive ritual redistribution, motivations other 

than subsistence needs affected agricultural production. In addition, 

the Gila Pima relied on the assistance of Papago laborers to harvest 

their winter wheat crop (see Chapter 3); the latter served the sub

sistence needs of both the Pima and Papago laborers and was also sold 

to Anglo and Mexican settlers (Castetter and Bell 1942). Even among 

the Walapai, agriculturalists traded produce to fellow tribesmen who 

did not cultivate (Kroeber 1935). Ethnographic evidence indicates 

that Southwestern aboriginal farmers produced agricultural goods for 

a variety of purposes including subsistence, trade, and ritual. 

Several lines of evidence suggest that trade and ritual 

also affected prehistoric Southwestern agricultural production. The 
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association of storage rooms with Mogollon and Anasazi great kivas 

suggests a ritual demand on agricultural production (Plog 1974:125-126). 

The existence of prehistoric craft specialization in pottery, shell 

jewelry, and projectile points (e.g., Haury 1976; Di Peso 1974), sug

gests that some households were not self-sufficient. Agricultural 

production beyond the subsistence needs of farmers may have supported 

the specialists. Finally, long-distance exchange probably included 

agricultural products. Researchers in the Mogollon area (Lightfoot 

1979) and in the Papagueria (Doelle 1980a) have suggested that pre

historic populations minimized risk in marginal agricultural areas by 

exchanging craft items for food and through complex relationships of 

food redistribution. Evidence from the prehistoric Southwest is 

sufficient to indicate the danger in assuming that the only motivation 

for agricultural production was the subsistence needs of the farmer. 

Boserup (1974, 1975) identified and defended the third 

assumption implicit in her original publication: population pressure 

and not differences in the natural environment influence variation in 

cropping frequencies. Moreover, Boserup asserts that the only environ

mental limitation on agricultural intensification is the availability 

of land. 

In the Southwest, land was generally not a major limiting 

factor; length of the growing season and water availability were far 

more important. In many areas, such as along the Mogollon Rim (Plog 

et al. 1978:9-17) and the Hopi Mesas (Adams 1979), a short growing 
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season restricted agriculturalists to a single crop a year--making 

Boserup1s stage of double cropping impossible. The need to secure 

water resulted in adaptations utilizing floodwater (ak chin) farming, 

farming of floodplains, and canal irrigation. In many of these cases, 

Boserup1s concepts of long fallow, short fallow, and yearly cropping 

of plots are meaningless. Whether or not a plot of land would be 

farmed was determined by the availability of water. Wide spacing of 

plants and renewal of fields through hydraulic deposition often made 

the depletion of soil fertility a minor problem. 

In contradiction to the fourth assumption, the environment 

of the Southwest also presented the prehistoric farmer with problems 

that were not and could not be solved with technology. In regions such 

as the Papagueria and the Hopi Mesas, where no permanent water sources 

exist from which canals can be drawn, increasing the availability of 

water would have required raising groundwater dozens of feet or trans

porting it against slope gradients dozens of miles. Both feats were 

beyond the technological and organizational capacity of the aboriginal 

socieites of these areas. The Patayans along the Colorado could have 

intensified their agriculture by utilizing canal irrigation. This, 

however, requires the construction of massive dams to control the 

flow of the Colorado River (Chapter 2), which was beyond the cap

abilities of aboriginal technology. Boserup1s assumption that farmers 

will have knowledge of the technological advances needed for agri

cultural intensification and the means to implement them does not 

apply to numerous areas of the aboriginal Southwest. 
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The fifth assumption, that agricultural intensification 

always takes the form of increased frequency of cropping, not greater 

labor or capital investment, also does not hold in the Southwest. It 

is not easy to determine if prehistoric agriculturalists increased 

their labor investment. Capital investment, however, often leaves 

obvious archaeological traces. Southwestern archaeologists have 

found many land modifications, including massive canal systems of the 

Gila-Salt area (Haury 1976; Masse 1976), elaborate systems for collect

ing run-off in Chaco Canyon (Vivian 1972), the combination of runoff 

and canal irrigation systems at Casas Grandes (Oi Peso 1974), and the 

dry farming features such as gridded gardens, terraces, and rock pile 

features found allover the Southwest (Vivian 1974; Masse 1979; 

Gumerman and Johnson 1971; Woosley 1980; Woodbury 1961a). Predictably, 

the major form of agricultural intensification in the Southwest is 

capital investment for the management of water. 

On a more fundamental level, Boserup assumes that the 

response to population pressure will be agricultural. Two other 

options, intensification of wild resource exploitation and migration 

into frontier areas, clearly occurred in the prehistoric Southwest. 

In the Sells phase, subsistence intensification apparently involved 

increasing exploitation of wild resources such as saguaro found on 

the bajadas (Goodyear 1975). A similar pattern also occurs along the 

Gila River at about the same time (Ooelle 1976). Throughout much of 

the prehistory of the Southwest, empty river valleys and basins 
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suitable for Neolithic-level agriculturalists were present; emigration 

into those areas was at times a viable response to subsistence stress. 

Having been severely critical of Boserup's theroy, it is 

important that we now show how its limitations can be exceeded. A 

rephrasing of the question seems warranted at this point. Instead of 

asking, Why does agricultural intensification occur?, it might be more 

fruitful to inquire, How can farmers respond to increased demand for 

food and how do they choose between alternative responses to this 

demand? To answer this question we must identify the causes of in

creased demand (cf. Cowgill 1975), the alternative responses to it, 

and the results of adopting one response over another. This consid

eration of agricultural intensification in the Southwest points to 

some of the relevant causes and responses. 

We have identified three major sources of increased 

demand for subsistence products: population pressure, social production 

(for ritual, the acquistion of wives, status, and prestige). and ex

change. Not only can demand be created by many causes, but it can be 

met by a variety of responses, including craft specialization, emigra

tion, population control, and subsistence intensification. Subsis

tence intensification can involve emphasis on wi ld or agricultural 

resources. In the latter case, the response may take the form of 

labor intensification, capital intensification, or increased frequency 

of cropping. 

Needless to say, a mix of responses is possible, and 

several factors will determine this mix. First, the cause of the 
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increased demand limits the possible responses (e.g., exchange demand 

cannot be met by limiting population). Second, responses are also 

shaped and limited by the interaction of environment and technology. 

For example, in the Southwest, the limiting factor of environment and 

technology. For example, in the Southwest, the limiting factor of 

water favors capital intensifi~ation so long as such intensification 

is within the technological capabilities of the farmers. Third, 

social organization also affects responses. The rapid construction 

of massive irrigation systems requires the mobilization of large 

groups of people; similarly, the demand for craft items may depend on 

the existence of elite patrons. Clearly, explaining why a specific 

response occurred requires consideration of a wide array of variables 

and a better understanding of their interaction than we have at this 

time. 

Figure 4 illustrates a descriptive decision-making model 

that attempts to enumerate and systematically relate the various pos

sible responses to increased demand for food. In order to elevate 

this model to the level of explanation one must specify the rules for 

decision making and the material relationships that permit various 

options, such as frontier expansion or craft specialization. It is 

also well to keep in mind archaeology1s most general lesson: societies 

do not always solve their problems or adapt in an optimai manner. 

Malthusian disasters resulting from inappropriate responses to in

creased subsistence demand can and do occur. 
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The preceding discussion of population-pressure models 

serves to underscore how theoretically problematic is the basis of 

many explanatory scenarios proposed by prehistorians working in 

southern Arizona. The above arguments council caution in the accep

tance of any explanatory scenario and call attention to the need for 

additional theoretical and empirical work on the causes of change in 

adaptive systems. Because prehistoric societies in southern Arizona 

underwent changes in an extreme environment, considerable potential 

is present in the area to build change models of greater theoretical 

soundness than are now available 

Culture History and Adaptations 

Studies of culture history and adaptations, which developed 

from different bodies of anthropological theory, employ divergent 

suites of methods for inferring the principal variables of interest. 

On the one hand, culture historians--concerned with the comings and 

goings of various groups--necessarily developed methods for extracting 

chronological and cultural information based on stylistic analyses of 

artifacts. On the other hand, archaeologists interested in adaptive 

processes developed techniques and principles for inferring variables, 

such as population size, subsistence, and settlement systems, based 

principally on analysis of technological and utilitarian character

istics of artifacts and assemblages. Although neither set of infer

ential tools is without problems, together they comprise a body of 

principles and techniques for reconstructing varied characteristics 
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of extinct societies and charting their changes through time. While 

developed independently, these principles can be viewed as comprising 

a broad area of shared methodology pertaining to archaeological in

ference. 

At the level of explanatory theory, rapprochement of 

culture history and adaptations--while less easily affected--is es

sential. By using the term "rapprochement" I do not advocate that a 

naive eclecticism replace existing perspectives. Instead, investiga

tors operating within a materialist framework must recognize that the 

primary factors of culture history--traditions, ethnic groups, and 

migrations--are relevant to materialist expanation. Ethnic boundaries, 

for example, affect the makeup of societies, influence social inter

action, and contribute to the structuring of adaptive strategies in a 

region (Barth 1969; Wobst 1977; Hodder 1979). Migration represents a 

major force in demographic change. Along with fertility, fecundity, 

and death it determines whether the population of an area grows or 

declines. Prehistoric migrations did occur, sometimes establishing 

situations of multi-ethnic contact and integration. Clearly, migration 

and ethnic relations influence the prime movers of materialist ex

planation, such as population growth and technological change--as well 

as adaptive responses. No reconstruction or explanation of r~gional 

prehistory can be complete without reference to such factors. 

In some of the more extreme adaptice scenarios (e.g., 

Grady 1976; Weaver 1972), sociocultural transformations are viewed as 
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dIrect responses to changes In the natural envIronment or demography. 

These prehistorians tend to overlook the possibIlity that the social 

environment (immigration, warfare, trade networks, labor arrangements) 

can also initiate processes of change. More importantly, the nature 

of the existing society--its social units, behavioral properties, and 

structural relationships--affects the responses to a change process, 

regardless of the latter's source. Immigrant groups, for example, 

have different effects on different societies. They can be excluded, 

assimilated, accommodated as ethnic enclaves, or contribute to ethni

cally based stratification. The outcome in each case would be deter

mined by such factors as relative numbers, technological constraints, 

and pre-existing structural relations and social. distance between the 

two groups. The resulting changes--conditioned by culture-historical 

as well as more obvious adaptive factors--would in turn influence the 

course of future changes. 

These cursory discussions underscore the importance I 

attach to IntegratIng empirically and theoretically culture-historical 

factors into the explanations of prehistory. The scenarios of Masse, 

Wilcox, Plog, and especially Greginger, hinge at ways culture-historical 

and adaptive variables may interact to produce sociocultural change. 

While such broad-based scenarios are desirable, one of the greatest 

needs in modern archaeology is to develop materialist theories that 

allow for the influence of culture-historical factors on the inception 
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and direction of adaptive changes. Perhaps studies in the prehistory 

of southwestern Arizona will contribute to those developments in 

theory. 

Conclusion 

Prehistorians today aspire to explain variability 

and change in past societies; indeed, for many, it is archaeology's 

ultimate goal. Efforts to explain sociocultural transformations 

depend on establishing by inference particular behavioral and organi

zational characteristics of past societies as well as environmental 

parameters. Unfortunately, in southwestern Arizona and elsewhere, 

the inferential foundation for archaeological explanation is not well 

established. As a result, explanatory scenarios have proliferated. 

At our present state of knowledge, it is impossible to rule-out any 

of the scenarios. However, they can be subjected to theoretical 

criticism. As an example, I examined some of the shortcomings of 

Boserup-inspired population-pressure scenarios. It was pointed out 

that change processes in response to "population pressure" can take 

many paths. Finally, I emphasized the need to include in future 

adaptive scenarios a more sophisticated treatment of culture-historical 

factors. Regrettably, I must conclude that studies of past adaptive 

systems and their changes are only in their infancy. In this respect 

southwestern Arizona provides a fertile testing ground for improving 

techniques of archaeological inference and refining--theoretically and 

substantively--our explanations for changes in prehistory. 



CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

I not only have been unable to use other investigators' data, 
but I have also frequently found my own data lacking in many 
important "facts" - facts which could have been collected had 
I been aware of the questions to which the given observation 
was relevant (Binford 1964:428). 

The preceeding chapters summarized what we know about 

southwestern Arizona and identified what questions we would like to 

answer. They have presented the major hypotheses and models that 

attempt to account for and to explain the prehistory of the region, 

and they have delineated the empirical differences between these 

mode 1 s. In conc 1 us i on will synthesize this information for use in 

a generalized research program that defines observations relevant to 

the study of the area. The program specifies what Inferences should 

be made, what archaeological data should be collected, and what an-

cillary studies should be undertaken. Interspersed in these discus-

sions is consideration of the quality of data needed; both in terms 

of its collection and the sources of variability to be considered in 

its interpretation. 

This research program is the most important aspect of 

the southwestern Arizona regional research design. In specifying the 

inferences, and to a lesser extent the data, to be addressed in the 

region it fulfills the three major goals of a regional research design. 
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Such information identifies the base level of comparability necessary 

for multiple projects to address common research goals. Collection 

of this same information from small projects guarantees that these 

projects will provide data relevant to scientific investigations in 

the region. Finally, a site's archaeological significance in large 

part derives from the presence at the site of the information the 

research program specifies. 

This chapter should not be regarded as a cookbook for 

archaeological research in southwestern Arizona for two reasons. 

First, it does not stipulate exact techniques for the recovery of 

data; archaeologists must expend creative effort to use its suggestions 

for empirical research. Second it does not obviate or replace a pro

ject specific research design. Every project has a unique potential 

to contribute to our knowledge and a regional research design cannot 

apriori identify this potential. This research program ~rovides a 

minimal set of requirements for archaeological research in south

western Arizona. Doing no more than fulfilling these requirements 

will result in a minimal research product. 

The Conceptual Basis of the Research Program 

have already discussed the work of archaeology in 

terms of two related chores: reconstruction and explanation of the 

past. In developing a research program for southwestern Arizona both, 

undertakings must be considered. I find it useful at this point to 

divide the reconstruction of the past into two levels of inference. 



The first level concerns the establishment of what material culture 

was present at a site and how it was deposited. The second level 

deals with the inference and measurement of the behavioral and social 

aspects of culture we wish to study, including ethnicity, subsistence, 

social organization, and trade. Analysis requires building from the 

first to the second level inference, followed by testing of competing 

explanatory theories. The design of research, however, moves in the 

opposite direction, from explanation to second level inference to 

first level inference. 

First level inference can also be thought of as the 

processes of interpretation from archaeological ,to systemic context. 

This initially requires a detailed knowledge of the archaeological 

context, including information on the character and distribution of 

artifacts, features, and sites. The description of the archaeological 

record forms the baseline for all other inference and all testing of 

explanatory theories. 

In order to adequately describe the archaeological context, 

the archaeologist must separate variability in the record from vari

ability introduced by research activities, This consideration also 

relates to data comparability. That is, for data from two projects 

to be comparable, variability resulting from differences in recovery 

procedures between those projects must be controlled. Recovery bias 

includes many factory, such as differential experience of crews, 

presence or absence of screening, and equipment used in excavation 



(e.g., trowels or shovels). One of the most discussed forms of 

recovery bias is sampl ing bias (Binford 1964; Redman 1974; Mueller 

1975). This refers to variability which results from the selection 
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of certain areas of a site for investigation and how units of investi

gation are defined. 

Descriptions of the archaeological record provide the 

raw data for making inferences from the archaeological to the systemic 

context. These inferences reconstruct how the material culture form

ing the record was deposited. Such inferences derive from the ap

plciation of laws (Schiffer 1976) or middle range theory (Binford 

1977) to control for the natural and cultural formation processes 

that transform material culture between contexts. Unfortunately, 

many researchers in southwestern Arizona have based their first level 

inferences on implicit and/or unproven assumptions concerning the 

actions of formation processes. 

Archaeology shares problems of second level inference in 

common with many of the social sciences. That is, all social sciences 

face the challange of measuring theoretically interesting variables 

that cannot be directly observed. This means that archaeologists may 

derive many of the assumptions and principles used to infer and 

measure variables, such as ethnicity or social complexity, from cul

tural anthropology or other social sciences. Becauie of our essenti

ally unique use of material culture to measure these variables, we 

do encounter unique measurement problems. We must solve these unique 
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problems on our own and ethno~rchaeologists have expended consider

able effort along these lines (e.g., Wobst 1977; Hodder 1979; Longacre 

1974; Watson 1979). 

The final act of analysis, explanation, requires the use 

of measured variables to test hypotheses and theories. These hypoth

eses and theories may relate to events of prehistory or, more impor

tantly, they may test the theoretical principles that underlie our 

explanations of prehistory. For example, in southwestern Arizona 

numerous researchers have attempted to explain the change from Sed

entary to Classic period Hohokam, these theories should be tested 

against the data from the region. More importantly, these theories 

rest on assumed causal relationships between variables such as popu

lation pressure and cultural complexity. Good control of second 

level inferences allows the testing of these underlying causal 

relationships. 

In one sense, each of these three steps in analysis is 

conceptually independent. The assumptions and principles needed for 

each step do not derive from a previous, in fact, each step represents 

a different set of theory. For example, the processes that determine 

whether an object will be deposited as secondary or primary refuse 

bear no logical connection to the relationship of material culture 

symbols to ethnic boundary maintenance. In turn, neither of these 

relationships logically depend upon proposed causal relationships 

between resource competition and ethnic boundary formation. This 
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independence means that the falsification or alteration of an assump

tion or principle on one level does not necessarily require modifi

cation of a principle on another. If each level was not conceptually 

independent in this sense, second level inferences could not be used 

to test explanatory principles and theories because they would be 

tautologically related. 

The independence of theory at every level means that the 

principles or assumptions of each level cannot be determined from the 

lower level. This also indicates that all aspects of theory at each 

level are not relevant to answering questions at the following level. 

For these reasons the design of research most fruitfully moves the 

opposite direction from the procedures of analysis. Explanatory 

theroy defines which behavioral and social variables are relevant, 

and the variables determine what data and principles of second level 

inference are to be used. The data for second level inference results 

from first level inference and therefore the data requirements of 

second level inference define what first level inference must be done. 

Specification of what first level inference in needed determines what 

data will be directly observed in the archaeological context. 

My research program for southwestern Arizona proceeds 

from a consideration of explanatory theroy to second level inference, 

then first level inference and finally minimal specification of the 

archaeological data to be collected. The verification of many prin

ciples and assumptions underlying archaeological inference requires 
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research, either not regional in scope or not within the parlance 

of archaeology. For this reason the program concludes by suggesting 

ancillary studies directly relevant to, or to be performed in, south

western Arizona. 

Explanation in Southwestern Arizona 

have identified two major theoretical perspectives 

extant in the archaeology of southwestern Arizona: the earliest of 

these focuses on culture history, while the more recent focuses on 

adaptations. The culture history approach is basically idealist, 

giving the greatest weight to tradition in explaining changes in pre

history. The competing adaptation approach, a materialist viewpoint, 

stresses man-environment relations to explain similarities in societies 

and changes in prehistory. Although many staunch adherents of the 

culture history approach continue to publish on the region, the adap

tation approach appears to be the dominant theoretical perspective. 

I divided the theories of different researchers into one or the other 

of these approaches, but a few regional syntheses incorporate aspects 

of both (Masse 1980; Grebinger 1971). 

These theoretical differences determine which behavioral 

and social variables a researcher regards as causal to change and 

variability tend to emphasize ethnic boundaries and migrations as 

causal variables to explain the prehistory of the region. Individuals 

advocating adaptive explanations stress changes in subsistence, 
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settlement patterns, demography, social organization, and trade to 

account for the prehistory of southwestern Arizona. Advocates of 

each perspective do consider the variables identified by the other 

and all these variables have concerned researchers in the area since 

the turn of the century. 

I have argued that the currently dominant adaptation 

perspective often deteriorates into a mechanistic determinism, or at 

worse simplistic environmental determinism. This is because research

ers have not explicitly detailed the causal linkages between changes 

in material conditions and the socia,l phenomena they wish to explain. 

They have also, with a few notable exceptions {Grady 1976; Plog 1980} , 

not given the human actors in the drama of history any role in their 

own fate. 

The principal social factor not considered in the adaptive 

approach is competition between and within social groups. Such 

competition--not limited to warfare--reshapes societies as groups 

struggle for dominance, reducing the old social forms and creating 

new ones. Competition, therefore, is a causal variable because not 

only may it respond to changes in material conditions but also it 

can alter them; reduce population, despoil environments, or expand 

trade. Consideration of competition in explanation has lead some 

archaeologists to the theories of Marx {Gledhill 1978, and 

others to more Weberain-derived formulations {Yoffee 1979; McGuire 

n.d.}. 



An increased awareness of human decision making and 

competition within society does not change the basic variables but 

does alter the theoretical perspective on their relationship. In 
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part it requires renewed interest in the concerns of the culture 

historian. Ethnic boundaries channel interaction and competition and 

function as adaptive mechanisms (Wobst 1977; Hodder 1979; Barth 1969). 

Migration is more than just a demographic force, it is also a social 

phenomenon that alters patterns of social structure affecting com

petition between and within social groups. Increased stress on such 

social variables does, however, require a more refined consideration 

of social organization than prevalant in current archaeological 

literature. 

The three theoretical approaches presented place varying 

emphasis on different variables to explain th~ prehistory of south

western Arizona. Identifying the diverse empirical considerations of 

these variables in southwestern Arizona does something far more im

portant than just delineate the second level inferences needed in 

the area. It also provides a base for testing the theoretical differ

ences separating explanatory scenarios for the area. This of course 

depends on the validity and replicability of second level inferences 

in the region. 

Second Level Inferences in Southwestern Arizona 

The preceding discussion has identified a basic set of 

behavioral and social variables that should be reconstructed in 



southwestern Arizona. These tend to identify strongly with one 

theoretical perspective or the other; ethnic groups and migrations 

with culture history; subsistence settlement pattern, demography, 

social organization, and trade with adaptations. Despite their 

theoretical loading, they provide a minimal set of parameters for 

second level inference in southwestern Arizona regardless of an 

idividual's theoretical leanings. Furthermore they are relevant to 

an increased theoretical concern with the social forces of culture 

change. 
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These variables interrelate not only in terms of their 

explanatory referents, but also in terms of their inference. The same 

data may apply to the inference of more than one parameter and the 

inference of one parameter may depend on the inference of a second 

parameter. Subsistence and settlement pattern provide examples of 

two variables so linked. In order to infer subsistence one must have 

a reasonably accurate knowledge of the settlement system. 

Chapter 6 includes a relatively detailed consideration 

of the problems involved in archaeologically inferring ethnic groups, 

therefore, discussions here will be brief. The nature of prehistoric 

ethnic boundaries in southwestern Arizona has been the subject of 

considerable debate. At one extreme, Julian Hayden proposed that a 

single ethnic group occupied the Papagueria from Amargosa times to 

the present, while Schroeder advanced a similar proposal for the 

Patayan. In terms of Hohokam prehistory, the major debates revolve 



around three issues; the existence of one or two ethnic groups in 

southern Arizona during the Pioneer through Sedentary, an intrusion 

of a forwign Salado or Sinagua ethnic group in the Classic, and 

whether or not there is an ethnic continuum from the prehistoric 

occupants of the region to the Pima. Over twenty years of argument 

has not resolved these issues, largely because prehistorians cannot 

unambiguously identify ethnic groups. 

I have already questioned the domanent trait list 
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approach to identifying ethnic groups on both theoretical and empiri

cal grounds. Groups maintain ethnic boundaries through the use of 

material and behavioral symbols. Archaeologists should therefore 

seek to reconstruct these boundaries by identifying material symbols 

or the material correlates of ethnic-specific behaviors. Unfortun

ately, no good scheme exists for operationalizing this approach. 

The lack of such a scheme makes it difficult to specify 

exactly which aspects of material culture should be examined. The 

works of Wobst (1977) and Hodder (1979) provide a starting point, but 

are insufficient in themselves. It is clear, however, that consid

erations of stylistic va~iation, geographic origin of artifacts, and 

the reconstruction of activities are important to identifying ethnic 

boundries. 

Prehistorians in southwestern Arizona intimately link 

the inference of ethnic groups and migrations. Those who see continua 

or continuity in ethnic occupations postulate few or no migrations, 



vlhile those who postulate frequent changes in ethnic groups also 

posit frequent migrations. In general, cultural historians recon

struct many migrations while the adaptive theorest reconstruct few 
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or none. Migrations do not necessarily involve the replacement of 

one ethnic group by another and the adaptive theorists tend to accept 

only those migrations involving an expansion or contraction in the 

range of a single ethnic group. 

Archaeologists reconstruct migrations using one of two 

methods (see Chapter 6). The first utilizes Rouse's (1958) criteria 

for site unit intrusion, which infers migration from the presence in 

an area of traits which can be shown to occur earlier in a second 

region. By its very nature this method only allows the identification 

of ethnic movements and not migrations within the already established 

range of an ethnic group. The second method depends on the recon

struction of population growth. A migration is hypothesized when the 

rate of population growth exceeds a reasonable rate of natural growth. 

The first of these methods has never been tested with ethnographic 

or historic data and the second depends on the vagaries of inferring 

popUlation growth. 

Several aspects of material culture clearly figure 

in the inference of migrations. The most fundamental of these is the 

geographic origin of materials, because patterns of traits and styles 

may change due to alterations in exchange networks as well as migra

tion. Dating also must be considered. If the presence of a complex 
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of traits and/or styles in two areas is taken as evidence of migration 

from one to the other. then it must be demonstrated that the complex 

occurs earlier in the first area. Finally. material culture can be 

used to infer population growth, but this is a separate second level 

inference. 

Population growth. or some other population variable 

such as population pressure. has become the most popular causal vari

able in archaeology. Within southwestern Arizona the majority of 

researchers hypothesize population growth from the beginning of the 

Archaic until contact for the Patayan and until the end of the Classic 

for the Hohokam. Doyel and Weaver take exception to this line of 

thought. reconstructing a population decline during the Hohokam 

Classic period. Many of these population trend estimates derive from 

little more than gut feelings. The few attempts to rigorously measure 

population have shared a common method. 

The estimation of population growth generally depends upon 

the assumption that there is a correlation between population size and 

the frequency of artifacts, features. sites or living space. In 

southwestern Arizona all quantified population estimates have been 

based on counts of sites by phases. These studies have varied in 

their sophistication, some treating every site as equivalent and 

others weighing sites ba5ed on function and size. The latter of 

these approaches is the only one that can possibly be considered 

valid. Hassan (1981) discusses in detail the various other 
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archaeological materials used to infer population size. These include 

site area, number of houses or rooms, and frequencies of various 

artifact types, especially pottery. 

Use of any of these materials to infer population size 

requires that archaeologists control their use-life and absolute con

temporaneity. Population estimates based on the frequency of pit

houses at a site will vary by 50% if pithouse use lives are estimated 

at 25 years as opposed to 50 years. The same observation applies to 

the occupation span of sites and. the use-life of artifacts. Time 

control for making population estimates must be as exact as possible 

because two sites occupied in a given phase may have been contempor

aneous for none, part, or all of their occupation. Classificatory 

time control tends to smooth archaeologically reconstructed popula

tion trends. 

Population pressure implies that the members of a 

community are experiencing stress (e.g., conflict, hunger) as a 

result of too many people in relation to subsistence resources. 

Although the measurement of population pressure may depend on the 

prior inference of population size, the two variables are not equi

valent. A large population does not, alone, indicate population 

pressure and conversely a single family could undergo great stress. 

Furthermore, in neither case would an increase in population 

necessarily imply more stress. Subsistence stress increases only 

if subsistence resources remian constant or declined. Several other 
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variables are also involved in the estimation of population pressure, 

including the environment, social organization, and technology. No 

one of these variables adequately measures population pressure because 

each may vary independently (Reid 1978; Kirch 1980). 

The formulation of several second level inferences, including 

population, social organization, and subsistence requires reconstruc

tion of settlement systems. A settlement system is the set of loca

tions used by the members of a community to carry out their activities. 

Analysis of settlement systems, therefore, involves concern both for 

the pattern of human occupation on the landscape and a consideration 

of the behaviors present at different locales. 

Debates concerning settlement systems in southwestern 

Arizona focus not on the pattern of human occupation but on the 

behaviors associated with these occupations. A key issue has been 

seasonality, that is, when during a year sites are occupied. Doel1e's 

(1980a) models for adaptation in the San Cristobal Valley reflect is 

central concern. Masse (1980) raised debate by asserting the Hohokam 

of the Papagueria did not have a biseasonal settlement pattern like 

the ethnographic Papago. Most considerations of settlement systems 

in southwestern Arizona have been simplistic, attempting to identify 

a single pattern in the-region. The diversity of adaptations and 

settlement systems characterizing aboriginal groups suggests this 

was not the case (Chapter 3). 
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The first task in analyzing settlement systems is to 

identify the settlements used by the members of a community. In the 

archaeological record one finds no settlements, only sites and a site 

may consist of the remains of many settlements occupied by different 

communities at different times or the remains of a single settlement. 

A start is made by determining for the sites in a region, the time 

and manner of their occupation. In practice, this is difficult. 

Because of classificatory contemporaneity, sites--or portio~s thereof-

containing the diagnostic sherds of a phase would be judged contem

poraneous, even if they had been occupied sequentially. 

Once the classificatory contemporaneity of a set of sites 

has been established the remaining variability is usually attributed 

to site function. However, intersite variability within a phase can 

have complex causes (Sullivan and Schiffer 1978). Unraveling the 

function of a site requires attention to the density of artifacts and 

features and the relative frequency of functional types of artifacts 

and features. These two sets of material relations provide the basic 

data for inferring activity at sites. Once the archaeologist infers 

activity, he/she may treat loci of human occupation not as sites but 

as components in a settlement system. 

The study of subsistence, what people ate, is so closely 

tied to the analysis of settlement systems that researchers often 

speak of settlement-subsistence systems. Debates concerning pre

historic subsistence in southwestern Arizona are therefore closely 
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tied to agruments concerning settlement systems. Controversy sur

rounds the nature of Paleoindian subsistence with some researchers 

emphasizing Clovis man1s big game hunting, and others challenging 

that Clovis was instead a forager and occasional hunter. Most re

searchers equate archaic subsistence with the adaptations of ethno

graphic hunters and gatherers in the arid West. Very little atten

tion has been paid to Patayan subsistence, but recently researchers 

have extensively discussed Hohokam subsistence. Although all 

individuals studying the Hohokam agree these people grew corn, beans, 

and squash, considerable disagreement exists as to the relative im

portance of these items in their diet. While some archaeologists, 

including Plog and Doelle, have stressed the importance of wild 

resources to Hohokam subsistence, Masse and Gasser have challenged 

traditional veiws of Papaguerian Hohokam subsistence by maintaining 

these people depended primarily on agricultural produce. 

The reconstruction of prehistoric subsistence usually 

follows from three lines of evidence. First, the relationship be

tween components in a settlement system and the natural environment 

are observed. Second, the functions of artifacts and features in 

the component are examined, and finally, the archaeologist would like 

to recover physical evidence of the plants and animals consumed. 

These data are normally interpreted by analogy to ethnographic sub

sistence practices. As is the case for settlement systems, the/range 

of variability in subsistence practices within aboriginal groups is 

usually not considered. 
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Most cultural historians dealt little with social organi

zation, in part because they thought the variety and complexity of 

organization they saw in the ethnographic record also described the 

past. More recent adherents of adaptive theory, especially Wilcox, 

Plog, and McAllister, have challenged this view. These authors see 

both a greater diversity of social organizations and a greater com

plexity of social organization in prehistory than in the ethnographic 

record. Most current researchers infer steadily increasing social 

complexity from the Paleoindian period to the Hohokam Classic period 

with a collapse at the end of the Classic. Doyel provides an impor

tant exception to this interpretation, placing the high point of 

complexity in the Sedentary period. 

The main theoretical weakness in southwestern Arizona 

prehistory is the failure of researchers to integrate social forces, 

particularly competition, in explanation. Doing this requires that 

we revise our concepts of social organization. Over a decade ago, 

Marvin Harris (1968a) urged archaeologists to devise concepts of 

social organization better suited to their material data than the 

lIemically contaminated ll units supplied by cultural anthropologists. 

To be useful archaeologically, concepts of social organization should 

(1) pertain to aspects of organization that are theoretically salient 

or at least interesting, (2) be defined behaviorally, and (3) be 

inferable archaeologically. It is possible to outline a rudimentary 

set of organizational concepts, many of which underlie some of the 

more successful approaches to inferring social organization. 
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Archaeological approaches to inferring social organization 

consist of three levels of analysis: identifying basic organizational 

units, specifying their structural relationships, and characterizing 

the behavioral properties of organizational units. 

The most fundamental level of analysis focuses on the 

delineation of social units; that is, residential or task groups 

(cf. Service 1962; Cannon and Hayden 1981). The basic residential 

group is the household, which is defined as the social unit--usually 

a family--that eats and sleeps together. A household may make use of 

one or more structures. Sometimes households form spatial aggregates, 

based on genealogical principles or other criteria, that behave to

gether as social units. Localized ethnic groups, lineages, and clans 

are examples. Communities occupy one or more settlements, sometimes 

on a seasonal basis. Regional systems are aggregates of communities 

that are integrated in some fashion. Higher-level groupings of com

munities, such as cheifdoms, states, empires, and interaction spheres, 

are also recognized by many investigators. Residential groups form 

a hierarchy and usually have an economic basis. 

The activities of a society are carried out by permanent or 

ad hoc task groups. Members can be recruited from one or more resi

dential groups on the basis of various criteria, including age, sex, 

kinship, training, interests, and residential propinquity. The 

activities performed by task groups take place in activity areas, 

such as dwellings, workshops, plazas, fields, and even entire 

microenvironmental zones. 
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An analysis of social units first requires an under-

standing of a society's settlement system. The archaeologist needs 

to identify the set of sites and remains deposited by various com

munities within a region. From there, work progresses in two dir

ections: isolation of households and reconstruction of regional 

systems. This work involves the identification of functional differ

entiation between structures and sites and the spatial distribution 

of structures and sites. That is, the identification of reccuring 

clustering of functionally different features and/or sites. Problems 

of reconstructing regional organization were briefly touched upon in 

the earlier discussion of settlement systems. Further relevant con

siderations are addressed by Crumley (1979) and Johnson (1977). 

The second level of organizational analysis is structural. 

Because of their importance in establishing relationships among resi

dential units, task groups are often the focal point of structural 

analysis. For many years archaeologists have used various task 

groups--identified on the basis of specialized activity areas--to 

describe how residential units at various levels are integrated. 

The usual procedure is to identify "obviously" integrative features 

or architectural units and then establish their relationships to 

residential units. For example, Steward (1937) inferred an increase 

in the scope of integration in the Anasazi area by charting a decrease 

through time in the ratio of kivas to habitation units. 

The success of the third level of analysis, behavioral 

properties, depends on achievement of credible results at the social 
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unit and structural levels. Behavioral properties are high-level 

inferences about the (usually quantitative) characteristics of specific 

social units, especially communities and regional systems. Social 

differentiation, social mobility, and social inequality are all be

havioral properties that play important roles in many theories and, 

under various guises, have been studied archaeologically (e.g., 

Rathje 1971; Gilman 1981). Inference of these properties often 

focuses on burial analysis and differential energy expenditure 

within prehistoric systems. / 

The most frequently inferred behavioral property in 

southwestern Arizona, cultural complexity, is usually discussed in 

terms of stages: band, tribe, chiefdom, state. Although archae

ologists have attempted to measure cultural complexity as a continuous 

variable (t;inter 1978), it remains a clumsy concept at best. As! 

generally used in archaeology, it substitutes for all or most other 

possible behavioral properties. Because it is so all inclusive it 

obscures ,the true variation in behavioral properties and conceals the 

internal dynamics of social systems. Development of better explan

atory theory requires the breaking down of cultural complexity into 

standardized variables having demonstrable theoretical relevance 

(McGuire 1981). 

Trade, a term used here as a synonym for exchange, 

refers to the transfer of goods between hands. Archaeologists gen

erally restrict the concept to the movement of goods across social 
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boundaries as opposed to the exchange of goods within social groups. 

Trade is not, however, the only process that transports material items 

over the landscape and it must be archaeologically distinguished from 

direct procurement raiding, tribute and residential mobility. Once 

trade has been established, three aspects of the phenomenon may be 

investigated: (1) trade routes, (2) modes of trade, and (3) a con

sideration of how changes in trade interrelate with changes in adap

tation, social organization and other aspects of society. The first 

two of these aspects are second level inferences while the third is 

a matter of explanation. Chapter 6 discusses these issues in greater 

detail than presented here. 

Specific considerations of trade in southwestern Arizona 

have principally considered routes of trade and not modes of trade as 

variables in explanation. These discussions have most commonly con

cerned the exchange of marine shell in the Papagueria. Beyond such 

consideration of routes (Hayden 1972; Rosenthal et al. 1978) and 

technological analyses of shell jewelry manufacture (Ferg 1980; 

Huckell 1979), the most detailed consideration of shell distributions 

and modes of trade occurs in Chapter 6. Many authors have discussed 

the possibility of pottery exchange in southwestern Arizona but, with 

the exception of rare pieces of Anasazi Black-on-white or Gila Poly

chrome, it is not at all clear exactly where common pottery types 

were produced. 

Second level inferences relating to trade derive from 

two basic kinds of data concerning artifacts: (1) their geographic 



origin, and (2) their distribution across the landscape. Some 

materials, such as marine shell, are so unique in their origin as 
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to be easily dealt with. Other materials, including lithics and 

pottery, require compositional analysis to determine their origin and 

to distinguish materials of differential origin in distributional 

studies. These latter artifact types have received scant attention 

in southwestern Arizona, primarily because of the increased research 

cost in obtaining information about origins and distribution. Too 

often, especially in the case of pottery, analyses proceed from as

sertions and assumptions concerning the source of materials rather 

than rigorous compositional studies. 

Just as a basic set of second level inferences can be 

specified for southwestern Arizona, so too can a basic set of first 

level inferences be enumerated. Although these derive from the data 

requirements of second level inferences, the assumptions and principles 

they are based on are independent of second level inferences. They 

require, in effect, a different set of theory. 

First Level Inferences in Southwestern Arizona 

Most of the social and behavioral variables we wish to 

measure overlap in their requirements for first level inference. 

This overlap results in part from their conceptual interdependence, 

but more importantly, from their reliance on the reconstruction of 

past material culture patterns. Their common dependence on such 

patterns requires inference of the systemic distributions, functions, 



and relationships of artifacts, features, sites. and environments. 

A basic set of categories for first level inference include dating, 

material culture patterns, and geographic origins of materials. 

Dating is the most fundamental first level inference 
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required of all archaeology because we can proceed nowhere before we 

separate var~ations in time from variation in space. Coeval patterns 

of material culture must be established and then ordered in time before 

temporal changes in ethnic boundaries, population, settlement systems, 

subsistence, social organization, and trade can be reconstructed. The 

inference of migrations necessitates demonstrating that a population 

existed at a locale at one point in time and at a second locale at a 

later point in time. All of the second level inferences discussed 

earlier require the most exact control of dating possible. 

Second level inferences derive from systemic material 

culture patterns. Determination of migration depends in part on 

demonstrating the movement of a pattern of material culture through 

space. Ethnic boundaries include sets of material symbols and the 

material correlates of behavioral symbols. Differences in population 

are inferred from differences in the frequency of artifacts, features 

and/or sites. Identifications of settlement systems depend first on 

the recognition of settlement patterns. Subsistence inferences derive 

from the association of functionally defined artifacts, features, and 

sites with environmental characteristics and ecofacts. Inference of 

social organization derives in large part from the inference of 
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settlement systems and the patterning of sites by size, and features 

by energy investment and function. Finally, studying trade requires 

the reconstruction of the spatial patterning of traded goods. 

Not all second level inferences require determining the 

origins of artifacts but trade, migration, and social organization 

do. To infer trade, a ,esearcher must establish the foreign origin 

of goods. Migration implies that artifacts of a foreign style were 

produced at the site in question, their appearance resulting from the 

movement of their makers and not exchange. Finally, traded or exotic 

goods often serve as indicators and/or sources of status so that the 

origin of goods relates to inferences of social organization and 

their unequal distribution in a village may reflect the social inequal

ity of the occupants. 

The archaeological record does not perfectly preserve 

the material culture patterns of the past like a fly in amber. As 

Schiffer (1975, 1976) discusses at some length, the material remains 

of the archaeological record have undergone numerous transformations 

since they participated in past cultural systems. These transfor

mations result from the cultural and natural formation processes that 

produce the archaeological record. First level inference involves 

reconstructing systemic patterns from the archaeological patterns. 

There are two components to this inference. First, a body of prin

ciples or assumptions about the nature and workings of cultural and 

natural formation processes, and, second, a detailed and represen

tative description of the archaeological record. Most archaeologists 
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working in southwestern Arizona have made such inference based on 

implicit assumptions of the formation processes involved and a clearly 

unrepresentative description of the archaeological record. 

It is not possible at this time to list an all inclusive 

set of principles that apply to formation processes in southwestern 

Arizona. Very little work has been done to identify such principles 

and the need for such research transcends my discussion of southwestern 

Arizona. However, even though archaeological research in southwestern 

Arizona must and will continue without a well developed body of prin

ciples for first level inference, the necessity for controlling the 

formation processes of the archaeological record cannot be ignored. 

With a little effort the quality of these inferences can be improved 

using existing knowledge. 

The most important step toward improvement is the explicit 

consideration of assumptions underlying first level inferences. As 

long as the researcher leaves implicit the assumptions he/she uses to 

supply systemic meaning to archaeological patterns, the validity of 

his/her first level inferences must be questio.ned. Leaving these 

assumptions unstated implies either that the researcher is blissfully 

unaware of the need to control formation process or that the assump

tions used will not stand critical examination. By not making such 

assumptions explicit, the archaeologist runs as great a chance of 

fooling himself as the reader. Even if the underlying assumptions 

are logically sound, only by making them explicit can they be 

identified and tested. 
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Express consideration of the unproven principles used 

for first level inferences should prevent some of the more blatent 

and ludicrous abuses of first level inference. For example, in a 

recent study of social differentiation in Mogollon pithouse villages, 

Lightfoot and Feinman (1982) implicitly assumed that artifacts in the 

fill of pithouses related to the activities of the house's occupants. 

If they had stated this assumption and worked out the logic behind it, 

it seems unlikely they would have treated materials which had to be 

deposited in the houses after their abandonment as relating to the 

occupation of the house. There ,exist many similar examples of archae

ologists making such simplistic errors, both in the general literature 

of archaeology and in southwestern Arizona. The only way researchers 

could honestly make such errors is by not explicitly considering the 

affects of formation processes. 

Beyond express consideration of underlying assumptions, 

the archaeologists should also consult the growing literature on for

mation processes. Wood and Johnson (1978) have discussed many of the 

natural processes involved in site formation and the geology litera

ture contains much relevant information of natural formation pro

cesses. Lewarch and O'Brien (1981) have considered many of the 

natural and cultural formation processes that produce surface as

semblages and Lightfoot and Francis (1978) have discussed the effects 

of collection on such assemblages. An extensive amount of research 

has been done on how formation processes affect bone in archaeological 
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sites. Archaeologists have drawn much of this research from the 

paleontological study of taphonomy (see Gifford 1981 and Binford 

1981 for reviews of this literature). A less significant amount of 

work has been done on the preservation of plant remains but at least 

one discussion of this issue exists for the Southwest (Gasser and 

Adams 1981). Finally, there exist many specific studies of post

depositional processes such as chaining (De Bloois et al. n.d.), 

plowing (O'Brien and Lewarch n.d.) and inundation (Lenihan et al. 

n.d.). These are largely to be found in the publications and files 

of federal land holding agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management, 

the National Park Service and the U.S. Forest Service. Murray (1980) 

provides a discussion of general principles relating to the discard 

of material culture and both Bradley and Fulford (1980) and Villa 

(n.d.) discuss techniques for reconstructing formation processes from 

artifacts. This discussion by no means lists the total extant litera

ture on formation processes, but most of it may be found by examining 

the bibliographies of the references cited. 

The effort to develop a body of theory or laws to control 

for the formation processes of the archaeological record transcends 

the study of southwestern Arizona. I will discuss specific ways in 

which studies within southwestern Arizona can contribute to this 

enterprise at the end of this conclusion along with other ancillary 

studies for the region. More basic than the need for this "middle 

range" theory is our need for a detailed and representative description 
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of the archaeological record of southwestern Arizona. Numerous sources 

of bias exist in our current knowledge. 

A perceived paucity of archaeological resources in the 

region influenced many earlier researchers to concentrate their efforts 

outside of southwestern Arizona. More recent salvage CRM archaeology 

has led to a massive increase in the amount of research (Chapter 4), 

but these efforts have not resulted in a representative sample of the 

region's archaeology. Patterns of land ownership and development 

have determined the distribution of archaeological investigations and 

introduced geographical and physiographic biases in our knowledge. 

The demands for CRM research have concentrated archae-

ological investigations on the main Papago Reservation (especially 

along the Santa Rosa Wash from Santa Rosa north) and in the Gila Bend 

region. Efforts to imporve the Papago road system and protect parts 

of the Phoenix metropolitan area from the flood waters of the Santa 

Rosa wash account for the concentration of work on the Papago reser

vation. The fortuitous expansion of copper mining in the Vekol hills 

and Slate mountains further contributed to the concentration of efforts 

in the Santa Rosa wash area. The construction of the Painted Rocks 

dam and subsequent modifications of its level spurred the research 

in the Gila Bend area. Outside of these regions most of the recent 

archaeological work has been in connection with transmission or gas 

lines. 

This pattern of research is unlikely to change in the 

forseeable future. The federal government is obligated to help the 
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Papagos develop their resources and provide for the general health 

and welfare of the tribe. As long as this is the case, federally 

funded construction projects on the reservation will require archae

ological research. This is also true on the Lower Colorado Reservation, 

but this tribe contracts archaeological work through their own tribal 

museum and will not release data or reports. Outside these reservations 

most development in the region occurs on private land, without federal 

funds or permits, and does not legally require archaeological research. 

The bulk of the remainder of the region is either BLM land, game ranges 

or military ranges. With the exception of the Gila Bend area, the BLM 

land is primarily leased for grazing. This use generally involves only 

small scale development of scattered tanks, windmills, corrals and the 

like. The game reserves have of course been removed from development. 

It is likely that use of the military ranges will increase with the 

current arms buildup, but both the Army and the Air Force have been 

amazingly adept at avoiding their obligations in regards to historic 

preservation and environmental protection. 

The very nature of the developments being undertaken 

throughout the region have forced a physiographic bias on archae

ological resP3i"ch. Almost all development occurs in the wide basin 

and valley bottoms as opposed to the baJadas or mountains. Roads, 

transmission lines and gas lines seek paths of least resistence going 

around mountain ranges when possible. Flood control and reservoir 

projects of course occur in the valleys not on the mountains. Current 

human occupation and use of the region concentrates in the valleys 
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further clustering development in this physiographic zone. Develop

ment of copper mines has led to research in the bajadas (Stewart and 

Teague 1974, Goodyear 1975) and a National Park Service boundary fence 

did require one survey in the mountains (Mallouf 1980), but these 

studies are noteworthy because they break the general pattern. 

Schiffer and Wells (1982) discuss in greater detail the nature and 

implications of this bias for the Papagueria. 

The increase in archaeological research resulting from 

CRM has also not been equally divided between survey and excavation 

with the vast majority of this work being survey. Furthermore, most 

of the excavations have involved very limited areas, often tests of 

only a few square meters. This is even true of larger projects such 

as Gu Achi (Masse 1980) and the Santa Rosa Wash Project (Raab 1974, 

1976). Not since the ASM's Papagueria project have extensive exca

vations been undertaken at a site in the Papagueria. Outside of the 

Papagueria with the notable exception of the Gila Bend area, archae

ologists have undertaken virtually no excavations. 

We cannot depend on CRM research to fill in these gaps in 

our knowledge of southwestern Arizona. Because the established pat

terns of research are likely to continue we need to augment the CRM 

research in southwestern Arizona with grant funded research. That is, 

with research efforts such as Haury's, Hayden's and Roger's. Grant 

funded research done in concert with CRM research and addressing both 

biases and the generation of middle range theory will lead to a 

stronger basis for first level inference in southwestern Arizona. 



The Collection of Archaeological 
Data in Southwestern Arizona 

The requirements of second and first level inferences have 

definite implications for the collection of archaeological data in 
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southwestern Arizona. In effect they define the minimal data set that 

every project should attempt to generate. It is necessary to specify 

this minimal data set both to fulfill the goals of regional research 

design and to define a representative sample of data for the region. 

As Lipe (1977:32, 34-38) argues, the archaeological record is a non-

renewable resource, and any archaeologist who destroys portions of it 

is obligated to collect a representative sample of all significant 

data types. The data requirements I present should be regarded as 

minimal specifications, not necessarily adequate specifications. 

They do not attempt to consider or supercede the data requirements 

of a project-specific research design. 

In presenting these requirements I differentiate 

between survey and excavation. In general, a survey should collect 

a subset of the data collected for an excavation, that is, an exca-

vation should collect all the data from a single site that a survey 

does, plus more. I have divided my discussion of data collection 

between dating, environment, artifacts, features and sites. After 

indicating what data should be gathered in each of these categorys, 

I consider how recovery bias should be dealt with in amassing this 

data. This later discussion details minimal needs for quality con-

trol in data collection. 
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I have already emphasized the centrality of dating to any 

archaeological endeavor. Because of its importance, there exists 

extensive tacit agreement among archaeologists as to the range of 

data it requires. Surveys need to record diagnostic artifact types, 

including projectile points, pottery types, and ground stone. They 

also need to note the environmental context of artifacts, especially 

in relation to desert pavement, desert varnish and other types of 

patina because such observations may contribute to the relative 

dating of sites. Attention should be paid to dating components 

within sites as well as the sites themselves. 

Excavations should consider all of the above data plus 

stratigraphy and chronometric dating. Harris (1979) provides a 

detailed state-of-the-art summary of archaeological stratigraphy. 

Any excavation in southwestern Arizona minimally should collect c-14 

and archaeomagnetic samples. Schiffer (1982) discusses some of the 

considerations crucial to collecting C-14 samples in southwestern 

Arizona and Eighmy et al. (1980) and Eighmy (1980) discuss methods 

and problems in archaeomagnetic dating. In addition to these tech

niques, the excavator should also be aware of the application of other 

less well established techniques such as obsidian hydration (Michels 

and Tsong 1980). 

The category of environment is conveived of broadly to 

include the natural setting of a site as well as ecofacts in a site. 

The information derived from both these classes of environmental data 
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relates to inferences of subsistence practices and settlement systems. 

The ecofacts directly record subsistence activities and the environ

mental setting provides additional data for inferring such activities. 

Surveys and excavations need to define the effective environment that 

surrounds past settlements. That is, not amass environmental infor

mation for its own sake, but collect information on plants, animals, 

mineral, and hydraulic resources relevant to known or possible human 

adaptations. Chapter 2 outlines the effective environment of south

western Arizona in terms of known human adaptations to the region. 

Excavations should collect faunal material, pollen, and macrobotanical 

specimens. This requires the use of special collection techniques 

including flotation and fine screening of deposits. Surveys should of 

course consider and discuss the potential in sites for the preservation 

of faunal, pollen and macrobotanical specimens. 

Artifacts provide the main surface evidence for archaeological 

sites in southwestern Arizona and their contribution to the dating of 

sites has long been recognized and exploited. They also can contrib

ute to the inference of all the social and behavioral variables pre

viously discussed. The differential occurrence of functionally sensi

tive artifact types on a site relates to the inference of subsistence, 

social organization, and settlement systems. The occurrence of traded 

goods either originating from the site or entering the site is impor

tant to inference of trade and social organization. The density of 

artifacts on a site relates to population issues and subsistence. 



Stylistic variation in artifacts provides potential information on 

migrations, dating, and ethnic boundaries. 
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The most important observation on the collection of 

artifactual data by surveyor excavation is the necessity of quantifi

cation. The variety of functional types and their relative frequen

cies should be recorded for both survey and excavation. This also 

applies to exotic or traded goods. Artifact density, by definition, 

refers to a mearsure of artifact frequency per unit area. Impressive 

amounts of information can be gained from the subjective examination 

of stylistic variability but quantitative techniques, such as micro

seriation, offer even greater returns (Marquardt 1978). 

I define archaeological features as those aspects of material 

culture which are nonportable or nonartifactual. In southwestern 

Arizona this includes pits, pithouses, burials, compounds, canals, 

intaglios, trincheros, platform mounds, ball courts and many other 

items. Given the variety of such features only the most general data 

specifications can be made. 

Researchers should record six things concerning archae

ological features: (1) number of each type present, (2) size, (3) 

method of construction, (4) orientation, (5) relationship to other 

features, and (6) style. The frequency of different types of features 

is relevant to inferences about subsistence, social organization, 

settlement system, and population. Size and construction provide 

information on energy investment relative to social organization and 
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substantialness which relates to use-life and population estimates. 

The orientation of features and their relationship to each other has 

direct bearing on reconstructions of sociBl groups and subsistence and 

population estimates based on social groupings such as households. 

Finally, style provides information for inference of dating, ethnicity 

and migrations. Most of these data can only be derived from excava

tion and it is important that excavations be extensive enough to 

provide this type of information. Surveys, in general, would do well 

to infer the variety and number of features which may be present in a 

site. 

At the level of the site, the archaeologist should pull 

together the information on dating, environment, artifacts, and fea

tures and look at the interrelationship of sites in a region. Exca

vation, in general, is the best vehicle for the first chore and sur

vey a necessity for the second. The major goal at this level of 

data recording should be to identify associations between different 

data categories; questions to ask include what dating information 

occurs with what features, what artifacts occur with what features 

and where do environmental data come from in the site. This facili

tates the delineation of site activity structure, that is, the break

down of the site into temporal, social, and functional components. 

These components relate directly to the inference of all the pre

viously defined social and behavioral variables. 



On the regional level the distribution of such components 

should be recorded in relation to each other and the environment. 

In this enterprise crucial information includes the frequency of 

different components in each site and, following from this, site 

sizes. This information provides the basis for the inference of 

settlement systems which in turn relates to the inference of popu

lation, trade, social organization and migrations. 

Besides archaeological data, the researcher must also 
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record information relative to the inference of formation processes 

at a site. This includes obvious data on post-depositional dis

turbance processes, such as erosion, plowing, bulldozing, pothunting, 

and animal burrowing. A researcher should consider the implications 

of the site's physiography for cultural and natural processes of 

deposition. One would not expect the same processes of cultural 

deposition at a cave site as at open sites and sites on hills are 

subject to different patterns of natural deposition than sites in 

wash bottoms. The prehistoric activity structure of sites also re

lates to formation processes. For example, cultural patterns of 

trash disposal may differ as a function of site occupation span. 

The archaeologist's explicit consideration of the cultural and 

natural transformations acting on his/her data set will produce more 

precise specification of the data needed to control for these trans

formations. 

Finally, in collecting data the researcher must 

realize that the archaeological record of a region does not rest 
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solely in those locales we label sites. Various prehistoric activ

ities left isolated artifacts scattered around the landscape, and these 

artifacts are commonly found ir; regions like southwestern Arizona. 

Here low rates of deposition in many areas leave isolated artifacts on 

the surface, and scant vegetative cover allows their observation. 

Adequately locating, identifying and mapping isolated artifacts re

quires a level of research intensity few projects in southwestern 

Arizona have (or could) expend. This does not, however, justify 

ignoring this aspect of the archaeological record. Smaller areas 

within a larger project area could be selected and intensively sur

veyed for such artifacts. If properly selected this sample could give 

valuable insight into the distribution of this class of archaeological 

phenomena. 

Agreement on what data need to be collected does not 

guarantee comparability between projects unless agreement also exists 

on the methods for data collection. It is not, however, conceivable 

or desirable that every project utilize exactly the same techniques. 

In some cases, generation of comparable data may even require differ

ent techniques. The key to gathering data worthy of comparison lies 

not in the specification of particular techniques but in the control 

of recovery bias. Fundamental to such control is explicit discussion 

of such bias by the archaeologist. The researcher must justify the 

recovery operations in terms of a project specific goals, the need to 

collect a representative data set, and the variability the methods 

will impose on the data. 
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Archaeologists always sample the total universe of data 

available to them and of the most discussed sources of recovery biases 

is sampling bias. Even when a researcher attempts to survey an entire 

project area or excavate an entire site, he/she cannot collect all the 

data present. The last fifteen years have witnessed extensive debates 

as to how archaeologists may draw a sample that adequately represents 

a population (Binford 1964; Redman 1974; Mueller 1975). Two conclu

sions can be drawn from these discussion: (1) no single sampling 

strategy or approach to sampling is always correct, and (2) a hap

hazard or unsystematic approach to data collection will never yield a 

representative sample. 

Archaeologists working in southwestern Arizona have 

demonstrated an uneven awareness of the sampling issue. At the level 

of choosing where to survey many researchers appear well aware of the 

issues. Most recent surveys have either attempted to cover 100% of 

the project area or utilized an explicit sampling design. In terms of 

survey data collection at sites, however, there is room for much 

improvement. Most surveys continue to collect site survey data in a 

haphazard fashion. The most common artifact collection strategy re

mains the grab-bag approach; the subjective picking up of temporally 

and stylistically sensitive artifacts. General observations about 

sites are often made not from systematic attempts at collecting data, 

but by recording sUbjective impressions. Because no inference can be 

drawn without a representative description of the archaeological 



context, these studies provide a poor bases for even the minimal 

research program developed here. 

Data collection at survey sites must be based on an 
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explicit state-of-the-art sampling strategy. Estimation of relative 

frequencies for artifact types, densities, and distributions all 

require that standardized spatial units be defined on the ground and 

that their contents identified and counted. These estimations have 

little or no validity if made from a subjective or haphazard examina

tion of the site surface. Any description of a site requires a 

systematic coverage of the site surface to guarantee location of all 

concentrations of artifacts and surface features. In the rare in

stance that the site is too large to permit such intensive coverage, 

a probability sample of the site1s surface may be appropriate. 

The discussion of survey data collection raises the oft

debated issue of whether or not surveys should collect artifacts. 

Critics of collection point to the destructive nature of such activity 

and the limited resources available for curating these artifacts. 

Proponents of collection point to the need to document observations 

made in the field and to the increased information recovery possible 

with laboratory analysis of materials. 

The data requirements laid out above do not necessarily 

require the collection of artifacts. Observations concerning the 

relative frequencies of functional types, artifact densities, and 

stylistic variability can be made in the field and the materials left 
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in place but this method has several serious drawbacks (Hayden 1965). 

Under no circumstances will observations made in the field be as 

accurate or as detailed as those possible in the laboratory. Col

lecting the artifacts and analyzing them in the laboratory would cut 

down on the amount of field time required for a project. Finally, 

analysis of materials in the field requires field crews to have a 

much higher level of expertise because they usually cannot consult 

literature or local experts to confirm their observations. 

The decision on whether to collect artifacts or not must 

be made on a project to project basis. However, sometimes the 

sponsor or landowner will not allow artifact collection. If c~l

lections are not made, greater time must be allowed for site record

ing, more experienced crews must be hired and a certain loss of 

data quality accepted. 

Control of recovery and sampling biases in excavation 

requires consideration of the same issues as required for survey. 

Excavations must be based on a state-of-the-art sampling strategy 

and muct explicitly consider how recovery techniques bias results. 

Due to the greater variety of techniques and data collected by ex

cavations, I cannot here consider in detail all possible sources of 

recovery biases. One major recovery bias in recent excavations in 

southwestern Arizona is the lack of extensive excavation. No pro

ject in the last twenty years has cleared or tested an archaeological 

site extensively enough to define the total structure of that site. 



This greatly inhibits our estimations of population, settlement 

system, social organization, and subsistence. 

It should go without saying that research unpublished 
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is research undone. In the last ten years almost every large project 

in southwestern Arizona has produced at least a photocopy report. 

This grey literature is difficult to find, but at least in these cases, 

diligent search will be rewarded. Extant reports are very uneven in 

their contents. The Airlie House report (Vivian et al. 1977) provides 

guidelines for various types of CRM reports and any report prepared 

for southwestern Arizona should contain the minimal information set 

forth in these guidelines. The major publication problem lies with 

the multitude of small projects carried out each year. These sur-

veys of a drilling platform, a fractional acre parking lot, or a new 

picnic shade often locate no archaeological materials and generally 

produce only a clearance letter. Each individual project rarely 

warrants scientific concern but in the aggregate they represent a 

substantial outlay of research effort and archaeological infor-

mation. 

The major contracting agencies in the region would be 

doing archaeology a service by yearly bringing together the results 

of their small projects into an annual report. Such a report could 

contain maps showing the ; Jcations of the projects and brief sum

maries of the projects. These summaries should include the project 

location, who contracted it, who did the work, methods, a description 
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of the project area and, a discussion of what was or was not found. 

Because it is doubtful there would be a great demand for such reports, 

they would require no more than a photocopy publication distributed 

to the major libraries of the area and available to researchers on 

request. 

We lay the foundation for all archaeological research 

in southwestern Arizona by gathering and reporting high quality, rep

resentative data. The development of the principles necessary to 

derive first level and then second level inferences from these data 

largely lie beyond the scope of a single region and/or CRM research. 

In addition there are many things we wish to know about southwestern 

Arizona that we must learn from other disciplines. Both these facts 

lead me to discuss research which is ancillary yet essential for the 

archaeological investigation of southwestern Arizona. 

Ancillary Studies 

Many of the ancillary studies we need relate to broad 

issues concerning formation processes or the measurement of social 

and behavioral variables. These issues transcend southwestern Arizona 

and it is not possible to identify or discuss them all here. I will 

only consider studies that are particularly relevant to southwestern 

Arizona and/or could be carried out in the region. These include 

environmental studies, ethnoarchaeology among the Pimas and Yumans, 

compositional analysis of artifacts, and historical archaeology. 
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With a few notable exceptions, including the compositional studies 

and the historical archaeology, this research is difficult to fund 

with CRM monies. It requires the generation of grant funded research 

and often the efforts of scientists other than archaeologists. 

Several environmentally oriented ancillary studies are 

needed in southwestern Arizona. These include environmental recon

structions and research into the formation of desert varnish and 

desert pavement. Significant bodies of literature exist concerning 

these topics but research involving archaeologists is needed. 

Chapter 2 discusses the environmental reconstructions 

relvevant to southwestern Arizona. The major limitation to most of 

these studies is that they were not carried out in southwestern 

Arizona, nor even in the Sonoran desert. Chapter 3 also indicates 

that of the 3 methods used in climatic reconstruction, geomorphology, 

palonology, and packrat nest analysis, the later offers the greatest 

potentual for southwestern Arizona. The region1s arid climate, 

plethora of protected locales for packrat middens, and ubiquitous 

population of packrats makes it well suited for environmental recon

struction based on packrat nests (Betancourt and Van Devender 1981). 

Julio Betancourt of the Department of Geosciences, University of 

Arizona, has undertaken such a study in the Castle Mountains and 

archaeologists should encourage similar work. 

Chapter 2 also raises the questions surrounding the 

formation of desert varnish and desert pavement. Numerous geologists 
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have investigated the formation of these unique desert features; 

desert varnish (Potter and Rossman 1977, 1979; Perry and Adams 1978; 

E1ridge 1979), desert pavement (Springer 1958; Jessup 1960; Cooke and 

Warren 1973). Despite this, research debate still continues as to 

the mechanisms involved in such formation. This debate has direct 

implications for the archaeological dating and interpretation of 

artifacts (see Chapter 2). Due to the association of archaeological 

materials with desert pavement and the occurrence of desert varnish 

on lithic artifacts, this appears a fruitful area for cooperation 

between archaeologists and Quaternary geologists. 

Archaeologists in southwestern Arizona are fortunate 

because ethnographically studied aboriginal groups live in the same 

general area and under similar conditions as prehistoric groups 

(Chapter 3). More importantly, many individual Pimans and Yumans 

still practice or have knowledge of aboriginal economic techniques. 

These individuals provide an invaluable resource for ethnoarchaeo

logical research such as that by William Ooelle (1976), Gary Nabhan 

(1979) and Amadeo Rea (n.d., 1979). 00e1le focuses on wild plant 

procurement, Nabhan on floodwater farming, and Rea on animal pro

curement. These researchers have worked only with Pimas or Papagos, 

and no similar work is being published for Yuman groups. Comparable 

research among the Yumans would be helpful because Yuman subsistence 

practices and techniques do not mirror those of the Papago. 

Further, ethnoarchaeological research would also be useful 

among the Papago. Ooelle (1976) provides input-output analyses for 
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several important wild plants including sC:!:Juaro, mesquite, and cholla. 

Data are also needed for organ pipe cactus, prickly pear cactus, agave, 

foothills paloverde, and sand root. Rea1s work on hunting and wild 

animal exploitation could also use expansion and elaboration. There 

further exists research potentials that no archaeologists have ex

plored. For example, determining the use-life of Hohokam pithouses 

is important for inference of population and social organization. 

Papagos on the western part of the Sells reservation, particularly 

the Hickiwan District, continue to build jacales structurally similar 

to Hohokam pithouses. A use-life study of such structures could pro

vide valuable insights into the energy investment and use-life of 

Hohokam pithouses. The potential for such research will diminish in 

the future as older individuals die and HUD housing tracts replace 

traditional dwellings. 

As Chapter 6 points out, very little compositional 

analysis has been done on artifacts from southwestern Arizona. The 

petrographic analyses of a handful of sherds do not provide a basis 

for inferring where certain types were made and where they were 

traded. In addition, researchers have reported virtually no compo

sitional analysis of lithic materials. The extant survey collections 

of the Arizona State Museum provide a potentially valuable research 

tool for compositional analyses. An extensive examination of these 

materials could settle important issues regarding the spatial dis

tribution of manufacture for pottery and possibly several other 

artifact types. 
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The study of aboriginal historical archaeology in south

western Arizona could contribute to the inference of ethnic boundaries 

and migrations. The ethnohistory of the region (Chapter 3) records 

frequent migrations and ethnic boundary shifts, principally among the 

Yumans. Spanish, Mexican, and early u.S. records also allow identifi

cation of some of the sites associated with these changes. Excavation 

of these sites could contribute to our body of knowledge on the infer

ence and measurement of ethnic boundaries and migrations. This pro

vides a somewhat unique opportunity for us to use traditional archae

ological data to expand the methodology of the discipline. 

My discussion by no measn exhausts the range of ancillary 

studies needed for archaeological research in southwestern Arizona. 

It purposely ignores the broadest issues which concern archaeology in 

all places, not just the region in question. However, if just the 

studies specified here were to be carried out, our knowledge and 

understanding of the area would be greatly advanced. 

Some Final Thoughts 

Pioneer archaeologists came to southwestern Arizona with 

great trepidations and doubts concerning the quality and quantity of 

archaeological data. These reservations continued into the 1970's 

and discouraged all but a handful from working in the area. The 1970's 

brought massive funding for CRM and the lure of research monies en

couraged work in southwestern Arizona. I hope that this research 



design points to the fallacy of earlier doubts about the area's 

research value and demonstrates the potential of its archaeological 

record for answering regional issues of prehistory as well as addres

sing the broader concerns of archaeology. 

In a practical sense this research design is intended 

to facilitate CRM research in the region. In reviewing what we know 

and do not know about the area it provides common problems for differ

ent projects, the questions of archaeological significance in the area 

and relevant issues for small projects. The research program section 

identifies a minimal level of data comparability between projects, 

provides criteria for assessing the significance of sites, and specifis 

scientifically useful data for· small projects. 

On the broadest level this research design makes a 

methodological statement about the design of regional research in 

archaeology~ especially for CRM. It advocates by example a revised 

concept and set of requirements for regional research design. 

Regional research design requires the archaeologists focus on the 

total research potential of a region, rather than those problems that 

fascinate an individual. The regional research design resembles an 

overview in taking this perspective, but differs by providing an 

archaeological research program. This program specifies how the 

potential of an area relates to the coordination of research effort 

between projects, the assessment of archaeological significance, and 

the integration of small projects. At no time is the regional 
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research design a cookbook. It can never realize the unique potential 

of a specific project nor specify exact techniques for fieldwork. 

A good regional research design is a resource for the creative and 

not a crutch for the pedestrian. It must contribute to the design 

of effective, efficient and exciting research, but never can be the 

final word. 
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